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Introduction

My name is surrounded with such hate and fear
that no one can judge what is the truth and what is
false, what is history and what myth.

baron ungern-sternberg, 1921

I imagine that he would like to be remembered riding through a horde
of terrified revolutionary soldiers, scything them down with his sabre
as bullets whizzed around him, passing through his cloak, but never so
much as scraping him; the warrior-king of Mongolia, receiving
reports, tribute and prisoners, like his hero Genghis Khan, in a hastily
pitched campaign tent. My chief image of him, though, is less heroic;
I picture him on the steps of a temple, hearing – and believing – that
he has only a hundred and thirty days left to live, his mutilated face
suddenly contorted by terror.

This book tells the story of Freiherr Roman Nikolai Maximilian
von Ungern-Sternberg, the last khan of Mongolia, who in one short
year rose from being a Russian nobleman to incarnate God of War
and returned Khan. In Mongolia he was lauded as a hero, feared as a
demon and, briefly, worshipped as a god.

I first stumbled upon his story in one of Peter Hopkirk’s brilliant
accounts of central Asian espionage, Setting the East Ablaze. In late
1920 a White Russian baron and cavalry major-general, thin, in-
tense and hideously scarred, had cut his way into Mongolia, 
defeated the Chinese occupiers, taken over the country, ruled it 
briefly and brutally, and raised a Mongolian army to lead back 
against Russia.

It could have been just another bloody episode in the long horror
of the Russian Civil War, but what made it unusual was the sheer
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 oddness of Ungern-Sternberg. Most of the Russian leaders, whether
the Bolshevik Reds or their opponents the Whites,1 were a vicious
bunch who were not averse to the slaughter of a few thousand citizens,
the Reds in the name of the people, the Whites in the name of the tsar,
but none of the others did it in the name of Buddha. According to his
Russian companions, Ungern-Sternberg was a pious, if unorthodox,
Buddhist, and he lived in a world of gods and prophecies that con-
trasted starkly with the one inhabited by most of his contemporaries.
He had not seized Mongolia out of a grand strategic plan, but because,
it was claimed, he believed himself to be the returned Genghis Khan,
flail of the Bolshevik unbelievers and head of an empire that would
stretch from China to the Urals.

It was an almost unbelievable story. One of his chief war aims
was to free the Bogd Khan, the huge, blind Living Buddha who had
been imprisoned by the Chinese, so that he could act as a rallying
point for his crusade. Like all good conquerors, he was rumoured
to have left hidden treasure behind him, plundered from monaster-
ies and buried somewhere on the steppe. Ungern-Sternberg did not
seem to belong to a century of tanks and telephones but to an earlier,
cruder age. Like his Baltic forefathers, he was a lost crusader, a
bloody-handed pillager driven by both  an intense religious fanaticism
and devotion to the joy of slaughter. His hatred was focused, though:
Jews and Bolsheviks were killed by his troops on sight, presaging a
later, greater evil.

His adventures were made all the stranger by their location. Mongolia
can sometimes seem half-imaginary, a storybook country that has no
business being real. Most countries project their own mental image,
however muddle-headed or stereotypical: skyscrapers and hamburgers,
berets and the Eiffel Tower, the willow pattern and the Great Wall,
bowler hats and big red buses. Mongolia’s popular images are emptiness
and exile; Outer Mongolia is a metaphor for as far from anywhere as
you can be. When the current president of Mongolia, Enkhbayar, came
to England to study as a young man, he was detained by a sceptical
immigration official who refused to believe that Mongolia was a real
country – ‘You’re having me on, son’ – until Enkhbayar produced an
atlas to prove his homeland’s reality.

There was a time, though, when the Mongols ruled the world, or at
least a substantial chunk of it. Under Genghis Khan (1162–1227),
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arguably the most successful conqueror in history,2 the Mongols were
transformed from a group of infighting backward steppe tribes to
become the masters of Asia, a ruthless, streamlined war machine
whose speed, force and flexibility massively outclassed any other army
of the era. By the time of Ungern’s invasion, however, the Mongol
Empire had long collapsed, swallowed up by Russia and China, once
again a collection of scattered and feuding clans. They left behind
them deep  cultural memories of massacred peoples and burnt-out
cities.

Tolstoy, writing gloomily of the brutalities of the tsarist system in
the nineteenth century, feared the onset of ‘Genghis Khan with the
telegraph’,3 and perhaps a greater soldier could have made some-
thing of the combination of Mongol ferocity and modern strategy.
Ungern was not that man. His agenda was set by the rantings of
shamans and his chaotic dreams, not by railway timetables or 
quartermasters’ reports. How, I thought, do you come to behave
like this? How does a Baltic-Russian aristocrat end up a fanatical
Buddhist?

And yet, there seemed to be more to his leadership than sheer
 despotic terror. He was undoubtedly popular among his Mongolian
troops, who fought for him with a fury which appeared to some
European observers to be close to devil-worship. Everything about the
story seemed uncertain, even Ungern’s appearance, tall in some
sources, short in others, grey-eyed, green-eyed, blue-eyed – nobody was
able to pin him down. In one account he came across as a detached
fanatic, willing to muse on philosophy and history, in another as a
sadist and butcher, hands steeped in blood. Stories about him were a
morass of rumour, myth and supposition. His personal beliefs were
murky; his Buddhism might have been inherited from an equally eccen-
tric grandfather, or the result of a personal  conversion during his early
years in Mongolia, and he seemed happy to use the most respectable,
if mystical and apocalyptic, language of Russian Orthodoxy at points,
despite his family being Lutheran. The changes in his appearance
 suggest an atavistic religious progress. In one of the few surviving
 photographs he appears in Russian army uniform, neatly groomed,
but with an intense, monastic appearance, like an Orthodox mountain
hermit, but near the end of his campaign he rode bare-chested, ‘like
a Neanderthal’, hung with bones and charms, his beard sprouting in 
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all directions and his chest smeared with dirt. He had gone from monk
to shaman in a few years. �
The ferocity of Ungern’s crusade was surprising, given his Buddhist
connections. Buddhism has always been one of the most accessible
Asian religions to Westerners; appealingly philosophical, pleasantly
pacifist and, compared with Hinduism or much of Chinese religion,
supposedly free of ‘superstitious’ or ‘primitive’ beliefs in the form of
gods or magic. Many writers ignorant of Asian history – particularly,
for some reason, anti-religious science writers – also claimed that
Buddhism lacked the history of atrocities and intolerance that marked
Western religion, despite, for instance, the many Buddhist-inspired
messianic revolts in China, or the deep complicity of Zen Buddhism in
Japanese militarism during the Second World War. It especially
appealed to the English because, like the Church of England, it seemed
not to demand that you believe in anything. To be a Westerner and call
oneself a Muslim, or even a Hindu, makes some definite statement
about your beliefs and perhaps your actions; calling yourself a
Buddhist in the West, however, does not define your identity in any
fixed way. Western Buddhism resembles Unitarianism without the
harsh dogma.

The emphasis on the philosophical aspects of Buddhism in the West
also means that the reality of Buddhist religious practice worldwide
tends to be eclipsed. For instance, Buddhists are often portrayed in the
West as not believing in a God or gods, and most Western Buddhists
don’t. The vast majority of Buddhists worldwide, however, are enthu-
siastic believers in all manner of gods and spirits, often drawn from
local traditions or taken from older religions such as Hinduism or
Daoism.

At first I found it hard to understand why Mongolian Buddhism made
a particularly strong and fearful impact on Westerners such as Ungern.
In the Chinese variety with which I was familiar the most ferocious of
the gods are the guardians found at every temple entrance. Their expres-
sions of earnest intensity, combined with their elaborate martial stances,
make them look like Morris dancers. Temple complexes as a whole feel
gentle and benign: quiet gardens, the slow chanting of prayers, the gods
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and Buddhas set to the back of spacious halls, their hands raised in
benediction.

Buddhism in China, introduced by missionaries from India in the
first century AD and rapidly incorporated into the happy melange of
Chinese folk religion, was part of the mainstream of the Mahayana
tradition, the largest school of Buddhism. It focused upon salvation,
mercy and release from the wheel of suffering; although there were
Buddhist monks and nuns, it remained a populist religion at heart. The
chief figures were the various bodhisattvas, beings who had turned back
at the threshold of enlightenment in order to work towards redemption
for the rest of the world.

However, Chinese Buddhism was – and is – very different from the
Mongolian variety. Mongolian Buddhism was an offshoot of the Tibetan
religion, also known as Lamaist or Tantric Buddhism. The country had
converted as a result of a deal struck in the sixteenth century, effectively
giving the Mongol khans temporal authority over Tibet in return for the
Tibetans assuming spiritual authority over Mongolia. The relationship
was not particularly easy; the Fourth Dalai Lama had been Mongolian,
and had been murdered by the Tibetans for being so. Though based
in the Mahayana tradition, Tibetan Buddhism focused on magic, secret
teachings, spirits and demons, the acquisition of special powers, and
the superior status of the monk or lama – all of which were to play an
important role in Ungern’s story.

Many foreigners were suspicious of Tibetan Buddhism. One 
seventeenth-century Jesuit text on China depicts in wonderful hand-
drawn illustrations the various idols the missionaries encountered. The
pictures of solemn monks standing next to smiling statues of Chinese
Buddhist gods, resting one affectionate hand on their backs, look like
holiday snaps in comparison with the Tibetan deities, which stand on
their own, sharp and fierce. There is a distant respect about the pictures,
mixed, perhaps, with a touch of fear. By far the most commonly wor-
shipped deity in Buddhism is Kwan Yin, the Goddess of Compassion,
similar in many ways to the Virgin Mary in Christianity. Merciful god-
desses have their place in Tibetan Buddhism, but more prominent is the
child-devouring figure of Palden Llamo, a ferocious figure close to the
Hindu death-goddess Kali.

The Jesuit illustrations capture something that photographs never
can; in the harsh light of the lens the Buddhist deities appear cheap
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and gaudy, painted in bright colours and hung with fake jewellery.
The accoutrements don’t help; in most cases an excess of weapons,
skulls, corpses, rats, and spikes serves only to make them look a little
ridiculous, like a group of middle-aged heavy-metal fans.

In the flesh – or the wood, rather – the Mongolian gods have an
even fiercer presence. I first encountered them at the Seven Towers
Temple in Hohhut, the capital of Inner Mongolia. Squashed between
old houses, with narrow hallways and tiny courtyards, it was a dis-
turbing place. Despite the high, bright afternoon outside, almost
everything was shadowed; the only light was from very dim, shuttered
lanterns. I could hear a ragged chanting everywhere I went, adding to
the general eeriness. I was reminded of the Yonghe Gong, the Lama
Temple in Peking, where in the 1930s Western visitors were warned to
keep to well-lit corridors for fear of assault by rogue monks.4

I entered the shrine of a gruesome god, his sharp teeth grinning and
his head festooned with skulls. I wasn’t certain who he was, since the
Tibetan pantheon inherited by the Mongolians is replete with such fig-
ures. In a small dark room, with incense burning and other gargoyles
looming, it seemed capable of an awful, twitching animation; I felt it
might lick its lips at any moment. A rural Mongolian couple were
kneeling on the floor before it, chanting and kowtowing; they’d
brought oranges to feed the god, and cash to bribe him. Even after the
pilgrims had left, I didn’t want to stand in front of the thing, let alone
examine it closely; it was the first time I’d had any concrete sense of
the word ‘idol’.

Elsewhere in the temple, small-denomination notes were tucked
into the armpits and behind the ears of most of the gods, and ageing
fruit lay before them. I wondered whether the purpose was prayer or
appeasement. The assembled gods trampled bodies, gripped weapons
and had fixed, bloody smiles. The last time I’d visited a Chinese tem-
ple I’d spent my time wisecracking about the ‘war umbrellas’ the gods
carried, much to the horror of my Chinese companion, who, despite
being Muslim, was convinced I was drawing some awful curse down
on myself. I was raised Anglican, which takes most of the fear out of
religion, but I wasn’t making any jokes in this place. I could see
chipped paint and worm-eaten wood, the cracks and hollows of years
of neglect. It didn’t make me feel any more at ease; it just made the
gods seem older and darker and angrier.

6
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The temple’s gift shop sold plastic versions of the monstrosities
inside, grinning horror reduced to plastic kitsch. I bought some oranges
and a few sticks of incense before returning inside with a bunch of
schoolchildren, their laughter and joking soon silenced in the shadows
before the gods. I stuck the incense in the sandbox before the biggest
and grisliest of the lot and placed a five-yuan note alongside the oranges
at its feet. Better safe than sorry, after all.

Such a temple, with its close, fearful atmosphere would surely have
made a deep and lasting impression on Ungern. He had not come to it
a blank slate – he was a cruel and ruthless man long before his arrival
in Mongolia – but the images of Mongolian Buddhism, filtered
through the perspective of the equally murky world of Russian and
European mysticism and its fascination with the ‘Orient’, had shaped
his thinking and his actions. This fascination was mingled, in Ungern’s
time, with deep fears of the ‘inevitable’ rise of the East, creating the
myth of the ‘Yellow Peril’, the hordes of sinister Orientals who threat-
ened the West.

Beyond the religious aspects, Ungern’s actions had to be understood
as part of the regional clashes in the first half of the twentieth century
between Russia, Japan and China. Mongolia and Manchuria had been
the fault line for conflict between the old and crumbling tsarist and
Chinese empires, but also the focus of the new imperialism of the
Soviets and Japanese. Mongolia, an impoverished, seemingly unim-
portant country of fewer than two million people, became a key part
of these struggles, and Ungern’s thinking and strategy made sense only
in the context of these conflicts.

I was beginning to develop a sense of what lay behind the Baron’s
terrible deeds, but definite information was still hard to come by. Even
in the 1930s the Russian-French writer Vladimir Pozner had found
that Ungern

kept on escaping me. He confused the catalogues of books in the
libraries. He muddled up the addresses of people who had once
known him. He afflicted some of them with loss of memory. He
struck others dead: for example, ‘Prince’ Tumbair-Malinovski, who
was felled by paralysis and shot himself in a Nice hospital. He
allowed no one to identify him.5

Nobody died while I was tracking Ungern, but he remained elusive.
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My own travels through Mongolia, Russia and China made many
aspects of Ungern’s campaign clearer to me, as did the work of Russian
and Mongolian scholars. I began to see how a small, brutal war in
Mongolia fitted into the larger patterns of history, and how Ungern’s
actions had had a far greater impact than I had ever previously realised.
The story often seems medieval, but Ungern’s campaign is not even a
century removed from us. In Asia the events of the twentieth century
are written in the landscape and on the bodies of the people.6 In China
I met ancient communists who could just remember when China was
an empire, and Mongolia a mere vassal state. I met, too, young nation-
alists who were all too eager to retake, even settle, Mongolia – and
Mongolians who were keen to fight them.

In telling the story of Ungern’s short life and brutal death, then, and
of the consequences of his actions, I have drawn from many different
sources. Some are accounts by his contemporaries, some are later
works or my own impressions of a country or its culture. Much of the
documentation concerning Ungern is clustered in the last three years
of his life, and at times, when describing his early career and beliefs, I
have projected later statements backward in time. I also had to
make some difficult choices about what to believe; Ungern became a
legendary figure even when alive, and his myth grew even more after
his death. His own beliefs and actions were deeply bizarre, but so were
those of his contemporaries, and often it was difficult to tell whether a
particular story was a fantasy of Ungern’s or of the witness reporting
it. As it happened, I began the book in a greater spirit of scepticism
than when I finished it; too many of the oddest stories turned out to be
confirmed by reliable witnesses, often more than one. Who would
have thought, after all, that Ungern really did keep wolves in his
house? Or marry a Chinese princess? Or pause on a reconnaissance
mission, in the middle of a hostile city, to chastise an enemy soldier for
being asleep on duty?

There is very little to like about Ungern himself. He was an appal-
l ing human being in almost every way; virtually his only admirable
 characteristic was his fierce physical bravery, and perhaps parts of his
fas cination with the East. There seemed to be very few aspects of ordi -
nary life which could please him; his pleasures were violent and he
lived in a world increasingly – and rightfully – hostile to the values he
believed in.

8
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Yet he remains fascinating. His voice – strident, sarcastic, vicious –
dominates his story. Other voices are absent, or at least muted: those
of Ungern’s victims and his communist successors’. Peasants, widows,
nomads, and monks, they have left almost no accounts of the events of
the year in which Ungern’s horde tortured and murdered so many of
them, or of the terrible years that followed. In the writings of Western
or Chinese travellers, the Mongolians, with the exception of a few
nobles or high-ranking lamas, are often ignored; it seems hideously
appropriate that virtually the only accounts we have from ordinary
Mongolians are the interrogation records of the old communist
regime, voices bent by torture and distorted for propaganda.

The Mongolians were the tools, and the victims, of a delusional
 psychopath driven by a fusion of religious, imperial and reactionary
ideology. Ungern’s atrocities were a foreshadowing of worse things to
come for the world, and both his life and the suffering he caused have
been eclipsed by the greater horrors that followed. I hope that in this
book I have, at least in part, given some accounting of his victims
together with their – and his – place in history.
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A Son of Crusaders and Privateers

11

Ungern was born in Graz, Austria, in 1885 to an Estonian father of
German blood and a German mother. Within a few years of his birth his
parents had divorced, his mother had remarried and he had moved back
to Reval, Estonia (now Tallinn), where he was to spend the rest of his
childhood. His sense of family and place was uncertain from his very
birth, something reflected in his name. ‘Sternberg’, ‘star mountain’, an
archetypal Jewish name, has an epic ring on its own, but its coupling with
‘Ungern’, which translates as ‘unwillingly, reluctantly’, is an odd one. It
even inspired an anti-Semitic joke, popular during the 1930s: ‘What’s
your name?’ ‘Ungern-Sternberg.’ ‘If I were Sternberg, I’d be unhappy
about it too.’ Though there is no evidence that Ungern possessed any
trace of Jewish ancestry, he separated out the names, entirely incorrectly,
often referring to himself as Ungern von Sternberg. It was clearly an
uncomfortable name for him; when he translated it into Mongolian it
disappeared entirely, and he became simply ‘Great Star Mountain’.

Ungern was christened Nikolai Roman Maximilian, a mixture
of Russian and German names befitting his heritage. He added a
patronymic, in common with most Germans in Russia, transforming
his father’s German Theodor into the Russian Fyodorovich. Even the
date of his birth reflects the split between these two worlds, for he
was born in two separate years: on 10 January, 1886 by the Western
Gregorian calendar and on 29 December, 1885 by the Russian Julian
one, which ran twelve days behind. Errors in conversion from biogra-
phers and bureaucrats alike have produced birthdates ranging from
23 January to 16 December! Similar cross-cultural confusion and mis-
interpretation would mark Ungern’s whole life.



In truth, he had barely any Russian ancestry, his family were thor-
oughly German and warlike; in his own words, ‘crusaders and priva-
teers’.1 There was a weak family connection to Russian royalty many
generations previously, true, through the Romanov intermarriage with
German nobility, but this was hardly unusual for an aristocratic central
European family. Through them there was an even more tenuous
claim to distant Mongolian ancestry. The family had a tradition of
pride bordering on arrogance. One of their ancestors was supposed to
have been an ambassador to the court of Ivan the Terrible, and to have
had his hat nailed to his head after he refused to lift it to the tsar; it
was said that they would have boarded the Ark only reluctantly, hence
the origin of the name. (The real origin of ‘Ungern’ lay in the family’s
distant Hungarian roots; ‘unwilling’ was a linguistic coincidence.)

Young Roman could, in fact, claim descent from any number of
royal bloodlines, including the Plantagenets and the Habsburgs, but it
was the Russian imperial connection that he always liked to assert and
it was as a Russian that he always, first and foremost, presented him-
self. An intense programme of Russification had taken place during
the 1860s as part of a wider Russian effort to strengthen the ties of
the border provinces to the central Empire,2 and it had had a deep
effect on the Ungern-Sternbergs. Even so, the Baron’s sense of attach-
ment to the Russian Empire was almost pathologically intense; in
some ways he had what Isaiah Berlin described as ‘borderlands syn-
drome’, the insecurity that comes from being on the fringes of a great
empire, and which seems to produce an unusually high frequency of
the most blindly cruel servants or leaders of these empires. Such men,
including the Austrian Hitler, the Corsican Napoleon or the Georgian
Stalin, developed, according to Berlin, either ‘exaggerated sentiment
or contempt for the dominant majority, or else over-intense admira-
tion or even worship of it . . . which leads both to unusual insights,
and – born of overwrought sensibilities – a neurotic distortion of the
facts’.3

His homeland, Estonia – then known to both the Germans and the
Russians as Estland – had been carved into existence by the crusading
order of the Knights of the Sword in the twelfth and thirteenth cen-
turies. The Northern Crusades against the pagans of Lithuania and
Livonia have received scant attention compared with the crusades
for the Holy Land, but they were long-lasting and bloody affairs,
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undertaken more out of a desire for land than any genuine missionary
impulse. It was the first clash in what was to become the long history
of German–Eastern conflict.

Initially the native peoples, primitive and idol-worshipping, had little
hope against the iron-wrapped charges of the German crusaders, and
were slaughtered in droves when they tried to confront the crusading
armies directly. Some of them were not even pagan, but had been con-
verted to Orthodoxy by Russian missionaries; this made little difference
to the Germans. The locals fought viciously enough themselves when
they had the chance, often targeting the preachers who followed in the
armies’ wake; many a priest was martyred, burnt as an offering to
Perun the Sun God or quartered in homage to the Lord of Horses. After
some time the pagan forces settled into a long colonial border war
between Estonia and Lithuania, forcing the knights into the forests and
swamps where their horses were useless, concealing themselves among
the peasantry, and making hit-and-run attacks where the knights were
weakest.

The Ungern-Sternbergs were direct descendants of these proud cru-
saders. The Knights themselves had been eclipsed by Lutheranism and
the new Russian kingdoms, and eventually disbanded by Napoleon,
but many of the Baltic Germans, including Ungern’s father and step -
father, were members of the successor charitable organisation, the
Honourable Knights of the Teutonic Order, based in Austria. This
gave the family a somewhat ambiguous position within the Russian
Empire; one of the foremost triumphs of Russian history, after all, was
Alexandr Nevskii’s defeat of the Teutonic Knights on the frozen ice of
Lake Peipus in 1242, halting their advance to the east. Later, as a story
of heroic Russian victory over German invasion, it was given great
play during the Second World War. Nevskii’s triumph was made pos-
sible only by his striking a submissive deal with the Mongols, turning
his princedom of Novgorod into a tributary state, something that did
not often feature in Russian histories.

Though unpopular with the masses, the Germans were regarded
within the imperial system as the de facto equivalent of the Russian
nobility. The high rate of intermarriage between the Romanovs and
German royalty contributed to their social status, and a German was
just as likely to rise to high military or civil rank as a Russian. There
were mutterings, particularly during the First World War, of how much
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influence the Germans had; certainly a goodly number of the Russian
commanders on the Eastern Front had German family names.

The division between conqueror and conquered was still highly visi-
ble in Ungern’s day. As in Russia, the noble estates were surrounded by
a sea of peasantry, but here the class distinction was also ethnic, a clear
divide between poor Slavic natives and Teutonic aristocracy. What
 middle class there was comprised mainly later German immigrants,
sometimes Jews, although by the turn of the century there was an
emerging Estonian middle class. The whole country had just under a
million  people, roughly 5 per cent of them German, and maybe a fifth
of those Jewish. The justice system was traditionally based around
social class, and consequently ethnicity; the word of a baron or a knight
weighed considerably heavier in the scales of evidence than that of a
peasant, hence that of a German heavier than that of a Slav. Although
this system had been reformed before Ungern’s birth, the attitudes it
reflected still survived.

As elsewhere in the Russian Empire, the peasantry lived a virtually
medieval lifestyle, scraping a living from farming and fishing. An  out-
ward layer of deep devotion to the Lutheran Church concealed a
 multitude of incongruous, semi-pagan superstitions. There were some
shamanic elements in the folk tales, similar to those of neighbouring
Finland. During the 1920s these were formed into Tassi, an outlandish
neo-pagan religion something like modern Wicca, which fused suppos-
edly ancient beliefs with a nationalist, right-wing agenda. Tassi never
attracted more than a few thousand believers and was crushed as
counter-revolutionary in Soviet times, but it is, nevertheless, a fine
example of the way nationalism and esoteric beliefs sometimes crossed.
Tiny, near-medieval, aristocratic, freezing in winter but burning hot in
summer, on the fringes of a great empire, with a muddle of earlier
beliefs lying under a late-imposed religion – Estonia was not unlike
Mongolia.

Ethnic Germans such as the Ungern-Sternbergs did not regard them-
selves as belonging to their adopted country. In some ways they were
still colonists, overseers of vast estates powered by native labour,
nostalgic for the bright lights of the city. Like Ungern’s parents, they
frequently holidayed in, or even moved back to, Austria or Germany.

They were widely known for being proud, even by Russian aristo-
cratic standards, and looked down on Jews, ‘native’ Estonians and
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Russians, roughly in that order. Until late in the nineteenth century
there were hardly any Jews in Estonia, since it lay outside the Pale
established for Jewish settlement in Russia. The Baltic Germans in all
three countries, on the other hand, were effectively one community,
having far more to do with each other than with the locals, and the
Germans in Estonia picked up on the prejudices of their Latvian and
Livonian relatives.

The incestuous nature of the community was reflected in their large
manor houses, which frequently changed ownership as various nobles
drank or gambled away their family fortunes, but which almost always
passed to other German families rather than to Estonians, or even the
Russian nobility. The Baltic German community was closely associated
with the Volkisch pan-German movements, and produced a remarkably
high number of Nazi leaders and thinkers; the Nazi ‘philosopher’ and
neo-pagan Alfred Rosenberg, hanged at Nuremberg for his anti-Semitic
propaganda and his brutal administration of occupied eastern Europe,
grew up in Reval only a few years behind Ungern. Like most nineteenth-
century aristocrats, Germans were frequently in debt, living a long way
beyond their means in order to sustain their fantasies of noble life. Yet,
like the Russian aristocracy, their children spent a lot of time among the
peasantry, and some of them found the peasant lifestyle more appealing
than the cold and restricting world of their parents.

The Germans in Estonia were divided between their identity as
Germans and their role as servants of the Russian Empire. It was a
conflict full of contradictions. The wider German world was more
modern, more liberal, more civilised than most of the Russian Empire,
but many Baltic Germans maintained virtually medieval privileges and
prejudices, and it was the Russians who had begun to abolish much
of the legal basis on which German superiority over the indigenous
population rested. Reval reflected these tensions. In this fortress city
the crusader-built castle set on a hill in the centre – a visible symbol of
German power – vied for architectural prominence with the Orthodox
cathedral, a glitzy pseudo-Muscovite construction built in the 1880s
and designed to overshadow the Lutheran cathedral nearby. (It was
named, none-too-subtly, after Alexandr Nevskii, the great Russian
hero of the medieval wars against the German invaders.)

The Ungern-Sternbergs had traditionally identified themselves with
both the German aristocracy and the Russian imperialists. In the early
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nineteenth century more members of the family began to pursue mili -
tary careers, inevitably entangling them in the sprawling frontiers of
Russia’s eastern empire. Russia’s nineteenth-century drive to the east,
a continuation of the great expansions of the previous two centuries,
saw the gradual absorption, by diplomacy or by force, of the various
petty khanates, tribes and kingdoms of central Asia, followed by
Russian colonisation of the newly conquered areas. This mirrored
the Mongol conquests of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries,
when they had swept out of Mongolia to become the masters of
Eurasia. In two centuries Russia had more than doubled in size, and
a whole new class of diplomats, warriors and spies evolved to deal
with the conquered territories, and the often rebellious locals. They
fought against an array of small Muslim states, remnants of the
Mongol Empire: set-piece battles during which Russian artillery
pounded medieval mountain fortresses into dust, and cavalry skir-
mishes and massacres during which the Cossacks would be loosed
against one or other unfortunate tribe. Asked whether ‘his family had
distinguished itself on Russian service’, Ungern replied proudly
‘Seventy-two killed during wartime!’4

It was a fusion of the Wild West and the Roman Empire, and the
transmission of family stories and mementos of far-off campaigns left
a deep impression on Ungern. A member of a minority in his home-
land, an uncertain Russian, the core of his familial identity was not
national but military. He always prided himself upon the warlike
nature of his ancestors, talking enthusiastically of such figures as ‘the
Axe’ and ‘the Brother of Satan’. He was obsessed with their role in
the Crusades in particular, a period of history he often referred to
in conversation. The Ungern-Sternbergs did have their fair share of
military heroes, but the family’s history was not entirely glorious; one
of their most famous Estonian forebears, Otto von Ungern-Sternberg
(1744–1811), was a wrecker, using false lights to lure ships on to the
harsh rocks of the coast of the Estonian island Hiiumaa, then killing
the surviving crew and plundering the cargo. In his spare time Otto
was a poet and mystic,  neither of which stopped the Russian authori-
ties from shipping him off to Siberia when he was found guilty of
 piracy and banditry. In Ungern’s own account this gruesome heritage
was transformed into the more glamorous practice of privateering. He
claimed, entirely falsely, that his paternal grandfather had served
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under an Indian prince as a privateer against the British. It’s a won-
derfully swashbuckling image, and sounds exactly like the fantasy of a
young boy.

His fantasies extended beyond the military to the religious. He
claimed that the same grandfather had converted to Buddhism as a
result of his experiences in India. Since Buddhism was barely known
in India at the time, this is rather like saying that someone converted
to Islam as a result of a trip to Spain. If anything, the opposite was the
case; Western scholars and occultists were influential in reintroducing
Buddhism to India and some, such as the Theosophist Henry Olcott,
are still honoured for doing so. Claims such as this remain common
among occult groups and new religious movements, adding an appeal-
ing veneer of antiquity to their beliefs.5 In Ungern’s case it indicates an
interest in Buddhism coupled with a general ignorance of its practical
and historical realities that was typical of the man.

Ungern’s fantasies about his family’s history were, perhaps, the
result of one of the most mundane of childhood tragedies: an early
parental divorce. His father, Theodor Leonhard Rudolf von Ungern-
Sternberg, was an amateur geologist; his mother, Sophie Charlotte von
Wimpffen, from Hesse in Germany, was an aristocrat. It was not a
happy marriage. They divorced when Roman was six, and he was
raised by his mother and her second husband, another baron, Oskar
von Hoyningen-Huene. The cause of the divorce was probably his
father’s gradual mental collapse, which eventually necessitated his
committal to a sanatorium at Hupfal for five years. The records tiptoe
around the exact nature of his illness, describing him as ‘mentally
unsound’.6 The early deaths of the first two children of the marriage,
both girls, can’t have helped. He may have been suffering from some
form of schizophrenia, though he apparently made a strong recov-
ery in later life. We can only speculate as to whether his young son
ever witnessed any of his psychotic episodes, and the effect it might
have had on him. His mother, unsurprisingly given her own experi-
ences of the marriage, seems to have prevented him having much 
contact with his father, even after the latter’s release from the 
asylum.

Sophie Charlotte remarried in 1894 and the family moved to his step-
father’s estate at Jerwakant (Järvakandi in Estonian), around forty miles
from Reval, the Estonian capital. There they occupied a substan tial
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manor house, set back in the woods and deep in snow in the winter like
something from a fairy tale. Hoyningen-Huene owned the land and
 controlled the rents for miles around, like any good German lordling.
Most of the staff on the estate were German, most of the workers and
peasants Estonian. The impact of the divorce on Ungern can, perhaps,
be best gauged through silence; despite acting in loco parentis for all but
his first six years, Ungern’s stepfather receives no mention in any of his
later letters or recorded conversations. A hint of their relationship is
given from Ungern’s school records, which note ‘a bad attitude towards
his stepfather’.7

Like the majority of the Baltic Germans, the family were Protestant
Lutherans, but Ungern was inevitably exposed to Eastern Orthodoxy,
the state religion of Russia which the Russian authorities were making
strong efforts to press upon the Germans. The Lutheran cathedral in
Reval was festooned with the heraldry of the Baltic German noble
families, including the Ungern-Sternberg coat of arms: quartered roses
and fleurs-de-lis. It was also full of images of death, plague and doom;
one wall was hung with a danse macabre and carved skulls could be
found among the coats of arms.

Young Roman’s world was as multilingual as it was multicultural.
His parents probably spoke German at home, but he was surrounded
by Russian speakers and soon became fluent in both. In addition, he
spoke French, required of any Russian with aspirations to culture, and
English, also common among the Russian aristocracy. He may have
spoken Estonian, perhaps learnt from servants or nurses. If so, it may
have helped him with his later language acquisition. Estonian is dis-
tantly related to the Mongolian languages, and shares several charac-
teristics with them, chief of which are agglutination8 and an alarming
number of cases.

Ungern holidayed with his relatives on Hiiumaa (Dago to the
Germans), an isolated, beautiful Baltic island which the Ungern-
Sternberg clan had ruled for two hundred years. It could be a disturbing
place for outsiders. Two generations later, under Soviet rule, it would
be garrisoned by Kazakh soldiers who lived in fear of the dark woods,
the bitter cold and the tall blond ‘fascists’ around them. It was here
that his infamous wrecker of a great-great-grandfather, Otto, had plied
his grisly trade. Legends about him were still common on the island,
and Ungern stayed in his forebear’s vast, echoing manor, Suuremõisa,
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where, it was said, Otto would daily line up his servants and give them
ten strokes of the rod apiece, just in case they had done something to
deserve it. �
Contemplating a monster as a child is always a difficult business.
Children are innocent, likeable creatures, full of hope. Picture the  little
Roman von Ungern-Sternberg (floppy hair, skinned knees, clear blue
eyes, schoolbag) and within him there are wound-up futures: burnt
 villages, skinned bodies, lynched Jews. Such images are not irreconcil-
able; as anybody with an unclouded memory of their own childhood
knows, children are frequently uncaring, sadistic, vicious and preju-
diced, and readily absorb the various bigotries of schoolmates and
parents.

We have no strong evidence of Ungern’s childhood character. What
fragments we do have indicate a violent and impulsive child. One of
his neighbours, for instance, had a pet owl, which Ungern, for no good
reason, tried to strangle when he was twelve. He was educated at
home in German until he was fifteen, and then sent to the Nicholas
Gymnasium in Reval, the school of choice for the upper class. It had
a slight majority of Russians, a lot of Germans, and a few Estonians
and Jews.

The school was a military-orientated, Russian version of Stalky &
Co., designed to prepare its charges for the burdens of empire, but
Ungern did not take well to being taught. By the time he went to
school he was a strong-willed young man, tall and athletic, unwilling
to bend to school rules or obey teachers he saw as inferiors. He was
naturally intelligent, but his grades were atrocious. In class he was
obstinate and violent; I imagine him not to have been a bully as such,
but, as his later behaviour suggests, rather one of those pupils of
whom even the bullies are afraid, the kind who violate the unwritten
rules of childhood fights, whom nobody wants to sit near, and who
cannot be trusted with compasses or scissors. According to friends of
his parents interviewed in exile in Paris, ‘Roman was a terror to his
 fellow-pupils and his masters. Several of the pupils’ mothers forbade
their sons to speak to him. Roman took his revenge. He got into the
habit of throwing his school-books out of the window in the middle of
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lessons, running out after them, and never coming back. His masters
didn’t dare to complain.’9 They may not have complained directly,
but they did take discreet action, and Ungern’s mother was asked to
withdraw him from the school.

Despite this humiliation, his family came through for him. His
 stepfather, Baron Hoyningen-Huene, wrote a letter to the heads of the
Marine Academy at St Petersburg, asking for him to be admitted and
including – presumably somewhat reluctantly – his previous grade
record. He resignedly noted that, ‘If you feel it necessary to exclude
him, [. . .] I undertake to take him back under my care without
delay.’10 Clearly the family expected trouble.

It was an even higher-class school, full of the children of the empire’s
nobility, but Ungern did not take well to its strict military routine. His
disciplinary record shows constant skirmishes with authority. Among
his offences were returning from the holidays with long hair, smoking
in bed, smoking on duty, fighting with his classmates, talking back to
his teachers, standing in church, and skipping gymnastics. Told that
his answer in an exam on naval architecture was unclear, he replied,
‘Oh, what a shame!’11 – typical of his sense of humour, which even as
an adult remained limited to brutal sarcasm. Locked up in detention,
he compounded the original offence by escaping and stealing his supper
from the kitchens.

For the first year his grades were passable, but in the second they
had sunk to new depths. The only thing he consistently excelled in was
physical exercise, including some forms peculiar to the naval academy,
such as manoeuvring around masts and topstays. Humiliatingly, he
was held back a year in May 1904, forced to study alongside younger
boys. He showed no academic improvement. Combined with his lack
of discipline, it was too much for the school, and his parents were
asked to withdraw him the following February. From the tone of his
long-suffering stepfather’s reply to the school’s letter, Ungern received
a formidable rollicking.

Ungern, however, found a way out. The Russo-Japanese war was in
full swing and, quixotically, he decided to volunteer as an ordinary
soldier. The nominal cause of hostilities had been a dispute about
forestry concessions, but the war released decades of pent-up Japanese
resentment against Russia, which had become especially strong after
the Russians pressured Japan out of the valuable Liaotung peninsula
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in 1895. Despite its name, the war was fought almost entirely on the
territory of the collapsing Chinese Empire. The Russians had long been
keen to extend their influence into Manchuria and the Pacific, and
with China’s weakness in the nineteenth century their time seemed to
have come. Unfortunately, Russia’s opportunity coincided with the rise
of a new regional hegemony. The Japanese were radically transform-
ing their nation into a modern power – and that meant an imperialis-
tic one, with the crumbling Chinese Empire as their target. Korea and
Manchuria would make ideal first colonies, since both were ethnically
and culturally separate from most of China, close to Japan, and had
many natural harbours.

A series of small conflicts, starting with the reckless Russian seizure
of Japan’s island naval base of Tsushima in 1861, had built inevitably
into war. The Russians bullied the Japanese out of Manchuria in 1895,
after the first Sino-Japanese war had left the Japanese in control of
Korea, formerly a Chinese tributary. The Japanese resented it, and
they felt that the rest of the developed world, to which they badly
wanted to belong, had backed the Russians out of racial empathy. A
clique of Russian officers around General Alexsei Kuropatkin, mean-
while, saw the Japanese advance as part of the rise of the Asian peoples,
a ‘Yellow Peril’ against which Russia had to stand firm.

When the two sides mutually declared war in February 1904, the
Russians were still in control of most of Manchuria, outnumbered the
Japanese, and were confident of an easy victory against soldiers many
of them referred to as ‘yellow monkeys’. By the time Ungern arrived
at the front, the Russian army had suffered a series of humiliating
defeats. The Japanese had outmanoeuvred them at every turn, crack-
ing them out of established defensive positions, mauling them with
superior artillery and inflicting terrible casualties. At school, Ungern
would have heard of a series of shocking losses: Yalu, Mukden,
Liaoyang, the fall of Port Arthur. For a young man steeped in Russian
military tradition, with a strong sense of national pride, each new loss
must have been a terrible shock. Perhaps, as nineteen-year-old boys
tend to, he fantasised that he could somehow reverse the situation by
some act of bravery or leadership that would turn the tide and bring
Russian victory.

There would be no chance for heroism by the time Ungern arrived
at the front, however. The Japanese were at the limits of their supply
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lines and their manpower. The Russians couldn’t afford to reinforce
failure, since any extra men would have to be drawn from regions
which, rural and urban alike, were already brimming with unrest and
bitterness, caused both by a long history of inequality and by a new
wave of intellectual agitators. Conscription, always unpopular, could
prove explosive. Neither side could cope with another of the hideous,
slaughterhouse battles which had characterised the war so far, and so
they had settled down along an extended line of trenches in exhausted
stalemate to wait for their navies to decide things. The Baltic fleet had
been dispatched at almost exactly the same time as Ungern had left
Estonia, but it was still steaming around the world to its final reversal
at Tsushima which would seal Russia’s defeat.

Ungern’s time as an ordinary soldier passed without great incident.
Like many Russian officers, Japanese skill and courage made a con-
siderable impression on him. Good relations with the Japanese army
would be crucially important to him in the future, and he spoke of
them in admiring terms. He learnt military routine and discipline
 himself, and took to it better than he had at the Marine Academy. The
teachers there had been mere petty autocrats, but this was war, and
it had to be treated seriously. By the end of the conflict he was a
 corporal, and had been awarded a service medal. It was not a heroic
distinction, but impressive enough; he had certainly proved his dedi-
cation to the motherland. And he had seen the Far East for the first
time, the region where he would later serve an empire – and attempt
to carve out his own.
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The Ends of the World
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Back in Russia, the system that Ungern had volunteered to defend was
falling apart. Under pressures from urbanisation, secularisation and
radicalism, the old imperial order was beginning to crack. For many
reactionaries this was a sign of the forthcoming End of Days, and their
writings and meetings began to be filled with talk of the Apocalypse.
In the Byzantine era the Eastern Orthodox Church considered the
Book of Revelation semi-canonical at best, and tried to restrict it from
being too widely circulated, rightfully fearful of the consequences. It
was a restriction that went unheeded by the Russian Orthodox hierar-
chy, where imagery drawn from Revelation was common in both art
and diatribe. Scenes of the Apocalypse were blazoned on the porticoes
of their churches, burning themselves into the conscience of the laity.

As the imperial forces in the East stumbled from disaster to disaster,
the authorities back home proved equally incapable of coping with
social unrest. On Sunday 22 January, 1905, in St Petersburg, a huge
demonstration assembled to present workers’ grievances and petition
for democratic representation. The petition was written in deferential
terms, drawing upon old images of the ‘Father-Tsar’, deeply concerned
for his people, and the marchers sung hymns and carried icons as they
headed towards the Winter Palace. Piety was met with violence, as the
army opened fire, heedless of the women and children in the front
lines. Cossack troops charged down the survivors, sparking panic in
the crowd. In a few minutes around a thousand people were killed, and
any belief in the essential benevolence of the tsarist system shattered.

‘Bloody Sunday’ sparked dissent throughout Russia. In the country-
side, groups of peasants seized land and burnt down manor houses as



terrified nobles fled in fear of their lives. In the cities, workers downed
tools and formed unions, calling for an elected parliament and a legal
system that would guarantee their civil rights. For Ungern this was
appalling, a breakdown of the natural order. As he put it later, ‘the
classes cannot exist by themselves, but are connected’. His vision of
society was like the medieval Great Chain of Being, in which everyone
from noble to peasant had their place, and to disturb one element was
to disrupt the whole hierarchy.

He had a fundamental sense of arrogant privilege. The Ungern-
Sternberg family had ‘never taken orders from the working classes’, and
it was not the place of ‘dirty workers who’ve never had any  servants of
their own, but still think they can command’ to manage society.1 Worst
of all were the revolts of the peasantry, whom he  considered the bedrock
of the entire feudal-monarchical system.

There was a racial element here, too; in Ungern’s view the Slavic peas-
ants were naturally inferior, incapable of making their own decisions.
Without the guidance of ‘superior’ peoples, he later stated, they would
only fall for the manipulations of the Jews. This was a belief shared by
many of the Russian nobility, who sometimes saw themselves as a race
apart from the peasantry – for instance some believed, or claimed to
believe, that the peasants literally had ‘black blood’. In some cases such
prejudice had been partly softened during childhood by contact with
Russian peasant nurses and servants, but the staff at Jerwakant were all
German, so Ungern lacked even this basic knowledge of the Russian
peasantry.

The gap between the Germans and the locals was provoking trouble
in rural Estonia. The main cause of unrest here was not socialism, but
national revival. The Estonians had, in theory, already been granted
equal legal rights with the Germans. In practice, though, the country
was still dominated by a tiny foreign elite. Russian attempts to reduce
the power of the Germans had resulted only in Russian administrators
replacing German. Since they, too, rarely spoke Estonian, had no family
ties with the region and were mainly interested in reaping as much
profit from their post as possible before a comfortable retirement in
St Petersburg, they managed to make themselves even less popular
than the Germans.

During the 1905 revolutions the Estonian peasantry ran riot. Seven
hundred years of political and economic oppression exploded in a
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 joyous outpouring of violence. The burnt-out manor houses in the
countryside were complemented by smashed windows and broken
furniture in the cities. In just over a week in December 1905, one-fifth
of all German-owned property was destroyed.2 The Ungern-Sternberg
clan owned several properties and suffered great losses from the
Estonians’ vengeful rage. These included the manor house at Jerwakant
where Ungern has been raised, of which the local peasantry left nothing
but a blackened shell.

With the arrival of twenty thousand Russian soldiers, the power of
the Germans was restored and the rebels were put down without
 quarter. Three hundred were shot, another three hundred sentenced
to death, and thousands sent to Siberia. It cemented, in Ungern’s
mind, all the prejudices of his family and class. The peasants were feral
 animals, fit only to be tamed and corralled, ‘rough, untutored,
wild and constantly angry, hating everybody and everything without
 understanding why’.3

Imperial rule was the natural order of things, and to threaten it
threatened the world itself; revolution was the harbinger of ‘famine,
destruction, the death of culture, of glory, of honour and of spirit, the
death of states and the death of peoples’.4 The monarchical system
was very dear to Ungern; it was the centrepiece of the hierarchies that
governed his world. The Russian monarchy, however, was the most
sacred of all, blessed, like Russia, by God himself. The revolution,
seemingly spontaneous, was really controlled by Jews and intellectu-
als; it was ‘the horrible harvest of the seed sowed by revolutionaries’.
He dismissed any suggestion that the revolts might have arisen out of
genuine social grievance, believing that ‘in their hearts, the people
remained loyal to Tsar, Faith, and Fatherland’,5 but had been led
astray by the intelligentsia. The threat to the monarchy threatened the
very order of things and foreshadowed the end of all.

Others shared his views; the end of the revolution saw over seven
hundred pogroms, spurred on by rightist anti-Semitic organisations
such as the Union of the Russian People and the Legion of the
Archangel Michael. The paramilitary groups associated with them,
which carried out over three thousand murders, were known as the
‘Black Hundreds’. The tottering tsarist regime, sensing its own unpopu-
larity, attempted to rouse popular anti-Semitism to bolster support
for the monarchy and against Jews and revolutionaries, increasingly
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connected in rightist propaganda. The ‘Protocols of the Elders of
Zion’, a tract which claimed that Jews were organised in a sinister,
world-dominating conspiracy, circulated widely among reactionaries.
Right-wing propaganda took on an increasingly eliminationist tone,
looking not merely to ‘contain’, but to permanently eradicate the
‘Jewish menace’.

For the moment, Ungern had to learn to defend that order, now
barely stabilised by the introduction of the ‘October Manifesto’,
which reformed the Russian constitution and provided a limited
degree of both democracy and civil rights. For Ungern even this was
an abomination, the beginning of the end, and he agreed with Tsar
Nikolas II, who had been badgered and threatened into signing, that it
was a betrayal of the rightful principles of autocratic monarchy. As a
young soldier, however, there was nothing he could do about it, espe-
cially with his career to consider. Returning to Russia in 1906, yet
more strings were pulled and, after briefly considering the Engineering
Corps, he was able to enrol in the extremely prestigious Paul I
(Pavlovskoe) Military Academy instead, switching from navy to army.
The academy churned out military cadets, particularly for the cavalry,
the most glamorous of the services. Here he seems to have settled
down, though he was never anything other than a mediocre student;
perhaps his temperament was simply more suited to the contempla-
tion of hand-to-hand slaughter than the distant calculations of naval
battle, or perhaps the experience of war had sharpened his commitment
to the army.

While studying logistics, military engineering, and small unit tactics,
Ungern was also beginning to develop his interest in more esoteric
matters. He seems to have read widely on Buddhism, occultism, and
religion in general, as well as Western philosophy and literature – he
particularly liked Dostoevskii and Dante. Nietzsche, popular among
the Pavlovskoe cadets, was another influence. He began to develop
some of the classic traits of an intelligent but narrow-minded autodidact:
contempt for the intelligentsia, a fervent belief in his own findings and
reasoning, and a dangerous credulity for unusual fringe beliefs.

An interest in both Eastern religion and the occult tends today to be
associated with a broad range of ‘alternative’ thought, and in general
with radical, or at least mildly left-wing, politics.6 This was certainly
not the case in Ungern’s time. Although plenty of radicals and socialists
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could be found in occult circles, at least as many occultists were reac-
tionaries or fervent nationalists. One reason was the innate elitism of
occultism. George Orwell, considering advertisements for astrologers
in a French fascist magazine, brilliantly noted how ‘the very concept of
occultism carries with it the idea that knowledge must be a secret
thing, limited to a small circle of initiates. [. . .] Those who dread the
prospect of universal suffrage, popular education, freedom of thought,
emancipation of women, will start off with a predilection towards
secret cults.’7 The high intensity of Russian patriotism and Orthodox
mysticism, especially the near-deification of the tsar, easily bled over
into the stranger fringes of belief.

We don’t know precisely how Ungern first discovered Buddhism
and mysticism, but he would hardly have been short of opportunities.
St Petersburg was rife with occultism. One Orthodox priest, Father
Dmitrevskii, was shocked at how, ‘In bookstore display windows, at
the train stations, all these books about spiritualism, chiromancy,
occultism, and mysticism in general leap out at you. Even the most
innocent books are sold in covers decorated with some kind of mysti-
cal emblems and symbols which assault the eye.’8 Orthodox priests of
the time seem to have spent their lives in a perpetual state of outrage
at just about everything, but his account of the overwhelming interest
in the occult is confirmed by numerous contemporaries. In St Petersburg
alone, during Ungern’s time there, there were thirty-five officially
 registered occult groups. Then, as now, alternative medicine was a
mainstay of such movements, including a school of ‘Tibetan medicine’,
frequented by the rich and gullible. In 1913 a Tibetan Buddhist temple
was even established, affiliated with the Theosophist movement and
established by the extraordinary Buriat monk and secret agent Agvan
Dorjiev. Some took the rise in esoteric religions as synonymous with
the supposed decadence of the time, railing against black magic,
satanism and witchcraft; others perceived it as a vital outpouring of
that national obsession, the Russian soul.

Orientalist trappings were very common among esoteric groups.
Magazine and book covers of the time frequently appropriated Asian
symbols; the wuxing (yin/yang symbol), the swastika, the Buddha, the
vajra thunderbolt, the lotus and so forth.9 Perhaps some of them
seemed familiar to the Baron from his genuine experiences of the East;
the boom in interest in Asian religion had, after all, been sparked
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largely by the imperial interests of Britain and Russia. His  relative-by-
marriage Hermann Keyserling, later to become an important figure in
European occultism, observed that even as a young man he was inter-
ested in ‘Tibetan and Hindu philosophy’ and spoke of ‘geometrical
symbols’.10 Keyserling thought him ‘one of the most metaphysically
and occultly gifted men I have met’, and believed he possessed clair-
voyant abilities. That Ungern could read minds was a common belief
among those who knew him. Perhaps this impression was due to his
distinctive gimlet eyes: small, deep-set, and unevenly spaced. There
was something inconsistent about their colour, and nobody could
seem to agree whether they were blue or grey. They fixed upon his
interlocutors with a disconcerting intensity, ‘like those of an animal
from a cave’, according to Keyserling.

‘Tibetan and Hindu philosophy’ was undoubtedly a reference to one
of Keyserling’s own interests, the peculiar new cult of Theosophy.
Hugely popular in Russia, it often portrayed itself as a form of ‘eso-
teric Buddhism’. The Theosophical Society had been founded in 1875
by, among others, a Russian mystic, traveller and con-artist named
Helena Blavatsky (1831–1891), a woman of considerable creative
intelligence, great charm and no little greed. Having read widely, if
shallowly, in the literature of the Eastern religions, she cobbled together
Hinduism, Buddhism, bits of existing Western occultism, elements of
the novels of the popular fantasist Edward Bulwer-Lytton and her
curious interpretations of contemporary scientific and pseudo-scientific
theories to create her own religion. Her motives were muddled; she
genuinely wished to bring Asian insight to Europe, but also took much
delight in the gullibility of her disciples, whom she once offhandedly
referred too as ‘flap-doodles’, and the financial benefits they provided.

Theosophy was a kind of stripped-down and generalised version of
Hinduism and Tibetan Buddhism. Its most critical beliefs were in re-
incarnation, the fundamental unity of world religions, the existence of
karma and the cyclical nature of the universe. Today Theosophy sur-
vives largely through the diligent work and wills of sweet little old
ladies, but its wider influence is obvious to anybody familiar with
alternative Western religious beliefs, particularly during the so-called
‘New Age’ of the 1980s. Crankish though its beliefs were, Blavatsky’s
society drew to it many talented and likeable individuals, and was a
major influence on many artists and poets. It was especially popular in
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Russia, where it had tens, perhaps hundreds, of thousands of follow-
ers, mostly from the upper classes. Among the Russian and German
aristocracy, belief in clairvoyance, poltergeists, telepathy, spiritualism,
astrology and the like were as common as belief in homeopathy
among the English middle classes today. Come the revolution, interest
had reached such a level among the White diaspora that priests in the
Russian-Chinese city of Harbin complained of being overwhelmed by
Theosophists.

Blavatsky’s books occasionally leap into vivid, poetic passages, but
exhibit for the most part a tedious, prolix quality, replete with a high
degree of pseudo-scholarship; a typical page of Blavatsky’s prose con-
tains references to a half-dozen ‘eminent Hindu scholars’, a couple of
German professors, some kind of elaborate table of elements and a
few dubious etymologies of Sanskrit or Chinese words. Whole passages
are copied outright from other works. A touch of irony may be found
where she writes of one of her invented verses of the ‘Secret Doctrine’
that ‘this is, perhaps, the most difficult of the stanzas to explain. Its
language is comprehensible only to him who is well versed in Eastern
allegory and purportedly obscure phraseology’.11 That her books ever
became best sellers beggars belief.

Theosophy was normally presented in Russia as a form of Buddhism
– Theosophical circles frequently opened ‘Buddhist temples’ – and
Ungern certainly perceived it as such. His term for his own faith, ‘eso-
teric Buddhism’, echoed a phrase which recurs throughout Blavatsky’s
writings, and was a standard description for Theosophy in Russia. The
influence of Theosophical language and ideas is evident whenever
Ungern discusses religion. Of particular importance to Theosophists
was a belief in the ‘Hidden Masters of the World’ – great spiritual
 figures who influenced the world through their mystical powers, and
whose benevolent teachings and guidance could aid the West. They
communicated through Madame Blavatsky, apparently by dropping
envelopes in the corners of rooms while nobody was looking through a
sort of mystical postal service.

Tied into the notion of the positive conspiracy of the Hidden
Masters was its inverse; the negative, manipulating, corrupting influ-
ence of evil forces. The notion of a conspiratorial elite could be traced
back, in part, to a confused misinterpretation of the Jewish belief
in thirty-six ‘righteous men’, living and suffering saints for whom
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God continued to spare the universe from destruction. Unsurprisingly,
this rapidly became tied in with the conspiratorial anti-Semitism of
Jewish well-poisoners, bankers and revolutionary masterminds. Western
occultism had often exhibited a traditionally philosemitic streak, but
now it was almost as though the Wisdom of the East had come to
replace the Wisdom of the Jews, the Kabbalah swapped for Tibetan
magic.

Although mainstream Theosophy was not obsessed by conspirato-
rial anti-Semitism, Blavatsky was never averse to taking occasional
sideswipes at Judaism. She wrote of it as ‘theologically a religion of hate
and malice towards everyone and everything about it’. In contrast to
Aryan religion, ‘the Semite interpretations emanated from, and were
pre-eminently those of a small tribe, thus marking [. . .] the idiosyncratic
defects that characterise many of the Jews to this day – gross realism,
selfishness, and sensuality’. Not to mention that ‘while the Egyptian
emblem was spiritual, that of the Jews was purely materialistic’.

Theosophical ideas of the rise and fall of races and peoples meshed
well with another popular Russian mystic and philosopher, Konstantin
Leontiev, known as the ‘Russian Nietzsche’. Although he died when
Ungern was five, his books, particularly Russia and Europe, were
still popular. They were exaltations of Russian character and will, in
contrast to the weakness and softness of the West. Cultures began in
simplicity and purity, became more intricate and entangled, and finally,
burdened by their own complexities, decayed and died. Western society,
with its unnatural commitment to egalitarianism rather than natural,
healthy difference, was doomed. Leontiev praised the East, particularly
its nomadic peoples, and felt that Russia’s destiny lay with expansion
into Asia. For now, Russia could be preserved by keeping everything
exactly as it was – ‘frozen so it doesn’t stink’ – and by the vigorous
power of the tsar’s will. Monarchy-dictatorship was the way forward.
Ungern absorbed his ideas, and would regurgitate some of them later,
along with those of other mystical and reactionary thinkers.

Ungern read in German as well as Russian, and among some
German thinkers, a mixture of fear and respect for Asia was playing
an increasingly strong role. The 1890s had spawned in the West the
spectre of the ‘Yellow Peril’, the rise to dominance of the Asian peoples.
The evidence cited was Asian population growth, immigration to the
West (America and Australia in particular), and increased Chinese
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 settlement along the Russian border. These demographic and political
fears were accompanied by a vague and ominous dread of the myste-
rious powers supposedly possessed by the initiates of Eastern religions.
There is a striking German picture of the 1890s, depicting the dream
that inspired Kaiser Wilhelm II to coin the term ‘Yellow Peril’, that
shows the union of these ideas. It depicts the nations of Europe,
 personified as heroic but vulnerable female figures guarded by the
Archangel Michael, gazing apprehensively towards a dark cloud of
smoke in the East, in which rests an eerily calm Buddha, wreathed in
flame.

Indeed, Germans in particular seemed obsessed with the idea –
 partially because it reflected their fear of their enormous, half-civilised,
neighbour Russia. Some, such as Wilhelm himself, could take a more
positive view of Russia’s role. In a letter to Tsar Nikolas, his cousin, in
April 1895 he wrote: ‘It is clearly the great task of the future for Russia
to cultivate the Asian continent and defend Europe from the inroads of
the Great Yellow Race.’12 It was a sentiment shared by many in Russia,
but it was far more common for Germans to identify Russia with the
Asiatics.

Combined with this was a sense of the slow sinking of the Abendland,
the ‘Evening Land’ of the West. This would be put most powerfully by
thinkers such as Oswald Spengler in The Decline of the West (1917) and
the Prussian philosopher Moeller van den Bruck, a Russian-speaker
obsessed with the coming rise of the East. Both called for Germany to
join the ‘young nations’ of Asia – through the adoption of such suppos-
edly Asiatic practices as collectivism, ‘inner barbarism’ and despotic
leadership. The identification of Russia with Asia would eventually
overwhelm any such sympathies, instead leading to a more-or-less
straightforward association of Germany with the  values of ‘the West’,
against the ‘Asiatic barbarism’ of Russia. This was most obvious during
the Nazi era, when virtually every piece of anti-Russian propaganda
talked of the ‘Asiatic millions’ or ‘Mongolian hordes’ which threatened
to overrun Europe, but identification of the Russians as Asian – and
especially as Mongolian – continued well into the Cold War era.

It was not an identity that most Russians shared. The East was the
other, the opposite of civilised, Westernised Russia, and the Mongols
the epitome of the Asian bogeyman. Nikolas II was just as concerned
about the threat of the ‘yellow’ peoples as his cousin, and it had shaped
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Russia’s actions during the war with the Japanese. Nevertheless, some
Russians, particularly artists, were becoming increasingly interested in
the Mongolian heritage of the country. Russian intellectual identity
was continually torn between Asia and Europe, both wanting to be
part of European, ‘civilised’ culture and feeling the call of ‘wild Asian
blood’. Most of the time the first view prevailed, and the whole history
of Russian–Mongol relations was rewritten into a myth of heroic
resistance, the extensive collaboration between Russian kingdoms and
the Mongols forgotten. The Mongols became the enemy – but at the
same time they represented something heroic and wild, a romantic
part of the Russians’ self-image and yearning.

As a result, in the nineteenth century there was an increasing trend
in Russia towards ‘pan-Mongolism’, a search for the origins of
Russian customs and folk beliefs in Asiatic legend. This rested mainly
upon a nebulous and romanticised image of Mongolia in which
Mongols, Tatars and Scythians were bundled together into a vision of
untamed and savage natural life. Serious interest in the cultures and
religions of the Far East was limited to a tiny minority of ethnologists,
linguists and hobbyists. There were also those who needed prac-
tical knowledge, the soldiers and bureaucrats who protected and 
governed Russia’s far-flung eastern provinces, although they often
arrived with a pre-forged image of the peoples and territories they
were about to encounter. Ungern was soon to be numbered among
them. �
Despite his extracurricular readings, Ungern managed, finally, to pass
through an institution without being expelled from it. He graduated in
the middle of his class, and found that the best option open to him was
service in a Cossack regiment. Around this time he was photographed
in his dress uniform, sword to his side and a pair of gloves in one
hand, a rather diffident looking young officer. The sword was the
Cossack sabre, or shashka, for which he had a particular liking. This
three-foot, slightly curved weapon was said to originate from a
Mongolian design. Ungern would use it not only in war, but to chastise
underlings or threaten recalcitrant bureaucrats. Offered a chance to
serve in western Siberia, he instead chose a regiment stationed near
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Manchuria. He was drawn back to the region by his twin interests in
religion and war. It would offer him a chance to explore Eastern
beliefs, but it would also be close to the front lines if war broke out
with China or Japan. The East was full of possibilities.

Ungern’s new home was the 1st Argun Regiment of the Zabaikal
(Transbaikal) Cossack Host. He had chosen the 1st Argun for practical
reasons – the Cossacks offered his best chance for a posting, and he
hoped for the patronage of a powerful cousin, General Rennenkampf,
a famous cavalry leader and an enthusiastic Asian adventurer who
was affiliated with the regiment. There was a romantic attraction, too.
The Cossacks were a strange collection of peoples, the descendants of
outlaws and exiles who, four hundred years beforehand, had fled
civilised life in Poland, Lithuania and Russia to carve out their own
living on the steppe. They had ‘gone Mongol’, turning from towns-
people and peasants into bandits and freebooters, forming patriarchal,
violent, free-spirited kingdoms of their own. The Russians had gradu-
ally absorbed them into the empire, but had always allowed them to
keep their own territories and drafted them for military service not by
head-count, as with most Russians, but in whole regiments, albeit with
Russian commanders.

The Cossacks were famous throughout Europe, and often despised.
Known as vicious anti-Semites, they often instigated their own
pogroms. The Transbaikal Host was less subject to this particular
prejudice than some, since there were so few Jews in the region, but
Cossack brutality seemed to many to be a throwback to the Mongols
themselves. The military historian John Keegan sums the relationship
up well:

The Cossacks showed a cruelty which stirred in their Western
European victims a reminder of the visitations of the steppe 
peoples, pitiless, pony-riding nomads whose horsetail standards
cast the shadow of death wherever their hordes galloped, visit-
ations that lay buried in the darkest recesses of the collective 
memory.13

The Cossacks were also seen as cowards, preferring the easy work of
spearing peasants and massacring Jews to the dangers of battle. They
were rarely willing to face any form of resistance head-on, and during
the nineteenth-century wars between Russia, Britain and France
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would often retreat when confronted by trained European forces, even
when they outnumbered the enemy two-to-one. They saw this as sim-
ply the intelligent thing to do, preferring to use their mobility to strike
at the vulnerable flanks of enemy formations. One of their favourite
tactics was the ‘fish hook’, the old Mongol tactic of drawing an enemy
beyond his lines with a faked retreat, then enveloping him from both
sides. At the same time, they could be capable of tremendous bravery,
making suicidal cavalry charges against fortified positions. Their forte
was guerrilla-style raiding and pillaging, an approach to war that
would leave a deep impression on Ungern.

While Europeans reviled Cossack brutality, they also romanticised
and celebrated their egalitarian, free-spirited lifestyle. Russians, in
particular, saw in them an alternative to the stifling, controlled lives
they led in the cities, and many Russian writers, especially Tolstoy and
Gogol, wrote novels or stories portraying Cossacks as dashing, heroic
bandits. Not themselves ‘Russian’, they remained a fundamental part
of an idea of ‘Russia’, a half-civilised barrier between Westernised
Russia and the East. In many ways they were the acceptable version
of the Mongols, decently Slavic rather than Asian, and nominally
Christian.

This was not entirely true of Ungern’s new regiment. The Transbaikal
was one of the smallest and newest Cossack hosts (voisko) – the very
name reminiscent of the Mongol armies. It had been founded in 1858
and with only a quarter of a million members was still less than
a quarter of the size of the older Western hosts, such as the Don
Cossacks. However, it did include some genuine Mongols. Around
12 per cent of the Transbaikal Cossacks were Buriat Mongols, small,
round-faced men, Buddhist in faith and with strong links to their
cousins back home. Ordinary Buriats often returned to Mongolia for
pilgrimage or trade, married Mongolian women, and had political
links with the Mongolian nobility. The tsarist regime recognised and
even funded the Buriat Buddhist hierarchy, which had ties to both
Tibet and Mongolia; their loyalty to Tsar Nikolas was strong. Ungern
found the company of the Cossacks pleasing. He was closer to them
than to his fellow Russians, and he took a particular interest in the
Buriat. Already an accomplished linguist, he picked up their language
and studied their customs. Perhaps, as he did during the war, he lived
and slept among them. He found their way of life simple, appealing



and pure, especially in contrast to the complexity of Western culture,
and developed a deep liking for the region and its peoples.�
The nominal duty of the Argun Regiment was the defence of the bor-
ders of the empire. The Transbaikal Host was named after the great
Lake Baikal, in the middle of Siberia, and their territory ran along
both the Mongolian and Manchurian borders. In the nineteenth cen-
tury they had spawned two other Siberian hosts, the Amur and the
Ussuri, and together their territory included the whole border zone. If
Japan or China started trouble across the frontier, the Transbaikal
would be the first line of defence. It was a duty to which Ungern was
deeply committed. The Russian Empire was sacred to him, but it was an
idea of empire formed around the ‘combination of the peoples’.14

Buriat, German, Russian, Cossack – all of them could come together
in unity and strength, under a monarchy blessed by God.

His was a romantic version of what was, in fact, an entirely prag-
matic approach towards the Russian borderlands. Like most imperial
peoples, the Russians soon realised that it was easier to co-opt than
coerce. They lacked the numbers to try the Chinese or American
approach to dealing with areas dominated by minority ethnic groups;
open up the borders, encourage (or coerce) hundreds of thousands of
your own people to settle the region and outnumber the locals within
a generation or two. With the borderlands so strategically crucial, they
had to be secured another way. Membership in the Russian Empire
had to be made attractive, particularly to the local elites. Old tribal
structures and religious hierarchies were maintained, but were incor-
porated into the imperial bureaucracy. As a result Russian officials
found themselves deciding obscure questions of tribal inheritance,
or determining whether a new visionary religion among the Oirat
Mongols threatened imperial stability, or funding the construction of
Buddhist temples. Local leaders or priests were paid off with lucrative
government jobs or posts in the army. If these tactics failed, though,
imperial policy could demonstrate a Roman ruthlessness, crushing
rebellious tribes and salting their fields.

The Buriat provide a good example of the ambiguous attitude of the
Russian Empire towards its ethnic minorities. On the one hand, it had
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conquered and (theoretically) subjugated them, and the majority of
ethnic Russians maintained profoundly racist attitudes towards the
various Asian peoples. Russian settlement had driven some, particu-
larly the various Siberian tribes, away from their traditional territories,
brought disease and stripped them of their traditional independence.
On the other hand, the empire had a vested interest in keeping the
Buriat and other large groups happy. In many ways they had more
rights than the average Russian – they paid less tax, they were exempt
from conscription,15 they were able to keep their traditional leader-
ship. Many of the Asiatic minorities were actually more privileged
than the Ukrainians and Poles, who were forbidden even from using
their own languages. The Asiatic minorities benefited from their very
foreignness. The Western minorities were seen as a plausible target for
Russification, but the Mongol-descended peoples, far more ethnically
and religiously distant, were left to their own devices.

The empire remained focused around its Great Russian and reli-
giously Orthodox core, but at the same time was able to embrace
numerous diverse groups at its edges. Sometimes members of these
groups could be the most ardent proponents of imperial expansion.
For instance, the Buriats’ place within the empire was made even more
secure by the rise to power and influence of one of their compatriots,
Piotr Badmaev. A convert to Orthodoxy and practitioner of Tibetan
medicine, he had the ear of both Alexandr III and Nikolas II, and
 considered himself the protector of the Buriats. He also pushed for
plans, never realised, to expand the empire yet further, annexing Tibet
and parts of western China.

With the exception of his time in St Petersburg, Ungern’s whole life
was spent on the fringes of the empire. They would come to define the
Russian Empire for him, even when its core was abandoned, but his
idealistic vision of it didn’t make the mundane work of guarding its
frontiers any less boring. Ungern was stationed in Dauria, a town
which existed only because of the nearby border and the railways (it
sat on the main line to Manchuria); all it had were barracks, a station
and a smattering of camp followers, and the tedium of life was
enlivened only by traders occasionally passing through.

It was the kind of place where younger sons gambled away the fam-
ily fortune for lack of anything better to do. The historian Willard
Sunderland sums life there up as
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drills, patrols, escort duties (of convicts and settlers), raids (against
Chinese bandits), and more drills, punctuated with gambling, drink-
ing, and horse races, in the midst of mostly wilderness and over-
whelmingly male company. The officers’ libraries had few books.
Towns with shops, playhouses, or bordellos could be days away.16

The nearest settlement that even resembled a real city was the large
town of Chita, two hundred miles down the railway. The surrounding
countryside was beautiful but bare, a dry plain broken only by small
clusters of hills. It was sparsely populated, with scattered villages of
poor illiterate peasants eking out a living.

The broken landscape and lack of roads meant that horses were the
only practical way to patrol the border, and this was good horse coun-
try, which pleased Ungern. He had chosen to join a cavalry division
not only for its glamour but also because he loved horses. The Buriat,
like their Mongolian cousins, were excellent riders and good judges of
horseflesh. Ungern was already a talented rider, but under the tutelage
of more experienced officers his skills improved further. He soon mas-
tered the art of mounted combat and became respected in the regiment
for his riding skills. Warfare on horseback has a romanticism which has
not quite disappeared from the Western consciousness,17 and Ungern
would remain eternally enthusiastic, to his later tactical disadvantage,
about the possibilities of the cavalry charge and the lightning raid. He
had other diversions too; one report mentions his interest in ‘general’ as
well as ‘military’ literature and European philosophy.

Ungern would make an extraordinary claim about his time in Dauria:

In Transbaikalia I tried to form the Order of Military Buddhists for an
uncompromising fight against the depravity of revolution [. . .] For
what? For the protection of the processes of evolution of humanity
and for the struggle against revolution, because I am certain that
 evolution leads to the Divinity and revolution to bestiality.18

The Order apparently had strict rules, which Ungern’s companions
were unable to live up to. In response,

I introduced the condition of celibacy, the entire negation of woman,
of the comforts of life, of superfluities, according to the teachings of
the Yellow Faith; and in order that the Russian might be able to live
down his physical nature, I introduced the limitless use of alcohol,
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hasheesh, and opium. Now for alcohol I hang my officers and sol-
diers; then we drank to the ‘white fever’, delirium tremens. I could
not organise the Order but I gathered round me and developed three
hundred men wholly bold and entirely ferocious.19

A bunch of supposedly Buddhist officers wandering around the
Transbaikal, drunk and stoned and preaching the ‘Yellow Faith’ is a
wonderful picture, but that Ungern actually organised such an Order
seems unlikely. One would expect somebody else to mention it, for one
thing. The witness to this speech of Ungern’s, Ferdinand Ossendowski,
was not always the most reliable of storytellers. The account is repeated
in one other memoir, where ‘Nikolay looked at me with the wide, staring
eyes of a fanatic. I knew he was a Buddhist, as were Baron Ungern and
some three hundred of the others around them,’20 but this in turn is
probably culled from Ossendowski.

It may be that Ossendowski made up the story himself, but it seems
more likely that it was a later fantasy of Ungern’s, perhaps rooted in
some drunken scheme. The language is distinctly Theosophical, with
its talk of ‘the evolution of humanity’, and perhaps it reflected his
thinking and reading at the time – or perhaps it reflected Ossendowski’s
own esoteric interests. The close connection of war and religion was
certainly part of Ungern’s later thinking; perhaps he was considering,
even then, how Buddhism could be harnessed to raise an army for a
holy war.

One trait that certainly wasn’t fictional was drunkenness. Alcohol was
a staple of garrison life everywhere, and Ungern developed a ferocious
love of it. The toast to the ‘white fever’ sounds worryingly plausible for
a group of young, bored soldiers. Ungern was not a gentle drunk, and his
drinking led to his departure from the Transbaikal Host. The circum-
stances are unclear, but he got into a duel with another officer, which
resulted in no serious harm to either party – it may not have actually
been fought at all – as a result of drunken insults, most probably at a
‘wine party’. As a result he felt obliged or was pressured to resign from
the regiment so as not to serve with the man he had fought. That it was
Ungern who resigned, and not his opponent, suggests where the fault lay.
Using family influence, he found a new posting easily enough with the
1st Amur Regiment of the Amur Cossack Host, in the extremes of the
Russian Far East near Blagoveshchensk. It was another bleak garrison
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town, even further from civilisation than Dauria. The Chinese border
was close by, and raids by Chinese bandits commonplace.

Before Ungern set out from Dauria, he made a wager with the local
officers that he could ‘travel the more than 400 versts [around 270
miles] to Blagoveshchensk, where the Amur camp was located, only
on horseback, eating what could be found along the way.’21 This kind
of long solitary ride was a common form of macho display among
 soldiers and travellers in the region. Ungern’s was relatively short, but
an excellent chance to show off his riding skills and toughness, and to
make an impression upon his new comrades in the Amur Regiment. It
also deepened his familiarity with the region. It is unclear how long
Ungern took to make the journey, but he won his bet. Some writers
suggested that he veered into Mongolia, and even served with the
Russian Consulate Guard there, but he would not have had the time
to do so before taking up his new posting.�
Ungern found the Amur posting even more tedious than his life in
Dauria, despite the fact that during his time there he was posted to the
machine-gun division, served as head of the intelligence division and
led patrols along the Manchurian border. His record mentions various
‘incidents’, for which read quarrels, fights and duels. He took a six-
month leave in 1911, returning home to see his family. Once back at
Blagoveshchensk he continued quarrelsome as ever, and soon found
himself in another duel. This was probably the source of his famous
forehead scar, inflicted by a sabre-wielding opponent. Partly because
of this incident, partly because of his own dissatisfaction, he sent a
 letter to Petersburg on 4 July, 1913 requesting a discharge from active
service and a transfer to the reserve.

This was the second time he had left a regiment because of a duel,
and the fourth time he had been effectively expelled from an institu-
tion following a breach of discipline. In some ways Ungern’s antics
harked back to the traditions of the archetypal eighteenth-century
 officer, Russian or Prussian: an exaggerated sense of honour, a disdain
for inferiors and, above all, a propensity to use force to make one’s
point. At that time throwing a merchant out of a window for having
the effrontery to present a bill, or slapping a peasant down the street
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with the flat of a sword had been fairly regular occurrences. For a
Russian officer in the twentieth century, the occasional beating, or
even drunken duel, might remain acceptable, but getting roaring
drunk and firing at random at the patrons of cafes and taverns to
prove your marksmanship, as Ungern is alleged to have done, was
now considered excessive.

The Russian army had a long tradition of institutionalised violence,
too, especially towards recruits, and had abolished flogging only with
the reforms of 1864, decades after other European armies. The docu-
mented evidence of Ungern’s attacks probably excludes numerous
assaults against servants, enlisted men, peasants and other such lowly
specimens. By the standards of both the Baltic aristocracy and the
Russian army, these were effectively non-people, and violence against
them left no mark on the record. It is reasonable to assume that the
reports of assaults on fellow cadets at school and outbursts against
officers represent only a small fraction of Ungern’s thuggery.

Many who knew him later were forever seeking the root cause of
Ungern’s wild rages. One theory was that his wounded forehead,
injured either in his duel of 1913 or while fighting in the Caucasus in
the Great War, sometimes flared up painfully and prompted Ungern’s
wrath. Such a simple and organic explanation seems unlikely. Perhaps
it was genetic, for his great-great-grandfather, his father, and Ungern
himself were all prone to outbursts of rage. Privilege certainly had
something to do with it; despite all his expulsions, there had always
been a way back in for Ungern. Now, however, even the army 
was unwilling to offer a welcoming home. The combination of
bureaucracy, tedium and alcohol finally became too much for him. His
spirit was better suited to a land of magic and adventure.
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By the time the letter releasing him from duty arrived at
Blagoveshchensk, Ungern was well into Mongolia, ‘in search of bold
accomplishments’, as the letter he carried with him from his com -
mander attested. Hermann Keyserling, a fellow Baltic noble, thought
that Mongolia was a natural destination for him. He had a strong
impression of Ungern:

certainly the most remarkable person I have ever had the good
 fortune to meet. One day I said to his grandmother, Baroness
Wimpfen, ‘He is a creature whom one might call suspended between
Heaven and Hell, without the least understanding of the laws of this
world.’ He presented a really extraordinary mixture of the most
profound aptitude for metaphysics and of cruelty. So he was posi-
tively predestined for Mongolia (where such discord in a man is the
rule), and there, in fact, his fate led him. [. . .] He was not of this
world, and I cannot help thinking that on this earth he was only a
passing guest.1

As Ungern passed into Mongolia he was riding through an other-
worldly environment. Sometimes on the grasslands he could look in any
direction and see no human sign all the way to the horizon, the blue of
the sky like a vast ocean above him, broken only by the flicker of a bird
of prey. Unless he ran across herders, or saw a marmot scurrying briefly
above ground, the world would seem entirely devoid of life. The empty
landscape was similar to that of Siberia. Perhaps he even found comfort
in being only a speck on a vast expanse of nothingness – he never had
great need of any company other than his own.



Not all of Mongolia is flat, particularly in the north-east, and much
of the time he would have been travelling through long stretches of
hills, rising sometimes into mountains, across swamps, or between
thick forests where humans rarely intruded. Small clusters of rocky
hills broke up the open countryside, as though the earth had been
punched from beneath. Ungern regarded the landscape with a tacti-
cian’s trained eye, looking for routes that a cavalry army could take;
he could still remember them a decade later. Such terrain was also
attractive to the builders of monasteries, the only permanent struc-
tures in most parts of Mongolia, the steep slopes and commanding
views being excellent defensive features. Here travellers could find rest
and safety; the monks were often trained fighters and the monastery
walls thickly reinforced. Ungern would have been made welcome, for
the monks paid little heed to race or religion and usually accepted
Chinese, Russian and Mongolian visitors alike – a laudable generosity
given the fact that the preceding few hundred years had seen several
Chinese invasions of Mongolia, and many monastery-fortresses, which
had been centres of resistance, had been either burnt down or stuffed
with gunpowder and blown up. Destroyed monasteries were not the
only ruins Ungern would have encountered; he might have stumbled
upon remnants of pre-Mongol civilisations, perhaps the Ozymandian
palace of a long-forgotten Turkic king. In the summer heat herds of
horses pressed themselves against the old walls, or  gathered under the
rare bridges, desperate for shade.

Ungern could not have carried enough food and water to survive the
entire journey self-sufficiently, so must have relied upon the everyday
hospitality of the Mongolians. Mongolia’s harsh terrain and climate,
particularly in the winter, meant that feeding and housing travellers
was considered a duty by every household. Even a foreigner would
be given shelter for the night unquestioningly, and food for the next
day. Ungern must have spent many nights in the cramped and dark
interior of a Mongolian tent, with a barrel of fermented mare’s milk
by the door and the family sleeping on cushions inside. He must also
have seen the regular devotions of the Mongols, sprinkling offerings to
the spirits and praying to the gods and Buddhas.

As a foreigner travelling alone he would have drawn special attention
from the locals. Many European visitors to Asia liked to wear  traditional
dress, often writing self-flatteringly that they were indistinguishable
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from the locals. This seems hard to believe. Even today, any European
male in rural China, regardless of dress, draws a crowd of open-
mouthed children, middle-aged women cheerfully assessing his looks
and young men shouting ‘Hello!’ There were only a few hundred
Europeans in the whole country at the time, among perhaps a million
Mongolians; apart from the small Russian  settlement around the con-
sulate in Urga, which was the sole foreign enclave, they were guaranteed
to attract attention from the locals, curious as to what exotic items
or powerful magic they might possess. (Europeans were seen by many
Mongols as being potentially powerful sorcerers. The explorer Henning
Haslund described how a young woman had come to him and
begged him to symbolically ‘adopt’ her sick baby, since his powerful
‘white man’s magic’ would be able to drive away the spirits that plag-
ued the child. He went through the ritual, and the child promptly
recovered.) A traveller would never be without  company, however
unwelcome.

Ungern would certainly have stood out among the Mongolians, with
his bullet-shaped head, stage-villain moustache and tufts of reddish-
blond hair. He was in first-rate physical condition, lean and hard, but
when he spoke his voice varied wildly in pitch, like that of a teenager,
although he was almost thirty. Aleksei Burdukov, a Russian merchant,
fell in with Ungern for a while. He left an unforgettable picture of him:
‘a scrawny, ragged, droopy man; on his face had grown a wispy blond
beard, he had faded, blank blue eyes, and he looked about thirty years
old. His military uniform was in abnormally poor condition, the
trousers being considerably worn and torn at the knees. He carried
a sword by his hip and a gun at his belt.’2 Ungern rode alongside
Burdukov’s coaches, a skilled, tireless horseman, shouting at the
coachmen when he felt they were slacking and striking them with his
whip. When the group stumbled into a swamp, Ungern ‘laid on the
ground and refused to move, listening’. Then, going forward and
ordering the others to follow, he led them from patch to patch through
the bog, ‘finding the most convenient solid places with surprising dex-
terity and often getting into knee-deep water’. Eventually he sniffed at
the air, ‘seeking the smell of smoke to find nearby settlements. At last
he told us one was nearby. We followed him, and he was right – in the
distance we heard the bark of dogs. This unusual persistence, cruelty,
instinctive feelings amazed me.’ Burdukov despaired of the quality of
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young Russian officers in the country, if Ungern’s bad manners and
cruelty were typical of the breed.�
The first thing Ungern would have noticed about Urga, Mongolia’s
most populous settlement, was the smell. Sewers were as unheard of
as electricity, and human waste was simply thrown into the streets
to be devoured by the packs of scavenging dogs that roamed the city.
Anybody venturing outdoors at night took a stick to beat off the
 animals, but their main enemies were the hordes of beggars, mostly
old women no longer able to bear the rigours of steppe life, driven to
the town to live a few last miserable years fighting with the dogs for
scraps. To add to the stench, the Mongolians were a notoriously
unwashed people, believing the rare springs and streams in the country
were home to territorial spirits who would inflict dreadful illness on
trespassers.

Ungern arrived there in the autumn of 1913, but it was a strangely
timeless city; apart from the rifles sometimes carried by hunters and
soldiers, and the very occasional European motor car, it would have
been hard to tell whether it was 1913 or 1193. Merchants rode in on
camel or horse from China, bearing silks, drugs and teas; trappers
hawked furs that would eventually be sold for a thousand times their
initial price when they reached Moscow or London; fortune-tellers
cast oracle bones on the street to determine the fates of young 
nobles.

It was a trading city, where Mongols, Chinese and Russians met to
exchange goods worth over a million dollars a year. Its Chinese and
Russian enclaves were well established, almost entirely separate from
the Mongolian one. Urga lay at the centre of the Tea Road, the overland
route to Russia, and originally the local currency had been bricks of tea,
but now most traders preferred the brass cash of the Chinese, or even
Mexican dollars (a common trading currency at the time). The markets
were full of livestock, enlivened by the occasional Western wonder such
as a gramophone or a camera, normally brought for the amusement of
the Jebtsundamba Khutuktu, also known as the Bogd Gegen, Holy
Shining One, Holy King or Living Buddha: the ever- reincarnating head
of the Mongolian Buddhist orders and one of the very few Mongols



who could afford such toys.3 It was the closest that Mongolia had to a
capital, being the nominal centre of the most dominant Mongolian
group, the Khalkha,4 but the real power lay in foreign hands. Mongolia
had been under Chinese control for three centuries, and the Chinese
administration, including a small garrison, was based in Urga.

Primarily, it was a city of religion. Out of the roughly twenty-five
thousand permanent Mongolian residents, an estimated ten thousand
were either monks or had some sort of affiliation with the monasteries.
There were a hundred and three reincarnated lamas in Mongolia,
returning life after life, and many of them lived there. Urga had been
founded in the seventeenth century as the Ikh Khuree, or ‘great
monastery’, to serve as the residence of the Bogd Gegen, and that
remained its Mongolian name; ‘Urga’ was used only by Russians and
other foreigners. Temples were everywhere, dark and smoky, statues of
their gods concealed in numerous alcoves. The gods were usually
depicted in a warlike stance, brandishing weapons and trampling on
corpses, but some were joined together in elaborate and implausibly
athletic couplings, no doubt to the ribald amusement of the more elderly
and worldly-wise female pilgrims.5 The statues were dressed by the
temple’s monks, some of whom would climb, agile as monkeys, over
the larger examples, sometimes twenty metres tall, in order to change a
goddess’s scarf or repaint a cracked face. Most of the monks wore the
conventional saffron robes of Buddhism, but some wore heavy wooden
masks depicting the angry or ecstatic faces of the gods, dancing and
singing in their honour. Yellow silk banners fluttered in the breeze out-
side the temples, emblazoned with the swastika, an ancient symbol of
Buddhism and one particularly venerated by the Mongolians.

Being a monk was a relatively good life, compared with that of
herder, scratching out a bare subsistence and ever fearful of a bad zud,
a peculiar local combination of hard winter and quick-melting frost
that could kill a quarter of the country’s livestock. The vast majority
of Mongolians lived as nomads, moving between camps according to
the seasons and relying on their animals to survive. Monks were certain
of a full bowl and a comfortable place to sleep, if nothing else, and the
temples were major money makers, storing most of what wealth there
was in Mongolia. The temples were visible for miles, since they were
the only large buildings in Urga; most of the population lived in gers
(felt tents). Important gers were surrounded by walled compounds,
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marking an uneasy compromise between settled and nomadic life. Only
in the Russian compound and the Chinese trading town of Maimaichen,
a few miles from the main city, were permanent buildings common.

Throughout the year the population of the city would be bolstered
by pious pilgrims, bringing offerings of food, money and incense. By
local standards, Urga was a major site of religious tourism, sometimes
drawing Buddhists from China and Tibet as well as from all the Mongol
tribes. The Gandan Temple, the residence of the chief Mongolian
 oracles, was the most visited location, a steep and shadowy building
designed to induce a suitable degree of fear and trembling in the
approaching supplicant. The Bogd Khan’s own palace, a couple of
miles away, was a two-storeyed European-style affair, painted in lurid
shades of green and yellow and greatly venerated. Today it seems a
modest building, on the same scale as a decent sized English farm-
house, but it was the first building in Mongolia to have more than one
floor, and pilgrims would come to see the miracle of its staircase,
treading gingerly upon each step.

Religion was not the only amusement. The ‘three manly sports’ of
wrestling, horse-riding and archery, the foundations of the Mongolian’s
old military might, were hugely popular. Men of all ages would come
to compete against each other at tournaments, and informal matches
were common; travellers reported young men racing on horseback
through the city, or two bear-like amateur wrestlers grunting and
shoving against each other in the street as their wives watched and
cheered. The ‘three manly sports’ were really five; drinking and boasting
were considered equally important.6 The Mongolian assertion that
‘every man is Genghis Khan in his own tent’ was surely heard as widely
then as today, and if all the drunken claims of beasts slain, Chinese
humiliated and women wooed were true, Mongolia was a nation of
heroes.

Religious ceremonies, frequent and extravagant, were at the core of
life in the city. At festival times the perimeter could expand to four or five
times its normal size, acquiring a huge outer ring of gers and becoming
a great campground with the city at its centre. New buildings would
be hastily constructed to bear enormous statues or prayer-flags; rows
of lamas danced through the streets; crowds cheered and clapped and
prayed. Festivals were times of masks: skull-masks for the dancers of
death, demon-masks stuck on poles to grin eerily in the sunlight like
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disembodied heads, the great ox-mask of Erlik Kam, a legendary
monk-turned-demon, curling horns dipped in blood and crown adorned
with five skulls as eight terrible demons dance attendance around
him.7 The smallpox god, his face red with buboes, and the blue-skinned,
four-armed Yamantaka, God of Death, accompanied him. The heavy
masks and robes turned the dancers into living marionettes, their
strings pulled by the gods. Buddhist passion-plays, half spiritual
metaphor and half kung-fu drama, were enacted before vast crowds,
who would cheer and shout as the monk-actors fought battles of lama
versus demon on stage, or wrestled with the temptations of the flesh –
normally shown as a young woman, or at least a good-looking novice
dressed as such. Despite the grand menace of the gathered demon-
gods, and the awestruck respect shown to the great lamas, these were
clearly crowd-pleasing events, a welcome respite from the daily grind
of Mongolian life. The German traveller Rudolf Strasser describes one
festival:

The crowd, ever increasing, surged round like a moving rainbow on
a waterfall. Two men could be seen mounted on one pony and cling-
ing to each other, people on foot talking and laughing, children on
the shoulders of men and women. All the wonderful pomp of
Mongolia lay spread out in the sun in a blaze of colours impossible
to describe, running up and down a full scale of orgiastic notes in
gleaming silks – salmon pink, milky green, and pale blue; stiff gold
brocades all patterned in brown and emerald green; rows of red
lamas like the crimson flesh of a pomegranate; others in robes of cit-
ron and amber – with blue cuffs and black velvet hems that curved
around the neck and breast like a note of interrogation; helmet-
shaped hats in citron and saffron with black brims turned high and
trimmed with blue bows; caps of clipped woolly fur; clean-shaven
heads of priests like pale tulips.8�

When Ungern arrived, Mongolia had been independent for just two
years, and was still fighting to secure itself. After three centuries of
Chinese rule a small coterie of nobles, combined with the theocratic
power of the Buddhist temples, had come together to free the country
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from Chinese control, and proudly proclaimed Mongolia free, strong
and Buddhist.

The revolution had been a painful affair. In China, the Qing dynasty
was finally collapsing after a drawn-out agony of more than a century
during which China’s rulers had proven woefully unprepared to deal
with Western guns, opium or ideas. The few Chinese remaining in
Mongolia, mostly officials and merchants, had no stomach for a fight,
especially in the name of a foreign dynasty. There were just over a hun-
dred Chinese troops in Urga facing four thousand Mongolian soldiers
and perhaps a thousand Russians. The worst fighting had been in the
west, around the city of Khobdo, where Mongol forces stormed the
Chinese compounds and slaughtered the garrison. Other resistance
leaders led small bands against the Chinese elsewhere in the country;
one of the most successful was formed by Togtokh, a Mongolian
prince and long-standing opponent of the Chinese, who headed a group
of warriors equipped with Russian rifles.

The Qing themselves were not Chinese but Manchu. A nomadic and
warlike group of northern clans unified under the charismatic leader-
ship of Nurhaci, much as the Mongols had been under Genghis Khan,
they had conquered China in 1644, driving out the reigning Ming
dynasty. The Mongol leaders loathed the Ming, who were descended
from the leaders of the original Chinese rebellion against the Mongols,
and were only too happy to see the Qing take the throne, swiftly seal-
ing deals whereby the leaders of each Mongol clan effectively accepted
Manchu rule. (So happy, in fact, that the southern Mongol tribes of
modern Inner Mongolia acknowledged the first Qing emperor as the
‘great khan’ in 1636, eight years before the final conquest of China,
although it took another sixty years for the northern Mongols to accept
Qing leadership.) The early Qing emperors took wives from among the
Mongols, particularly those who could prove direct descent from
Genghis, in order both to strengthen their ties to Mongolia and bolster
their claim to be the true heirs of the Mongol Yuan dynasty, and so the
legitimate rulers of China. They also spread rumours that they had dis-
covered the legendary Great Seal of Genghis Khan, legitimising their
reign through prophecy.9

The greatest challenge to the Qing came from the Zunghar kingdom
of western Mongolia, led by the powerful and charismatic leader
Galdan Khan, who also made claims to legitimacy through descent
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from Genghis. Its power was destroyed by a century of Qing campaigns,
combined with outbreaks of smallpox which killed 40 per cent of the
population. Continued Mongolian resistance resulted in the Chinese
adopting a policy of genocide in the 1750s, effected by starvation tactics
and an imperial order ‘to take the young and strong and massacre
them’. Siberian governors reported refugees’ stories of Manchu troops
massacring entire settlements. Roughly one hundred and eighty thou-
sand people were killed, and the survivors fled to join the Kazakhs and
Buriats in Russia. ‘For several thousand li [around 600 miles],’ reported
one historian, ‘there was not one single Zungharian tent’.10

Despite the devastation wrought by the Qing in the west, many
Mongolians were content to live under Manchu rule. The Manchu
were determined to keep their original homelands in the north free
from corrupting Chinese influence, and so banned all settlement in
both Manchuria and northern Mongolia. They issued a series of decrees
in the nineteenth century which forbade Mongols from learning the
Chinese language, taking Chinese names, adopting Chinese clothing
and habits, or even eating Chinese food. Population pressures resulted
in widespread settlement by Han Chinese in southern Mongolia,
which had effectively been absorbed into China by the beginning of
the twentieth century and today is the modern-day province of Inner
Mongolia. The breakdown of the non-settlement policy, combined
with incompetent administration and the stranglehold that Chinese
traders had on the Mongolian economy, kindled anti-Qing feelings
among the Mongols. By 1911 demonstrations, rebellions and attacks
on Qing officials were becoming increasingly common. Debt and nat-
ural disaster drove a growing number of former nomads into a pitiful
life as beggars on the edge of the towns.

The communist regime was later to claim the 1911 rebellion as a
precursor to Mongolia’s glorious Marxist uprising. That the Mongols
had petitioned Russia for support in their revolution made good com-
munist propaganda, and it has been called Asia’s first modern revolu-
tion. In truth there was very little modern about it. Democratic ideals
were current among a tiny fraction of the Mongolian population,
mostly those lucky few who had worked or been educated in Russia or
China and who had picked up ideas from reformers there. The insti-
gators of the petition to Moscow comprised a small circle of young
hereditary nobles, determined to regain some measure of their ancient
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power. The heads of each Mongol tribe had been obliged, under the
Qing, to visit Peking to make obeisance to the emperor, and any who
failed to do so were forced to pay tribute in sheep to his representatives
in Mongolia.

This rankled the nobles, whose ancestral memories of the mighty
Yuan dynasty of Genghis Khan were still vivid. Back then the ‘proper’
order of things had been established and the Chinese had paid tribute
to the Mongols, not the other way round. Life had at least been toler-
able so long as the Qing had maintained their distinctly Manchu,
nomadic identity, but resentment against them increased as they became
more Sinicised. The Manchu language, which bore some similarity to
Mongolian, had been almost completely abandoned by the Qing
except for  ceremonial purposes and they had become virtually indis-
tinguishable from the Han Chinese. Even their hairstyles were identi-
cal, for the Han had been forced to adopt the pigtail among several
other Manchu customs.

The rebellion mustered considerable popular support, not so much
from any great liking for the nobles as from distaste for the Chinese.
In order to placate dissenters at home and defend against Russian
expansionism, the Chinese authorities had begun allowing much greater
colonisation in Mongolia. They stationed two regiments in Inner
Mongolia in 1906 and began the construction of a railway to compete
directly with the Russian line. Over twenty thousand square miles of
land had been taken away from the Mongols for the Chinese settlers
to farm, and three hundred and fifty thousand Chinese settlers had
moved into Inner Mongolia.

All these measures were resented by the Mongols, especially Chinese
colonisation. The Mongolians, still almost entirely herders and nomads,
valued their land and their space more than anything else, and saw
urban life as essentially soft, fit only for beggars and monks. The Chinese
merchants and bankers were resented most of all; the Mongols,
increasingly impoverished by colonisation and Qing taxation, were
forced to buy on credit, often at crippling rates of interest. Chinese
merchants were the main target of the outbreaks of violence during
the revolution; over three hundred of them were murdered and their
debt records burned in ceremonial pyres on the streets.

Anti-Chinese feelings were even more intense in Inner Mongolia,
where the call for Mongolian independence was eagerly taken up by
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the eight Mongol clans there, all of whom were suffering badly from
Chinese expansionism. One of the largest groups was the Chahars – so
prominent, in fact, that one province, which encompassed much of
modern Inner Mongolia, was named after them. They held territory
around the Chinese city of Chengde and were particularly fierce in
their opposition to Chinese rule, but Han settlers outnumbered them
by a ratio of nearly 19 to 1 and many Mongols were driven over the
border into northern Mongolia or Russia.

The superior attitude of the Chinese towards the Mongolians didn’t
help matters. In the Chinese suburb of Urga, Maimaichen, the people
lived in wooden buildings instead of gers and kept their distance from
the Mongolian city. Mongolia was the edge of the Chinese Empire,
and the colonists harboured the usual prejudices against the natives.
Themselves stereotyped by the British and Japanese as lazy, backward,
cruel and ignorant, the Han Chinese applied their own sets of preju-
dices to the northern barbarians. Nineteenth- and early twentieth-
century Chinese accounts consistently portray the Mongols as scurrilous,
lazy and drunken – sometimes accurately, especially in respect of the
town-dwelling Mongols they encountered most often – and this attitude
seems to have carried over into everyday dealings between the two
groupings.

The Mongolian reputation for cruelty, insensibility and stupidity, a
legacy of the ruthless conquests of the hordes, still survived in both
Asia and Europe. Chinese popular dramas featured Mongolian hench-
men, often Oddjob to Japanese Blofeld, who habitually threatened the
hero or heroine with sadistic torture.11 A later but telling example
comes from the Second World War, where one French doctor, witness-
ing the execution of a Mongolian prisoner, a member of a German
repression unit (perhaps lent by the Japanese; perhaps drafted by the
Russians, then captured and drafted again12) spoke of how ‘he had
no thoughts at all about what was happening to him. He had died as
an animal does’.13 Medically speaking, Down’s syndrome children
were ‘mongoloid’, a term originally intended to reference not only
their epicanthic eyes, but also their diminished mental capacity.
Western visitors remarked upon the Mongolians’ ‘remarkable naivety’
or ‘child-like attitudes’. The Chinese mocked them as dumb, smelly
barbarians, and took remorseless advantage of their (quite genuine)
gullibility in matters of trade. One Briton commentated sniffily, ‘Ch’ou
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Ta-tzu (“foul Tartars”) is a Chinese term of contempt hundreds of
years old, and the justice of this approach in the mouth of a race
whose notions of sanitation are still rudimentary, is not at first apparent.
At Urga a comparison is possible, and it is in favour of the Chinese.’14

In many ways the situation paralleled American and Amerindian
 relations in the nineteenth century; an expansionist colonising power
against a nomadic and defensive group of natives.

The difference here was that, thanks to the collapse of the Qing and
the aid of Russia, the natives stood a good chance of winning. This
didn’t make the Chinese happy. To be beaten by Western devils was
hard enough on national pride; to be beaten by a bunch of northern
barbarians, even if their ancestors had had delusions of grandeur,
was too much to take. For added insult, the ceremonial trappings
and nomenclature adopted by the new Mongolian court mimicked the
 customs of the Chinese emperors; not only an unprecedented imperti-
nence but a clear sign, in the language of dynastic mandate understood
by both courts, of an assertion of sovereignty over Mongolia and all
the previous Mongolian territories of the Chinese Empire.�
The new ruler of Mongolia, de facto head of the rebellion, was the
Bogd Khan (Holy Emperor), the head of Mongolian Buddhism and a
figure of great importance in Ungern’s later life. Previously he had
been known as the Bogd Gegen (Holy Shining One). He was the third
most important ‘Yellow Hat’ in the Gelugpa tradition of Tibetan
Buddhism, below only the Dalai and Panchen Lamas. Like the Dalai
Lama, he was a living bodhisattva, one who had chosen upon reach-
ing enlightenment not to achieve the blissful state of nirvana but
rather to reincarnate himself constantly in order to help enlighten
other souls. These figures were often known as ‘living Buddhas’ to
Westerners, and by the Tibetan term trulku among Mongolians.

His present incarnation, his eighth, offered an unusual perspective on
the Buddhist notion of enlightenment, a man bloated through overeat-
ing and binge drinking. The cruelty and carnal appetites of the Bogd
were legendary in Mongolia. The communist regime was later to claim
in its propaganda that he violated children of both sexes while perform-
ing Buddhist rites. He was certainly an enthusiastic whoremonger.
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European and Tibetan travellers commented disapprovingly on his
apparent penchant for young boys, but it was considered an entirely
acceptable vice among Mongolian monks. (The Japanese spy Hideo
Tasuki was told in the 1940s that ‘Mongolian [monks] prefer boys
front-side up, Tibetans from behind.’15) It was widely believed that he
had had a homosexual relationship with at least one of the monks at his
court, Legtseg, who eventually fell out of favour and was exiled, then,
on the Bogd’s orders, executed. Almost inevitably he contracted syphilis,
endemic in Mongolia at the time, and it was slowly blinding him, a con-
dition charitably blamed by his contemporaries on his drinking rather
than his sexual adventures. That his cabinet meetings invariably turned
into night-long drinking binges added plausibility to the claim.

Whatever the cause, disease had affected his eyes, but by no means
his mind. Though of noble Tibetan stock, the Bogd Khan was a fervent
advocate of Mongolian independence, chiefly for self-serving ends. In
the eighteenth century one of his predecessors had supported Mongol
rebels against the Qing dynasty in China, and as a result the Qing had
declared that future incarnations of the line could be discovered only in
Tibet. However, after the rebellious clans had been subdued by
the Qing armies, native Mongolian political power shifted largely to the
Buddhist theocracy. As the head of the Mongolian Buddhist hierarchy
and a figure of immense spiritual importance, he knew that any increase
in Mongolian autonomy would inevitably lead to an increase in his own
power and wealth. At the same time, he was a canny political operator,
unwilling to commit to any cause unless certain of its success. Although
not a leader of the initial independence movement, he was more than
willing to support the declaration of independence after it flatteringly
declared him ‘radiant as the sun, myriad aged, the Great Khan of
Mongolia’. His presumably long-suffering wife, the Ekh Dagina, an
incarnation of the important Buddhist goddess Tara in her own right,
was simultaneously declared ‘the Great Mother of the Country’.

In the 1890s, he had a new palace built for himself. At first, this
aroused considerable resentment in Mongolia, causing him to write
petulantly in an encyclical letter,

The rumours saying that in order to house the image of the seventh
Bogd Gegen I had built a new two-storeyed house adorned on all
sides with glass windows and painted inside as well as outside with
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pure gold, and put up the statues of the protective deities on the four
sides, and that such a beautiful house was built in which I live alone
happily rejoicing myself, are not true. I only took the opportunity
when the good omens coincided, and prepared a peaceful place to
call people together in the North.16

He was lying; it was for himself, and he filled it with magazines and
toys from the West.

At first the stories about the Bogd seem suspiciously lurid, the product
of the considerable effort by Soviet authorities to smear his memory
after his death, or the Fu Manchu-like fantasies of Western travellers.
Some of the legends are certainly exaggerated, such as the claim that
he fed his enemies to his collection of exotic animals. However, both
contemporary Mongolian and foreign witnesses, including prominent
lamas and anti-communists, have testified to his ruthlessness, alco-
holism and greed. Only one Western writer, the Danish-American Erik
Larson, thought well of him, and even he tells stories that, stripped of
Larson’s general good nature and love of all things Mongolian, seem
petty and sadistic, such as his habit of dangling an electrified rope over
the wall of his palace so that innocent pilgrims would touch it, receive
a shock and believe themselves to have received a spiritual blessing. A
pair of guns presented to him by a Russian visitor gave him particular
joy, and were often fired at random targets when he was bored. They
still survive, little eight-pounder cannon, unmounted and lying on his
palace lawn.

His political policies often extended to murder, notably of his oppo-
nents, and he acquired a notorious reputation as a poisoner. Some laid
the blame on his wife, but this seems to stem from a combination of
misogyny and an understandable reluctance to admit that the spirit ual
leader of the country was an assassin. His own theology preached a
twofold path to enlightenment, one road of asceticism and meditation
and another, reserved for particularly wise individuals such as himself,
upon which the traveller was free to indulge in whatever debauchery
he chose as he ‘strolled along the mantra path’. Fool-saints who stood
outside conventional morality, such as the notorious but beloved Sixth
Dalai Lama, a flamboyant bisexual poet, were part of the Buddhist
tradition, but the Bogd Khan’s eminently materialistic concern with
power and influence put him firmly beyond the pale.
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Monks who preached against him rarely survived their dinner invi-
tations. According to Ossendowski, ‘The Bogd Khan knows every
thought, every movement of the Princes and Khans, the slightest
 conspiracy against himself, and the offender is usually kindly invited to
Urga, from where he does not return alive.’17 Those who declined were
usually later found strangled. One notable banquet, given for a group
of Tibetan emissaries from the Thirteenth Dalai Lama, who, no politi-
cal slouch himself, was uncomfortable with his supposed underling’s
debauchery and independence, ended with all the representatives
 perishing that very night. He could be more direct: a monk who drunk-
enly wondered aloud, ‘Is that miserable old blind Tibetan still alive?
What do we call him our king for? I don’t care a fig for his orders and
admonitions’ was executed for blasphemy.18 To us it might seem that
the spirit of an especially degenerate Borgia had entered the Bogd in
some kind of terrible metaphysical mix-up, but in fact such murderous
tactics were hardly unusual in the cut-throat politics of Buddhism.

The Bogd was the son of a monastic Tibetan administrator in
Mongolia. Recognised at four as the new incarnation of the Bogd Khan,
he would have been all too aware of being surrounded by enemies.
Reincarnated lamas retained their possessions between lives, but until
they came of age these were in the hands of their regents. Consequently,
many met with fatal accidents before they reached adulthood – the
Thirteenth Dalai Lama, the Bogd Khan’s contemporary, was the first to
make it to his thirties in nearly a century.

Those who did survive faced a lethal combination of Buddhist
 theological and temporal politics. The history of Tibetan Buddhism is a
corrupt and Byzantine affair, seemingly tailor made to suit old-fashioned
anti-clericalism. It is like I, Claudius with silk scarves: in every scene
somebody is either poisoned, stabbed, caught in flagrante or shoved
over a cliff. The Fifth, or Great, Dalai Lama established himself as the
ruler of Tibet chiefly through the exile, disgrace or  murder of most of his
opponents, and some of the Bogd Khan’s previous selves had shown a
similarly direct approach to their opposition.

His paranoia and taste for power went along with a desire to add
to the material possessions he had accumulated over the course of
 several lives. In this incarnation they were frequently supplemented
by expensive imports from America, Britain and China. ‘Motorcars,
gramophones, telephones, crystals, porcelains, pictures, perfumes, musical
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instruments, rare animals and birds; elephants, Himalayan bears,
monkeys, Indian snakes and parrots – all these were in the palace of
“the god” but all were soon cast aside and forgotten.’19 His macabre
collection of stuffed animals; puffer-fish and penguins and elephant
seals may still be viewed, laid out in a back room of his palace. Sadly,
the mirrors with ‘intricate drawings of a most grossly obscene charac-
ter’20 have been removed. His zoo was particularly infamous, including
giraffes, tigers and chimpanzees preserved in a miserable half-life of
cruel teasing and desperate cold. One unfortunate elephant had to walk
to Urga from the Russian border, a three-month tramp. He valued
human oddities, too; the elephant was looked after by Gongor, a seven
foot six inch giant from northern Mongolia.

Despite the Bogd’s dubious ethics and repellent appearance, most
European visitors were rather charmed by him. Some claimed to find
in him a true example of the duality of Buddhism, embracing both
good and evil. Others found him an amusing and witty conversation-
alist, knowledgeable about political dealings in China and Russia.
Ungern’s relationship with him would be half-wary, half-worshipful,
although in 1913 he had no inkling that his path would eventually
bring him into the closest contact with the ‘great, good Buddha’.�
Soviet accounts would later claim that after Ungern was ‘cashiered
from the army’ he was driven to a life of crime, forming a group of
brigands that preyed on Russian and Chinese alike. This was certainly
not the case – apart from the lack of any evidence, it was the kind of
thing Ungern would have boasted about, or at least used to enhance his
credibility with the Mongols. Among the Russians, claims of Ungern’s
achievements became equally exaggerated. He was ‘the commander of
the whole cavalry force of Mongolia’,21 claimed one of his later superi-
ors. In fact, his journey in 1913 left little trace in the historical record.
And he was not the only Russian interested in the country.

The Russian government was only too happy to provide aid to the
new Mongolian government, which had approached them as early as
July 1911, six months before the actual expulsion of the Chinese. By
December 1912 there were treaties of mutual aid and support in place.
The humiliation of the Russo-Japanese war still smarted, and Korea
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and Manchuria were, at least for the moment, outside the Russian
sphere of influence, but Mongolia was a perfectly plausible option.
China, weak and backward, was a much easier target than Japan, and
Mongolia, while neither rich nor populous, was a perfect location for
a base to exert further influence on the region. Relations between
China and Russia were customarily peaceful, thanks to the Treaty of
Nerchinsk in 1687, which had ended twenty years of border conflicts
and neatly divvied up north-east Asia between them. Yet the opportu-
nities for expansion as China’s border territories started to fall apart
had been too good to miss, and Russia had extorted considerable land
concessions in the nineteenth century. Mongolia was merely an exten-
sion of this policy.

Consequently Mongolian independence, while given no outright
backing from Moscow, was tacitly encouraged from 1905 onwards. The
Russians began to compete in earnest against the Chinese, building their
own railway through Mongolia and dropping none-too-subtle hints to
the nascent independence movement that they might find Russian aid in
their time of need. A small-scale trade war began between Russian and
Chinese merchants, both competing to offer the most favourable terms
to their Mongolian suppliers. Although they rejected an initial approach
by the Mongolians, their policy soon changed when it became apparent
that the Chinese had neither the power nor the troops to keep control of
Mongolia.

In the long run, the Russians had no interest in Mongolian indepen-
dence. Aleksei Kuropatkin, the general responsible for the farce of the
Russo-Japanese war and leader of a clique at court dedicated to Asian
expansion, wrote that ‘in the future, a major global war could flare up
between the yellow race and the white. [. . .] For this purpose, Russia
must occupy north Manchuria and Mongolia [. . .] Only then will
Mongolia be harmless.’22

Kuropatkin’s words perhaps indicate another source of Russian anxi-
ety about Mongolia; a deep-rooted memory of the Mongol conquests
that gave this otherwise minor country a greater importance. His real
worry, though, concerned the waves of Chinese immigration into
Manchuria and Inner Mongolia, which he and other military and politi-
cal leaders saw as ‘the first blow of the yellow race against the white’ –
the ‘Yellow Peril’ feared throughout Europe. Indeed, in European eyes
the Mongols often stood in for the whole of Asia, over-breeding and
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 posing a constant threat to Western civilisation. In the pseudo-science of
racial hierarchies, ‘Mongol’ was used for the whole of East Asia, and the
spectre of Genghis Khan was raised time and time again during the early
twentieth century, especially as Japan began its rise to power; convenient
shorthand for the ‘Yellow Peril’ as a whole.

One party in the Russian government seriously considered annexing
Mongolia outright in 1912, but more cautious voices prevailed. Instead
they would arm and train the new regime as a buffer against China. In
the summer of 1912, then, the Russians dispatched a small group of
 military advisers to train the Mongolian army, some twenty thousand
strong but completely unskilled in modern warfare. Many of the troops
didn’t even have guns, preferring the composite bow, taut and powerful,
that dated back to Genghis Khan’s mounted archers, and  military disci-
pline had become a foreign concept. Under Genghis and his immediate
successors, the Mongolians had been a more streamlined, disciplined
and deadly war machine than any army until the Second World War, but
nothing of this remained; now the emphasis was on individual glory,
outdoing rival clans, and plunder. They needed to be licked into shape,
and the Russians had the men for the job.

Ungern latched on to them, attempting to get himself a post with the
Russian garrisons in Urga and the western city of Khobdo, both of
which contained members of his former regiments. He was refused, but
found himself attached to the Khobdo guard as a supernumerary cap-
tain. With few actual duties, he spent his time studying the language (he
would scribble down new words he came across), practising his riding
and talking to the lamas and monks who dominated the Mongolian
cities. The other officers found him strange and off-putting, and effec-
tively excluded him from their society. One witness remembered him sit-
ting alone in silence much of the time, and on other occasions being
seized by a strange spirit and leading whooping Cossacks in wild
charges across the plains.

He may have had some contact with one of the most legendary
lamas, Dambijantsan, also known as the Ja Lama. This mysterious
 figure had been fighting against the Chinese for over thirty years; he
claimed to be the great-grandson, and later the reincarnation, of
Amursana, a famous eighteenth-century fighter against the Manchus
who was in turn a purported incarnation of Mahakala, the Great Black
God, a ferocious deity who, like the other ‘dharma protectors’, shielded
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Buddhists from the enemies of the faith. Popular memory maintained a
series of classic ‘hidden king’ legends around him, and his eventual
return to liberate the Western Mongols (the Oirats) from Chinese domi-
nation. In reality Amursana had been, at times, a collaborator of the
Manchus, but this was conveniently forgotten. Critically, Amursana’s
place of magical  concealment, from which he would soon emerge, was
in Russia – the ever-mystical north, where he had died while under
Russian protection in 1757. By making his claims, then, Dambijantsan
sought to legitimise himself dynastically, through Amursana’s nobility,
politically, by assuming the mantle of anti-Chinese resistance, and theo-
logically, by claiming the magical inheritance of Amursana and the
incarnated power of Mahakala. As an epic poem written in his voice
put it:

I am a mendicant monk from the Russian Tsar’s kingdom, but I am
born of the great Mongols. My herds are on the Volga river, my water
source is the Irtysh. There are many hero warriors with me. I have
many riches. Now I have come to meet with you beggars, you rem-
nants of the Oirats, in the time when the war for power begins. Will
you support the enemy? My homeland is Altai, Irtysh, Khobuk-sari,
Emil, Bortala, Ili, and Alatai. This is the Oirat mother country. By
descent, I am the great-grandson of Amursana, the reincarnation of
Mahakala, owning the horse Maralbashi. I am he whom they call the
hero Dambijantsan. I came to move my pastures back to my own
land, to collect my subject households and bondservants, to give
favour, and to move freely.23

These were grand claims for a squat, ugly monk, but his charisma
and his military success gathered many followers. Ungern had learnt
about him from Russian and Chinese newspapers, and probably from
the travelogues of the Russian ethnologist and political agent Aleksei
Pozdneiev, who collected stories of him in the 1890s, and hoped to
join him to fight against the Chinese, but was forbidden from doing so
by his superiors. Khobdo had seen fierce fighting only that year
between Mongolian fighters and the Chinese garrison, and the
Chinese fortress had fallen in a scene of bloody revenge.

The Ja Lama had been at the forefront, politically and militarily, of
these battles; he was, as Ungern aspired to be, a near-legendary figure
of militant Buddhism. After he seized western Mongolia, although he
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claimed to still be loyal to the Bogd Khan, he ruled autocratically for
more than two years. The atrocities at Khobdo were typical of his
regime. There were plausible accounts, both from his enemies and, later,
from former allies, that he conducted a ritual, upon taking the fortress,
in which the hearts of two Chinese victims were literally ripped from
their chests, like victims of an Aztec sacrifice.24 The rumour that his ger
was lined with the skins of his enemies was probably false, but other
lamas reported that he used terror ruthlessly. If Ungern met the Ja Lama,
he found him a disappointment – he had sung his praises before his
arrival in Mongolia, but referred to him only in disparaging terms
 afterwards – though he must also have drawn many lessons from him.�
Throughout his later career in Mongolia, Ungern professed nothing but
respect for Buddhism and ‘the destiny of the Buddhist peoples’.25 It was
on this trip that he learnt the importance of these beliefs among the
Mongolians. It was a strikingly, almost fanatically, Buddhist country,
hence the power of the Bogd Khan. No matter what his sins, the Bogd’s
theological status – and his political clout – were beyond question. What
we observe so often, and what seems so strange at first, is the fear and
awe that the Mongolian temples created, both in ordinary Mongolians
and even in those, like Ungern, raised in an utterly foreign tradition.

Mongolian Buddhism hinged on sacrifice. The Mongolian gods
were demanding, and unmoved by anything except offerings.
Although the merciful bodhisattvas did feature in Mongolian religion,
they could be overshadowed by the more uncaring deities. Offerings
were made for the usual reasons: relief of illness, fertility of crops,
cursing of enemies. Averting disaster also loomed large as a pious
motive. Tibetan Buddhism makes very specific distinctions between
offerings for worship, which honour the enlightened gods, and offer-
ings of propitiation, made to keep the unenlightened gods from getting
angry. Many Mongolian offerings fell into this second category; pay-
offs to various malevolent spirits in a divine protection racket.

A cynic might say that this protection racket benefited corporeal
lamas more than spiritual gods. Every year, a significant part of the
national income drained into the coffers of monasteries already
stuffed with the wealth of centuries. Another goodly portion went,
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quite literally, up in smoke, for holocausts were an integral to
Mongolian ritual. Animal sacrifice was common, hecatombs of live-
stock being offered to the blood-hungry gods. The meat, as with most
offerings, ended up feeding the monks – or sometimes the poor.

The lamas were greatly concerned with sacrifice themselves. The
Bogd Khan’s failing eyesight was a particular worry; ten thousand
statues of the Buddha were ordered from Poland, and a gigantic  statue
of the Buddha brought from Inner Mongolia and placed in a newly
built temple. Together these two offerings, both made in 1912, cost
some 400,000 Chinese silver taels, a vast sum of money. They had no
effect on the Bogd’s vision.

And behind all this there was always the whiff of something older
and perhaps more frightening. Mongolian Buddhism, like Tibetan,
drew heavily on older religions, particularly shamanism. The Chinese
had their shamanic traditions too, but they were largely corralled and
suppressed, surviving only in a few figures such as the ancient Mother
Goddess of the West and the shape-shifting heroes of primordial
Chinese mythology. They are uncomfortable figures, standing some-
what outside the comfortable domesticity or light bureaucratic satire
of most Chinese gods. Even today they have an unnerving power. In
Hong Kong I once handled a statue of a snake-god who, in ancient
Chinese mythology, shaped the formless chaos of the newly created
universe.26 It caught my attention because they are so rarely depicted
directly, but it was long and thin and sinuous and seemed to twist
oddly in the half-light.

Western writers have been fascinated by shamanism, in Asia and
elsewhere, seeing in it the dawn of religion. In Mongolia, it seemed,
one barely had to scratch the surface of Buddhism to uncover essen-
tially shamanic beliefs. Indeed, some of the more remote tribal groups
still had shamans of their own. In shamanic cosmologies, the spirit
world is ever-present, and the rituals and sacrifices needed to deal with
it a mainstay of everyday life. The shaman stands between two worlds,
pleading or bargaining with the spirits for power for himself and his
community. Much of the Mongolian relationship with their gods
seemed to be drawn from this worldview, and the gods themselves
were, in many cases, of pre-Buddhist origin. The range of gods and
spirits was highly varied; broad distinctions could be made between
the lu or nagas, spirits of water, the savdag, spirits of land, and
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dashgid, the Wrathful Ones, spirits of air, but within these there were
numerous subcategories – nagas, for instance, could be categorised by
colour, origin, caste, intention and sex – and only the lama or shaman
could be expected to have the nous to deal with them properly.

Tibetan Buddhism made this explicit in its legends, telling of how early
Buddhist saints had wrestled, argued, or, in a few notable cases, seduced
the demons of the land into becoming good Buddhists. The myths
weren’t as explicit in Mongolia, but the links were clear. Some gods were
even regarded as having not yet found the true path of Buddhism, and so
could not be worshipped, but merely propitiated with offerings, kept
sated in order to avoid their vengeance. The bloody iconography of
Mongolian deities grew out of this ancient legacy. Buddhist theologians,
particularly those trying to promote the religion in the West, have man-
fully tried to co-opt the corpses and skulls and bloodstained weapons
into images of peace and salvation. Their efforts – ‘The corpse being
trampled beneath his feet represents the death of the material world’ –
are unconvincing.

Gods were frequently taken from Hinduism and turned into
demons, a folk memory of old, and often extremely violent, conflicts
between Hinduism and Buddhism in India.27 The pleasantly domestic
elephant-headed Indian deity Ganesha is depicted in Mongolian art as
a hook-tusked, ferociously red demon, often shown crushed beneath
the feet of Buddhist warrior deities.

Even the enlightened gods had their dark sides. The gentle female
deity Tara had her wrathful aspect of Black Tara, benevolent smile
turned to gnashing fangs, long fingernails turned to claws. Even more
terrible was Palden Llamo, one of the divine protectors of Buddhism
but also a devouring mother who sacrificed her own children. She rode
upon a lake of entrails and blood, clutching a cup made from the skull
of a child born from incest, her thunderbolt staff ready to smash the
unbelievers and her teeth gnawing on a corpse. Her horse’s saddle was
made from the flayed skin of her own child, who had become an
enemy of the faith, and snakes wound through her hair. Like many
gods, she bore a crown of five skulls and a necklace of severed heads.
Her ostensible purpose was to defend Buddhism against its enemies,
and in particular to guard the Dalai Lama, but she must have terrified
many true believers as well. The Tibetans considered Queen Victoria
to be one of her incarnations.
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One consequence of this pre-Buddhist legacy was an intense sense
of place. Buddhism, in common with most of the major faiths, is a
 universalist, evangelical religion, intended to be heard and practised
worldwide. In Mongolia, however, religious practice was deeply tied
to locality, and to a semi-nationalistic, semi-mystical notion of the
country. Mongolian rituals were often linked with binding or control-
ling the spirits of the land, keeping them simultaneously imprisoned
and appeased. A typical example could be seen in the scattered ovoos,
stone cairns which both paid homage to the spirits of a place and
 signified the Mongolians’ connection to their land. Mongolians travel-
ling abroad, particularly those going on pilgrimage to other holy sites
in Tibet or Nepal, would tie blue ribbons or scarves to the ovoos,
remembering themselves to their country before leaving. Certain
places were to be avoided altogether, for fear of offending the spirits.
Lu, the river spirits, were particularly given to entering trespassing
swimmers through their urine, poisoning their bodies.

There was a constant sense of the fragility of humanity. The spiritual
world was in a state of conflict between malevolent and benevolent
 spirits, in which humanity played only a small part. Regular interven-
tion with the spirits and gods was necessary in order to ward off catas-
trophe. The lamas played an intercessory role they had inherited from
the shamans, praying to, pleading with, and sometimes commanding
other-worldly figures. The difference between the lamas and the beings
they interacted with sometimes became blurred; during rituals they
could appear to be possessed by the gods themselves, and some of the
semi-secret mystical paths involved the merging – or spiritual consump-
tion – of the initiate and his patron deity. In Mongolian popular legend,
then, the lamas were sometimes sharpsters and cheats, sometimes wise
men, and sometimes threatening, powerful figures in their own right.

In reality, then as now, lamas were equally varied. Mongolian lamas
did not reach the same extremes as their Tibetan counterparts, where
some monasteries were notorious bandit centres and others famous
for their charity and wisdom, but some Mongolian monks were clear-
ly in it for everything they could get, some were just happy to have
a relatively secure berth, and some were saintly, generous figures who
used their wealth to help the poor.

For ordinary Mongolians, the terrors of the spiritual world were
offset by the security it offered. Living on the hard steppe and at the
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mercy of plague, weather and bandits, any form of control, no matter
how illusory, was comforting. For the destitute widows and scavengers
who made up so much of the population of Urga, the possibility of
 spiritual salvation was perhaps the only hope left. It could also assert
humanity and happiness; the rituals, no matter how menacing, con-
tained an element of celebration and glamour.

It is likely that most Mongolians did not live in the state of spiritual
paranoia that a cold reading of their belief system might indicate. Today,
after all, we live in a world of invisible, intangible life forms that can, if
we fail to observe the proper rites and taboos, strike us down with
uncomfortable, agonising or even fatal results. A few people are obsessed
and terrified by these beings, but most of us merely make sure we wash
our hands and then forget about them most of the time. The Mongolian
attitude towards the spirit world was, perhaps, often the same as ours
towards bacteria: a fixation for some, a living for others, just part of
everyday life for most.

The terrifying nature of some of the images was also somewhat
diluted by their entertainment value. The fear they inspired was
part of the thrill, and even the most serious rituals could also be an
excuse to party. There was aesthetic pleasure there, too; virtually all
Mongolian art was religious and much of the more transitory art, such
as banners and paper hangings for poles, was produced communally.
Although it was usually more vivid than beautiful, it gave people an
opportunity to express and enjoy values that didn’t otherwise feature
on the steppe.

Some of the enjoyment was a little more prurient; the religious art
occasionally strayed into outright pornography, and even the most
devoutly depicted female deities were often remarkably nubile. The
temple of the Mongolian state oracle contained a private building full
of images of divine couplings, where, according to the temple records,
it was possible to ‘meditate upon the secret Tantra’.28

Such comforting, reassuring, occasionally erotic aspects of Mongolian
religion were unfathomable to most Western observers. European
 visitors to Mongolia regarded its religious medley and semi-theocratic
society with a mixture of contempt and fear. On the one hand
Mongolians were superstitious, priest-ridden, ignorant, fanatical, classi-
cally heathen. Those travellers who had some knowledge of Buddhism
tended to look down on the Mongolians as practising a debased version
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of what they saw as a philosophical and refined religion. On the other
hand, Mongolian religion was seen by outsiders as both frightening and
 powerful. Certain phrases recur in the European accounts: ‘hidden
 powers’, ‘strange and dreadful things’, ‘demon-haunted land’, ‘mysterious
abilities’ and so on.

These occult fantasies were related to the fear of the rise of the East
expressed by so many thinkers of the time. The mirror image of these
nightmares of oriental domination was the utopian hope that ran
through Tibetan and Mongolian folk legend, focused around the
 hidden kingdom of Shambhala. Familiar to us as the peaceful retreat of
Shangri-La, Shambhala was, to the Mongolians, the hidden kingdom
of the Pure Land, containing the unknown King of the World. The
myth came from the Tibetan Kalachakra Tantra, traditionally (but
falsely) dated to the ninth century BC. Traditional Buddhist interpreta-
tions saw it as a metaphorical text, and Shambhala as a state of being
rather than an actual location, but many Mongolians were having none
of that.

Ideas of Shambhala were common among the Russian occultist
intelligentsia. Theosophy drew heavily from second- or third-hand
notions of Tibetan theology, especially the mystical Kalachakra scrip-
tures, so the Shambhala legend featured heavily in Blavatsky’s writings
as one of the Hidden Masters’ bases of operation. Importantly,
Shambhala was traditionally associated with the north, and so with
Russia. The Russians were aware of this, and in the 1900s the Russian
secret agent Agvan Dorjiev, a Buriat monk with strong political
links to Tibet, attempted to spread the belief among the Tibetans
and Mongols that the Romanovs were the descendants of the
rulers of Shambhala. Dorjiev claimed that the ‘White Tsar’ Nicolas II
was a reincarnation of Tsongkapa, the founder of the dominant
Tibetan Gelugpa tradition, pointing to the tsarist patronage of
Buddhism among the Buriats and Kalmyks as evidence. He managed
to get a Kalachakra Tibetan temple opened in St Petersburg in
1913, which was inaugurated with a celebration of the Romanovs’
300th anniversary.

One day, according to the legends, the King of the World would
burst forth from Shambhala at the head of a conquering army, bringing
the world to the true faith – through the sword. Mandalas depicting
Shambhala inevitably included scenes of the last King, Rudrachakrin,
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spearing the barbarian enemies of the faith. The idea of the righteous
crusading army was a familiar one in Tibetan Buddhism, where the
Indian emperor Ashoka, who is viewed by most Buddhists as heroic for
his renunciation of war, was instead lauded for conquering in the name
of the Buddha. Provided war helped spread the word of the Buddha, it
was deemed entirely acceptable by many Buddhist thinkers.

The mystical Russian artist and orientalist Nicolas Roerich, travel-
ling through Mongolia in 1926–27, heard legends of Shambhala
wherever he went. Of course, he was listening for – and occasionally
inventing – them, but so was Ungern. The two were connected;
Roerich’s brother, Vladimir Konstantinovich, had been a supply offi-
cer in Ungern’s army.29 Roerich drew images of the warrior kings rid-
ing forth from Shambhala, modelled on the statues of the Mongolian
war gods. He recorded war songs, sung by Buddhist revolutionaries:

We raise the yellow flag
For the greatness of Buddhism
We, the pupils of the Living Buddha,
Go to battle for Shambhala

And another:

The War of Northern Shambhala!
Let us die in this war
To be reborn again
As Knights of the Ruler of Shambhala

Prophecy was central to Mongolian political activity. There was a
long tradition, known as lungdeng, of prophecies being discovered,
invented, or reinterpreted as needed. To drive away the ‘yellow
Chinese population’, the Bogd Khan had called for Mongolians to
‘read the Mani Megjim [a mystical text] for the sake of supporting the
good and make it your protector. Place wind-horses at the door.
Women should tie their hair into two tails and wear white on the
breast – it is good. Do not eat goat meat, chicken meat, and eggs.
Do not buy Chinese tobacco!’30 This combination of magical
and economic warfare – goats, chickens and eggs were usually
brought from Chinese merchants – was typical of the confusion of
political and
religious-apocalyptic vision in the period. The Russians had tried to



foster these beliefs to their own ends through Dorjiev and others, and
the Thirteenth Dalai Lama had fled from the British to Mongolia at the
beginning of the century, trying to whip up military support through
the myth of Shambhala. None of these had worked; the messiah-King
had not yet come.

Imagine, then, Ungern, head bent in supplication, in the Choijin
Temple in Urga, contemplating the lurid images of the gods. Above him
are severed heads and flayed skins, desecrated corpses blossoming into
gardens of blood, eyeballs dangling from sockets, bones poking from
mangled limbs. This is only wood and cloth, but in the smoke and the
darkness it seems all too real. There are images of the many Buddhist
hells, too, pink naked bodies of sinners speared by pendulous-breasted
demonesses, frozen in icy lakes, consumed by scorpions.

He is duly afraid, as are the pilgrims milling around him, of the
awful forms of the divine. It is frightening and alien to him, but also
attractive, the hint of mysterious powers, the echoes of the peasant
beliefs of his homeland, the skulls and swords and corpses that call to
his urge to battle and the twisted and mangled bodies that tantalise his
sadism. They would have reminded him, too, of the scenes of the
Apocalypse that traditionally decorated the entrances of Orthodox
churches; grislier, certainly, but in the same spirit. There is a cannier,
more pragmatic side to his observations; perhaps he senses the power
of this faith, the potential for devotion, contained in the crowds
around him. They have just cast off one empire and they built one of
their own in the past. He sees the potency of the ‘militant Buddhism’
that he will speak of so often in the future, and, perhaps, he senses the
longing for a messiah, for a saviour from a foreign land.

He will remake Urga in the image of hell; every one of the tortures
shown in miniature in the temple’s paintings will be enacted in reality.
And it is in this temple that, ten years later, Ungern will learn of his
doom – and will do his best to take the rest of the country with him.

suspended between heaven and hell
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four

Things Fall Apart

Despite his earlier hopes of great accomplishments, Ungern left
Mongolia without having achieved much. He had familiarised himself
with the country, the faith and the people, but he had accomplished
no significant feats, and his future looked equally unpromising. At the
beginning of 1914 he was kicking his heels in Reval, without employ-
ment or money, living off his savings and handouts from his family. It
seemed as though his career had ground to a halt, brought down by
his reckless violence. The Great War saved him. Before it broke out
he was a hopeless drunk, expelled from school, academy and two
 regiments in turn. He was a loser – albeit an upper-class one who
would always be sheltered from the consequences of his own actions
– but a loser none the less. By the time it finished he was a hero; the
character traits that had hampered his pre-war career – brutality,
impulsiveness, coarseness – had become his greatest assets.

Ungern was mobilised on 19 July, 1914 and returned to the
embrace of the Transbaikal host. His new home was the Nerchinsk
Regiment, which would have the dubious distinction of fighting in
some of the most stupid and bloody actions of the Eastern Front.
Among the officers, the casualty rate was 170 per cent. Among
 ordinary soldiers, it was 200 per cent. (In other words, almost the
entire regiment was killed or crippled, and so were most or all of their
replacements.) It was a rate three to four times greater than that for
the entire Russian army, never noted for being especially protective
of the lives of its men. The chances were that Ungern’s contribution
to history would be as part of a casualty list or the recipient of a
posthumous medal.



For the Russians the war began, like the Russo-Japanese conflict,
disastrously. Ungern’s regiment was part of the infamous march
into East Prussia, where General Alexandr Samsonov led a hundred
and fifty thousand men to ignominious defeat. Although the initial
Russian advance panicked the Germans, and raiding by advance
guards of Cossacks was depicted in the German press as heralding a
new invasion of barbarians from the East, the entire column was
quickly caught in a pincer movement and destroyed.

The final confrontation took place at Tannenberg, the site of a famous
defeat of Ungern’s ancestors the Teutonic Knights by Polish–Lithuanian
forces, whose name was ‘pregnant with painful recollections for German
chivalry, a Slav cry of triumph’,1 according to Paul von Hindenburg, one
of two German generals jointly commanding the operation. (Erich
Ludendorff was the other.) Now it was the Germans who were tri-
umphant. Thirty thousand Russians were killed, including a cousin of
Ungern’s, Friedrich Ungern-Sternberg, who died charging the enemy
machine guns. A hundred thousand more were captured. Of those who
took part only ten thousand, one in fifteen, made it back to Russian
 territory; Ungern was among them.

Ungern’s survival was due partly to blind luck, partly to an almost
suicidal absence of fear. As he was to show in winning his medals, he
could do things so madly heroic that his enemies would often pause in
sheer astonishment. Perhaps it was this very visibility that let him live;
among the mass slaughter, it may have been harder, psychologically, to
fire at a man who was so determined not to be anonymous.

Ungern loved the war. Finally, he had found something at which he
excelled: ‘an exemplar to the other officers and soldiers’, as one of his
superiors put it.2 He was in the forefront of every charge, constantly
encouraged his soldiers and eagerly accepted the most dangerous mis-
sions. Living rough with his men, moving from front to front, battle to
battle, his life was fulfilled. His letters home, now lost, were, according
to his cousin Arvid, full of descriptions of action and adventure. Among
the slaughter of his comrades, he thrived. There were tens of thousands
like him on all sides, men for whom the war was a release from tedium
and a grand advance of the national spirit. For them, peace meant only
decadence and sloth, whereas war was dynamic, thrilling, unifying.

For others the issues were less clear cut. As the German forces pushed
into the Baltic in 1915, many of the Baltic Germans collaborated with
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the occupiers and were often rewarded with positions of power in the
new administration. Among the Central Powers, the descendants of the
Baltic Germans who had fled Russification in the 1860s were among
the most vocal in advocating reclamation of the Baltic lands for
Germany. Ungern appears to have felt no divided loyalties, despite his
own family links to Germany and Austria. He had sworn allegiance to
the tsar and he would keep that pledge. Ungern thoroughly approved of
the German system; it was authoritarian, militaristic and monarchist,
qualities all dear to his heart. Frederick the Great was one of his heroes.
The only thing Germany lacked was the spirit of Russia, her connection
to the East.

Ungern’s later battles – against Bolshevism, for example – were mat-
ters of black and white, good against evil. This war was less idealistic,
simply an upthrusting of each side’s energy. ‘Life’, he declared later, ‘is
the result of war, and society is the instrument of war. [. . .] To refuse
war means to refuse an epic life.’3 For him war brought out the true
essence of things, sweeping away the clutter of civilian existence –
such as a poor military record, alcoholism and social failure.

Not everyone was as enthusiastic about the war as Ungern, least of all
the civilians caught up in it. While the Western Front was becoming an
enclosed killing-field, the horror mainly limited to the combatants of
both sides, the relative openness and vast scale of the Eastern Front
inevitably meant that the violence spilled into civilian life. On the
German side a relentless programme of cultural colonisation began,
bringing Kultur to the new citizens of the German Empire whether they
liked it or not. It was matched by the imposition of German military
law, with draconian penalties for anyone suspected of aiding the enemy.
In the Russian borderlands the military authorities cleared the area of
any elements they deemed politically or culturally unreliable. Russian
Jews, suspect both for their religion and for their German-derived
Yiddish language, were the most obvious target. Tens of thousands were
forcibly deported from the border areas, rounded up with casual vio-
lence by the army, sometimes on as little as a day’s notice, and bundled
on to east-bound trains. Ungern presumably approved; at the same time,
though, his Lutheran co-religionists were suffering similar treatment,
paying the price for following a ‘foreign’ religion by being shipped off
from the borderlands in trainloads. Russian and German soldiers alike
‘requisitioned’ goods with worthless credit notes, dismissing complaints
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with the offhand comment ‘War is war.’ Bandit groups, hiding in dense
forests, impenetrable to the regular army, thrived, as locals fled to avoid
deportation or labour battalions, and were joined by deserting soldiers.

This absence of people added to the eeriness of the war in the east.
Three million men fought over an empty landscape, nothingness behind
them and death ahead. The vast spaces, like the Mongolian steppe,
dwarfed the troops moving over them, making them feel as though the
landscape itself was swallowing them up. Faced with the elemental
weather, the primeval forests, humanity became an irrelevance. The land
seemed untouched by human hand; bison, long extinct in the rest of
Europe, still roamed in the forests. In battle the enemy was a ghost,
barely glimpsed among the fires and smoke. As a German soldier put it
during one encounter, ‘Countless farms and entire villages are in flames.
One sees not a single human creature in the wide plain, spreading up to
most distant eastern heights. And yet, in this frightful vacuum which is
only filled with the noise of rumbling artillery and the rattle of machine
guns, thousands lie in battle.’4

Ungern was a born horse soldier, but this was the war in which the
obsolescence of cavalry was brutally driven home to all except the
most pig-headed of generals. On a battlefield of wire and machine-
guns, a cavalry charge was suicidal. Horses were as fragile as men, and
the Russians lost half or more of their painstakingly trained mounts in
the first three months of the war; one of the grimmest duties of the
cavalry was to go round after a battle and shoot their former steeds,
lying on the ground with broken legs or stumbling over their own
torn-out guts, snorting and whinnying in pain. In practice, the Russian
cavalry was reduced to fighting as dragoons; riding to battle and then
dismounting. Even their much-vaunted mobility was belittled by the
sheer scale of the war theatre; a train could outrun any horse, but
it took four times as much space and effort to transport a cavalry
 regiment and their horses as the same number of infantry.

Nevertheless Ungern remained convinced to the end of his life of the
virtues of cavalry. Perhaps this was because he discovered one of the
few remaining practical uses for horsemen: as guerrilla fighters. He
was often assigned to special raiding parties, striking deep inside
enemy lines. This sometimes required cunning as well as speed; if need
be, he had no trouble posing as a German officer. Such raids were
commonplace on the Eastern Front, where the shape of battle was
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more flexible and there were often openings in enemy lines. During
such operations there was no time to take prisoners, and little distinc-
tion was made between enemy civilians and soldiers. Ungern would
always favour this kind of warfare: swift, precise and brutal. He devel-
oped an expert eye for exploiting the terrain, and learnt how to lead a
party of horsemen on little-used paths to evade an overwhelming
army.

In trench battles, Ungern was known for leading parties into no-
man’s-land to scout and sabotage the enemy’s trenches. He won the
Cross of St George, one of the most prestigious Russian military
medals – although his was only fourth class – for scouting enemy posi-
tions on 22 September, 1914 ‘only four or five hundred steps from the
enemy positions, under fierce rifle and artillery fire’.5 He would sit in
trees above the enemy, watching the German soldiers and spotting for
the Russian artillery. He earned four other lesser medals in his first two
years of war, including the St Anne’s Cross, but the Cross of St George
had a special place for him. After he received it, he wore it almost
always.

For millions of Germans and Russians alike the war was a brutalis-
ing experience, creating the hard generation of the Freikorps, the
right-wing militia groups of post-war Germany, and the fighters of the
Russian Civil War.6 The old values of peacetime no longer applied. On
the haunted battlefields, they learnt cruelty, contempt for ordinary life,
casual violence. Ungern was already brutal, but the war undoubtedly
worsened him. There was always something fractured in him; the war
just widened the breaches. It refined and affirmed his tendencies to
violence, even legitimised them as heroic. In military-controlled terri-
tory on both sides he saw his dismissive attitude towards his inferiors
confirmed, watched the rounding-up of the undesirable Jews and
learnt that the civilian world existed merely to provide the resources
for war.

From 1914 to 1916 he again fought in East Prussia, and then in
Galicia and the Carpathian mountains. It was in the Carpathians that,
it was often claimed, he received one of the most visible of his wounds,
his long forehead scar. More probably this was a legacy of the pre-war
duel referred to earlier, but he was certainly wounded while at the
front. Five times in two years, in fact, but his injuries barely seem to
have slowed him down, and he was absent from active service for only
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brief periods. He sent home a coat riddled with bullet holes and
stained with blood; an odd present, but one that demonstrated his sac-
rifices for his country and king. For once, his family had reason to be
proud of him.

In 1916 he was assigned to the command of General Petr
Nikolaievich Vrangel, a tall, aristocratic man also from a Baltic
German family, who had come to soldiering late in life. He would
become one of the last White leaders in the Russian Civil War, holding
the Crimea to the end and denigrated by the Bolsheviks as the ‘Black
Baron’. He had met Ungern socially on occasion, and his opinion of
him was distinctly mixed:

War was his natural element. He was not an officer in the elementary
sense, he knew nothing of system, turned up his nose at discipline,
and was ignorant of the rudiments of decency and decorum. He was
not an officer but a hero out of one of Mayne Reid’s novels.7 He was
dirty and dressed untidily, slept on the floor with his Cossacks and
messed with them. When he was promoted to a civilised environ-
ment, his lack of outward refinement made him conspicuous. I tried
in vain to awaken his conscience to the need for adopting at least
the external appearance of an officer. He was a man of queer
 contrasts. He had an angular, penetrating mind, but at the same time
an astonishing lack of culture, an extremely narrow outlook, the
 shyness of the savage, a foolish swagger and an unbridled temper.8

Vrangel’s doubts concerning Ungern’s refinement might perhaps
account for his rather slow rate of promotion. Despite his medals, the
loyalty of his men and his undoubted skill in battle, it was not until
September 1916 that he was promoted to pod’esaul, junior captain,
with command over a sotnia, a group of a hundred men. Sadly his
behaviour did not improve with his rank. On 22 October, 1916
Ungern and another officer, who was named Artamonov, were on
 regimental leave in the city of Chernivtsi, in the Ukraine. They spent
the afternoon getting drunk and then went to the Black Eagle hotel,
where Ungern demanded a room. Wartime procedure required that
Ungern have a certificate from the commander of the city to do so,
which he didn’t have, and the desk clerk told him so. Ungern tried
to take a swipe at the desk clerk. He missed, breaking some glass
instead, and Artamonov and he made their unsteady way to the office
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of Commandant Treshev, the city’s governor. Once there they con-
fronted his junior aide-de-camp, a man named Zagorsk. According to
Zagorsk’s report, Artamonov insisted that Zagorsk telephone Treshev
and attempt to get the two of them permission to stay in the hotel,
but Treshev refused. At this point Ungern ran into the room and
began to make trouble, shouting, ‘Whose face do I have to mess up?!’9

Stymied by bureaucracy, his instinct was to find somebody to beat up.
Zagorsk explained that no permit was available and attempted to
pacify Ungern, at which point Ungern called him a swine – one of his
favourite insults – and swiped at him with his sabre, giving him a nasty
cut to the head. The terrified Zagorsk ran to get help; eventually the
senior aide-de-camp appeared, found Ungern dozing drunkenly in an
armchair and arrested him.

This was not the first time Ungern had been drunk on duty, and
Wrangel is reported to have disciplined him frequently for the offence.
The incident at Chernivtsi sounds plausible, though others may have
been embellished in the telling; for example it was later alleged by the
Soviets that he entered a café and drunkenly fired into the ceiling,
killed fellow officers during drinking bouts and so on. Even the
Russian army was not sufficiently desperate to keep a drunken mur-
derer on its staff. (Another unproven Soviet claim was that Ungern
had been imprisoned for beating up a lower-ranking officer and was
released only as a result of the Revolution.)

Following the Chernivtsi episode, Ungern was able to escape serious
punishment, sentenced to only two months’ imprisonment by the 8th
Army’s Staff Court. His superb record on the battlefield made a good
impression upon the military authorities, as did the intervention of
Wrangel and other former commanders. Ungern probably couldn’t
understand what all the fuss was about.�
After his release from military prison in January 1917, Ungern was
transferred to the army reserves. Being away from the front was not to
his taste, and he soon negiotiated a transfer to Vladivostok, from
where he managed to return to the fighting on a different front: the
Caucasus. Here Ungern linked up with the man who was to shape the
rest of his life. Captain Grigori Michaelovich Semenov was half-Buriat,
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half-Cossack, like Ungern a product of the fringes of the tsarist
empire. Clever and charming, he was a voracious reader and fluent in
several languages, including Buriat, Mongolian and Kalmyk. He was

a man of medium height, with square broad shoulders, an enor-
mous head, the size of which is greatly enhanced by the flat, Mongol
face, from which gleam two clear, brilliant eyes that rather belong to
an animal than a man. The whole pose of the man is at first suspi-
cious, alert, determined, like a tiger ready to spring, to rend and
tear, but in repose the change is remarkable, and with a quiet smile
upon the brown face the body relaxes.10

It was unusual for an officer in a Cossack regiment to be a Cossack
himself, let alone have ‘Asiatic’ ancestry, and Semenov suffered a certain
amount of snubbing from his peers. Undeterred, he had already earned
a considerable reputation as an up-and-coming officer.

Like Ungern, he had spent time in Mongolia, but he had achieved
rather more while he was there. He surveyed the country from end
to end after the declaration of independence in 1911, and was then
sent to Urga as part of the consular guard, where, thanks to his fluent
Mongolian, he was able to befriend the Bogd Khan and other promi-
nent leaders. He rescued the Chinese amban (the former colonial
administrator) from an enraged mob and disarmed, on his own initia-
tive, the Chinese garrison to prevent the situation worsening. These
qualities – bravery, decisiveness, leadership – would remain constant,
and so would another side of him that showed itself for the first time
in Urga: corruptibility. Various politicians showered him with gifts, as
did the directors of a Chinese bank after he foiled an armed robbery
there. By his own account he donated the gifts to his unit; if this is true
he showed scruples then that were absent in later life.

Recalled from Mongolia for exceeding the limits of his command, he
rode the 232 miles from Urga to Kiatkha, on the Russian–Mongolian
border, in twenty-six hours, setting a new record. Desperate to get back
to Mongolia, where he had been offered a high rank in the national
army by his political friends, he instead found himself on the fringe of
the empire, hunting bandits and rebels. When the Great War broke out
he showed the same courage as Ungern, raiding the enemy’s rear and
penetrating deep into German-held territory. He won the Cross of
St George twice (fourth class, the same as Ungern’s), and these exploits
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built up his reputation as a daring and cunning leader. He was as skilled
at throwing grenades or leading charges as he was at inspiring his men,
although by Vrangel’s cynical account, he ‘knew how to make himself
popular with Cossacks and officers alike, but he had his weaknesses –
a love of intrigue and indifference to the means by which he achieved
his ends’.11

It was almost inevitable that he and Ungern would become friends.
They had much in common, including a desire for military success, a
love of Mongolia and a keen interest in the peoples of central Asia.
Perhaps most of all, they were both outsiders in their own regiment,
although Semenov was isolated by race and Ungern by choice and
temperament. With such similar careers, they must have met before,
but it was under Vrangel’s command in Poland that they became solid
friends. Semenov was five years younger than Ungern, but he was very
much the senior partner. They fell into a common pattern of close
friendship; Semenov was the talker and charmer, Ungern the thinker,
in the shadow of his charismatic friend. Ungern was, perhaps, a little
overwhelmed by Semenov’s Mongolian achievements. Later accounts
would sometimes attribute Semenov’s adventures in Urga to Ungern, a
mistake which could be explained by their closeness to each other, but
one wonders if Ungern didn’t occasionally take the credit for his
friend’s exploits.

Now they were stationed together on one of the forgotten flanks of
the First World War: the Turko-Russian conflict in Persia. Both were
assigned to the mountains around Lake Urmia in what is now north-
west Iran, and found themselves caught up in one of the war’s worst
horrors. Since August 1915 the Turks and their Kurdish auxiliaries
had been engaged in the systematic genocide of the Christian Assyrian
population in the area, on the excuse that some of them had allowed
themselves to be drafted into Russian service when the Russians first
invaded.

Thousands of Assyrians were massacred in the region around Lake
Urmia alone and up to a quarter of a million elsewhere, a slaughter
which has the unhappy distinction of being one of the least remem-
bered genocides of the twentieth century, eclipsed by the slaughter
of the Armenians elsewhere in the Ottoman Empire and obscured
by continued government denial. It was carried out using the most
primitive methods. Assyrian villagers were roped together and pushed
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off cliffs, hacked to death, shot en masse, sent on death marches. If
their Muslim neighbours tried to protect them, they suffered the same
fate. Mass starvation and disease helped finish off those Assyrians
who escaped the Turkish troops. Signs of the massacres were visible
everywhere, and the few survivors, gaunt and traumatised, appealed
to the Cossacks for aid.

Ungern saw them as potential military material. He dreamt up a
scheme to recruit another Assyrian regiment, which would be moti-
vated by revenge against the Turks and help alleviate Russia’s increas-
ingly desperate shortage of manpower. He rounded up some men, but
his plan never came to fruition. The Assyrians ended up abandoned
after the revolution, left with eight cannon and a few machine guns
to face the murderous Turkish army. However, the idea inspired
Semenov, who conceived of an all-Buriat regiment, fired with the
 fighting spirit of the steppe. Both soldiers became convinced that the
salvation of the Russian state lay in recruitment among the native
 peoples of the East.

That state, however, was already on its last legs. Appalling casual-
ties on the front, shortages at home and growing revolutionary
 sentiment combined to spark countrywide protests in February 1917.
The brutal incompetence of the tsarist system, especially its inability to
cope with the slow transformation of Russia from agricultural serf-
dom into a modern industrial power, had been increasingly obvious
for over a decade. Then the Cossacks had been used to repress the
uprisings; now mounted Cossack policemen were among the first to
refuse orders and turn against the government. The old regime lost its
authority in a matter of weeks. All over the empire soldiers turned
against officers, workers against bosses, peasants against landowners.
For Ungern and other natural reactionaries, it was the world turned
upside down, the natural order perverted. The nightmarish visions of
1905 had returned.

By March Nikolas II had been forced to abdicate, and a democratic
government was established. Led by the bantamweight figure of
Alexandr Kerenskii, a young nobleman with dreams of being a new
Napoleon, the Provisional Government re-established a veneer of
order, but its authority was extremely weak. Badgered by generals,
and still hoping for a German collapse, the government refused to
accept the reality of Russian military defeat in the West, souring its
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chances with ordinary soldiers as a result. Some optimistic liberals
hoped that Russia had finally thrown off the shackles of her feudal
past, and could now become a modern state. Meanwhile, more fanat-
ical or realistic revolutionaries began to plan the seizure of power.

The collapse of the old order, especially the tsar’s abdication, struck
Ungern hard. Unlike Semenov, who was more phlegmatic about his
political allegiance, and whose loyalty was to empire rather than tsar,
Ungern was a pronounced monarchist. For him, the monarch was the
fount of all honour, the ‘first person in the state’.12 Around him he saw
mass desertion from the army, which in his eyes was a kind of treason.
The Kerenskii government, in his opinion, was a ‘total mess’, but for
the moment he respected its authority. Ungern and Semenov continued
to work to recruit Assyrians, but Semenov also submitted a petition to
the new government, hoping to receive permission to begin recruiting
among the Buriat. The fragile Petersburg government was desperate
for any measures that could boost manpower and strengthen the
 commitment of the border tribes to a crumbling empire. Semenov
received the authority to begin recruiting for his Mongol-Buriat
Regiment. Travelling to the Transbaikal, he found the going tough. He
sought to bolster the thin ranks of his new force by opening recruit-
ment to all, and by contacting friends across the border in Mongolia.

Between March and November 1917 Ungern’s whereabouts are hard
to place. He travelled with Semenov in the Transbaikal, but may have
also returned to Estonia to visit his family. It’s possible he was involved
in the abortive coup in St Petersburg that August, led by the Cossack
general Lavr Kornilov. One of Kornilov’s grievances, the Provisional
Government’s abolition of capital punishment in the military, was a
cause particularly dear to Ungern’s heart. If he did visit Reval, his leav-
ing was a final break with his homeland, and with his family. His real
father died in St Petersburg four years later, while the rest of his family
fled abroad, either to America or to Germany. He made no subsequent
effort to contact them. Meanwhile, Estonia declared her independence
in a brief period between Russian retreat and German occupation in
1918, and reasserted it again after the German collapse in November.
The fledgling state faced two threats; the Red Army and German free-
booters. The Baltikumer, groups of fighters made up of former German
 soldiers, characterised their rampages through the region as a new Ritt
gen Osten, the Ride Against the East of the Teutonic Knights.
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If Ungern had remained in the region, perhaps he would have found
his place among these hard, wild men. Many of them ended up fight-
ing alongside White forces during the Russian Civil War, wearing
a combination of Russian and German insignia and dreaming of a
restored Russian Empire, ‘to be reconstructed and administered by
a ruling class of German nobility’.13 Their eventual defeat meant, it
seemed, a final end to German power in the region, just as the throw-
ing back of the Red Army promised a future separate from the Russian
Empire. Most of his relatives eventually made their way to Germany,
where many Baltic Germans schemed for revenge against the Soviets.
Both Ungern’s aristocratic and his imperial roots in the region had
been torn up; he had no reason to return there. Later, asked whether
he had wealth and property, he said, ‘Yes, in Estland I used to, but
now, really, no.’14

In early November came the Bolshevik coup in St Petersburg.15 The
Winter Palace, symbolic heart of government, was seized by a tiny
band of revolutionaries, led by Lenin, freshly returned from German
exile. The new Soviet order was established by bluff and chutzpah, and
solidified by the revolutionaries’ determination to use any means to
hold on to power. Bolshevik ruthlessness disturbed many leftists, but
reactionaries such as Ungern were more troubled by the prevalence of
Jews among the revolutionary leaders. Jewish traditions of education
and social justice, combined with the indignities heaped upon Jews by
Nikolas’s government, resulted in them being over-represented among
the leaders of revolutionary groups. Anti-Semites came to regard
Bolshevism and Judaism as identical. In the anti-revolutionary press,
Trotskii was usually referred to by his original, distinctly Jewish name
of ‘Bronstein’, and even the non-Jewish revolutionary leaders were
claimed to possess Jewish blood. Lenin’s Mongol ancestry gave him
distinctly Asiatic features, which were often cited as evidence of his
‘oriental’ Judaism. �
Wherever Ungern was when the St Petersburg coup took place, his feel-
ings about the Bolsheviks were clear. Anti-religious, anti-monarchist,
riddled, in Ungern’s view, with Jews, extolling the peasants and seizing
land from the aristocracy; they were the antithesis of everything
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Ungern held dear. Their worst betrayal was the treaty of Bresk-Livotsk,
a shameful peace signed with the Germans that ceded great swathes of
western Russia to their rule, invalidating everything Ungern had fought
for during the last four years. Now he had a new and greater battle
to fight. The Germans had been merely the enemy of Russia; the
Bolsheviks were the enemy of good. To Ungern the revolution was a
kind of apocalypse, the end of the world as he knew it. Out of apocalypse,
though, could come utopia, Christ’s return after Satan’s reign, the
opening of the pure land of Shambhala after the defeat of the enemies
of the faith. But before that could happen the world had to be purged.
Only the most stalwart crusader could stand against the black curse of
revolution, holding the banner of imperialism, divine religion and
absolute monarchy. This would be Ungern’s role.

For the moment, however, he was playing second fiddle to Semenov.
He made his way across Siberia to join him at his old station posting,
Dauria, and found himself swept up in his friend’s plans to turn
Siberia into a centre of anti-Bolshevik resistance. The Bolsheviks had
already begun to raise a military force of their own: the Red Army.
Inspired by Trotskii’s skills at recruiting and propaganda, and drawing
upon a generation of soldiers embittered by the war, it was already the
most powerful army in Russia. Although at times during 1918–19
the total number of anti-Bolshevik fighters outnumbered the Reds,
Bolshevik control of the central portion of Russia and its opponents’
vast range of political views, from anarchists to conservative monar-
chists, meant that the anti-revolutionary forces remained scattered
and divided. The Bolsheviks also inherited most of the materiel of the
old army, and the industrial capacities of St Petersburg and Moscow,
leaving their opponents reliant upon provincial arms stocks and
 supplies from abroad. Much of the military opposition to the Reds
came from the officers of the old tsarist army; they became known, in
contrast to the ‘Red’ Bolsheviks, as the ‘Whites’.

Ungern and Semenov were in some ways typical of this officer caste,
but most of the White leaders were former generals and admirals.
Their plan to raise a regiment was a hugely ambitious scheme for two
junior officers, but the scale of it deterred neither man. Their
resources, however, were limited; they had no money, no troops, and
only six other men with them. After months of effort, Semenov had
at last achieved some success with his Mongol-Buriat recruitment,
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 persuading Buriat elders to go along with his scheme and recruiting,
on paper, around six hundred men, but he had left the few troops he
had back in the west of the country. As a result, the counter-revolution
in Siberia began with eight men and a colossal bluff.

Close to Dauria, just across the Chinese border in Manchuria,
was the important junction of Manchzhuriya, commonly known as
Manchuli or, confusingly, Manchuria. It was a nothing town, a ‘small,
wind-swept village, lying in a vast, but naturally not less wind-swept
plain’.16 The Russian garrison there was in open mutiny; they were
already setting up revolutionary tribunals to try their officers and the
local railway officials. The Chinese commander there, Major-General
Gan, had been ordered to disarm them, but quailed at the diplomatic
consequences and felt he had insufficient men. Semenov caught a train
down, invited the commander and other Chinese officials to dinner
and proposed that he, as a Russian officer, should disarm the troops
without bloodshed. Believing he had a substantial number of soldiers
to back him up, Gan gratefully agreed and offered to help if necessary.
It was a sign of the total breakdown of Russian military authority that
Semenov needed a Chinese officer to give him permission to disarm a
mutiny.

Semenov now had a mandate to act, but no men to back up his plan.
He told the station master to put together a troop train and send it to
Dauria to retrieve his imaginary regiment. Along with the train he sent
one of his Cossacks with a message for Ungern; grab whoever he could
in Dauria, light up the train as though there were soldiers on it, and
come back to Manchuli. Ungern’s first recorded action in Siberia was
simple and brutal. With a single Cossack assistant, he was sent to
ensure the co-operation of Captain Stepanov, chief of the railway
 militia, in disarming the mutinous troops. When Ungern declared that
the three of them together were going to take on two armed companies,
Stepanov laughed in his face and said he was going home. According
to Semenov’s memoirs, Ungern promptly smacked him in the gut with
the scabbard of his sabre and told him he was going nowhere.

Stepanov was to become a notoriously ruthless White leader; the
ease with which the Baron cowed him shows how terrifying the slight-
ly built Ungern could be. He emanated danger, ready for violence
at any moment and to any extreme. Even battle-hardened Russian
 soldiers at Manchuli were easily intimidated and, with Stepanov’s
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help, Ungern disarmed hundreds of men in a few hours. Eventually the
tiny group had succeeded in packing fifteen hundred men into the
train to be shipped back to Bolshevik territory; a remarkable achieve-
ment diminished only a little by the fact that most of the homesick
 revolutionaries were desperate to get back to Russia anyway.

The neutralisation of the Manchuli garrison won the small White
group the approval of the Chinese, and by the beginning of the New
Year Semenov’s success had attracted more men to his cause. Nearly
half were Buriats, the rest mostly Cossacks and Mongolians, led by
Russian officers. The Buriat, like other minorities, were used to special
status. Like the Cossacks they enjoyed unusual dispensations; they
were exempt from conscription, adept at eluding taxation and, despite
imperial efforts to transform them into more compliant citizens, man-
aged to maintain the traditional rule of their elders. The new regime
threatened to strip them of their privileges and turn them into good
 little Russian sheep. While some Buriats fought with the Bolsheviks,
most often those dissatisfied with or excluded by the complex Buriat
webs of kinship and patronage, the majority were committed reac-
tionaries. The newly formed Soviet secret police, the Cheka, began to
establish control points throughout the Russian far east to filter out
potential Semenovite recruits.

Semenov and Ungern’s troops still numbered only in the hundreds,
but they were one of the few organised armies in the Transbaikal
region. Although there were numerous Bolshevik soviets and units,
few had mobilised effectively and there was very little coordination
between their units, nor any clear chain of command. The battle lines
of the civil war were only just being drawn up, and many people were
unclear where they stood. Semenov and Ungern had three clear advan-
tages: they were unambiguously anti-Bolshevik, well organised and
had a simple plan of action. They asked only three questions of their
recruits – ‘Do you believe in God? Do you refuse to recognise the
Bolsheviks? Will you fight them?’ The new army was named the
Special Manchurian Division, after the place of its formation.

Semenov’s army crossed the border back into Russia on New
Year’s Day 1918. Ungern was at the forefront of this advance. He
knew this territory, the woods and rivers and small, neat towns
along the tracks; after all, he had served here for over three years. On
12 January, 1918 he pushed up another sixty miles into Russia to take
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the small settlement of Oloviannaia, stealing what munitions he could
before being driven out of town by Red Guards. This was scrappy,
low-key fighting; the number of troops involved on either side rarely
exceeded a hundred and fifty, and both were quick to retreat if things
seemed to be going badly. The Buriat were experts at this kind of
 skirmishing, disappearing into the forests loaded with as much ammu-
nition as they could carry. The revolutionary units rarely put up much
of a fight, instead melting away as the Whites approached. It was the
depths of winter, and fighting was draining for all concerned; battles
often petered out in desultory exchanges of rifle fire, neither side will-
ing to push forward. Surrender was still an option. For the moment,
both sides were treating their prisoners with a modicum of decency.

By mid-January the Semenovites held two hundred miles of the
 railway, but they were running out of supplies and were having diffi-
culties in their rear. Fortunately, Ungern had become something of an
expert in managing mutinous garrisons; early in 1918, in the Russian
quarter of the Manchurian city of Hailar, he disarmed a group of
 revolutionary soldiers who outnumbered him three to one. He cap-
tured them while their leaders were immersed in a series of ideological
discussions – amazingly, they remained oblivious for two hours – and
then sent them, stripped of weapons, back to Red territory. That he let
them live, even sent them back to fight for the other side, is an indica-
tion of his relative magnanimity at this point. Not all his prisoners
would be so lucky.

Desperate for manpower, Semenov turned once more to the tradi-
tion of recruiting from an ethnic minority, in this case a small group
of Mongols, the Bargut, who had settled in Manchuria. The Bargut
had briefly declared independence from China in 1912, with Russian
assistance, but their dreams of autonomy had been comprehensively
shattered by the Chinese. At present, things were complicated by the
presence of another anti-Chinese Mongol group, the Karachen, who
had come to Bargut territory from Inner Mongolia to escape the
Chinese army. Inner Mongolia was still firmly under Chinese control,
and many of the Mongols there had been pursuing a long, and ulti-
mately futile, guerrilla struggle against the Chinese authorities for over
forty years.

The Karachen were no happier in Bargut territory. Tension between
the two tribes had grown, and they were practically at war. Semenov
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had made contacts there during his recruitment efforts in 1917 and,
with Ungern’s help, not only negotiated peace between the two groups
and an amnesty from the Chinese, but also managed to get them
to contribute men to his new army. Both distrusted the Bolsheviks
almost as much as their fellow minorities in Siberia, and they had also
traditionally looked to the tsarist regime as a potential foreign patron
against the hated Chinese. Since the Karachen were experienced
 guerrilla fighters in a region where soldiering frequently blurred into
banditry, the chance to make a fortune through plunder was also
appealing.

Ungern was given command of a detachment of these new Mongol
soldiers, around two hundred and fifty Bargut horsemen. After helping
to put down the mutiny in Hailar, they went on to occupy another
 station in Bargut territory, Bukhedu. The Chinese authorities, who
were becoming increasingly nervous of the Semenovites, sprung a trap.
Ungern was invited to lunch by the commander of the Chinese garri-
son. He accepted, but in a table-turning reversal of his usual practice,
was himself held prisoner while his Mongols were disarmed. A furious
Semenov responded quickly, constructing a fake armoured train using
a dummy howitzer placed on a platform car and half-covered with a
tarpaulin, which he then used to bluff the Chinese commander into
releasing Ungern and his men.�
Such a simple deception would not be sufficient to secure them the
Transbaikal. By February, the Soviets had rallied, holding a pan-
Siberian Congress which appointed a young, charismatic leader, Sergei
Lazo, to drive the Semenovites out of the Transbaikal. They had more
men and better arms than Semenov’s forces, and they easily forced
them out of the towns they had taken in January. By March the Special
Manchurian Division was trapped and beaten. The only thing that
saved the Whites was the intervention of the Chinese army, which, not
wanting the conflict to spill over their border, enforced an armistice
that allowed the Semenovites a breathing space.

Semenov and Ungern both moved into the province of Manchuria to
begin looking for help and support. It was difficult work for Ungern,
given his almost complete absence of social skills. On the other hand,
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he could speak the language, poor as his Chinese was, and he was
always more comfortable dealing with ‘Orientals’ than his fellow
Russians. He spent the early months of 1918 shuttling back and forth
along the Manchurian railway. His work was concentrated in Harbin,
the great northern city of Manchuria which had been virtually a
Russian colony for many years.

He was required to act as go-between to different White factions,
shame armchair generals into making real contributions, negotiate
with the Japanese, and ensure that the Chinese officials stayed at least
neutral, if not friendly, towards the Whites. He had to deal with bank
transfers and arms shipments, hire mercenaries and hear false promis-
es from all sides. From his letters to Semenov and others, it is clear that
he found the work frustrating, and it left him exhausted, annoyed and
cursing Mongol and Chinese leaders as ‘scoundrels’. There were petty
intrigues and rivalries; other Russians, even professed Whites, were
often not to be trusted, although the Mongols were a little more more
reliable. Ungern was working closely with the leader of the Karachen
Mongols, Fushenge, training and advising the Karachen and Bargut
troops. Several Mongol leaders supported the restoration of the Qing
dynasty, for much the same reasons as they supported the restoration
of the tsar: the old imperial order had given them greater protection
than the new, populist one ever would. It was an idea that stuck with
Ungern.

Meanwhile, Semenov was casting around desperately for a patron
who could supply the Special Manchurian Division with the arms
and supplies he needed to take on the Reds. He found one in the
Japanese. Not only were they deeply concerned about the possibility
of Bolshevik revolution spreading to Japan, they also saw the fighting
in Siberia as a golden opportunity to extend Japanese power in the
region. Eventually over a quarter of a million Japanese soldiers would
be sent there.

Japanese ambitions overseas had grown stronger since the Russo-
Japanese war, and elements within the Japanese military, nobility
and political establishment increasingly saw Manchuria, Mongolia
and eastern Siberia as their natural territory. Ultra-nationalist secret
societies were formed to promote Japanese expansion overseas, some
of which had strong ties to mystical forms of Buddhism. They had
close links to the messy world of Japanese intelligence, dominated by
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nobles who ran private spy networks only loosely affiliated with the
government. Several of these were based in Harbin. The Japanese
needed a Russian proxy, however, and were eager to find a White
 leader they could back. Semenov impressed them with his usual charm
and vigour, and they began supplying him with money, arms and
numerous military and political advisers. He was also able to secure
guns and funds from the British and French, though on a much more
limited scale. He used his fresh resources to hire and arm Chinese
 mercenaries, merging them with his Mongol troops under Russian
leadership.

Semenov was still, in theory, a mere captain, and his brash manner
and overreaching ambition made him unpopular with many in the
White hierarchy, several of whom regarded him as little more than a
puppet of the Japanese. The worst breach was with Admiral Kolchak,
who became leader of the Whites in western Siberia, eventually estab-
lishing a military dictatorship based at Omsk. He was older and more
renowned than Semenov, and the quarrel between them started when
Semenov insolently failed to meet his train as promised. From that
point on there was a permanent rift between Kolchak’s followers and
Semenov’s. It was representative of a deeper division within the White
movement. Kolchak’s followers tended to be more liberal, more com-
mitted to democratic ideals, supporters of the February constitutional
revolution but not the Bolshevik coup. Many had been involved in
socialist movements themselves. The Semenovites, on the other hand,
were mostly deep-dyed reactionaries who regretted the fall of the old
regime. Kolchak began to work to block Semenov’s funding, while
Semenov denounced the admiral as an elderly idiot.

In March 1918, newly invigorated by foreign aid, the Special
Manchurian Division began to push back into the Transbaikal region.
By early June they were some two hundred miles across the border, but
were still being pressed hard by the Red forces. The Bolsheviks
brought thousands of men to bear against Semenov’s ragtag collection
of Cossack and Buriat cavalry. It seemed as though their efforts
were doomed once again, until salvation appeared from another
unlikely source. During the First World War the Russians had
 captured many Czech and Slovak soldiers who had no love for the
Austro-Hungarian Empire, and had tried to form them into a unit to
fight for their country’s liberation. After the Bolsheviks came to power,
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the ‘Czechoslovakian Legion’ decided to attempt to return to the
Western Front to fight. Since the Germans blocked the way west, the
only route was east – along the Trans-Siberian Railway to Vladivostok,
and from there round the world to home.

They had an uneasy relationship with the Bolsheviks, especially
since the latter made peace with the Germans in March 1918. The
Bolshevik leaders vacillated over whether they should be allowed to
leave, and the Czechs became increasingly frustrated. On 17 May, a
fight between a Czech and a Hungarian internationalist escalated into
a series of violent clashes between the Legion and Bolshevik troops,
which culminated eight days later in Trotskii ordering the Legion to
disarm. This was the last straw, and fifty thousand Czechoslovakian
soldiers erupted against the Soviets. Their main target was the Trans-
Siberian Railway, their only way back to Europe, and they seized
 stations and rolling stock across the country. White sympathisers
joined them, and the Bolsheviks were driven out of cities across Siberia
and the Urals.

The Special Manchurian Division attempted to help the Czechs on
13 July, throwing themselves against Red-held towns in a desperate out-
numbered assault. After days of savage fighting, they were yet again
forced back across the border at Manchuli, where the Bolsheviks, despite
Chinese promises, were this time able to pursue them. The division was
almost wiped out, not least because one of Semenov’s commanders
defected to the Reds. Only a heroic charge by a battalion of Japanese
‘volunteers’ repelled the Bolshevik assault. During a brief ceasefire nego-
tiated by Ungern’s Chinese contacts, Semenov was able to evacuate his
troops deeper into Manchuria. Eventually they regrouped in Hailar.
Ungern and Semenov began to put the force back together, benefiting
from increasing Bolshevik cruelty, which drove over ten thousand
refugees to Manchuria and provided them with a steady stream of
recruits.

In August 1918 they returned to the Transbaikal yet again. This
time, with Czech and Japanese assistance, they were finally able to
drive the Reds out of the region altogether. By September Semenov
was installed in Chita as de facto dictator of the entire Transbaikal.
With him came the Japanese army, raising the flag of the Rising Sun
across the railways and placing tens of thousands of troops in the
region. Along with the Japanese were other foreign soldiers, the
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Siberian Expeditionary Force, comprising mostly American troops,
which had been sent by the Allies to help retrieve the Czech Legion
and with the secondary aim of frustrating Bolshevik ambitions with-
out being drawn into open warfare. It was a farce; the troops froze
and grumbled and fought with their supposed Russian comrades, and
the foreign intervention or ‘imperialist invasion’ gave Soviet apologists
an excuse for the atrocious Bolshevik policies of the civil war era for
decades afterwards.

For now, Semenov’s court became stuffed with Japanese ‘advisers’
and Allied observers. He assumed the Cossack rank of ataman, ‘chief’,
but true power lay with the Japanese. His foreign policy, his attitudes
towards other White leaders, even the movements of his armies, were
all directed from Tokyo. Ungern, in turn, became commander of
Dauria. Along with the post went a new rank, granted by Semenov; he
was now a major-general, a title of which he was inordinately proud.
Semenov’s new slogan was For Law and Order! The residents of the
Transbaikal, and especially of Ungern’s new fiefdom, would soon find
only grim irony in this motto.
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five

Carrion Country

Siberia was wolf-haunted that year. They followed close on the
scene of battles, feasting on the dead. Both sides strung enemy
corpses on trees alongside the roads and the wolves gnawed off their
feet. Perhaps it was these images that Ungern remembered when he
spoke later of leaving ‘an avenue of corpses’ from Urga to Moscow.
Sometimes, emboldened by the abundance of human flesh, the wolves
grew bold enough to attack men, even – barely known before – men
in groups.

The whispers of war said that Ungern and the wolves had an affin-
ity. He certainly kept some ‘in an attic in his house in Dauria, for an
unknown purpose’,1 reported a friend who often stayed there. A le -
gend arose that he fed his tame pack on prisoners and mutinous
 soldiers. Sometimes, the stories had it, he would harness them to his
sleigh and ride through town, whipping them on as they howled in
terror. He was supposed to walk out in the hills on his own in the
evening, striding like a grim pagan god through a landscape of wolf-
gnawed bones. He suited this carrion country all too well.

His new base at Dauria was not a prepossessing site. One White
officer, Dmitri Alioshin, wrote that he

had gone through it several times before without paying it the
slightest attention, so hopelessly flat and miserable it had seemed.
Situated in a dead plain, it is surrounded by small sandy hills, and
consists of a score of dirty huts spread over the naked hills. A small
church rears its spire, and in the middle of the valley sprawls a fort.
The fort is constructed of red bricks, and from the distance looks
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like a dirty slaughterhouse painted with blood. This was the head-
quarters of Baron Ungern.2

Here Ungern began to build his own regime. He was to remain at
Dauria for nearly two years, and made it and the surrounding region
unquestionably his personal domain. It was a near-medieval polity,
like one of his knightly ancestors establishing a border fortress six
hundred years earlier. Virtually every witness used the word ‘feudal’ to
describe his rule, and Ungern would have approved. Power revolved
around him. He had been stationed here before, and it had been the
scene of one of his many disgraces. There must have been a certain sat-
isfaction in being master in this place, barren as it was. Semenov had
become the ataman; now Ungern became the Baron. There was no
shortage of titled nobility on the White side, but everyone in Siberia
knew who ‘the Black Baron’, ‘the Bloody Baron’, ‘the Mad Baron’ or
simply ‘the Baron’ was.3

Here, as elsewhere in Russia during the civil war, social norms had
broken down entirely. Violence, or the threat of violence, became the
stuff of everyday life. Even between groups supposedly allied with each
other, confrontations were common, as when a drunken American
infantry unit beat up a trainload of Whites. Some tried to keep a sem-
blance of normality, to maintain shops or stations or hospitals, but they
were always vulnerable.

Semenov’s soldiers became particularly infamous for casual thug-
gery. They assaulted railway workers, harassed refugees and pressed
men into service. The foreigners working with them were often
shocked by their brutality; one noted how the Russian officers, in par-
ticular, ‘remarked almost daily that it was necessary for them to whip,
punish, or kill someone every day in order that people know who was
protecting them from the Bolsheviks’.4 Even in this atmosphere Ungern
stood out. Beforehand there had always been restraints on his rages,
or at least consequences following them. Now he had his own fiefdom,
and was part of a movement where extreme violence, especially against
acceptable targets, was applauded rather than condemned.

Something about Ungern’s rule at Dauria naturally attracted myth-
making. Elsewhere in the Russian Far East, another of Semenov’s pro-
tégés, Ataman Kalmikov, was managing a regime of unbelievable
cruelty. His prisoners were reduced to flayed meat by days of torture,



then finally disposed of by having a live grenade forced into their
mouth or anus. Yet Kalmikov’s actions didn’t result in even a fraction
of the stories that arose around Ungern. This was due partly to
his sheer strangeness, and perhaps his aristocratic heritage, but his
 territory was also well positioned. Dauria sat on one of the main rail-
way lines to Manchuria – it can still be seen, red-brick and miserable,
from the train – and refugees trying to reach relative safety in China
had to run the Baron’s gauntlet. Anybody with useful skills, especially
trained soldiers and medical staff, were liable to be commandeered on
the spot. Elsewhere in Siberia, refugees and travellers warned others
not to fall into the hands of the Baron. Rumour spread fast. By the
time the young White officer Dmitri Alioshin arrived in Dauria, he had
already heard ‘fantastic stories of the Baron’s mad bravery, of his
 justice to horses and cruelty to his own officers’.5

Kalmikov also alienated his own men; hundreds of his Cossacks fled
from him. In contrast, Ungern seems to have been extremely popular
among many of his troops. His sharing of their lifestyle, which had
made him an outsider as an officer, his distaste for bureaucracy and his
concern for their wellbeing led them to overlook his eccentricities and
cruelties. Among them he was known as the ‘stern grandfather’, despite
being barely in his thirties. There was no doubt of his ability to inspire
loyalty; many of them were to follow him for the next three years, until
his fanatical ambitions stretched even the most committed of them to
breaking point. Although a relatively late arrival at Dauria, and, he
claimed later, a constant sceptic about Ungern, Alioshin remarked
repeatedly on the devotion of Ungern’s troops, particularly the ordi-
nary soldiers.

One benefit of Ungern’s rule for his men was the chance to rob the
travellers, mostly refugees, who passed through Dauria. They took
particular delight in targeting Chinese merchants, who even in the
chaos of the civil war made heroic trading runs through Siberia. Most
of those unfortunate enough to pass through Dauria were stripped of
their possessions, usually on the pretext that they were communist
 agitators. One typical case was reported in the Peking and Tientsin
Times on 25 January, 1919, when six Chinese, innocent traders return-
ing from Irkutsk, were accused of being ‘the first batch of Bolshevik
emissaries’ and were stripped of six and a half million roubles. Not
wanting to be cheated of plunder, Ungern’s men sometimes chopped
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off fingers in order to remove tight-fitting rings. Rank was no protec-
tion; a former governor of the Urals had his money seized and, for
protesting, was sentenced to fifty strokes of the whip.

These ‘requisitions’ were actively encouraged by Ungern, since they
were his main source of funding. Plundered goods would be sent to an
agent in Harbin, who would sell them on and use the profits to buy
supplies for Dauria. The diamonds or gold that some refugee families
hoped would fund their new lives thus became converted into oats,
flour, tobacco, boots and mustard for Ungern’s men – and on one
occasion, coconuts, suggesting some odd craving on Ungern’s part.
Unlike most of Semenov’s cronies, Ungern never took the opportunity
to enrich himself; everything went to the division, while he went about
in ragged trousers and old overcoats.

Ungern sometimes made inspections of the trains himself, especially
when an important personage or suspected spy was passing through.
If someone displeased him, he hauled them on to the platform and
administered a beating himself. One traveller described how, when
Ungern fixed an obnoxious travelling companion with the ‘steel,
steady gaze of his grey eyes’ and questioned him about his credentials,
‘the arrogance and importance of yesterday’s boor disappeared!
Entirely disappeared! – and before the iron baron there was a pitiful,
cringing coward.’6

While the rest of Semenov’s administration attempted to keep up at
least a façade of civil order, maintaining courts, paying officials and
issuing new laws, Ungern scorned such affairs. He had a dislike of
paperwork, and regularly used to heave staff documents into locomo-
tive furnaces when he felt they were no longer useful, but his feelings
went beyond mere administrative frustration. He gave his orders
 orally, rather than go through the bother of writing them down. When
asked to acknowledge receipt of one document he sneeringly replied,
‘Paper? You need paper? I’ll send you the whole desk.’ He ordered one
bureaucrat sent from Chita to inspect his paperwork to be flogged and
drafted into the army. His short-temperedness with officials became
part of his legend; he was supposed to have discovered one day that
‘the salt fish, given every day to the soldiers, was not of the best quality’,
and so ‘the officer in charge was sent to a military prison where he was
fed upon that spoiled fish, and nothing else, for three days. And at no
time was he given a single drop of water.’7
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Ungern, who had been such an unruly subordinate himself, tolerated
no slacking in his men. His own offences were against staff officers and
the inconveniences of military red tape; his men, on the other hand,
were at war, and as such had to operate under wartime discipline. Slips
caused him to break into terrible rages. They had to spend their days
drilling and training. Study of Mongolian was compulsory for officers,
with examinations supervised by Ungern himself. Like a frustrated
schoolmaster, Ungern complained in January 1919 that ‘only two offi-
cers had attended the last class’ and that missing lessons was tanta-
mount to ‘evasion of duty’.8 There was time off, however. Provided
they gave notice, soldiers could specify which national and religious
holidays they wished to observe; an incongruously enlightened touch in
Ungern’s medieval regime. In the evening prayers were held, in which
each man could pray to the god or gods he preferred.�
Indeed, Ungern was both racially and religiously tolerant. What
 mattered was the system that men lived under, the way they ordered
their lives. He remained a Lutheran himself, at least nominally, but he
was also a self-admitted mystic. In practice, Russian mystics of the
period tended to fall into one of two camps. Either they became crazy-
Orthodox, and all other religions, including other branches of
Christianity, were the devil’s tools, or they became universalists, look-
ing for a shared core to all religions. Ungern was undoubtedly in the
latter camp. Although his view of religion was apocalyptic and fun -
damentalist, it was also inclusive. The Russian imperial mindset he
had worked in was equally expansive; capable of embracing a
Muslim-Buddhist fringe around a Russian-Orthodox core.

The great exception to this was Judaism. As with Theosophy, even
the most expansive visions of religious unity still seemed to find a
 special place for the Jews, and not a good one. Both religiously and
ethnically they were a fly in the ointment. Ungern had been raised with
the normal prejudices of his class and time, which were perhaps
heightened by his esoteric studies. He had plenty of reading material
to help him clarify his thoughts. Anti-Semitic literature circulated
widely among the White armies, often printed and distributed by the
leadership. Chief among them was the ‘Protocols of the Elders of
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Zion’. This was claimed to be an outline of the Jewish plan for world
domination, which would work by spreading such diabolical forces as
republicanism, liberalism and social tolerance. Now rightly infamous
as one of the cornerstones of Nazi anti-Semitism, its distribution
among White émigrés helped kickstart its international popularity.

Ungern almost certainly read it; one of his letters includes a brief
precis of how ‘the principles of Talmud, preaching the tolerance of all
and any means for the attainment of the goal afford the Jews a plan
and method of activities in the destruction of nations and states’,9

ideas straight from the ‘Protocols’. Their popularity received a consid-
erable boost when the news came that Tsarina Alexandra had been
reading a book by the anti-Semitic apocalyptic writer Sergius Nilus,
which included the ‘Protocols’, while in captivity. She had also etched
a swastika, already recognised as an anti-Semitic symbol, on her win-
dow. This came as a ‘testament from on high’ to many Whites. The
tsarina’s use of this Buddhist, esoteric and anti-Semitic symbol, which
was also very common in Mongolia, would have thrilled Ungern.

The ‘Protocols’ meshed well with Ungern’s interest in esoteric
Eastern religion. There are some striking examples of the two mirror-
ing each other, such as the following two passages. The first is from the
introduction to the original 1905 edition of the ‘Protocols’, working
imaginatively within both apocalyptic and conspiratorial traditions:

There is no room left for doubt. With all the might and terror of
Satan, the reign of the triumphant King of Israel is approaching our
unregenerate world; the King born of the blood of Zion – the
Antichrist – is near to the throne of universal power. Events in the
world are rushing with stupendous rapidity; dissensions, wars,
rumours, famines, epidemics, and earthquakes – what was yester-
day impossible has today become an accomplished fact.10

The second is from Ferdinand Ossendowski, a companion of Ungern
in Mongolia, describing one of the Hidden Masters in Shambhala:

Now it is a large kingdom, millions of men with the King of the
World as their ruler. He knows all the forces of the world and reads
all the souls of humankind and the great book of their destiny.
Invisibly he rules eight hundred million men on the surface of the
earth and they will accomplish his every order. [. . .] The crowns of
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kings, great and small, will fall . . . one, two, three, four, five, six,
seven, eight . . . There will be a terrible battle among all the peoples.
The seas will become red . . . the earth and the bottom of the seas
will be strewn with bones . . . kingdoms will be scattered . . . whole
peoples will die . . . hunger, disease, crimes unknown to the law,
never before seen in the world.11

In the West, the malevolent power of the hidden Jewish king caused
apocalyptic devastation; in the East, the benevolent power of the
 hidden Buddhist king plucked the world from the fires. It was not such
a stretch to meld the two worldviews into a Manichean whole, the two
hidden forces, light and dark, materialist and spiritual, clashing with
each other behind the visible world as it lurched towards apocalypse.
This image of a cosmic struggle, a battle between good and evil, would
become the core of Ungern’s beliefs.

Another anti-Semitic piece, the ‘Zunder Document’, never achieved
the same popularity as the ‘Protocols’, but was even more widely
 distributed in Russia in 1919. It was a regular feature of White news-
papers, and was alleged to have been taken from the body of a dead
Jewish revolutionary leader named Zunder. The letter was a gloating
testament to how ‘the Sons of Israel [. . .] stand on the threshold of
leadership of the world’ and that the Russian people were now ‘under
the yoke of Jewish power’. Now the Jews had finally seized power,
they should ‘show neither pity nor mercy’ to the Russian people, a
 sentiment stressed throughout the letter.

The logical conclusion for many Whites was that the Jews should be
shown no mercy in return. Such materials built on anti-Semitic
 feelings which were common among the Russian officer caste in par-
ticular, who saw Jews as soft, city-dwelling, and unmanly.12 It was
this kind of propaganda, combined with the traditional anti-Semitism
of the region, which caused the horrors of the White retreat across
the Ukraine in late 1919. There, tens of thousands of Jews were
slaughtered by vengeful White soldiers, especially by the Ukrainian
Cossacks. Many of the most vehement anti-Semites came out of the
Ukraine with the German armies, and went on to help drip the poison
of Jew-hatred all over Europe. Ungern’s Baltic German compatriots
were particularly prominent among this new wave of anti-Semites,
such as Fyodor Vinberg, who published lists of Jews supposedly
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involved in the Bolshevik revolution, Max von Scheuber-Richter, an
early financial backer of the Nazis, and the Nazi theorist Alfred
Rosenberg, a veteran of the Baltikum.

Broadly speaking, traditional Russian thought about the Jews had
been focused on exclusion, not extermination. It was based on
Christian principles. The Jews had refused to accept Christ, and had
killed him; they were therefore tainted as a people, and had to be
kept away from good Christians, and reminded of their sin. Yet at the
same time their existence was necessary for the fulfilment of biblical
prophecy; they had to continue existing, persecuted and isolated, until
Judgement Day. Traditional Russian imperial thinking followed these
lines. The Jews’ continued existence as a people had not been serious-
ly threatened, but they were subject to literally hundreds of rules and
restrictions, particularly concerning their settlement in Russian lands
and their contact with ordinary Russians. These petty discriminations
grew worse in the last years of the tsarist system, especially under the
highly anti-Semitic Nikolas II. They could never be part of the wider
Russian world, but remained eternally foreign.

For Ungern, however, the Jews were not merely tainted, but actively
evil. Like many others, he was convinced that the driving force behind
the Bolsheviks was essentially Jewish. They were constantly striving to
corrupt society. Their evil could not be contained, but had to be erad-
icated, down to the roots. The revolution had been caused not only by
their actions, but by their mere corrupting presence; they were the ‘sin-
ners of the revolution’.13 He discussed this ‘important question’ with
another anti-Semitic White leader, Lieutenant-General Molchanov, in
a heartfelt conversation during a downpour in Dauria. They, or at
least Ungern, came to the conclusion that it was necessary to ‘exter-
minate Jews, so that neither men nor women, nor even the seed of this
people remain’.14 The seeping poison of the ‘snake’ of Jewish influence
had been the downfall of the old regime. With the Jews eliminated,
the Russian Empire could be redeemed, and a new imperial utopia
emerge.

As a result, Jews passing through Dauria were in great danger. One
man recalled decades later how his father, who ran a medical train
along the route for over two years, had given the Jewish doctors on his
staff ‘small crosses to wear on little chains around their necks, so that
they could pass superficial checks by the Baron’s men’. When Ungern’s
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men went out checking for partisans, any Jew they found was liable to
be murdered. A Red Cross official who visited Dauria heard a story
that Ungern saw a particularly pretty Jewish girl in a village and
offered a thousand roubles to whichever of his men brought him her
head. The tale seems unlikely, but only because it has a sexual-sadistic
element that is uncharacteristic of Ungern; it would be far more in
character simply to have hung or shot the girl out of hand.�
Ungern had other hobbies beside planning genocide, however. An ‘inter-
esting conversationalist’,15 he would often sit and discuss philosophy,
world affairs, and religion with visitors from Chita. Semenov remem-
bered his ‘ability to delve with feeling into philosophical deliberation on
questions of religion, literature, and military science’.16 Mongolia, and
Mongolian affairs, remained on his mind. He spent most of his time
with his Mongol troops, and often dressed in Mongolian style. One
 foreign correspondent visiting Dauria found him wearing

a silk Mongolian hat and sitting in Mongolian national dress [. . .]
He turned to me and said, ‘My dress seems unusual to you? There’s
nothing surprising in it; most of my horsemen are Buriats and
Mongols, and it pleases them that I wear their clothing. I highly
appreciate the Mongolian people and over several years had the
opportunity to be convinced of their honesty and fidelity.’17

Ungern showed ‘great knowledge in the field of Mongolian customs
and religion’.

He dwelt on superstition and magic, too, with particular reference
to Mongolia. Another interviewer found him bent over a table, play-
ing with a pack of cards, and was forced into a truly awkward
 conversation:

‘Spades,’ he said, ‘always spades. And the ace of hearts. You’d think
there were fifty-one spades in the pack. You don’t know,’ he asked
me suddenly, ‘what the ace of hearts means?’

‘No, Your Excellency.’
‘Then you ought to.’ The Baron brooded for a moment or two.

‘The Mongols,’ he went on, ‘believe that the heart is a triangle
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 situated in the middle of the chest, and that its apex points to the
right in men and to the left in women. Of course, you think that’s
nonsense, don’t you?’

He stared at me in no friendly fashion. I murmured:
‘I’m bound to say, Your Excellency . . .’
I didn’t feel very comfortable.
‘You may be right,’ said Ungern, ‘Or you may be wrong.’ He

brooded again for a minute or two. Then he went on, sharply:
‘How do you explain the fact that the Mongols manage to cure

diseases which we Europeans regard as incurable?’
I preferred to make no reply.
‘I’d give a good deal to know what the ace of hearts means,’ said

the Baron, as though he were talking to himself. ‘Do you think it’s a
good sign or a bad sign?’18

This was the first sign of an interest in fortune-telling, but not the last.
There were stories that he consulted with Buriat soothsayers even in
Siberia. He described himself as ‘a fatalist’ and someone who ‘strongly
trusts in destiny’.19 Later, in a psychological report, the Soviets would
characterise Ungern as being obsessed with military authority, and with
the receiving and carrying out of orders. This was only half true.
Military authority, for Ungern, was always secondary to the authority of
fate. His wilfulness, his growing conviction of his own destiny, would
not admit a lesser master. He looked for confirmation in stars, oracle
bones and tea leaves. His obsession with prophecy and fate would only
grow; the fate of thousands would depend upon it.

These beliefs may have been fuelled by a new habit. At some point
he had given up drinking entirely. Indeed, he began to disapprove of
his men doing so, warning early in 1919 that drunken soldiers ‘would
in future be charged with all the severity of wartime law’.20 Perhaps
the shock of the revolution had made him determined to remain clear-
headed. If so, he appears to have failed, for, according to several
accounts, he merely replaced one dependency with another: opium.
(He refers at one point to an ‘opium-smoking party’ in his letters.) He
could easily have become addicted during his diplomatic trips into
Manchuria, where opium-smoking was common among the officials
and nobles with whom he was dealing. There would have been no dif-
ficulty ensuring a regular supply with so many Chinese in the region.
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His officers believed that he saw visions in the opium haze, visions
which reinforced the prophecies he read.�
Apart from his opium habit, Ungern lived simply, exhibiting a lack of
ostentation and a complete disregard for material possessions. His rig-
orous honesty, especially with regard to his own division’s finances,
made him almost unique among the Semenovites. He even devoted his
personal salary, and the sale of some property he owned in China,
 presumably brought on earlier trips to Peking, to the division.
Ungern’s ascetic lifestyle stood in stark contrast to Semenov’s life in
Chita. The ataman was indulging in a whirlpool of pleasures, from
theatre to champagne dinners to extravagant balls. Chita’s nightlife
was notorious: cocaine-addicted Russian whores, officers pimping
their wives, exotic oriental hostesses imported across the Manchurian
border. Semenov’s own appetite for women was insatiable, and he had
at least a dozen known mistresses. He maintained a private railway
carriage entirely devoted to his harem, known as ‘the Summer Car’,
which contained ‘thirty of the most beautiful women I ever saw’,21

according to one American visitor, as well as an orchestra made up of
Austrian-Hungarian prisoners and a copious stock of champagne. He
was siphoning off money from both foreign aid and general plunder,
and reportedly depositing it in foreign accounts. Literally trainloads of
gold were sent by him to China, for eventual deposit in Japanese
banks. Despite his public statements that the Bolsheviks would never
take Siberia, an aeroplane was always kept handy in case he needed to
flee with his loot.

Semenov rewarded Ungern in March 1919 with another Cross of
St George, fourth class, for his disarming of the garrison at Hailar; he
also promoted him to lieutenant-general. Ungern was proud of these
awards, although there was something of an excess of generals among
the Whites. Nevertheless, he disapproved of his old friend’s growing
corruption, of the extravagance of his lifestyle and of his tolerant
 attitude towards Jews. Semenov had expressly forbidden pogroms
under his command, kept a Yiddish theatre and a synagogue running
in Chita and had a favourite mistress who was strongly rumoured
to be Jewish, upon whom he lavished plundered jewellery. (Perhaps
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Ungern didn’t believe the rumours, since he asked after his friend’s
mistress in terms that implied some kind of private joke between
them – ‘How is your Masha? Do not fall asleep again.’22 He named a
white mare given to him by Semenov Masha, too, which could be
either an affectionate tribute or an insult.) Semenov even attempted to
raise a Jewish Cossack division, reviving the short-lived and bizarrely
titled Sons of Israel regiment formed by Potemkin in 1787 to help
 liberate Jerusalem from the Turks.

Ungern and he were drifting apart. On 17 September, 1918 Ungern
thanked a Russian friend in Manchuria for his previous two letters,
which had ‘breathed faith in success. I lost this faith myself on my last
trip to Chita. It is a shame to admit it, but be assured that when we last
talked I did not think that this would be an uphill battle. Now it is
time to change colours. The passivity and apathy of some people have
ruined everything.’23

He also disagreed with Semenov on the nature of the government
they were fighting for. Semenov advocated the restoration of the
Romanovs, but he envisioned a constitutional monarchy with limited
powers, a semi-democratic system with a parliament and a cabinet,
such as had existed, at least in theory, before the revolution. Ungern,
however, was a committed monarchist. Since the murder of the
 imperial family, he had pinned his hopes on the tsar’s younger brother,
the amiable but dim Prince Michael. Unknown to Ungern, the man
he was championing had been murdered in secret by the Bolsheviks
in 1918, but rumours of his supposed whereabouts circulated
throughout Russia and Ungern was determined to put him back on
the throne.

Of all the great vanished ideologies, monarchism, especially reli-
gious monarchism, often seems to be the most ridiculous. It is hard to
imagine that anybody could regard the deeply stupid Nikolas II or the
drooling, retarded Taisho emperor, for example, as the representative
of God’s will on earth. For Ungern, though, this was the natural order
of things; the monarch, however flawed, was ‘the first person in the
state’.24 He could stand apart from all the classes, and as such treat
them all equally. Nevertheless, he would be supported by the advice of
aristocrats such as Ungern. Aristocrats had to be loyal, since ‘history
showed that they were the class that had the power to destroy the
monarchs’.25
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Beneath them would be a solid base of faithful peasantry who would
labour to support the monarchy and defend it with their lives. This
ideal system of rule had been in decline for a long time before the rev-
olution, in Ungern’s view. Liberalism and capitalism, which was ‘only
good for exploiting the blood of the people’, had weakened the natural
order, allowing the final triumph of revolution. The workers had been
spoilt, become lazy, and had spent ‘the last fifteen years just sitting
around’. Behind it all, of course, was the diabolical hand of the Jews,
who had worked throughout the nineteenth century to cause ‘revolu-
tions, rebellions, and the overthrowing of monarchy and authority’.26

In Russia, only the power of the foreign aristocracy, such as the Baltic
Germans, had prevented the corruption of the country by the perverse
talents of the Jews. After the revolution Ungern was firmly convinced
that ‘aristocracy will pass to the Jews, since the Slavs are not capable of
building a state, and the only capable people in Russia are the Jews’.27

Ungern was never shy of acknowledging Jewish ‘cleverness’, especially
in contrast to the idiotic nature of peasants and workers left without
guidance; he just believed it was always put to evil ends.

Ungern’s faith in Prince Michael’s eventual return echoed old peas-
ant stories of the ‘tsar-deliverer’, an idealised version of the tsar who
would, it was often believed, miraculously appear to smite corrupt
local officials, give the peasants back their land and generally put the
world to rights. Among the peasants it was an extreme form of the
common belief in the ‘good tsar’, kept from knowing the people’s true
state by his corrupt officials. The tsar-deliverer was often believed to
be hiding in some secret place until the time was right. Then he would
return to destroy his enemies and a golden age of peace and harmony
would follow.

It was a powerful myth; Lenin saw it as the major obstacle to peas-
ant rebellion. Until the events of Bloody Sunday in 1905 destroyed
trust in the tsar for good, he believed that peasants ‘have been able
naively and blindly to believe in the Tsar-Deliverer [. . .] Peasants
could not rise in rebellion, they were only able to petition and to
pray.’28 For reactionaries like Ungern, such legends were evidence of
the peasants’ ultimate faith in the tsar and the imperial system. In fact,
the legend of the tsar-deliverer had inspired far more rebellions than it
had restrained; it empowered peasants to act ‘in the name of the Tsar’
while really asserting their own rights. As the situation worsened for
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the Whites, many of them developed a naive faith of their own in the
peasants, who, so Ungern and others believed, would ultimately rise
up against the Bolshevik usurpers and restore the monarchy they
clearly longed for. �
Before monarchy could be restored, however, the war had to be won.
The Siberian front was both highly mobile and deeply constrained.
The territory was so vast that scouts, raiding parties, even entire bat-
talions, could move undetected through land theoretically controlled
by the enemy, but at the same time the strategically important areas
were incredibly narrow. The rail tracks and stations were the lifeblood
of the region, and their sabotage, capture or protection the daily work
of the war.

Thousands of people lived on the railway, travelling from station to
station without a fixed home. Whole communities became mobile,
and great trains of carriages bore generals from place to place.
Amazingly the employees of the old Trans-Siberian, often coerced and
bullied by Semenov’s men, still made up the majority of those who
kept the network running. The railway was a mobile city: there were
hospital cars, headquarters, brothels, travelling theatres, dining cars
appointed like opulent Moscow restaurants, libraries, motor work-
shops, churches, mobile electric generators, printing shops, offices,
and torture chambers. White generals especially liked to travel in style,
recapturing some of the glory of the good old days.

Armoured trains were the dreadnoughts of this war. Huge and
expensive, they could bring a devastating amount of firepower to
bear – albeit upon a necessarily limited area. Three standard types of
armoured train had been manufactured during the war, but in Siberia
many of them were unique, improvised creations; engineers took an
ordinary train and bolted great slabs of steel to its sides as armour,
then took whatever guns could be found and attached them to the roof
of the carriage. Some were merely semi-armoured, their wooden car-
riages reinforced only with bricks or sandbags – enough to deflect rifle
bullets, but useless against serious artillery.

Most comprised eight to ten carriages, but they could be much
longer. Their modular nature made for both flexibility of purpose and
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ease of replacement; damaged rolling stock could be cannibalised for
spares. Some of these snaky juggernauts were painted in camouflage
colours, greens and browns, while others were liveried in menacing
black. Churchill wrote of armoured trains that ‘the very name seems
strange; a locomotive disguised as a knight-errant, the agent of civilisa-
tion in the habiliments of chivalry’, but there was nothing either
civilised or chivalrous about their use in the Transbaikal. Semenov’s
trains had no effective opposition, and to be the commander of one was
like being captain of a pirate vessel; one could simply roll into a small
town and demand that the locals either hand over whatever they had or
be blown to smithereens. The Reds strove to set up their armoured
train crews as a trained, organised force, and tried to use them as
massed artillery. In contrast, Semenov’s captains recruited or press-
ganged their own men, often acting on their own initiative rather than
any higher orders. Crew sizes ranged from forty to nearly two hundred,
sometimes with an auxiliary infantry force of two or three hundred
men. Many were armed with naval artillery, stripped from the gun-
boats of the Siberian lakes. They were given names fit for machines of
mass destruction; the Reds had the ideological Death to Parasites, Ruin
of the Counter-revolution, Liberty or Death, while among the White
trains in Siberia were the Valiant, Swift and Just, along with the more
aptly named Master, Avenger, Destroyer, Terrible and Merciless.

Behind them followed the death trains. Both sides rarely took prison-
ers, and neither wanted the burden of looking after them. The repat -
riations of the first tentative stage of the war, when Red troops could
simply be disarmed and sent back to Bolshevik territory, were a thing
of the past. Now prisoners of war taken by the Whites were simply
herded into railcars, stuffed fifty or so to a wagon, and carried aimless-
ly from station to station with neither food nor water. Their guards
had no idea what they were supposed to be doing with the prisoners,
and when the trains ran out of fuel they were often just shunted into a
siding and abandoned. Local people were forbidden from giving the
 desperate prisoners food. Often 30 or 40 per cent of the prisoners on a
single train perished in the weeks spent chugging aimlessly back and
forth; the eventual fate of the rest was to be secretly executed in some
nameless patch of Siberia.

Although the Transbaikal was under the nominal control of Semenov
and his lieutenants, their grip on the area was weak, especially outside
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the zone of the railway. They terrorised the railway workers, causing
many to become Bolshevik sympathisers. Red partisans began to infil-
trate into White-held territory, sometimes in groups several hundred
strong. Their object was to do as much damage and cause as much
 mayhem as possible and then disappear; the goal of their opponents was
to exterminate them like vermin. The partisans tried to terrorise the
 peasants into giving them food, the Whites tried to terrorise the peasants
into not supporting the partisans.

The partisans were helped by the many Bolshevik sympathisers who
had gone underground when Semenov took control of the region.
Chita was the centre of Semenov’s regime, but it was also the lynchpin
of the underground; officers going out at night had to be careful of
wandering into dark alleys, or of getting sniped at from a high build-
ing. Semenov and Ungern both acquired Mongol bodyguards to pro-
tect themselves from would-be martyr-assassins. Some of the partisans
hid among ordinary villagers and townsfolk, but most made their
bases in the great dense forests. The railway lines, the backbone of the
regular armies, were their primary targets. They tore up track, sabo-
taged repair facilities, ambushed trains and placed rocks and logs
across the tracks.

Ungern’s men were often called out to deal with the aftermath of
partisan attacks, or to sweep the forests for their hideouts. Villages
would be combed for signs of partisan support, an exercise which
invariably turned into another opportunity to steal from the locals.
Such operations were similar to those his regiment had carried out in
Dauria before the war, when suppressing banditry had been a regular
part of their routine. Here, cultural differences exacerbated the situa-
tion; Ungern’s Mongol troops looked down upon the ethnically
Russian villagers with the age-old contempt of the nomad for the soft,
settled farmer, an attitude that Ungern encouraged. He received
 occasional notes of congratulation from other commanders for the
successful ‘cleansing’ of villages.

Partisans were not the only threat. The very nature of the civil war
and the divided factionalism of the anti-Bolshevik movement fomented
constant suspicion about political loyalties. Counter-intelligence was
an obsession of most of the Semenovites, who often devoted more
time to sniffing out supposed traitors than to fighting the Bolsheviks.
A series of torture chambers was established across the Transbaikal,
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choked with Red prisoners and suspected traitors. One was estab-
lished at Dauria. Many of Ungern’s soldiers were veterans of these
grisly institutions, which deeply shocked foreign observers. One of the
most infamous was at Makkaveevo, where over five thousand victims
were murdered. After the war visitors recalled seeing ‘dried slices of
human flesh dangling from nails. Blood had so saturated the ground
under the building that the soil was discoloured and befouled.’29�
Ungern’s ties to Mongolia inevitably involved him in one of Semenov’s
grandest schemes, the plans for ‘pan-Mongolia’. This was an idea that
had been popular among some Mongol intellectuals since the begin-
ning of the century, particularly among the Buriat. It was a scheme for
unification of the Mongol peoples, creating a new state that would
unite Outer and Inner Mongolia with the Buriat and Bargut territories.
Semenov was keen on this plan, seeing in it an opportunity to become
‘King Gregorii I’, as the sardonic White diarist Baron Budberg put it.

Some among Semenov’s Japanese backers were also eager to test
pan-Mongolia’s feasibility; a Japanese-backed puppet state would
immeasurably strengthen Japan’s power in the region, giving her a base
for future assaults on Russia and China. They had already created a
pan-Buddhist society in 1918 as a front to promote pan-Mongolian
ambitions, hoping to foment anti-Chinese feeling in Inner Mongolia in
particular. It tied into the popularity in Japan of pan-Asiatic thinkers,
who saw Asian unity as a spiritual and political necessity for Japan. All
the peoples of Asia, linked by faith, ethnicity and culture, could come
together – under suitable Japanese guidance.30

Under Semenov’s sponsorship, and with Japanese observers, two
congresses were called; one in Dauria in early February and a later
one in Chita on 25 March. Representatives from Inner Mongolia,
Bargut and Buriatia attended, though the Buriats dominated. A grand
state was sketched, with Hailar, in Bargut territory, as the capital of
the new country, though the provisional capital was to be Dauria. The
delegates proclaimed a respected Inner Mongolian lama, the Niis
Gegen, prime minister of the nascent state, and sent a representative
to the Paris Peace Conference, then seeking to reorder the post-war
world.
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Although he arranged the initial conference, Ungern was opposed
to the idea. The thrust behind it was a modernising one, an attempt
to create an organised state from disparate peoples, with a federal
 government and an elected parliament. It was the antithesis of all that
Ungern valued in the Mongols: tradition, leadership, the preservation
of values that had been lost in the West. Nor were the delegates his
kind of people. He disliked European intellectuals quite enough; to
have to deal with Mongolian ones, polluting the purity of his beloved
nomads, must have been even more irritating. His relationship with
Fushenge, the Inner Mongolian prince and enthusiastic pan-Mongolist
to whom he had been providing military advice for over a year, was
also deteriorating. He wrote about the conference with indifference,
even bitterness, and noted to a friend that he had forgotten to ask him
for help to send the delegates to Paris. Later he spoke of the plan as a
‘soap bubble’ and its proponents as ‘empty-headed’. Its main virtue to
him was as a recruiting tool to amass more Mongol troops.

Fortunately for Ungern, the idea was stillborn. The meetings were
attended by only sixteen representatives, and none from Outer
Mongolia. Three delegates, including Fushenge, were sent to Urga to
try to raise support for the idea among the Bogd’s court and the
nobles. They were snubbed; not only was the Bogd, like Ungern,
opposed to the idea of a modern state but he could see the risk of
threatening China with further loss of territory and a new, hostile
power, and knew that the chances of his having any real power in a
Semenov-led, Japanese-backed puppet state were exceedingly small.
The pan-Mongolian delegates were forced to return to Dauria, where
they proposed an attack on Urga to drive out the Chinese and act as a
spark for pan-Mongolian feeling. It was a bluff; with the Japanese
backers gone, funding was limited and barely three thousand troops
could be raised for the threatened assault.

In Paris, Kolchak’s representatives and the Chinese both manoeuvred
to prevent the pan-Mongols from being represented at the conference,
and nobody was anyway in much of a mood to listen to idealists from
the backwaters of the world. Optimistic telegrams seeking recognition
were dispatched to world leaders, without result. After the meeting at
Dauria was reported in the Chinese newspapers, the Japanese cabinet
grew nervous of the risk of alienating the other great powers, who
had guaranteed the integrity of Chinese territory. On 16 March Japan
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 forbade its citizens, military and civilian, from participating in the  
pan -Mongolian movement in any way. It was to be another decade
before Tokyo took up the idea again.

Like many pan-national movements before and since, the main
cause of its disintegration was disagreement about who was the most
truly ‘national’. Outer Mongolians had no interest in a Buriat-led
movement, and considered themselves the largest and most important
group; Inner Mongolians believed that they represented an older and
purer form of Mongol culture; and the Buriats argued that, as the
most advanced and modern group, and as the originators of the idea,
they should obviously take the lead.

Tensions between the Buriats and Fushenge’s Inner Mongolian
fighters grew. In anticipation of the threatened attack on Urga, both
had been stationed at Dauria, where they were being trained by Russian
officers under Ungern’s command. On 3 September, 1919, under
Fushenge’s leadership, fifteen hundred Inner Mongolians mutinied,
killing their Russian officers, disarming their Buriat comrades and
seizing an armoured train. The exact cause of the revolt is unclear, but
there were stories of plots and counter-plots, and rumours that the
Karachen were planning to defect to the Chinese side. The cause may
have been more mundane; it had been a long time since most of the
soldiers had been paid. Whatever the catalyst, Dauria became a bat-
tlefield for two solid days, as more armoured trains were rushed down
to pound the rebels into submission, and the Cossack and Buriat troops
fought against their former comrades. All the revolt’s leaders were
killed, including Fushenge, and the remnants escaped into Mongolia,
where they were captured and executed by the Chinese army. Pan-
Mongolism had been a political farce that ended with Mongol killing
Mongol, but to Ungern’s fertile imagination it suggested unfulfilled
possibilities. �
Conspicuously absent from records of Ungern’s life is any mention of
either love or sex. A common story circulating during the 1920s
ascribed to him a wife and children in Estonia who had been brutally
murdered by the Bolsheviks, but this was a complete fabrication, an
attempt to put a reason to his fanatical hatred of revolutionaries.
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It was not unusual for members of the Baltic aristocracy to marry
 relatively late, but there is no trace of any courtship, infatuation,
mistress, or even casual affair. Unlike other officers, he never frequented
the many brothels in Chita. When he spoke of women it was either
in terms of concern for their morals or the danger posed to them by
 revolution.

He found the company of women uncomfortable; a friend recalled
how ‘It often happened that he would sit with me until my wife or
another lady came. At their arrival he would immediately try to leave
and say goodbye; he could not stand the company of women.’31

Celibacy was clearly part of his generally ascetic lifestyle; he referred
later to ‘the comforts of celibacy, the entire negation of woman, of
the comforts of life’.32 He was brutally sarcastic about women’s
rights, suggesting to a friend that his wife should take up the mock-
revolutionary slogan ‘Women of the world, unite!’ and that that
‘stupid woman Pankhurst’,33 referring to the famous British suffragette,
should be forced to come to Siberia.

His passion for military life, his desire to stay close to his men and
an indifference to women bordering on misogyny all suggest that
Ungern may have been homosexual.34 Perhaps there was even an
 element of sexual attraction in his close relationship with the young,
handsome Semenov. One unverified report of a conversation attributes
to him disgust at ‘Those dirty workers who’ve never had any servants
of their own, but still think they can command; those Jews who start-
ed the revolution to be revenged on us; those women who lie in wait
for you everywhere, in the streets, in drawing-rooms, with their legs
spread out – we’ve got to get rid of all that.’35 Whatever his prefer-
ence, he seems to have repressed it deeply, for nowhere in the literature
is there concrete evidence of any sexual encounter.

The record of his marriage in Harbin on 16 August, 1919 therefore
comes as something of a surprise. The bride was an aristocratic
Chinese lady, just nineteen years old, with the Russian name of Elena
Pavlovna. She must have been from an educated and modern family,
since she apparently conversed with Ungern in English. She was sup-
posed by some Whites to have been a daughter of the famous Chinese
republican leader Dr Sun Yat-Sen. She was certainly not one of his
acknowledged daughters, but he was a notorious womaniser and had
numerous illegitimate children, so there is a bare outside chance the
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claim was true. Far more likely is that the rumour started simply
because Sun Yat-Sen was the only Chinese leader the troops knew
of. The marriage was almost certainly a purely political one arranged
by Semenov, since the bride was related to an influential Chinese
 general. Ungern was on a long trip away from Dauria, nearly seven
months, meeting with Chinese and Russian leaders in China, which is
presumably when the arrangements were made. He returned to
Dauria shortly after the wedding. In all likelihood the marriage was
never consummated before the bride returned to her parents’ house,
although Ungern sent money regularly to a bank account in Manchuli
set up in her name. Most usefully, it gave Ungern a Manchurian title
to match his German one, something he rarely failed to mention when
dealing with Chinese or Mongolian officials.

One reason Semenov was eager to encourage closer links with the
Chinese and Japanese was that his relationships with the wider White
movement were becoming increasingly strained. His old enemy,
Admiral Kolchak, found himself reluctantly thrust into leadership of
the Whites in Siberia after an officers’ coup overthrew the Directory,
the supreme body of the provisional Siberian government. Semenov
responded immediately, cutting off communications and blocking
 supplies from the Far East intended for Kolchak’s base at Omsk. After
protests by railway workers, he stationed troops at every station and
began a programme of ruthless intimidation to ensure that they bent
to his will. Like rival medieval popes, the feuding leaders began an
exchange of ever-more insulting letters, culminating in a public dis-
avowal of the validity of each other’s governments in early December.

The schism brought to the forefront already existing dissensions
within the White movement. The Japanese backed Semenov, and hint-
ed that if Kolchak attempted to remove him by force, the Japanese
army would stand in the way. The Czechs began to distance them-
selves from both sides. All along the railways, men who found them-
selves on the wrong side of the quarrel were beaten up or arrested.
Kolchak attempted to have the ataman arrested ‘for disobedience and
infringement of the telegraphic service in the rear of the Army, which
is an act of high treason’,36 but the punitive expedition he assembled
ended up in a tense stand-off with Semenov’s men, which broke
down only when the White soldiers on either side started chatting and
 drinking together. Troop movement and supplies snarled to a halt as
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crucial railway officials were seized for being pro-Kolchak. In the end
the squabble was resolved by the Japanese negotiation of an uneasy
peace between the two leaders, who mutually, if reluctantly, recog-
nised each other’s authority. The rift, however, remained. Ungern and
his men were solid Semenovites; for them the quarrel only established
Kolchak’s followers as weaklings and traitors. They would mete out
their own kind of punishment to them in due course.

Ungern’s own links to Semenov were growing weaker. The ataman’s
control of his lieutenants was always dubious, and bit by bit Dauria
began to act as an entirely separate force from the rest of the Special
Manchurian Division. In February 1920 they were formally organised
as an entirely separate unit, the Asian Cavalry Division. Ungern was
still in regular contact with Semenov in Chita, but there was little
doubt in anybody’s mind that he was now an autonomous power in
his own right. Semenov publicly recognised that Ungern’s forces
equalled his own in importance. Soldiers whispered to each other of
how ‘Ataman Semenov is afraid of Baron von Ungern-Sternberg, for
he possesses the only real military power upon which that adventurer
can build his career as a sovereign ruler.’37

�
For a while the White-held territories to the west had provided the
Transbaikal with a measure of insulation against Red attacks. Now, as
the Bolshevik assaults tore ever bigger holes in the White defences, it
became easier for large groups of Red partisans to enter Semenov’s ter-
ritory. Sometimes they did things on a grand scale, as on the morning
of 31 October, 1919, when two thousand men took over six miles of
railway near Khada-Bulak, up the line from Dauria, and spent the day
systematically destroying track, telegraph lines and bridges. By the
time a furious Ungern arrived, along with his Cossacks, they had
 melted away into the landscape, and although Ungern and his men
spent the night searching for them, they found not a single partisan.

Entire towns were taken over by partisans, an experience that was
often less painful than being scourged by the Whites afterwards. One
notorious example of this was in the small station of Zilovo, which
was occupied by the Reds for eight days in September 1919. When the
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armoured train Avenger arrived in response, captained by Colonel
Popov, one of Semenov’s cronies, it lived up to its name. The Reds had
all left, so Popov shot the village elders who turned up to welcome
him, then proceeded to shoot a dozen more villagers at random and
rape two local girls.

Such behaviour prompted the formation of a growing number of
 partisan groups with no connection to the Bolsheviks; they were simply
peasants who, tired of having their daughters raped, their houses
burnt and their stores confiscated, had taken to the forest to fight the
Semenovites. By the end of 1919 there were around a hundred thousand
anti-White partisans operating in Siberia, and approximately thirty
thousand in the Transbaikal alone. Many of Semenov’s soldiers, sick of
the random cruelty of their superiors, deserted to join the  partisans.

Despite his growing distance from Semenov, Ungern’s base at
Dauria still played a crucial, gruesome part in the White infrastruc-
ture; it was the execution camp. Prisoners were sent there in trainloads
to be disposed of by Ungern’s killers. As with the ‘death trains’, front-
line soldiers were often too squeamish to dispose outright of men who,
only a year or two before, had been their compatriots. At Dauria,
Ungern’s men had no such compunction about executing the Red
 captives who arrived there. Many of the White leaders in the west
believed – or claimed to believe – that a system of prisoner-of-war
camps still existed in Siberia, and that the men they sent there would
be treated humanely. Some prisoners had been ‘processed’ through the
torture chambers beforehand; others were civilians, suspected Bolshevik
sympathisers put through a quick and farcical trial before being sent
to Dauria for execution. Men were hanged or shot in  batches of  seventy
or eighty at a time. The bodies were left in the open to rot, and sur-
rounding hills came to resemble the aftermath of a  battle. Body dump-
ing, unhygienic as it was, was standard practice around Semenov’s
execution and torture centres. At Makkaveevo, so many bodies were
dumped into the nearby river that it became  polluted, and after local
peasants complained Semenov ordered that the bodies be burnt instead.

Ungern, one of his officers claimed, found the macabre atmosphere
relaxing. ‘On these hills, where everywhere were rolling skulls, skele-
tons, and decaying body parts, Baron Ungern used to like to go to
rest.’38 Perhaps it reminded him of the Mongolian temples. The killings
reached a peak in the spring of 1920, as the Red tide threatened to
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wash over Siberia and the Semenovites became more desperate and
vicious in response. In April 1920 an American report noted that two
thousand Chinese prisoners had been dispatched in two weeks, and
that Dauria was known as ‘the gallows of Siberia’.

This grisly work was managed by Colonel Sipailov, one of the many
petty sadists among the Semenovites. A former mechanic, he suffered
what appears to have been Tourette’s syndrome: ‘He was always
 nervously jerking and wriggling his body and talking ceaselessly,
 making most unattractive sounds in his throat and sputtering with
saliva all over his lips, his whole face often contorted with spasms.’39

He had ‘cold colourless eyes under dense brows’ and the ‘strange
undulating line of his skull’ made his head look like a saddle. He was
despised for his ‘scandalous meanness and cunning, his bloodthirsti-
ness and cowardice’ by Ungern’s other officers. He was supposed to
have been tortured by the Bolsheviks, and his family murdered by
them, though this was a common excuse used to explain the excesses
of White torturers. He had been involved in an infamous massacre on
Lake Baikal on 6 January, 1919, where Bolshevik hostages had been
herded on to a ship and then, after being promised freedom, brought
up on deck one by one to have their heads smashed in by a Cossack
with a ice-breaking mallet on the top of the gangway.

He did similar work at Dauria, after Ungern ordered one of his first
executions, that of Lieutenant-Colonel Laurent, shot on suspicion of
treason. Dmitri Alioshin was informed that

tonight the soldiers of Commandant Sipailov will go into the prison,
tie the prisoners, load them one on top of the other, like cargo, into
wagons, and haul them into the mountains. According to the play-
ful humour of the soldiers, they will be killed, either by shooting in
the back or by being spitted upon bayonets and swords.40

Dauria’s grim reputation was made worse by rumours of Ungern’s
policies during the typhus and cholera outbreaks which swept through
Siberia in 1919–20. He ordered those unlikely to recover to be shot in
the hospital in order to prevent further infection, a policy he continued
during his later campaigns. The atrocities at Dauria outraged American
observers. One, Major Flanagan, was able to intervene to have forty
prisoners – a drop in the ocean – released, telegraphing Semenov and
imploring the Japanese. Ungern was furious with him, and when
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Flanagan suffered a nervous breakdown three weeks later, his friends,
according to American reports, suspected ‘Mongolian poison’ adminis-
tered by Ungern’s agents. It seems highly unlikely, especially since the
sights in Siberia were enough to inspire nightmares in anybody, but it
was an indication of how powerful the Baron’s legend was becoming,
and of how closely he was associated with Mongolia.�
By the summer of 1920 there was little hope left for Semenov’s men.
White resistance in Western Siberia had collapsed the previous winter,
and Omsk had been evacuated. Kolchak fled to Irkutsk, but it had
been taken over by a leftist faction, who handed him over to the
Bolsheviks in January. After a brief ‘investigation’, but not even a
show trial, he was shot on 7 February. Before his death he had written
an order handing over control of his remaining troops to Semenov,
since, however much he disliked the ataman, he was the only effective
White leader remaining in Siberia. The White position in Crimea was
also untenable, and Wrangel evacuated the last of his men in
November 1919. The White cause was obviously doomed. Semenov’s
control over the Transbaikal could last a little longer, but only because
of the huge distances involved, the chaos throughout Soviet Russia
and the support of the Japanese. There was no future in it, and Ungern
knew it. He needed a way out.

Ungern met Semenov for one last time, in the tiny station of
Olovyan. Later, Semenov would take credit for planning the whole
Mongolian expedition, claiming that the Asian Cavalry Division was
intended to be the core of a new Mongolian army which would liber-
ate the country from Chinese imperialism, a cause that had been close
to his heart since his time there in 1911. It was probably true that his
pan-Mongolian schemes were part of Ungern’s inspiration, but the true
plan was different. Ungern was directed by Semenov to take the town
of Aksha, on the Mongolian border, as part of a scheme for the Asian
Cavalry Division to operate as a guerrilla force against the Bolsheviks.
The ultimate aim of the original plan was probably to work their way
up through Siberia, living off the land and mobilising the peasantry
against the Bolsheviks, and meet up with one of Ungern’s old comrades,
Colonel Rezuhin. Rezuhin was a small, dapper man, known for his
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loyalty to Ungern and his brutality; his name meant ‘cutter’ in
Russian, and he lived up to it. On 15 August, with very  little warning,
Ungern gathered his men and rode for Aksha, where they skirmished
with Bolshevik fighters. Some of his Chinese troops deserted, perhaps
sickened by his rule. From Aksha, Ungern’s army crossed the border
into Mongolia.

Before he left, he sent a note to his wife, divorcing her. Their mar-
riage had, at least theoretically, been made under Chinese law, and
only the husband’s will was necessary for a divorce. Perhaps she was
grateful enough to be rid of a politically burdensome husband, and to
be free to make a real marriage. He gave his wedding ring to a friend
for safe keeping. Of his wife, we hear no more. His marriage was
behind him, his service to Semenov was at an end and he had had no
contact with his family for nearly two years. There was nothing left to
tie him to his old life.

Ungern claimed that the move to enter Mongolia was a spontaneous
one, after some of his Chinese units had revolted and after he realised
that Semenov was not going to complete his part of the plan. It was a
disingenuous claim. Others believed that he had been driven over the
border by Bolshevik forces and had simply fled to the only refuge left to
him, though if driven by pure pragmatism the Far Eastern provinces
under the protection of the Japanese army would have been a more
likely destination. Later the Soviets would accuse Ungern of being in
the pay of the Japanese when he invaded Mongolia. Japan’s interest in
pan-Mongolian schemes had been very real, but they had no involve-
ment in Ungern’s plans – Tokyo had called a halt to pan-Mongolian
activities months beforehand. Although there were Japanese officers
attached to his army they were not on active service, but mercenaries
and drifters of the type that adventurers such as Ungern always attract.

More probably, he had planned to take the division into Mongolia
from the start. Mongolia had been in his thoughts for many years, and
more powerful than any order was the call of fate. It was fate that
‘was always making my decisions’ whereas ‘orders were merely pieces
of paper’.41 Ungern had always felt his destiny was wrapped up in
Mongolia, ‘the land of great conquerors’. Now his path was even more
certain. Everything had been stripped away from him. The empire
whose boundaries he had struggled to defend and define had been
 fragmented by a civil war in which the forces of evil were triumphing.
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His closest friend had become a degenerate tool of a foreign power. His
childhood homeland had been taken over by peasants. The only thing
that was constant, unchanged, was the purity of the Mongolian peoples,
who had ‘not forgotten their ancient faiths and customs’.42

He had striven to save the empire he had been raised in, but it was
almost irretrievably corrupted. Russia’s core had been lost to the
Bolsheviks. A new empire would have to be created, and he had the
model for it in the empire of Genghis Khan, which had once stretched
‘from the Amur Mountains to the Caspian Sea’.43 Ungern did not
believe himself, as some later claimed, to be the reincarnation of
Genghis Khan;44 instead, he saw himself as restoring his legacy. He
dwelt on Genghis on occasion in conversation, referring to him as ‘the
Great Leader’45 and claiming, later, that his army was ‘the equal of
Genghis Khan’s’.46 Like the steppe tribes before Genghis who had
once fought to recreate the empire of the Huns, Ungern would re-
create the empire of the Mongols.

Attempts to claim the legacy of Genghis were common in Mongolian
political culture, as Ungern would have known from his interest
in Dambijantsan. This was not a complete fantasy, although it was
 supported by Mongolian religious beliefs, such as the prophecies he
heard from Mongolian travellers, and from his Buriat troops. Variants
of the ever-fresh Shambhala legend, they spoke of a saviour from the
north who would save the Mongolian people in their time of crisis.
Transmitted orally, only scraps and hints of these prophecies survive.
Like the oracles circulated around the time of the first Mongolian
 declaration of independence, these prophecies were rooted in political
reality. Mongolian independence was threatened once again by the
Chinese, and so they naturally looked towards the other great regional
power, divided as it was, for protection. Ungern took these prophecies
and exploited them, claiming to be the saviour the stories spoke of.

Asked later how he could claim to be ‘sent by God for the salvation
of Mongolia’ he replied, ‘I wrote it because it sounded good.’47 But
Ungern at least half-believed in the legends himself. He was particu-
larly taken with one that spoke of how ‘Ivan from the North would
come to save Mongolia’. Prophecies could be unclear on the details,
but they pointed the way nevertheless. Mongolia longed for a foreign
saviour, and from there the restoration of the world could begin.
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six

Ragged Crusade

The sudden departure of Ungern’s forces from Dauria sparked
rumours from Paris to Tokyo. This mobile, piratical force could strike
anywhere, at any time. In Moscow, some of the Soviet newspapers
reported that Ungern’s forces had been engaged and destroyed, 
but the Bolshevik leadership knew better and displayed great 
nervousness as to where he might attack next. The Soviet-
run Far East Review commentated, ‘If it were announced to-
morrow that Ungern was in sight of Irkutsk or at the gates of 
Peking, we could merely confess our ignorance about where he 
was, and admit that anything is possible with this devil of a 
man.’1

The Mongolian rumour mill was better informed. Lacking
grapevines, the Mongolians say that news spreads through the coun-
tryside like ‘a crack in the ice’. Especially in the summer, life was
 constantly mobile; trading, visiting, courting were all done on horse-
back. If your mount was tired or sick, it was perfectly usual to leave
it with the family you were staying with and ask to borrow one of
theirs in ‘much the same way as a European will turn to a passer-by
for a match’. It was a distant echo of the old Mongolian postal sys-
tem, and Mongolians could travel hundreds of miles in a few days as
a result.

News travelled with them. In less than a couple of weeks, virtually
all the country knew about the entry of the White forces, and most
people were eager for their arrival. Upon crossing the border Ungern
was supposed to have made three promises – ‘We will place the Bogd
upon the throne, and restore the autonomous government,’ ‘We will
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free the Mongols from the Chinese,’ and ‘We will build Greater
Mongolia.’ �
Mention Mongolia to most Chinese and the inevitable response is, ‘Ah,
you know that Mongolia used to be part of China.’ A little more drink,
and more imperial ambitions begin to emerge; now the Russians are
gone, China should take back Mongolia – well, after the persistent
canker of Taiwan is dealt with, at least. The Mongolians look on their
immensely richer and stronger neighbour nervously. One Mongolian
might be worth eight Chinese,2 but there are five hundred Chinese for
every Mongolian. They only have to look at Inner Mongolia, where
ethnic Mongols, once the majority, now make up less than 5 per cent of
the population, to see their likely fate if swallowed by the new Chinese
imperium: reduced to a colourful sideshow in dancing displays staged
to demonstrate the wonderful diversity of China while their children
study Mandarin in school.

The origin of these tensions lies in the years between Mongolian inde-
pendence and Ungern’s invasion. When Ungern visited Mongolia in
1913 it was a sovereign state, albeit one under heavy Russian pressure,
newly free of its Chinese overlords and anticipating an independent
future. By 1920 it was yet again occupied by Chinese forces. After the
collapse of the Qing dynasty in 1911 China had fragmented into a
cracked mess of feuding warlords. At first, something of a centralised
government remained in Peking, under the leadership of General Yuan
Shikai, and was able to conduct diplomatic relationships with other
states. China still had considerable territorial ambitions, and the recla-
mation of Mongolia was an important foreign policy aim.

The weakness of the Chinese government, and the counterbalancing
influence of Russia, made this impossible. The Mongolians were even
able to win a minor conflict, more a series of skirmishes than an actual
war, when they sent troops to support Inner Mongolia’s attempt to also
break away from China in 1912. Instead, China tried to claim at least
symbolic suzerainty over Mongolia at the bargaining table. A tripartite
conference was held in 1914 between Russia, China and Mongolia. It
dragged on for months, and only the Russians emerged satisfied. The
Mongolians, who had been hoping for an acknowledgement of their



full independence, and even harboured ambitions of taking back Inner
Mongolia, found themselves forced to accept the dubious status of an
‘autonomous’ region of China. The Bogd Khan was made to abandon
the title ‘king’, thought inappropriate to the new Chinese republic, and
to assume the less exalted status of povelitel, ‘ruler’. On the other hand,
the Chinese agreed not to station large numbers of troops in Mongolia,
or settle Chinese there. Mongolia’s status was now deeply ambivalent;
in theory the country remained part of China, but in practice China
had no way of enforcing its authority.

The Bogd Khan was left de facto ruler of Mongolia. His government
was not a shining example of civic responsibility. A Western-style
 government was formed, with two houses of parliament, a prime min-
ister, and a cabinet, but it was a cargo-cult semblance, imitative in
form but not in content. Real power lay with the ecclesiastical court
and the monasteries. Prominent secular politicians were frequently
assassinated, and the business of government conducted in all-night
binges at the Bogd’s palace.

A couple of the more competent members of the government were
assassinated. Others qualified themselves to serve on the Bogd’s cabi-
net by accompanying him in his legendary drinking sessions. The
theocrats and aristocrats in the government were primarily interested
in enriching themselves, and both their foreign and domestic policies
were wasteful, aimless and costly. Taxation, a perennial source of
complaint under Manchu rule, was increased under the new govern-
ment, and entire regions were impoverished. Five million silver taels, a
huge amount of money, was borrowed from Chinese banking houses,
and to have even a chance of paying the interest the government had
to squeeze ordinary Mongolians dry.

The regime did begin to reconcile itself with China, perhaps out of
the Bogd Khan’s natural inclination to hedge his political bets. The
careful diplomacy of the new Chinese commissioner, Chen Lu, admired
by all sides for his charm and intelligence, undoubtedly helped, as did
the relative unpopularity of the Russian representative. Chinese traders
had started drifting back into Urga in 1914, and their domination
of Mongolian trade was, if anything, stronger than ever. Much of the
reconciliation was accomplished through the use of symbolic politics
which deliberately echoed the tributary status of Manchu times: gifts of
horses and camels, the investiture of the Mongolian leaders with
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Chinese decorations, regular audiences between Chen and the Bogd
Khan. The Chinese even agreed to modify some diplomatic ceremonies
for the Bogd, since his bulk made bowing and kneeling difficult.

Chinese opportunity came with the Russian revolution. Chinese
troops began to infiltrate the region, initially on the pretext of being con-
sular guards. They played on Mongolian fears of post-revolutionary
chaos in Russia, using at different times the threat of both Red and
White invasion as an excuse to move soldiers into the country. Ordinary
Mongolians began to feel threatened by the number of Chinese troops in
Urga, especially as they became increasingly arrogant. The revolution
also caused a financial crisis. The Russians had always exercised a degree
of oversight over Mongolian financial affairs; with their agents gone,
there was now almost nobody in Urga with the slightest idea how to
manage an economy. The post-revolution collapse of the rouble, now the
base currency of Mongolia, further wrecked trade; prices soared, activity
in the Urga markets collapsed and the Chinese merchants began calling
in debts. Freedom from China suddenly seemed much less attractive.

In truth, the financial situation in China was hardly more stable, nor
the government less corrupt. Nevertheless, the Mongolian nobles began
pushing for a full reconciliation with China, the prospect of financial
security overcoming patriotic feeling. Getting rid of theocratic rule
appealed to the nobles; while they were mostly devout Buddhists, they
had no great love for the Bogd’s court or for the burdens that maintain-
ing the monasteries placed on their finances and manpower.

During August and September 1919 Chen Yi, the new Chinese com-
missioner, successfully negotiated with the nobility for the abolition of
autonomy. Sixty-three conditions were agreed, and sent to Peking on
1 October. They were reasonably accommodating of Mongolian
demands, symbolically and politically tactful, and, much to the horror
of the ecclesiastical court, removed them from power and instituted
the Mongolian nobles as the effective leaders of the region, with
Chinese administrative aid. The Bogd’s court did everything it could to
frustrate them, but to no avail.�
Everything seemed to be going smoothly, but the ambitions of one man
were to put a much more decisive end to Mongolian autonomy. Xu
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Shuzheng, generally known as Xiao Xu, ‘Little Xu’, was a major mem-
ber of the Anfu clique, a group of largely pro-Japanese Chinese leaders.
In his late thirties, he was the main aide of Duan Qirui, a key player
in Chinese politics and the head of the War Participation Office, a
body initially founded to train and manage the Chinese  contribution to
the war in Europe. The Peking government had been supplying the
British and French with enormous amounts of coolie labour – nearly
three hundred thousand men in total – to build the trenches on the
Western Front. They had also been planning an  expeditionary force of
trained soldiers in order to curry favour with the post-war Allies. The
leaders of the War Participation Office were more concerned, however,
with producing a well-trained and well-equipped army for themselves.
Their funding came mostly from the Japanese, who wanted to build up
 military forces sympathetic to them in the north of China, similar to the
Manchurian militias they had used in 1904.

When the European war ended, Duan Qirui and Xu Shuzheng were
left in an embarrassing situation. Without the excuse of the war, they
had no cover for the raising of their forces, and their political opponents
were threatening to fold their men into the main bulk of the Chinese
army. They dealt with this through the simple expedient of renaming
themselves the Bureau of Frontier Defence. This required making at
least some token effort to defend the frontier, but fortunately this fitted
in well with Xu’s ambitions. The end of the war had also meant the
end of the funding from Japan, and Xu badly needed a new source of
income. He had seen how Zhang Zuolin, a warlord known as the King
of the North-East, had built up a regional power base in Manchuria,
and Xu was ambitious to become the King of the North-West. Mongolia
was a potential source of both men and money. He also seems to have
been genuinely concerned with national unity, and eager to bring
Mongolia back into the Chinese fold – but only on his terms. The new
treaty agreed by Chen Yi threatened his plans, and he had to act fast.

On 23 October, 1919 Xu left for Mongolia, taking with him a sub-
stantial number of troops. Together with the forces sent previously,
during the invasion scares, this placed over two thousand Chinese
 soldiers in the country. His unit was supposed to be motorised, having
purchased over a hundred vehicles in Peking, but most of the vehicles
gave out somewhere on the long hard route from China to Mongolia.
Horses and camels proved more reliable.
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When Xu arrived he initially attempted to persuade the Mongolian
parliament to relinquish autonomy voluntarily. When this failed he
resorted to less subtle methods, posting soldiers outside the prime
minister’s offices and threatening to deport the Bogd Khan to Peking.
The Mongolians caved in, and the country became, in theory, a part of
China again. The old Mongolian army was disbanded and its weapons
turned over to the Chinese.

If Xu had exercised even the slightest amount of tact towards
Mongolian feeling, he might well have gained considerable public
 support. Instead he behaved with arrogance and crudity. After the humil-
iations of the ‘unequal treaties’ that had been forced upon them by the
Western powers, the Chinese nationalists were keen to regain face by
reasserting traditional Chinese dominance in the region. On 20 February,
1920, the Chinese New Year, Xu forced the Bogd and other prominent
Mongolians to repeat the traditional gesture of submission; kowtowing
before the Chinese emperor or his image. Unfortunately there was no
longer a Chinese emperor, so a portrait of the new Chinese President, Xu
Shicheng was substituted.3 At this farcical imperial-republican ceremony,
Xu stood by the side of the picture. It was clear that the true point of the
exercise was the acknowledgement of his lordship of Mongolia, not the
suzerainty of a distant and fading government in Peking.

Xu was genuinely concerned with improving the Mongolian econo-
my, planning an extensive programme of reforms and attempting
grandiose building projects, such as the construction of a large radio
station to ensure regular communications with Peking. He was also
a classical Chinese warlord, however, and the Mongolians found
themselves presented with demands for back tax, forced to pay a duty
on all exports and impressed into service with Xu’s army. Xu’s
 bullying of the Mongolian aristocracy was mirrored by the bullying of
his soldiers. Everyday brutality by the Chinese hurt Mongolian pride,
and risked reprisal. American intelligence reported that ‘it is no
uncommon sight to see a Chinese policeman-soldier beating a Mongol
child on the streets here, although you can bet that they let the grown
ones alone unless they are in force’.4 The Mongolian nobility began to
put out tentative feelers for foreign support, and to make discreet
enquiries as to where a new arsenal might be obtained.

There was also tension between the Chinese soldiers and the
 monasteries. Tibetan Buddhism made some inroads into China, but
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had a poor reputation. Popular stories often associated it with sexual
rituals, human sacrifice, corruption, and a host of other evils. Buddhism
as a whole was often stuck with this reputation, but the Tibetan
branch got it worst. Most of this was due to religious jealousy,
 prurience, and xenophobia; the equivalent of English anti-Catholic
fantasies of the lurid Maria Monk type. (I heard a few examples of
such prejudice even today in China; a nice modern touch was added
by the supposedly high percentage of ex-convicts – or ex-soldiers, to
Chinese thinking almost as bad – among Buddhist monks, ever ready,
according to the Chinese, to slip back into their old ways.) Xu’s
 soldiers frequently harassed monks and pilgrims and stole from the
temples.

Xu was suspicious of the foreigners in Urga, particularly the
European merchants. Only the Japanese found it easy to do business,
and the rest of the foreign community in Urga, swollen with Russian
refugees, was also regularly squeezed for money. Families who had
fled the Bolsheviks with whatever they could carry found themselves
stripped of their few remaining possessions by the Chinese soldiers.
Even the Chinese merchants suffered from the high-handed manner of
their compatriots, organising a self-defence group to protect their own
property. Buddhist ritual, the lifeblood of Urga, was curtailed, causing
great resentment. It reminded the Mongols of centuries-old stories of
seventeenth-century Chinese punitive expeditions, when temples had
been burnt and ransacked across the country, leaving still-visible
ruins.5 The Bogd Khan complained that Chinese greediness had
‘become unbearable day by day, hurting our land, people, and wealth’.
He was no longer allowed to drive his beloved cars during festivals
and had to heave himself through the crowds of pilgrims on foot.

Resentment was growing day by day, but the military stranglehold
of the Chinese army was too tight for the Mongolians to take action
by themselves. Ungern offered the possibility of freedom. He contacted
the Bogd by secret messenger, asking for entrance to Urga and declar-
ing that ‘I, Baron Ungern, of the Russian imperial lineage, intend to
enter Khuree (Urga) according to the Mongolian customs of friend-
ship, accompanied by soldiers, to provide assistance to the Bogd
Khan, to protect Mongolia, and to set it free from ruthless Chinese
oppression.’6 His ambitions were grander than that, though, after
‘providing to the Mongolians seven cannons and four thousand rifles’
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he and his men would become the nucleus of a new Mongolia, which
would bring together ‘an army made up of all the nations formerly
under the rule of Genghis Khan.’7

The Bogd responded eagerly, requesting that Ungern come to Urga
as quickly as possible. A cannier and more realistic political operative
than Ungern, he hoped for independence but the dream-talk of a
revived Mongolian Empire probably meant little to him. Perhaps he
thought that it was just bluster, the empty boasts of a man desperate
to impress a potential ally.

For Ungern, though, it was deadly serious. And among ordinary
Mongolians, too, old prophecies of a foreign saviour were being
spread once more, dreams of white kings, Shambhala, liberation from
the enemies of the faith. Some parts of the prophecies seemed to have
already come to pass. As one prophecy circulated twenty years earlier
had put it, the Mongolians were being ‘tortured by enemy armies [. . .]
the arms of the enemy will be in the city [. . .] the people of the great
Khan will be killed’.8 But they would have to endure worse before the
liberation, and the heavenly kingdom which followed, could come.
The prophecies said so – fire, torture and blood.�
Armies have a pleasing look on military charts, neat little boxes that
suggest orderliness, discipline, drill. Ungern’s army was a straggling,
ungainly mess, a long way from this image. Nobody even seemed to
be clear how many soldiers there were. Ungern’s habit of burning
paperwork and his hatred of red tape made things unclear even to
him. Later legends spoke of a tiny band of brothers, thirty-five men
dedicated to Ungern-Sternberg, but this was wild fantasy – probably,
as with some other stories about Ungern, a confusion of his career
with Semenov, who had started the Siberian counter-revolution with
just a handful of officers. Even before Ungern arrived there were
White forces roaming the further reaches of Mongolia, clusters of
renegade soldiers barely surviving on the charity provided by the
locals, or who had turned to banditry in order to survive.

One of the largest, with two hundred or so men, was led by Colonel
Kazagrandi, a ‘decent and honourable man’ who had led his group
of refugees since spring 1920, when they had escaped from the Red
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conquest of Irkutsk and practised guerrilla warfare against the
Bolsheviks from the taiga. When this became too dangerous, they had
fled from place to place, scraping a living and surviving in terrible
 conditions, eventually ending up in Mongolia. Now Ungern, whom
Kazagrandi had never met, represented a new, faint hope for the White
cause. Despite hearing disturbing stories of the Baron’s ‘wild temper
and improbable cruelty’, he reluctantly sent messengers to Ungern and
accepted his command, hoping that the rumours were exaggerated or
untrue. His hopes were to be proved sadly wrong.�
Imagine a nomad family, somewhere in the plains of northern
Mongolia in the autumn of 1920, making their autumn camp. There
are probably seven or eight people in the family, and their nearest
neighbours are an hour’s ride away.9 Over the course of the last year
they have seen, at the most, a hundred people; their nomadic neigh-
bours, some traders visiting to buy furs, a wandering fortune-teller,
travellers stopping to spend the night, a refugee Russian family grate-
ful for the freely offered shelter and food. If they were particularly
unlucky, maybe a group of Chinese soldiers, passing to garrison duty
on the new frontier, stopped to seize some of their livestock. Perhaps a
couple of them once made a pilgrimage to the capital, saw the great
gatherings there, but it is hard for them to imagine such a crowd in the
stark isolation of the steppe.

Away from the herds and the ger, the landscape is dead silent, only
the occasional cry of a falcon breaking the stillness. But not today.
Now they can hear the familiar sound of horses approaching, but
in numbers never before conceived; a thunderous storm of hooves
beating the ground, audible well before the first riders can be seen. At
first only a few scouts break the horizon, then dozens of horsemen,
then hundreds, riding two abreast so that their numbers seem even
greater than they are. As they canter they leave the ground marked
with the imprint of thousands of hooves. This is the great army the
family have heard spoken of for weeks, the holy northern force that
will liberate the country for Buddhism.

By the standards of the day, Ungern’s army was not particularly
large. When he crossed the border into Mongolia, Ungern had only
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 fifteen hundred or so men with him. A couple of months later his
forces had grown, but by how much is hard to judge. He probably
had around two and a half thousand men, but intelligence reports
were prone to exaggeration, particularly those of the Chinese, who were
always unwilling to admit how small the forces opposing them were.
Insignificant by the standards of the civil war, it was a stunning sight
for Mongolia. There had not been such a cavalry army in Mongolia
since the wars of the great western Mongolian leader Galdan Khan in
the seventeenth century, when the Mongolians had challenged China
and Russia for dominance in central Asia. Just the sight of it, even
though many of the soldiers were non-Mongols, stirred Mongolian
pride.

It was still, in theory, the Asian Cavalry Division, and one thing that
was never in short supply was horses. Even an impoverished
Mongolian family kept two or three horses for every adult, and better-
off nomads had herds of hundreds. It’s hard to conceive of the horse
as a herd animal before witnessing a cluster of them moving together,
turning and running with some collective will. They gave Ungern’s
army its chief advantage, mobility; the Chinese, few of whom were
skilled horsemen, had no chance of catching them. Even the machine-
guns and artillery were moved by horsepower, placed on an odd
wooden construction slung between two horses.

The core of the army was still the Asian Cavalry Division, which
was split into three separate regiments; Cossack, Mongol-Buriat and
Tatar. Ungern was exceptionally close to the Buriats, pitching his tent
in the middle of their encampment. He had some Japanese with him,
about sixty men, mostly artillery officers, commanded by Colonel Hiro
Yama. They were almost certainly adventurers rather than a  formal
contingent from the Japanese army, but they had received  professional
training, and were among his most efficient troops. His machine-gun
and artillery sections comprised some of his best men, reflecting the
Russian army’s traditionally strong emphasis on fire  support.

Despite the impression the army made, initial support for Ungern
among the local Mongolians was surprisingly lacking. According to
his own account only two hundred signed up, although he received the
backing of several prominent nobles. For the moment, though, most
Mongolians seemed to be hedging their bets until Ungern could
demonstrate that he wasn’t simply another wandering marauder.
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Ungern’s army was even joined by a Mongolian delegation freshly
returned from the Soviet Union, suggesting that the Mongolian
 commitment to his force was far more pragmatic than ideological. If
the two great powers, China and Russia, could be encouraged to fight
each other, Mongolian independence might be possible after all.

The banners under which the army rode were nearly as varied as the
soldiers themselves, but two symbols were particularly prominent.
One was a curly capital M, with II below it and a crown above. This
stood for Michael II, the missing but, Ungern hoped, future monarch
of Russia. He was, we now know, nearly three years dead, and even
the most optimistic monarchists were having doubts by this point, but
a vanished prince, who might then return like a fairy-tale king, was a
fitting symbol for Ungern’s dreams of Russian revival. One surviving
banner shows this symbol on one side and the face of Christ on the
other; the colour, however, was Buddhist yellow, thus appealing to
both aspects of Ungern’s beliefs. The other popular symbol was the
swastika, often matched with the Mongolian soyombo. This was, of
course, an old and valued Buddhist motif, but Ungern would also have
been aware of its anti-Semitic interpretation, as would most of the
Whites. �
In mid-September, Ungern received unusual reinforcements. Mongolia
and Tibet have a long shared history, both religious and political. The
Mongolian religious hierarchy was dominated by Tibetans, and both
had also been subjugated by the Qing, although the Tibetans had been
able to maintain considerably more political autonomy. As the Chinese
Empire collapsed in 1911, Mongolia and Tibet simultaneously recog-
nised each other’s independence. Article 4 of their 1913 treaty pledged
mutual defence, promising that if one state were threatened – implicitly
by China – the other would send military aid.

In addition, the Thirteenth Dalai Lama, Thubten Gyatso, had an
unusually strong relationship with Mongolia. He was something of a
tragic figure. For over a century the Dalai Lamas had been powerless
figureheads, subordinate to the Chinese and to their own minders.
Reincarnated lamas inherited their property from life to life, and until
they reached maturity their often unscrupulous regents administered
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their considerable estates for them. Gyatso’s six predecessors had died
of unknown causes while still young, while their regents lived to a
happy and prosperous old age.

With the crumbling of the Qing empire Gyatso had been able to take
power in his own country. Playing nobles and monks against each
other, he had begun to restore discipline and centralised order. This was
disrupted by the British invasion of 1904, when a military expedition
was sent on a bizarre attempt to forestall a supposed Russian invasion
of Tibet that was probably never coming.10 The British expedition was
met by Tibetan soldiers determined to halt the foreign invaders, and
one of the most one-sided massacres of imperial history ensued as the
Tibetans, armed with swords and antique muskets, were mown down
by the British Maxim guns. Tibet’s isolation was shattered and, terrified
of the foreigners’ intentions, the Dalai Lama fled from Lhasa and took
refuge in Mongolia under the protection of the Bogd Khan. The two
incarnations of the god of compassion found it very hard to get on.
They were politico-theological equals, which neither of them was used
to, and the Dalai Lama was reported to be disgusted by the Bogd’s
excesses. Chinese accounts claimed that the Dalai was becoming more
popular than the Bogd among the Mongolian people, and the Bogd
was refusing to talk to him as a result. The Dalai was also nearly
bankrupting his host. The British Legation in Peking reported that his
visit was ‘ruining the [. . .] Bogdo Lama both in revenues and reputa-
tion’.11 Both sides breathed a sigh of relief when he left for China, and
eventually returned to Tibet, but the Dalai Lama retained a special
interest in the fate of the Mongolian people, and, despite their personal
differences, a certain concern for his fellow theocrat.

He was also a convinced anti-communist, paranoid about the spread
of revolutionary sentiment into Tibet. His dislike of communism was to
lead him into some unpleasant company in the early thirties, when the
Nazis were showing a peculiar interest in Tibet, and it pushed him into
aiding Ungern now. The White expedition seemed tailor-made to his
needs, and he sent several hundred men. Quite how the two forces
found each other is unknown. It must have been a formidable task,
the Tibetans coming down from the plateau into the vastness of
the steppe, but the grapevine of nomads, lamas and merchants was sur-
prisingly effective, even in a landscape where there was often two hun-
dred miles between settlements. Ungern was always fascinated by Tibet
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and by the Dalai, and would have been only too eager to accept help.
These were not token forces, though. After the expedition of 1906 the
British had begun training the Tibetan army, and they were a cut above
the Mongol forces. Ungern was to make great use of the elite Tibetan
cavalry, employing them on the most dangerous missions. Expert war-
riors with a fierce hatred of the Chinese, they were soon to have a
chance to put their killing skills to use in the defence of Buddhism.�
Ungern gloried in his visibility in battle. In Siberia he had worn a
bright red Chinese jacket and blue trousers, but after the army moved
into Mongolia he wore an elaborate yellow silk deel, a long robe, with
the markings of noble rank, so ‘as to be visible to [my] troops’.12 It
reminded his Russian troops of a dressing gown. Many thought he
went into battle drugged, or high on mystical exhilaration; he had the
disconcerting habit of skipping in battle on the rare occasions when he
dismounted. He usually rode a pure white mare, presented to him by
Semenov. The general on the white horse traditionally represented
Bonapartism and military dictatorship, an image Ungern deliberately
evoked. White horses were the traditional bearers of triumphal gener-
als – but also a symbol of doom.13 In Russian artistic symbolism,
 horses stood for war, tyranny and the Apocalypse.

Omens were on his mind as the army moved towards Urga. He had
acquired several soothsayers – a wandering Buddhist fortune-teller
here, a Buriat shaman there. As ever, he was intrigued by oracles,
 predictions, any way in which he might interpret the grand patterns of
fate. As in Mongolia and China today, fortune-tellers were often des-
titute vagrants who had turned to predicting fate as a way of scraping
a living, and they made a poor impression upon his Russian officers,
who described them as ‘impudent, dirty, ignorant and bandy-legged’.
Among the Cossacks and Mongolians, however, the prophets were
more respected. Soldiers are often superstitious, the Mongolian  soldiers
very much so, and his appeals to prophecy reassured his troops.
Ungern trusted them implicitly, and often made strategic decisions
based upon their predictions. Very few of these turned out well.

One of the most popular fortune-telling methods was to heat the
shoulder bones of sheep and interpret the resulting cracks, and Ungern
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heeded the oracular bones when time came for the attack, choosing
what was supposed to be a ‘propitious day’, 26 October. He split his
forces into two groups, one under his command and one under
Rezuhin, but both aiming for the same target, Upper Maimaichen (the
name means ‘buy-sell town’), the Chinese settlement down the valley
just west of the main city of Urga. Unlike central Urga, with its felt
gers and high temples, this was a proper, walled town, built with the
crooked streets and courtyard buildings of China. The main Chinese
garrison was here, though another group occupied the Russian build-
ings and central barracks down the road. Urga was surrounded by
wooded hills, which concealed approaching troops but which rose and
fell confusingly, with many gorges, sudden cliffs, and dead ends. Even
from the top of the hills it was impossible to see which way the city lay,
since there were few lights at night. The plan was to attack from the
south, but the troops got lost in the moonless dark. Ungern mistook
the location of Maimaichen, they spent the night stumbling around
uselessly, and the only engagement was a skirmish with the Chinese in
the early dawn. Several of the artillery pieces had to be abandoned in
the night, and were taken by the Chinese.

Ungern delayed, waiting for another auspicious day, and then five
days later charged forward with his men again, this time from the
north-east, only to be beaten off once more. He had been confident
enough to leave a large proportion of his troops, along with most of
the army’s supplies, at a base near the Onon river only twenty miles
from the city, but the troops he took with him proved grievously inad-
equate. The attack was ill thought-out and poorly planned, and the
dug-in Chinese were in strong positions.

It was close, though. The Chinese had only a couple of thousand
men in the city, slightly fewer than Ungern’s force, and Ungern’s sol-
diers fought with the desperation of a homeless army on the brink of
 winter, and the outer defence of Upper Maimaichen was an archaic,
crumbling wall, built in the preceding century from larch logs, earth
and brick. Ungern was always behind his men, beating them on the
back with his bamboo stick when they faltered in the face of machine-
gun fire, yelling shrill encouragement. The initial attacks broke the
Chinese perimeter, driving them back to the temples on the edge of
Maimaichen, but they were rallied by some brave but nameless young
officer and forced Ungern’s men back from the city.
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There followed two days of close-quarters fighting in the hills, with
Ungern urging his tired men on to attack after attack. His cavalry
made probing lunges around the city’s perimeter, looking for some
weak spot in the defences, but finding none. The Chinese hated the
berserk rushes by Ungern’s followers. These dirty, half-starved men
fought with a deadly seriousness that was completely unlike the bully-
ing and skirmishing the Chinese soldiers were used to, and killed with
an ease that terrified them. With no medical facilities or supplies,
wounded men were left to die where they lay. The Russians began to
run short of bullets, and the Cossacks made increasing use of their
sabres. When the Chinese, never very competent with their artillery,
finally managed to range the Russian positions, it was too much, and
Ungern called off the attacks.

There were rumours that they had succeeded, though. On 30 October
Lenin and the other Bolshevik leaders received a panicked telegram
from Irkutsk, drawing upon Bolshevik spies in China and Mongolia,
which stated that ‘after the rout of the Chinese armies, Ungern has
taken Urga with three thousand fighters, and around 3000–6000 of
Semenov’s men expelled from Chita are hastening to him’.14 The
Russian leadership began to take the threat of Ungern seriously, and
to consider a move against Mongolia in the future, though for the
moment they had no plans to force a confrontation with China over
the country. They even wrote to the Chinese government in Peking,
urging them to consider a joint military expedition against Ungern,
after which Russian forces would leave Mongolia. The Chinese haugh-
tily declined, maintaining that they were capable of dealing with
Ungern on their own.

The attacks caused a wave of anti-foreign feeling among the Chinese
in Urga. After Ungern’s first attacks on the city, the Chinese soldiers
began to suspect every foreigner of collusion with the invaders, and to
treat them with increasing contempt and aggression. Under pressure
from the American consulate, the Peking government guaranteed the
safety of foreigners, but this had little effect in practice. Chinese  soldiers
began looting houses on the pretext that they were searching for
weapons. Soon enough they ceased using even this excuse and began
simply to take whatever they fancied from the non-Chinese. Russians
were particularly targeted, and many were summarily executed or
imprisoned. It was luridly claimed by an American officer that ‘scarcely
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a day passed without one or more cases of rape by Chinese soldiers
upon white women and girls’.15

One witness of the soldiers’ harassment was Dmitri Petrovich
Pershin, the humane, ironic director of a Russian-Mongolian bank, for-
merly an ethnographer and journalist. He had lived in Urga for some
years, spoke Chinese and Mongolian, and had friends among every
community in the city. A regretful Chinese friend, a bank employee,
explained to him that ‘nails aren’t made of good iron, soldiers aren’t
made from kind people’. Pershin described how the Chinese leaders
were ‘skilled and practical’ in evaluating which foreigners were worth
squeezing for money. The Mongols suffered even more than the
Russians. Around Urga, their barns and shelters were burnt on the
grounds that they might give cover to an attacking army. The Chinese
soldiers stole hundreds of animals from herders accused of having
aided Ungern’s soldiers. For a people dependent upon livestock, this
was a deep wound. Martial law was declared throughout Urga and a
curfew imposed. The powerful monastery of Dambadarjaa, just out-
side of Urga, was attacked by soldiers amid accusations that the monks
had harboured Ungern, and several lamas were shot on the spot. At
least fifty Mongolians were killed in Urga, more or less at  random.

Most critically, the Bogd Khan and several other prominent
Mongolian nobles were arrested. After being imprisoned in a Chinese
house for some weeks – for his own protection, according to the
Chinese – the Bogd was placed under humiliating house arrest in his
palace; the others remained in a Chinese prison, along with dozens of
other Mongolians and Russians. He began to plot revenge against his
captors, through both mundane and supernatural methods. With the
help of divination he discovered that the source of his  misfortune was
presents given to him by a Chinese-friendly Mongol leader. He
ordered them ceremonially burnt, along with the hair of a Chinese
 soldier, obtained with some difficulty, and declared that this would
free him within fifty days of the ritual.

Ungern had made an indelible impression upon the Chinese, and
an equally strong one upon the Mongols. To the Chinese he was a
mysterious and terrifying enemy. They had been used to the sporadic
raids of other White bandits, but this fierce attack seemed to come out
of nowhere. To the Mongols he was now the chief symbol of anti-
Chinese resistance. Beyond that, though, he was near-invulnerable.
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He had seemed to be everywhere during the battle, but had never
been wounded. Mongolians saw the marks of karma everywhere and
somebody with such formidable luck was clearly not entirely of this
world. He started to wear charms and amulets around his neck. It was
said that he was bulletproof, protected by his talismans. The legends
of a foreign saviour began to carry more weight.�
For now, though, Ungern had been beaten. The army retreated to Zam
Kuren, a hundred and sixty miles east of Urga, and made camp. The
worst result of the failure to take Urga was that the army was left
exposed to the fierce Mongol winter. Up until then it had been a cool,
dry autumn, but now the serious cold had come. Temperatures some-
times dropped below minus 40 °C, and normally hovered around
minus 20 to minus 30. The European soldiers copied their Mongolian
neighbours, sleeping in insulated gers, wrapping themselves in several
layers of clothing and huddling around the central stove for warmth.
Most of them came from countries with similarly awful conditions,
and many had already survived at least one Siberian winter. There was
little spare clothing, though, and they had to make do with whatever
bizarre array of rags was available. Comradeship was a forgotten
virtue, and the strong preyed upon the weak and old, especially those
hapless villagers Ungern had mobilised from the Russian borders.
Stripped of clothes by their fellow soldiers, many died of the cold. A
favoured item of footwear was the ‘eternal boot’, whereby a soldier
took the fresh skin of a slaughtered sheep or cow, wrapped it round his
foot and let it harden. By the end of the winter the soldiers had been
wearing the same clothes for three or four months, without changing
or washing, and must have stunk to high heaven.

In such conditions reserves of body heat ran down quickly and
almost all activity stopped as a result. The army could move, en masse,
only a few miles each day. Men slept as much as they could, passing
the short days with the normal amusements of soldiers: gambling,
fighting and lewdness. With no outside support, they survived mostly
by plunder. One small expedition went three hundred and fifty miles
out of their way to raid Lamyn Gegen Dedlen Khid, the third largest
monastic settlement in the country. It had around ten thousand monks
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and their considerable provisions for the winter, which the Russians
stole. Any settlement they encountered, especially the farms of
Russian refugees, was ransacked. Along the way they commandeered
hundreds of sheep and cows, which were herded by the Buriat
 soldiers. As a result meat, at least, was always in good supply.

What was missing, fatally for some, were vegetables and fruit. The
Mongolian word for vegetables – all vegetables – was the same as
that for grass. As a result of the lack of greens many of the soldiers,
particularly the Russians, developed scurvy and similar diseases. The
general state of health of the army was poor. There were even been
minor outbreaks of bubonic plague, caused by eating the flea-infested
marmots that were common in the Mongolian hills and perhaps
 related to a major outbreak of the disease in Manchuria that same
year. The field hospital set up by the Baron soon became full – but not
for long. It was run by Dr Klingenberg, who had joined the camp in
the winter, a fellow Baltic German who was keen on ideas of fitness,
evolution and survival. As a matter of both practicality and ideology
he suggested to Ungern that those men who were so sick as to be
worthless for any future fighting be poisoned, continuing the policy
instituted in Dauria during the typhus outbreak. Dozens were mur-
dered by him as a result.

The healthy were not much safer than the sick. Ungern’s obsession
with sadistic discipline, already well nurtured in Dauria, had grown
even stronger. He would stalk around the camp looking for offenders
to punish, and the terrified soldiers would hide from him ‘like mice
from a mean cat’.16 Alioshin wrote:

To maintain discipline, he invented penalties that only his insanity
could have invented. Those penalties began by whipping with
 bamboo lashes. A hundred strokes was considered a mild reminder.
Saltanov was given fifty bamboo strokes every day for ten days,
until his flesh was cut through to the bone. He was taken to the
 hospital to be cured so that more bamboo could be administered.17

He was beaten for two months and finally went insane, and the
 executioners shot him.18

Ungern spoke of the necessity of the ‘discipline of the rod’ which
had served his military heroes, Frederick the Great and Nikolas
I. Nobody was immune from being seized and beaten; Rezuhin,
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Klingenberg, Sipailov – all of them were publicly and humiliatingly
beaten by Ungern at one time or another. These beatings, interspersed
with sporadic praise, seemed only to increase their loyalty to him.

Flogging was the most straightforward of Ungern’s punishment
techniques. His cruelty took on much more varied forms, such as a
peculiar fascination with torments involving trees. One punishment
involved forcing the offender up to the top of a tall tree and making
him remain there all night. Those who faltered in this ‘acrobatic farce’
and fell broke their arms or legs and were shot as useless mouths. For
executions, he sometimes ordered his men to bend back a tree, then
bound the victim to it to be ripped apart by the branches when it was
released. He also employed execution by fire, particularly of deserters
or recalcitrant recruits. They were tied to a tree, or herded into barns
or houses, then burnt alive.

Some of the stories are so extreme that they have sometimes been
attributed to Red propaganda. However, many contemporary accounts,
whatever their writers’ feelings about Ungern, agree on the range and
inventiveness of his sadistic discipline. Red propaganda about Ungern
inevitably concentrated on the atrocities committed against loyal
Soviet citizens, not reactionary Whites. Nor did Ungern, when ques-
tioned, ever deny any of these cruelties. He was not the only perpetu-
ator by any means, but he was the prime mover.

A culture of cruelty evolved around Ungern whereby officers, both
fascinated by and terrified of him, would attempt to imitate and
impress him by devising increasingly horrific punishments. Rezuhin,
Ungern’s shadow, was particularly keen to copy his master. The
 physical and  cultural isolation of being in the wilderness, surrounded
by strange ‘Asiatics’, made the Russians behave even more badly than
their  contemporaries in the civil war back home. After the war
Russian  memoirists preferred to blame the majority of the horrors
either on the dead or on the ‘Mongolian cruelty’ of Ungern’s non-
Russian troops. When they did admit to their own involvement
in murder and torture, they found excuses in the madness of war,
 pressure from their comrades or an understandable terror of Ungern.
‘It was kill or be killed in those days,’ wrote Alioshin, ‘and we fought
like demons from hell.’

Ungern used a small group of executioners to enforce his punishments.
These were hated by even his most dedicated followers, and all
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 witnesses write about them in dramatic and unflattering terms. One
particularly loathed figure was Evgenie Burdokovskii, his Cossack
ensign. He was

tall and of a powerful physique. He had a huge body with a high
and broad chest, and the thick arms and legs of an elephant. A little
curly blond head rested on his wide shoulders. Small, colourless
eyes looked straight and without any expression whatever from
under a narrow forehead. The small nose was almost lost on his
flat face. His mouth was wide, still and stiff. He spoke through his
teeth, and the words came from the corner of his fleshy lips, which
 quivered in contempt.19

Another witness wrote of his ‘wide mouth, capable of swallowing ten
cutlets and a quart of vodka at a time, his Mongolian yellow peaked
cap with hanging flaps [. . .] and an enormous cane in his hand’.20 He
was known as ‘Teapot’, since in private audiences pouring tea was the
sign Ungern would give him to seize a victim from behind and choke
him to death. He seemed to live only to obey Ungern’s orders, and
could knock a man unconscious with only five blows of his light
 bamboo cane. He had been with Ungern since the disarming of the
mutinous troops in Manchuli, where he had specialised in clubbing
revolutionaries with his rifle. Another favoured executioner was
Captain Veselovskii, Rezuhin’s adjutant, a young man with ‘long curly
red hair and an unusually white face, though heavy and stolid, with
large, steel-cold eyes and with beautiful, tender, almost girlish lips. But
in his eyes there was such cold cruelty that it was quite unpleasant to
look at his otherwise fine face.’21

Casualties from the attacks on Urga had been heavy, and the army
was shaken. Desertions began to increase, particularly among the
Russian officers. Ungern showed a growing fixation with desertion
and treachery. It was revolution, weakness, caused by infiltrating
Bolshevik agents. He used his most loyal troops, most often Inner
Mongolian Chahars, to chase down those who deserted, hanging them
on the spot or ordering them lashed to death. One of the things
he scribbled most commonly as a postscript to letters was ‘Do not
trust . . .’, followed by the names of various faithless officers. Alioshin
described how he learnt of the
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terrible death of a friend of mine, Captain Rujansky. He and his
sixty-eight men deserted the Baron one night, being unable to stand
his atrocities any longer. Ferocious Chahars were sent after them
and returned with a sack filled with sixty-nine human ears, as evi-
dence that the Baron’s orders had been carried out. Rujansky’s
beautiful wife was given to the Chahars as a reward. She went
insane and died in agony.22

The Mongolian regiments were often quick to desert, though Ungern
seems to have treated them with considerably more forbearance than
he did European or Japanese deserters.

Siberian political divisions carried over into the new army. A split
developed between the new Russian troops, the majority of whom had
been followers of Admiral Kolchak, and those who had been with
Ungern at Dauria. One of the former, dragooned into Ungern’s army
after the fall of Urga, wrote,

The attitude of the Baron to everyone who was not connected with
Semenov during the Civil War, and who had not been linked to the
Transbaikalian torture chambers, was one of offensive suspicion and
distrust. Among the gang of criminals, degenerates and bastards which
Ungern brought from Dauria to take part in his Mongolian adventure,
the word kolchakovec was a pejorative nickname, a curse.23

There was a good deal of self-protection in such comments. After
the war, Ungern’s reputation was so infamous that anybody who had
been in Mongolia during his reign had to excuse themselves from any
association with him. Dozens of ‘decent’ Whites who successfully
escaped persecution in Ungern’s Mongolia berated him from exile in
the Harbin and Peking press. Ungern remarked dryly that ‘the White
newspapers write worse things about me than the Reds’.

The Russian officers were certainly the most wretched members
of the army, particularly the former officers of the regular army, and
were treated roughly by the other soldiers. Alioshin, one of this caste
himself, described them as being ‘dressed in rags, with pieces of leather
tied to the soles of their feet. Unshaven and dirty, cynical and  cunningly
cruel, they were lost to the world. Death was always  welcome to them,
and they fought like devils.’24 Ungern spoke of them as ‘rotten through
and through, demoralised, sunk into the depths’.25
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Apart from the White officers, numerous ordinary Russian refugees
and émigrés, some of them with no military training whatsoever, were
drafted into the army. Both groups were under a cloud of suspicion as
potential revolutionaries or even Jews, and they became the focus of
Ungern’s growing paranoia. There was a political reason for their low
status, too; Ungern could obviously not treat the new Mongolian
troops with anything like the same contempt without risking losing
the support of the Mongolian leaders. Maintaining ethnic divisions
within the army also strengthened the loyalty of various favoured
groups, such as the Buriats. As Alioshin bitterly put it, ‘What the
Baron dared not do to his Orientals he did all too readily to his own
countrymen.’ Given half a chance they deserted, fleeing to Manchuria
or even to Bolshevik territory; one of them remarked when informing
Alioshin and others of his plan to escape: ‘Even death is better than the
Baron!’ He was caught and hanged.

Now sober, if drug addled, Ungern was particularly intolerant of
drunkenness in others. Mongolians have an astonishing ability to
 produce alcohol from the most unlikely ingredients, and vodka and
airag (fermented mares’ milk) was often brought into the camp.
Anyone drinking to excess risked one of Ungern’s favourite punish-
ments: a night on a frozen river or lake without shelter. Sometimes
they were stripped naked first and, if Ungern was feeling especially
vindictive, left to shiver for several days on a diet of raw meat. On one
particularly gruesome occasion an entire group of men who had been
forced to the centre of the frozen Tula river attracted the attention of
a pack of wolves. Naked and unarmed, the soldiers tried to fight off
the animals with their bare hands. Only half the men survived. Even
being hung-over was dangerous. One group of officers who missed
roll-call were forced to stand to attention through an entire night,
ceaselessly repeating their names and ranks.

The Baron’s punishment tariff was denounced by European officers
as ‘insane’, ‘inhuman’ and ‘incomprehensible’. To the Baron, however,
it made perfect sense. Sadism exists in all cultures, and is given its
opportunity in all wars, but its practice is infinitely various. During the
Russian Civil War the regalia of White officers provided great sport for
their captors; they replaced the pips on their captives’ ornate
epaulettes with nails driven into their flesh, and boiled the skin off
their hands in imitation of gloves. Other Bolshevik tortures were
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derived from the practices of the Okhrana, the old Russian secret
police; the Cheka, their revolutionary successors, quite literally used
their manuals as examples. White violence was that of an outraged
upper class, often – like the Ku Klux Klan in America – holding mock
trials in kangaroo courts and carrying out mass hangings. Other com-
munist prisoners were crucified, nailed to trees with railway spikes.
Peasant armies buried their Red victims alive, entombed in the earth
they had tried to take from the villagers.

Ungern’s formalised sadism was of a different order. It was appalling
and inexcusable, but also explicable. The obsession with lashing and
whipping was an exaggerated version of the discipline of the old
Russian imperial army, where fifty lashes were considered a light pun-
ishment. Ungern favoured ‘a hundred blows to each part of the body’
as an average punishment, which left men staggered and blinded by
blood. Ungern’s excesses sometimes surprised even him. ‘Did you
know,’ he mused, ‘that men can still walk when the flesh and bone are
separated?’26 The rest of his ideas come straight from the Buddhist
hells, of which there are a great variety, with numerous punishments
for each sin. Popular literature in both China and Mongolia included
compendiums of these; the worst sin, according to one, was murder-
ing your grandmother and feeding her to Buddhist monks, thus simul-
taneously violating filial piety, insulting the aged, promoting cannibalism
and transgressing against vegetarianism.

It seems unlikely that this particular offence was rife, but even rela-
tively small sins mandated a grim range of soul-purging retribution.
Hammering home the point to the illiterate were the hell scrolls: lurid
depictions of the fates awaiting the sinful deceased. These were some-
times given three-dimensional form in the hell galleries, annexes of
Buddhist monasteries that contained realistic sculptures of demons
gleefully torturing sinners. All of Ungern’s favourite tortures were
prominent in the hell scrolls of the Mongolian monasteries: exposure
on the ice, burning alive, rending by wild beasts.

There was clearly a strong sensational aspect to these displays and
also, since a majority of the victims were naked and female, a porno-
graphic one. The various Christian depictions of hell and judgement that
the young Ungern had been raised with, including the portrayals of the
Last Judgement he must often have seen on the porticoes of Orthodox
churches, also showed the torments of the damned, writhing in flame or
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speared on pitchforks by demons. However, in the Christian tradition
the emphasis was on terrifying the sinner into obedience. While this was
one of the goals of the Buddhist images, there was also a more mystical
purpose. Just as the souls in torment were ultimately undergoing a
redemptive journey, so contemplating their fate could effect the same
process of soul-cleansing in those still living – a purifying experience
rather than a terrifying one.

Ungern’s worldview combined both. His cruelty kept his troops in
line, but it was also a necessary part of the spiritual purification of the
degenerate, revolutionary world. Deserters and revolutionaries were
not just human criminals, they were on the wrong side of a Manichean
struggle between good and evil. He wrote of revolutionaries as though
they were demons, ‘Evil spirits in human shape who destroy kings,
turn brother against brother, son against father, and bring forth great
trouble in life.’27

Such language was not necessarily meant literally. The Mitteilungen
für die Truppe, a German army newsletter for the Eastern Front in the
Second World War, described the ‘mostly Jewish’ commissars in simi-
lar terms, ‘the embodiment of the Satanic and insane hatred against
the whole of noble humanity [who] would have brought an end to all
meaningful life [through manipulating the masses], had this eruption
not been dammed at the last moment’.28 Only a tiny minority of
Nazis, however, would have believed that Jews and revolutionaries
were actually demons in human form. For Ungern, such words carried
more weight. He was, after all, living in a culture which regarded evil
spirits as a very serious problem. Certainly he believed that the
Communist International was just the latest representative of an
ancient spiritual evil. When asked where he thought it was founded,
he replied, ‘In ancient Babylon [. . .] All history shows it.’29

Despite all this, the army was growing every day. Troops were
 arriving from all over Mongolia. For the Russian troops who arrived,
it was a trap. Often initially sceptical of the stories they’d heard about
Ungern, they found the truth worse, and desertion often fatal. For the
Mongolians, though, it was an opportunity. They were relatively safe
from Ungern’s disciplinary zeal and eager to join so great a warrior.
Ungern took full advantage of the Mongolian rumour mill and issued
declarations that he had come to liberate the Mongols from Chinese
oppression and rescue the Bogd Khan from his captors. All the old
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Mongolian resentment of Chinese rule came bubbling up. Combined
with the fresh humiliations inflicted by Xu’s men, it was enough to
recruit many to Ungern’s forces.

The support of the nobility was vital. The Mongolian aristocracy was
organised under the same militaristic banner system as the Manchurians
in China, so that nobles could mobilise hundreds or thousands of men
with relatively little difficulty. Most of these men were not trained
 soldiers, but every Mongolian man knew how to ride, hunt and shoot.
Recruitment was particularly strong among refugees from Inner
Mongolia, where Mongol tribes, their traditional lands taken over by
settlers, had been skirmishing with the Chinese for decades. Particularly
prominent was an Inner Mongolian contingent under the command of
two princes, Bayar and Togtokh, both heroes of the 1911 revolution.
The ‘Determined Hero’ Togtokh, in particular, was famous throughout
Mongolia; a chivalrous and charismatic man now in his fifties from an
impoverished noble family, he had fought the Chinese since the begin-
nings of major Han settlement thirty years beforehand. He was also a
strong supporter of pan-Mongolian ideas. Immensely popular among
the ordinary people, his support gave a major boost to Ungern. Another
prince, Sundui Gun, also a well-known anti-Chinese guerrilla, was to
join later.

Not every Mongolian was a volunteer, or even conscripted through
the banner system. Many, particularly young men, were simply
 drafted into the army, snatched from their homes and families. Ungern
had a high opinion of the fighting quality of Mongolians, but many of
his draftees were deeply unhappy. Villages, Mongolian and Russian,
had little choice but to turn over their sons to Ungern’s army; one
Russian came across the ‘smoking ruins of the settlement of
Mandalas, whose inhabitants had been exterminated only because
they had not wished to turn over volunteers for the Baron’s army’.30

As ever, the exact strength of the army was almost impossible to eval-
uate, since there were so many separate contingents, and recruitment
and desertion were continuous. Ungern’s own staff recorded them only
to the nearest hundred. At most, Ungern had something between five
and six thousand troops, with probably about half of them
Mongolians. It was a colourful force, with no common uniform or doc-
trine. Ungern’s Cossacks wore long blue coats while the Mongols and
Tibetans wore ‘red coats with yellow epaulettes bearing the swastika of
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Genghis Khan and the initials of the Living Buddha’. Most of the army
were equipped with Japanese rifles, accumulated during Ungern’s reign
at Dauria, but Ungern had also acquired Italian machine-guns, origi-
nally purchased during the Great War by the Mongolian military.
However, many of the Mongolian troops had no guns, but brandished
pikes and lances. �
According to contemporary Russian accounts, the Mongolians
believed that Ungern was considerably more than just a general. They
called him the God of War, and some temples even began to dedicate
services to him. How widespread this belief was, and exactly what
it meant, is still unclear. It was, of course, perfectly normal for
human beings to be recognised as the incarnations of the gods in
Mongolia. Most of the khutukhu lineages, the reincarnated
lamas such as the Bogd Khan, were considered to be the manifesta-
tions of one god or another, particularly of the bodhisattvas, the com-
passionate souls who turned back from the brink of enlightenment
themselves to save others. Mongolian Buddhism was also fairly flexi-
ble about its objects of worship; great leaders could easily be assimi-
lated into the pantheon while still alive, or formally acknowledged by
the Buddhist hierarchy as a reincarnation of a past khan or the avatar
of a god.

There was no official Mongolian recognition of Ungern as an
 incarnate god, despite all the other titles that would be heaped on him.
The belief probably sprang up spontaneously: a mysterious figure
from the north, riding a white horse, ignoring bullets and claiming
to fulfil ancient prophecies – it was only logical to think him a god.
Even the Russians often ascribed a quasi-supernatural element to the
myths around Ungern, such as his affinity with the wolves and his
fondness for surrounding himself with the bones of his victims.
Ungern or his Mongolian allies may have paid lamas to spread
the word further; bribing monks for political ends was standard
Mongolian practice. As Ungern had seen with the Ja Lama, claiming
to be the reincarnation of a past hero, who in turn would often have
claimed to be the incarnation of a god, made good political currency
in Mongolia.
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Quite which god they thought he was is unclear. Looking for a ‘god
of war’ in the eclectic Mongolian pantheon is like looking for a virgin
martyr among the Catholic saints. There was the fat, fiery Begtse, with
his goat-skin cloak, high boots, drawn bow and garland of fifty  freshly
severed heads, or Pehar, an old regional war god bound by monks to
serve the faith, who rode wolves, bears and elephants to battle. Or
there was the Red Horseman, who trampled and speared the enemies
of the faith, Geser Khan, a hero who became a god, had his own
 stupendously gory epic, Mahakala, a tame demon who carried a
cleaver to chop up those who strayed from the righteous way, and a
skull bowl to mix their remains, and an infinity of other possibilities.
To confuse things further, all the great spiritual and martial leaders of
the Mongols had had their own tutelary deities, any one of which
could reasonably be described as a war god. One witness confidently
identified the name of the god that Ungern supposedly incarnated as
Tsagan Burkhan. Unfortunately, tsagan burkhan is simply the
Mongolian for ‘white god’ or ‘white Buddha’, an obvious name for the
white-skinned, White-leading Ungern.

Whichever god or gods were manifest through Ungern, they
undoubtedly fell into the category of dharmapala (‘defenders of the
faith’), the wrathful protectors. This was a general term for the
 ferocious gods, particularly prominent in Tibet and Mongolia, who
defended monasteries, fought off hostile spirits and struck down the
enemies of Buddhism. Many of the dharmapala were tamed demons,
bound into service by the spiritual-magical powers of great lamas.
Only a minority of them were considered enlightened beings them-
selves. They protected the faithful, but they were depicted in the most
terrible fashion, festooned with weapons and skulls and claws. They
were a good match for Ungern, who professed to be the defender
of Buddhism and Mongolia, and who was clearly prepared to do
 anything, no matter how terrible, to achieve this end. It was a way of
saying, ‘This man is a blood-soaked monster – who happens to be on
our side.’

There is also a definite possibility that the Russian officers merely
misheard, or misunderstood, the Mongolians’ references to Ungern.
Bogd, one of the Mongolian words for ‘sacred’ or ‘holy’, is easily con-
fusible with bog, the Russian word for god. What Russian officers
translated as bog voiny, ‘God of War’, may have been closer, in
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Mongolian, to ‘holy warrior’ or ‘sacred warrior’. It would have been
commensurate with how Ungern saw himself, as a ‘crusader’.

There is another intriguing possibility, though. Among the Oirat
Mongols of Russia, now dwelling in the Altai region near the south of
Mongolia, a bizarre cult had arisen fifteen years beforehand around
the visions of a simple shepherd and his daughter. They saw a rider
dressed in white, riding a white horse. They referred to him as the Ak-
Burkhan, which also meant ‘white god’. He was a herald who
 signalled the return of ancient messianic heroes such as Amursana, an
eighteenth-century opponent of Manchu power. The Ja Lama in the
west, Ungern’s erstwhile hero, already claimed to be his reincarnation.
The new faith founded as a result was violently anti-Christian and
anti-Russian. Partly because of the colour association, but mostly due
to commonplace minority fears of forced assimilation and loss of
 privileges, the Burkhanists fought on the White side in the civil war,
waging a vicious guerrilla fight in the mountains. Another White
 officer, Captain Satunin, had deliberately assumed aspects of the Ak-
Burkhan in order to raise support among the Oirat. Perhaps these
myths had passed from the Oirat to their Khalkha cousins in northern
Mongolia. Ungern, a ‘white’ fighter who was famous for his white
horse, and who fought both the Russians and the Chinese, would have
been the perfect fulfilment of such messianic expectations.�
The God of War, meanwhile, was planning his next move. By the New
Year there were enough soldiers to make another attack on Urga viable.
Ungern had kept up reconnaissance and skirmishing throughout
the winter; the American representative of the Mongolian Trading
Company reported that the edge of town was harassed by ‘strange
patrols of Cossacks and Mongols’ who cut the telegraph lines. Ungern’s
men had been setting night-fires on top of Bogd Uhl, Holy Mountain,
for two months. Blazing high in the darkness, they looked unearthly,
and the Mongolians whispered that Ungern was making sacrifices to
the mountain spirits, the savdag, to curse those who had brought evil
upon the Bogd. The Chinese soldiers were nervous of the wrath of the
mountain gods31 – also common in Daoism and Chinese Buddhism –
and refused to aim their artillery at the mountain. The Mongolians
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delighted in telling the Chinese tall stories about the extent of the
Baron’s army, his supernatural powers, and the fierceness of his soldiers.

Frightened of spies, the Chinese tried to seal off the town as best
they could, but Ungern remained in communication with the Bogd
Khan, and also with spies in the city. On 18 January, 1921 he moved
his army to a site on the Tula river, only twenty-six miles from the city.
He sent a large group of men to engage a Chinese detachment to the
north, resulting in a short battle and convincing the Chinese that the
main attack would come from that direction of the Tula. In truth,
Ungern planned to attack from the south and east, this time deci sively,
but he still faced some formidable obstacles.

Urga was not a naturally defensible site. Before the coming of
 foreigners it had been more or less unwalled. Respect for its holy
 status had dissuaded most would-be attackers and there were no for -
tifications around the Mongol section. Traditionally, the Mongolians
had regarded city walls and strong defences as anathema to their way
of life and of warfare. Although during their campaigns they had
 rapidly developed great skill at siege warfare, adopting the methods of
the Chinese artillery and sappers, they still thought of hiding behind
walls as somehow cowardly. They had no respect for cowards and
most of their worst atrocities were committed after taking fortified
cities.

In contrast, the Chinese have something of a reputation for walls,
both national and domestic. The Great Wall itself functioned more as
customs border and cultural marker than fortification, but neverthe-
less represented the fundamental Chinese attitude towards the north-
ern barbarians. Chinese city walls were used as major defensive points
during the war against Japan, many of them blasted into rubble by
Japanese artillery – and the surviving masonry torn down by the com-
munists as a symbol of the feudal past. In Beijing today, middle-class
apartment blocks are insulated from the slums around them by two or
three layers of wall topped with glass and a platoon of guards and
barbed wire in the bushes.

Unsurprisingly, then, almost the first thing the Chinese forces in
Urga did was build some walls. The Mongolian centre of the city was
composed of gers surrounded by fences, with the occasional temple,
and so was entirely unprotected. As before, the Chinese were forced to
concentrate their troops in the Chinese suburbs, Upper and Lower
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Maimaichen. They formed a kind of crescent around the southern part
of Urga, with the old Russian consulate area sandwiched between
them. From Upper Maimaichen ran

a broad road, lighted by lamps on little wooden posts, and the first
house of importance met with is the ‘Mongolore’, the offices of the
gold-mining concern of that name. This building is in direct con-
trasts to the Russian consulate, almost opposite to it, the consulate
being a poor, old-fashioned building, protected by trenches and
barbed wire entanglements.32

Matters weren’t helped by Urga’s topography, nestled in a valley with
hills overlooking each side and having no natural barriers to deter an
attack. In summer the Tula river (then a fierce current; nowadays,
thanks to drainage, a slow stream) would have provided some natural
protection, but this was winter and it was solidly frozen; a slippery
inconvenience rather than a major obstacle. The outer defences of
Upper Maimaichen had been poor when Ungern had first attacked,
but now the Chinese were better prepared, and had enclosed Upper
Maimaichen in a network of trenches, fences, barricades and wire.
Beyond this outer layer of defence lay an inner fortress, the solid stone
buildings of the Russian consulate and gold-mining company. The
Russians had fortified these a decade earlier during the revolution of
1911, and the Chinese repaired and reinforced them.

The quality of the defences may have been sound, but the quality of
the soldiers was not. The Chinese soldiers were typical of their time;
they had been recruited from the displaced peasantry or the urban poor
by one warlord or another, given a modicum of training and, if they
were lucky, a working rifle, and sent off to fight in one of China’s seem-
ingly endless civil struggles. They were used to changing sides when
defeat threatened, and, with no co-ordinated system of supply, lived off
the land like locusts, robbing and bullying the local villages. The differ-
ence between a soldier and a bandit was no more than a  uniform, and
sometimes the ‘soldiers’ lacked even that. They had no expectation of
victory. Twenty hard years later the war correspondent Theodore White
remarked, looking at Chinese troops, how ‘the men walked quietly, with
the curious bitterness of Chinese soldiers who expected nothing but
 disaster at the end of the trip. They were wiry and brown but thin; their
guns were old; their yellow-and-brown  uniforms threadbare.’33
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Fortunately for the Chinese, the balance of firepower was massively
in their favour. They had heavy artillery, thousands of rifles and
numerous machine-guns, which they positioned around their new
defences. However, they didn’t have much of an idea how to use them.
To us, familiar with the machine-gun as the deadly reaper of the
Western Front, the position of the Chinese forces might seem virtually
unassailable, covered as it was by heavy machine-gun points on all
sides. Chinese soldiers, however, were notoriously inept at the use of
such weaponry. As its name implies, the machine-gun is not a weapon
that can be used in isolation, but the lethal outcrop of an entire indus-
trial society. Chinese troops, dragooned from a peasantry still living a
medieval lifestyle and with no proper military training, had no idea
how to set the bullets on their intended course, nor how to clear a jam
efficiently, nor how to keep a barrel from rusting. The extreme cold
must have contributed to frequent mechanical failure.

Foreign observers also noted how untrained Chinese officers posi -
tioned the weapons poorly, narrowing their scope of fire. Most impor-
tantly, their soldiers made no adjustment for the inevitable upward
rise of their weapons, jerked up by the sheer force of their fire, and
tended to aim high – for power, as with a bow. As a result, the
machine-gun fire was usually directed well above the heads of the
assaulting soldiers, so that spent casings dropped like hailstones
around the edges of the city, and only the unfortunate or the foolish
were caught in the Chinese soldier’s ‘unsystematic and mad shooting’.

The garrison in Urga had received no pay from Peking for months,
although they had been promised settlement in full after their initial
 success in repulsing Ungern, and were surviving as best they could.
Mongolia was almost as exotic a location to them as to the Europeans,
perhaps more so since they considered themselves the superiors of
the Mongolians and very rarely made any effort to learn their language
or conform to local customs. The Chinese soldiers disrupted the
Buddhist festivals,  bullying pilgrims into handing over their sacrifices.
After Ungern’s first attack, they began to close down the ceremonies alto-
gether, fearing that the lamas would take the opportunity to invoke
malignant spirits against them. Sometimes they would burst into temples
and begin shooting randomly into the air to clear out the lamas. The
Bogd Khan complained how they ‘caused devastation until the end, some
of them used all manner of tricks, and others viciously threatened us’.34
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The Chinese soldiers were scared, undisciplined and untrained.
On the other hand, the Baron’s soldiers were outnumbered, attacking
fortified positions and fighting in winter conditions with only the
barest of shelter, unlike their well-billeted opponents. The temperature
that February was around minus 20 °C; the sustained effort required
for combat in such conditions could rapidly exhaust even the fittest
and best-insulated soldier. All they had on their side was military
training, desperation and the manic inspiration of their leader. The
promise of food and housing if they did capture Urga was also a spur;
this was a last-chance attack.

This time they had reconnoitred Urga’s defences well, making use of
information given to them by refugees fleeing a lawless city. Ungern
was rumoured to have made a survey of Urga himself, in disguise
and accompanied by only one man, presumably drawing upon his
experience of sorties behind enemy lines a few years earlier. For good
measure, he was supposed to have killed three Chinese soldiers, includ-
ing an officer, on his way back – using only his bamboo stick.

Dmitri Pershin, the local bank director, heard an even more incredi-
ble account. Ungern had gone in to scout the town at night, for some
reason choosing to ride his white horse and wearing a favourite cherry-
red jacket. Riding back to his troops, he saw a Chinese sentry asleep on
duty by the prison. This slacking, even by an enemy, so disgusted him
that he dismounted and began to smack the unfortunate man with his
cane, yelling at him in pidgin Chinese that he had neglected his duties
as a soldier, and that he, Baron Ungern, was taking the time to punish
him personally. The soldier was so disconcerted that he failed to raise
the alarm immediately, and Ungern galloped off. Pershin recognised the
improbability of the story, and took pains to emphasise that the whole
thing had been seen by Mongolian prisoners through a gap in the
prison fence, and that he had personally tracked them down to confirm
that the story was true.

Seeking to give the impression of an attacking horde, Ungern
ordered fires to be lit in the hills all around Urga, three for every
 soldier. The Chinese, who consistently overestimated Ungern’s force,
were fooled, and became even more nervous. Meanwhile a loose
plan was formed; one party would block off the caravan road, pre-
venting the Chinese from receiving reinforcements, and cover it with
machine-guns. A main group would attempt to steal up on the Chinese
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trenches from the east, ready for an attack in the morning. A third
group would cross the mountain and rescue the Bogd Khan. Four
Mongolian regiments were kept in reserve, but many of them, seeing
the odds and having experienced Ungern’s notion of discipline, desert-
ed overnight.

The main party of soldiers, around five hundred men in all, quietly
closed in on the Chinese positions around Maimaichen. The hills were
gentler here, allowing them a relatively easy passage, save for the
freezing cold and the bitter wind, blowing from the north and  pinning
them against the hillside. The first Chinese barricade was along the
embankment of the frozen river, which curved up to the north and
marked the boundary of the suburb. By eleven at night they
had reached positions on the nearby hills, and were waiting for their
few artillery pieces to come up. While they were waiting they were
 discovered by the Chinese, and came under heavy, though inaccurate,
fire. They had no choice but to attack, advancing like a swinging
chain. One group would stay behind and hold their position while
another moved forward to attack. Once their new position was
secured, the forward group would stay put while the others went
ahead to seize another position. In this way, they eventually penetrat-
ed Maimaichen.

Here the attacking soldiers found themselves under attack from the
Chinese trenches. The noise was terrible; the constant racket of
machine-gun fire interspersed with Chinese and Mongolian war cries
and the shouts of wounded men in a dozen different languages. Both
sides possessed rockets, still inaccurate and on the whole useless
weapons that were little more than glorified fireworks, and occasion-
ally one would explode high in the sky, providing a pyrotechnic
 element. The terrified animals of the Bogd Khan’s zoo added their
yelps and howls to the cacophony. His elephant was so frightened it
broke free from its cage and charged trumpeting through the lines of
battle. It was discovered a week later nearly a hundred miles away,
grazing peacefully among a herd of camels.�
Rescuing the Bogd Khan was one of Ungern’s top priorities, but his
palace was deep within the Chinese defences. Only one approach was
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left unguarded, for the Chinese were confident that no attacker could
strike from that direction. Behind the palace was Bogd Uhl, a sacred
preserve, covered in virgin forest, created by the Buddhist monks three
hundred years beforehand. Animals roamed there free from fear of
the normally rapacious Mongolian hunters, since the penalty for
 trespass was execution. They included some strange creatures; the
Bogd had a liking for exotic animals and the tranquillity of the forest
was sometimes disturbed by tigers, cheetahs, even the Bogd’s pet
 elephant. So strong was the prohibition that the wolves on the moun-
tain had learnt to exploit it, streaming out of the forest to attack the
locals’ herds. When chased by the shepherds, they would retreat back
over the line of sanctuary, regarding, according to the shepherds, their
frustrated pursuers with a look of distinct smugness. For three cen -
turies the mountain had remained inviolate.

The Chinese guards had no desire to risk supernatural wrath, espe-
cially after the mysterious night-fires of the winter, or to provoke
 further Mongolian anger, and they made no patrols on the mountain-
side. On that clear, cold winter morning they had no idea what was
coming, although even Pershin saw the Tibetan cavalry moving down
the mountainside, ‘like little black dots against the snow’.35 The Bogd
was imprisoned inside his European-style house, which was in the
 centre of a complex of temples surrounded by a flimsy wall. When the
horsemen burst through the gates, the Chinese didn’t have a moment’s
warning. The outer sentries were either shot silently with arrows, or
murdered by Tibetan infiltrators disguised as Mongolians bringing
food and supplies. Some of the attackers seemed to gleam unnaturally
and to have distorted, terrifying faces; the Chinese must have been
uncertain, in their last moments, whether their assailants were men or
gods. In truth, they were dobdobs, Tibetan monk-enforcers, their
clothes lightly smeared with butter and their faces painted with soot to
strike fear into the enemies of the faith. Although the attackers were
outnumbered two or three to one, the terrified Chinese barely resisted.
Of a hundred and fifty men, ninety-seven were dead within minutes,
and the remainder were running for the main Chinese lines.

The liberators had brought spare horses for the Bogd Khan and his
entourage, planning to take them to safety in a nearby hill monastery,
but there was a small hitch. During his months of captivity the Bogd’s
already formidable bulk had grown to the point where he could
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no longer sit on a horse without overbalancing. After a couple of
 panicked minutes, a solution was found. Two muscular Tibetans
hauled him on to the horse and rode either side of him, balancing his
weight between them. Ten Tibetans remained behind to cover their
escape, exchanging sporadic fire with the Chinese before making their
own getaway. An American merchant, A. M. Guptill, witnessed the
whole attack and commentated that ‘the entire action consumed
exactly one half-hour and was the prettiest piece of cavalry work that
one could desire to witness’.36 When Ungern heard the news, he yelled
exuberantly, ‘Now Urga is ours!’ His Mongolian ally Togtokh was
able to raise a two-hundred-strong personal bodyguard for the Bogd
to ensure that he would not fall back into the clutches of the Chinese.

The fighting at the eastern end of the city had reached a temporary
stalemate. The plan was gradually to squeeze the Chinese inwards from
both sides. Japanese artillerists had brought their guns up to the hills in
the north-east that the Whites had seized the previous day, and had
begun to pound the Chinese positions. But the Chinese had consoli dated
their forces in their trenches and, although fighting  continued through-
out the day, neither side made any significant advance.

The Russians and other foreigners sealed up their homes, barricad-
ing their doors and arming themselves with whatever weapons they
could find. They stored food and organised twenty-four-hour watches,
praying that Ungern would take the city before the Chinese could
begin a fresh wave of persecution. They need not have worried; the
Chinese were too panicked to make reprisals. They had dreaded the
attack all winter, and the seizure of the Bogd Khan was almost
the final straw. On the morning of 1 February, the day following the
Bogd’s liberation, the Chinese officers grabbed all the motor vehicles
and fuel they could find and roared north out of town, heading for
Kiatkha and safety and leaving their men to cope as best they could.
An American observer wrote contemptuously, ‘They left at daybreak,
just in time to save their skins in the most approved Chinese manner,
and will probably be made Field Marshals for their bravery and skill
in retreating.’37 Years later the locals still sang ‘a Mongolian battle
song whose text, dealing with Chinese Generals riding in Muhor teleg
(motor-cars), bore witness to its modern origin’.38

The following night a soldier on the Russian side accidentally shot
a rocket into the sky, causing the Chinese rump to open up with all the
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firepower it had. Seized by some collective impulse, the main force
of European soldiers rushed the Chinese positions. The Baron was
equally carried away by the fervour of the attack, riding on his white
horse between the trenches and pressing his troops forward over the
wire. He inspired others to take suicidal risks; perhaps their fear of
him outweighed their fear of the enemy.

At the same time some of the Mongolian cavalry had reached the
Chinese rear, where fire was already being directed onto their enemies
from the positions seized at the Bogd Khan’s palace. Maimaichen was
blazing; Alioshin claims that the fires were lit by sympathisers in the city,
but this would have been unnecessary, given the artillery on both sides
and the easy combustibility of old Chinese wooden buildings. The fight-
ing became a series of running battles through the crooked, smoke-filled
streets. There were no gutters worthy of the name, and the alleys  quickly
filled with slippery filth. It was impossible for either side to maintain any
kind of order, but in the noisome, lethal scramble the attackers pre-
vailed. The Chinese abandoned their trenches in  disarray. A mass of
them fled Maimaichen altogether,  running for the relative safety of the
old fortified Russian compound, but Ungern’s men had set up machine-
gun nests in the hills and woods on either side of the route. The fleeing
Chinese were enfiladed and slaughtered.

The survivors of the Maimaichen garrison retreated into the
Russian buildings, which occupied a substantial area, situated near
the river on a slight rise. As ever, the Baron was omnipresent during
the battle, riding among his men and leading them in insanely brave
attacks on the walls. They used whatever they could to force the gates:
battering-rams improvised from fence posts, mass charges, explosives.

Once the gates were breached, the fighting turned into a general
killing spree. The main work was done with bayonets, but an extraor-
dinary variety of knives, swords, and even cleavers were wielded by
both sides. The Chinese made their last stand in three solid wooden
buildings: the Russian barracks, the consulate, and the gold-mining
company. These had been heavily fortified over the years, and had
become a mass of trenches and barbed wire, but the Chinese had no
time to set up their defences properly. The Baron’s troops rushed the
Chinese positions, using grenades to break through the windows and
doors. When their ammunition ran out, the Chinese fired arrows and
hurled stones at the attackers. In the chaos, groups of soldiers on the
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same side sometimes fought each other, unable to understand the lan-
guage of their allies. Neither side was taking prisoners, but many of
the Chinese were stripping off their uniforms and hoping to pass as
Mongolian.

By now Chinese morale had completely collapsed. Over two thou-
sand fled the city, taking whatever they could carry into the bleak, cold
hills. Of the three thousand Chinese soldiers left inside, barely eight
hundred survived. Urga had been laid bare to the untender mercies of
the war god’s soldiers.

A couple of days later, one of the city’s markets was burning.
Nobody knew who had started the blaze, and nobody seemed to care.
It became a bonfire, fresh fuel piled on by Ungern’s men: paper money,
tea, furs, hair, bone, flesh. A boy had been roasted alive in a baker’s
oven the day before, suspected of being ‘Red’. The Bolsheviks were
being dealt with in Ungern’s habitual fashion.

Maimaichen had descended into chaos and terror. To the Mongolian
cavalry, pillaging and wrecking Chinese towns came naturally, and
they took to it with enthusiasm. The atrocities committed by the
Europeans, however, were worse. The Baron’s soldiers had spent a
desperate winter struggling to live off an alien landscape, and the last
time any of them had been in a city was a year or more ago. They were
veterans of two of the most brutalising wars in history, they were led
by a madman, and they had very little prospect for the future. They
went berserk, indulging in orgies of rape, torture and murder.

The Baron, always keen to gain the support of the local population,
tried to limit the victims of the atrocities to the Europeans and
Chinese. He failed. As one observer noted, ‘One wished to avert one’s
gaze from the hangings, all over the place, of the poor, lamas, men and
women, old and young, even children,’39 although any soldier Ungern
caught attacking Mongolians was summarily punished, sometimes
executed. Suspected Bolshevik sympathisers were murdered on the
spot, but no great excuse was needed for any killing. One Russian sol-
dier reportedly made a speciality of strangling old women, seizing
them off the street and choking them to death from behind. His
 fellows did nothing to stop him, nor, at first, to stop the Cossack
 soldier who decided that his own comrades were equally valid targets
and began firing at them at random. Only after he had killed several
did someone casually repay the compliment.
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the bloody white baron�
After three days Ungern ordered that the looting should cease, a
 command he enforced with iron rigidity. An American observer
noted that ‘Baron Ungern is strictly prohibiting looting and is heavily
 punishing the slightest disobedience.’40 He even applied it to civilians;
a Mongolian woman he caught rifling through looted Chinese stores
was hanged on the spot by Ungern’s own hand. The looting stopped.
Ungern was keen to reinstate the rule of law and order.

The law, however, did not apply to all. Ungern ordered the harass-
ment of civilians to stop, save for that of the Jews, because, ‘in my
opinion, the Jews are not protected by any law’.41 An eternally foreign
element, always working to undermine the rule of empire and true
religion, they could not expect the protection that accompanied that
rule. A systematic purge of Jews began. The capture of Urga was the
first  triumph in the building of Ungern’s Holy Asian Empire, and Jews
had no place in it. The murder of commissars and Jews had been a
standard part of Ungern’s military practice for the last year, but this
victory gave him an unprecedented cluster of victims.

There were still a few hundred Jews left in the city, and Mongolia
must have been the last place they expected a Cossack pogrom.
Many of the Mongolians, who had no native tradition of anti-
Semitism, were just as shocked by the Whites’ behaviour, as were
most other  foreigners in the city. Mongolian friends of a kindly
baker named Moshkovich asked vainly, ‘What harm has he done,
this good old man?’ as he was taken away. Extreme violence has
a shocking playfulness, and the Cossack pogroms had always had
a festive quality about them, a mixture of drunken indulgence and
 wilful murder; now, among the looting and the flames, the game
was on again. Jews were hunted on horseback through the streets
of Urga, lynched in their homes, tortured for amusement. Afterwards,
the murderers took their property. The repulsive Dr Klingenberg,
who had been responsible for the ‘mercy’ killings of his own patients
during the winter, led several of the mobs and took eager  possession
of much of the loot. He deliberately targeted one (non-Jewish)
 doctor, an American named Olay, so that he could seize his medical
supplies.
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The soldiers made no distinction of age or sex. Ungern had spoken,
back in Dauria, of how ‘neither men, nor women, nor their seed should
remain’.42 Now he had a chance to put theory into practice. Gang rape
had always been part of pogroms, although traditionally the women’s
lives were spared, not from mercy but to gain additional amusement
when they became pregnant with Cossack children.43 That was not the
case here. The best to be hoped for were bizarre spasms of chivalry such
as that shown by the Russian officer who allowed one young Jewish girl
to commit suicide before the soldiers could have her. One Russian émigré
returned to Urga a few days later to find ‘dozens of raped and mutilated
women, slaughtered children, the bodies of old men’.44

There was little use in protesting. Togtokh, the Mongolian prince
and anti-Chinese fighter who had been one of Ungern’s strongest sup-
porters, tried to hide some Jews in his own property, but they were
 discovered,45 wrenched out of their hiding places, and beaten to death
on the street. Togtokh protested this violation of the sacred laws of
Mongolian hospitality, and barely avoided being hanged himself.
A Danish missionary named Olsen, who had lived in Mongolia for
several years, also protested the atrocities. He was tied to a horse and
dragged to his death through the city. A carload of Jews trying to flee
was ridden down by the Cossacks and lynched.

A few Jews were saved. Pershin concealed several in his house,
bluffing the Baron’s men into not searching his basement, and smug-
gled them out of the city later. One baby who survived was hastily
baptised at the Orthodox church at the former consulate, brought
there by a heroic Mongolian nurse. The Cossacks would have killed
the child regardless, but the priest, Father Parnjakov, well-known as
a philanthropist, forced them to back down. Cheated of their prey,
they murdered the nurse instead. Ungern regarded the massacre as
a positive benefit for the new country, not only spiritually but finan-
cially. Writing on the ‘regrettable losses’ of the Chinese merchants
 during his men’s excesses, he remarked, ‘At least with the Jews gone,
Chinese business will be freed from their stranglehold.’46�
The struggle against the Chinese was by no means over, but now,
deprived of their main camp and scattered throughout the country, the
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Chinese forces were pathetically easy for the Baron’s men to catch.
Many were hunted down by the Cossacks, with the help of the
Tibetans. Some of the Chinese had not even stopped to put their boots
on, and were running barefoot through thick snow. Great mounds of
dead Chinese, horses and camels could be seen for miles along the Tula
river. In their desperation to escape the pursuing horsemen, the Chinese
had discarded anything that might weigh them down, even those items
most necessary for survival in the Mongolian winter. As a result ‘the
road was strewn with overcoats, shirts, boots, caps and kettles’.47

Other survivors of Ungern’s assault joined up with another group of
Chinese soldiers, numbering somewhere from four to six thousand.
They had come from the Chinese settlement opposite Kiatkha, on the
Russian border, another trading town also called Maimaichen. Their
original intent had been to reinforce or relieve Urga from the Baron’s
assault, but they were far too late. Tired, demoralised and disorgan-
ised, they were ambushed by Cossack and Tibetan soldiers under the
command of Rezuhin, at Ude, twenty or so miles north of Urga. Living
up to his name of ‘the Cutter’, Rezuhin charged them from all sides,
resulting in a general slaughter. Hundreds of bodies, covered in ‘terri-
ble sword wounds’, were left unburied, preserved for weeks by the
cold. The local herders deserted the spot entirely, leaving the bodies to
be eaten by packs of winter-hungry wolves.

After this battle nearly two thousand Chinese surrendered, upon
which Ungern promptly ordered that they be formed into a new divi-
sion. The prospect of a revived Chinese Empire was never far from his
mind, and these troops, whose uniforms he ordered emblazoned with
an imperial dragon, were the beginning. A force so used to changing
sides at a moment’s notice might be expected to take this in their
stride, but Ungern’s army was clearly too much even for them. That
very night they deserted, breaking out en masse – but they were on
foot, and the Cossacks and Tatars soon caught up to them. Relatively
merciful for once, the Cossacks killed only a couple of  hundred, sur-
rounded the rest and herded them back to Urga, where they were
put under tight watch. Some of the remainder enlisted with Ungern,
others were hanged as suspected revolutionaries or managed to desert
and drift back to the safety of Chinese territory.

Meanwhile, more thousands of Chinese soldiers were reported to
be advancing from the south, but the slaughter and capture of the
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 garrison in Urga had been so complete that they had no idea of the
 disaster that had befallen their comrades. Simultaneously the cavalry
sent north from Urga turned back to try to relieve the city. Both groups
were easily overwhelmed over the course of the next few weeks, encir-
cled by the superior White cavalry and killed or scattered. The
Mongolian cavalry were all-terrain riders: when they pursued one
group of Chinese into the desert they happily swapped their horses for
camels.

The Danish explorer Henning Haslund stood, two years later, at the
site of one of these final massacres:

We saw a large Mongolian monastery not far from the road, [and]
we at once steered our course thither, glad of the chance to
encounter living beings. But within the whitewashed walls with
their gay red edgings all lay desolate and abandoned. On the steppe
in front we had seen numerous Chinese uniforms, felt boots and
sheepskins lying widely scattered around, and within the cloister lay
the many-coloured remnants of lamaistic robes, red togas, and rusty
yellow hats, and many of the red cloaks contained bleached frag-
ments of skeletons.

A last remnant of General Hsu’s [Xu’s] ten thousand soldiers had
halted there in their flight from the avenging Mongols, and all this
silence and death was the last achievement of the Chinese soldiery
in the ‘Grass Country.’ But in that very place the Chinese troops had
been overtaken by a dreaded Kalka General with his mounted
Mongols, and not one of the ten thousand invaders had found his
way home to China.

The wild dogs of the steppe now nosing round the ruined build-
ings indicated the fate that had overtaken both lamas and soldiers
after death.48
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seven

Lord of the Steppe

For the Bogd Khan, Ungern’s triumph was also his own. Safe in the hill
monastery of Manzshir, where he had been spirited away by the
Tibetans, he planned his glorious return to a newly liberated city. Before
he might achieve this, however, there was some cleaning up to be done.
A sacred peace had traditionally held in Urga, and its violation was all
too clear in the aftermath of Ungern’s conquest. The horrific depictions
in the temples were now a reality on the streets. Maimaichen, in partic-
ular, was strewn with dead Chinese. Elsewhere in the city Ungern’s
 soldiers’ penchant for mutilating their victims had left the streets littered
with hacked-up bodies. The ever-present dogs were growing fat off
the remains.

For the Mongols, this was more or less business as usual. Corpses
were traditionally disposed of through exposure on the steppe, eaten
by wild dogs and birds, but even those of Ungern’s men who had
experienced the charnel fields around Dauria became uncomfortable
spectators as packs of ‘growling and yapping creatures drew and tore
at long bloodstained strings of entrails, and under the whirl of their
many trampling feet the pale soles of the dead Mongol’s boots shifted
about as the corpse was dragged to and fro upon the ground’.1

Ungern’s soldiers went to work cleaning up the city, burying the
bodies and, disregarding Mongolian tradition, killing any dog they
saw eating human flesh. Hardened soldiers spent the days sweeping
streets and washing blood off doorsteps. Bloodletting ceased for a
week, or was at least curtailed. The Bogd consulted his brother the
state oracle, and determined that the most auspicious day for his
restoration as Khan of Mongolia would be 22 February, which was



also the Lunar New Year. The Mongolian nobles were summoned to
witness the coronation, and thousands of Mongols poured in from the
countryside to celebrate their triumph over foreign oppression.

Ungern was determined to make a proper occasion of it. He had the
textile factory in Urga whip up new uniforms for some of his men:
dark blue hooded Mongolian coats, lined with silk. His interest in
 distinctions of race and status perhaps led him to pay close attention
to the uniforms’ accessories, for the hats, belts and epaulettes he
 stipulated differed in colour according to the rank and nationality
of the wearer. A place of honour was taken by the Bogd’s Tibetan
 rescuers, dressed in a fetching green. The Bogd had awarded noble
Mongolian rank to their Buriat leader in appreciation.

Ungern himself was declared to be a reincarnation of the Fifth Bogd
Gegen, the Bogd Khan’s predecessor, a rather dull figure of the early
nineteenth century. It was an odd choice, and exactly how both the Bogd
and Ungern could be reincarnations of the same person simultaneously
was a spiritual mystery (although multiple incarnations were not
unknown in Tibetan Buddhism), but it suggested an unusual affinity
between the two. He was also made a khan, as well as being granted a
hereditary double princedom and the splendid title of Outstanding
Prosperous-State Hero. There were rewards, too, for Ungern’s fellow
Russians and his Mongolian allies, most of whom became Heroes of
some variety – roughly equivalent to the European ‘knight’.

Ungern’s new title conferred sartorial benefits as well; he was now
entitled to wear, according to the decree proclaiming his rank, ‘a green
sleeveless jacket, a red and yellow coat, a yellow silk thread in his hat,
and three peacock feathers’. The Bogd lavished praise upon him,
declaring that he was

a meritorious person for restoring our independence and the State of
Mongolia. Since he mobilised his army in this land, he has never been
frightened, has never hurt our people, and has seized Khuree [Urga]
in the blink of an eye, a meritorious deed. He destroyed evil and, if
we consider his army regime and command, it is truly rigorous.2

Ungern must have been especially pleased by the last sentence, con-
firming a religious sanction of his disciplinary methods.

Before the coronation there was a procession from the Bogd’s palace
to the central temple where the ceremony was to take place. Crowds
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lined the route even before dawn, fighting for a good view and scrab-
bling up onto roofs and fences to witness the restoration of their old
king. The procession began at about ten o’clock with Mongolian
 heralds riding out to announce the coming of the king. When they
blew their horns, the crowd froze, and it was ‘as though a thousand
people turned to stone sculptures’.3 Behind them came a procession of
monks, chanting hymns of praise. In their centre was a horse-drawn
wooden pyramid on a cart, from which a huge flag rose. On it, woven
in gold thread, was the soyombo, a national symbol of Mongolia
 created by the first Bogd Gegen. It was a complicated fusion of images,
chief among them a burning flame over the moon and the Chinese
yin/yang symbol, but to the crowd it meant only one thing: indepen-
dence.

At last came the Bogd himself, accompanied by his wife. He was
huge and motionless, incongruously wearing dark glasses to shield his
eyes against the low winter sun. He rode in a Chinese carriage, with
guards to his left and right. Only one man rode behind the Bogd, in
the place of honour; Baron Ungern, on his familiar white mare. Much
to the shock of his men, their usually scruffy leader wore the full uni-
form of his new rank, peacock feathers bobbing slightly as he rode.
His red Mongolian coat was still glossy; he had pinned on it his Cross
of St George, and tightened his sword belt. It was a moment of pure,
happy triumph. He had restored a king, and captured a country.�
For Ungern, the restoration of the Bogd was no mere political act.
In Dauria he had recreated medieval feudalism, but for the feudal
order to work it had to be headed by a king, and a king blessed by the
heavens. It was the first blow in the grand campaign of monarchy and
good against revolution and evil. The revolutions sparked by the First
World War had been disastrous, the people had lost belief in the truth,
and he believed that there had been only two monarchies left: England
and Japan.4 But ‘now Heaven has taken pity on the guilty, and there
are kings in Bulgaria, Greece and Hungary again, and on the third of
February the Bogd Khan was restored’.5 He saw the restoration of the
Bogd as a turning point for Asia, writing that the news ‘was quickly
carried to every part of the Middle Kingdom [China], and has caused
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the hearts of all good people to tremble joyfully and see in it a new
 display of heavenly blessings’. Even towards the end of his life he
 fervently maintained that ‘until now everything had been in decline,
and now everything is becoming better, and everywhere there will be
monarchy, monarchy, monarchy’.6 There was still much work to be
done, however, for the ‘restoration of the sacred Bogd’ demanded
 ‘vigorous and self-denying work from all true monarchists of the
East’.7

Monarchs were the ultimate bulwark against revolution and chaos,
only they could keep ‘truth, kindness, honour and tradition from
being trampled from impious people’. A state could no more exist
without a king than ‘the earth exist without the sky’. Without the
monarch the apocalyptic End Time would come when, as he wrote to
one Mongol leader, ‘there was no happiness and even those looking
for death could not find it’. (This letter, with its oblique reference to
Revelation 9 : 6 – ‘And in those days shall men seek death, and shall
not find it; and shall desire to die, and death shall flee from them.’ –
must have left its Buddhist recipient somewhat confused.)

Ungern’s faith in monarchy drew upon many Russian ideas, though
typically went beyond them. The God-given nature of the tsarist
 system was taken for granted by many of its supporters, and it was
deeply tied into the Russian Orthodox Church. Russia claimed to
inherit the divine and imperial destiny of both Rome and Byzantium,
and the tsar, according to the Church, was ‘God’s viceroy on earth’.
Disobedience to the tsar was rebellion against God; as the school
 catechism taught, it was every subject’s religious duty ‘to obey from
the inmost recess of the heart every authority, and particularly the
Tsar’. These were stronger claims of divine favour than those of any
other contemporary European monarchy, and were sustained right
up to the revolution – if anything, Nikolas II demanded more ridicu-
lously sycophantic praise from the Church than his predecessors, and
in turn rigorously supported Orthodox dominance.

For Ungern, of course, monarchical authority went far beyond a
single dynasty, or even a single religion. He saw heaven’s stamp on all
emperors, regardless of their faith. He showed even more enthusiasm
for the (quasi-)Buddhist Qing dynasty or the Shinto-rooted Japanese
monarchy than for the Orthodox monarchy in Russia, and was always
keen to get in touch with the Chinese Muslims, believing them to be
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possible supporters of the restoration of the Mongolian Empire. His
belief in cross-cultural aristocracy was not unique. In Europe, even
at the height of imperialism, there had always been a tendency to
 suspend the rules of race for the nobility, no matter how ‘savage’ or
‘primitive’. One of the attractions of foreign empire for many was the
preservation of hierarchies abroad that seemed to be threatened at
home. The vast masses of the East were not so different from the vast
masses of peasants and workers in Russia, and there was a natural
sympathy among those ‘appointed to rule’ in both cases. There could
be a surprising egalitarianism, regardless of race, among those who
believed in the inherent inequality of most of their compatriots. For
Ungern there was far more intrinsic difference between a noble and a
peasant than between a Russian and a Chinese.

Indeed, his conception of divine monarchy seemed to owe much to
the Chinese and Japanese empires. He rarely wrote of ‘God’ when
talking about monarchy, instead preferring a more ecumenical
‘Heaven’ which seemed closer to East Asian concepts of a generalised
divine authority and certainly accommodated the possibility of poly-
theism. He wrote that ‘the highest embodiment of the idea of monar-
chy, this connection of a deity with human authority, was the Bogd
Khan in Mongolia [. . .] and in the old times the Russian tsars’.8 Not
only was the ‘deity’ unspecific, but the Russian tsars were roughly
shunted into the past. When Ungern spoke of the restoration of kings
being ‘predicted in the Scriptures’, he was as likely to mean Buddhist
prophecies as the Book of Revelation. The closest contemporary
example to Ungern’s essentially medieval ideas of heaven-blessed king-
ship was the Yamato dynasty in Japan, with an emperor considered by
many to be, quite literally, a living god and the descendant of the Sun.
Ungern had fought the Japanese as a young man, consulted with them
in Siberia, and had Japanese officers with him, and it seems likely that
he had picked up some ideas from them. Their system seemed to have
all the symbolic and political force that Ungern wished to impart to
the monarchy he had ‘restored’.

However, the Japanese imperial system in its current form was itself
a recent creation. The emperors had been powerless, largely meaning-
less puppets until the Meiji restoration, barely twenty years before
Ungern’s birth, and even now they were surrounded and controlled
by political and military cliques. Even among true believers, the
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emperor’s divinity was always tempered by political reality. It was
 particularly hard to see the heavens at work in the ruling Taisho
emperor. As a result of childhood meningitis, he was a mental and
physical cripple kept locked away from the public and utterly inca-
pable of ruling the country, but the sacred nature of the monarch as
the ultimate expression of Japan transcended his human frailties. In a
few years this would evolve into the principle of ‘double loyalty’
invented by the Japanese right-wing, whereby a truly loyal follower
could take actions that, while seeming to go against the emperor’s will,
were in fact fulfilling Japan’s destiny.

In the same way Ungern’s respect for the Bogd as ‘the perfect
embodiment of divine authority’ co-existed with an appreciation of
his many flaws and a willingness to engage him in political struggle if
need be. Ungern was well aware that the Bogd was an alcoholic, and
spoke disapprovingly of his drinking binges and secret stores of cham-
pagne. He was important, but he was also, ultimately, secondary to
Ungern’s wider schemes of divine restoration. Ungern claimed later
that the Bogd was ‘petty, and unable to understand wide ideas’.

The Bogd Khan was also hedging his bets. He remained an astute
politician, and his main goal, as ever, was to secure a comfortable
 living for himself and his entourage. Only a few days after being
 rescued he was writing to both the Bolshevik government in Moscow
and the Republican government in Peking. He maintained his willing-
ness to work with both regimes, protesting to Moscow that he had
nothing against revolutionaries and to Peking that he had nothing
against Chinese rule, and claiming that he had been ‘abducted by
force’ by Ungern’s men. Meanwhile, the two strange and wary bed -
fellows turned their mind to the business of government.

Later, when he was trying to ingratiate himself with the new Red
regime, the Bogd Khan would vigorously protest that he had had no
real political role under Ungern, but had been sidelined and powerless,
used as a symbolic figurehead. Ungern would counter-claim that all
power had been concentrated in the hands of the Bogd Khan, and that
he had ‘no political influence’ in Mongolia and was valued by the
Bogd only as the head of an army.

The truth was that both of them tried to maximise their personal
political power and, while rarely at loggerheads, each followed his
own  agenda. Ungern protested that he ‘tried to stay out of Mongolian
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affairs, but my soldiers were Mongolian, so it was necessary to get
involved’,9 but his ambitions went far beyond the military. Initially at
least, he effectively controlled the government, running taxation,
administration and his own peculiar version of law and order. He re-
established the five ministries of the old autonomous government –
Foreign Affairs, Finance, Defence, Justice and the General Command
of the Armed Forces – and placed Mongolian nobles, chiefly those
who had helped him in the initial stages of the campaign, in charge.
Ungern insisted that, at first, ‘I just made suggestions, because the
politicians were very slow in deciding their own affairs. Even when
they see something good for them, they still can’t decide what to do.’10

However, from the start each department also had White Russian
‘advisers’ attached to it, and it was clear where the real power lay.

A telling example of the peculiar relationship between the Bogd
Khan and the Baron was the paper bills issued by the Bogd Khan on
behalf of Ungern, $250,000 worth in total, which entered circulation
on 20 April, 1920. They were wood-block printed, hand-coloured and
rather flimsy, and with no gold in the treasury to back the new
 currency, the Bogd was forced to guarantee them in an authentically
Mongolian way; against his personal herds of livestock. Perhaps in
recognition of this odd arrangement, each denomination had a picture
of a different animal; a sheep on the ten-dollar bill, a cow (in the
 auspicious and unusual colours of red and white) on the twenty-five, a
horse on the fifty, and a camel on the hundred. They carried a long
explanation in Mongolian as to their value, and, in English, the words
MONGOLIAN GOVERNMENT’S TREASURE and their nominal
interest rate, 6 per cent per annum. Although issued by the Bogd
Khan’s government, with no mention of Ungern on them, they were
universally known as ‘Barons’ among the Mongolians. Linked to the
Mexican dollar, a key international currency of the time, at first they
were accepted at close to their face value, but as Ungern’s fortunes
declined, so did their worth.�
Although he was now both a Russian and a Mongolian noble, a
 lieutenant-general and, to all intents and purposes, the dictator of
Mongolia, Ungern kept to his old ascetic habits. Not wanting to be
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softened by city life, he slept in a ger set in the courtyard of a Chinese
manor, and conducted business in a small two-room house in
Maimaichen, ‘without a hint of any comfort’, taken from a ordinary
Chinese merchant. It was cold and bare, with paper strips covering
holes in the windows, a smoky stove and a couple of wooden benches.
Ungern was as slovenly as ever, and the house was ‘intolerably dirty’. In
the room referred to as Ungern’s ‘cabinet’, he had only a  single chair
and desk, and forced visitors to stand. He wore a Mongolian deel, the
long robe often mistaken for a dressing gown by his Russian officers,
but now it bore some of the decorations of his new Mongolian rank:
alongside his Cross of St George he also wore a swastika-emblazoned
ruby ring he had been given from the Bogd’s personal treasury. He left
the peacock feathers in his wardrobe.

In contemporary photographs of him wearing Mongol costume he
sits awkwardly, hair combed back, staring at the camera, his arms
folded and the Cross of St George prominent on his chest. His gaze has
a mad intensity that stands in stark contrast to his nervous glances at
the camera in his photos as a young man. In one picture his moustache
is overgrown and lopsided, his hair wild; this was clearly remarked
upon, for in others apparently taken later the same day both are
trimmed. His self-confidence carries through, and even in these exotic
conditions he retained traces of his aristocratic upbringing. Another
picture shows him striding out of the doorway of his house, giving
orders to his underlings. Pershin, visiting him immediately after the
fall of Urga, remarked dryly, ‘If the Baron had been dressed in a good
fashionable suit, his chin shaved and his hair brushed, [. . .] he would
have been quite at home in any luxurious drawing room among polite
society.’11

Much of the business of the new state was conducted from Ungern’s
two small rooms, or in private meetings in his ger. He roamed about
the city and the outlying territory, making surprise inspections at all
hours of the day and night. He had commandeered a swift motor car,
a Fiat, and was driven around at terrifying speeds, the horn blaring
out to alert passers-by. His every waking moment seemed to be taken
up with meetings, consultations or drill, and his attention to detail
amazed his staff; he demanded reports on every aspect of state affairs,
but particularly on military matters, and devoured them at night. They
wondered when he slept.
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The liberation of Urga made Ungern extremely popular among
the Mongolians. Widely viewed as a saviour and Buddhist hero, his
reputation as a living god spread throughout Mongolia. He had
addressed the gathered crowds at the Bogd Khan’s coronation person-
ally, reminding them of the glory of the moment, to great applause.
The Bogd Khan’s grant of noble rank and his recognition as a reincar-
nation of an earlier leader added greatly to his kudos, and as he rode
or drove through Urga, mutters of ‘God of War!’ half-respectful, half-
fearful, could be heard among the crowds. He was particularly popu-
lar among the Buriats, who were highly sympathetic to both his
pan-Mongolism and his anti-Russian and anti-Chinese sentiments. As
Mongols living outside the country’s borders, they were seeking to
forge their place in the new state. Many had fled to Mongolia after
1917 from the Transbaikal and almost every Buriat in Urga volun-
teered for Ungern’s forces, probably around a thousand or more.

The injection of Ungern’s mongrel army brought new life to the city.
The Russians already there remarked on the multitude of races among
his men, mixtures of Buriat, Mongol, Siberian, Turkish and others.
For many of them it was the closest they had come to normal life in
four years. They billeted themselves in Chinese houses, took Mongol
girls to the Chinese brothels or set up gers around the city. When
not dashing to fulfil Ungern’s orders they traded with the locals or
consulted the Mongolian soothsayers. Recognising that the Chinese
merchants, however disliked, were vital to the city’s commercial life,
Ungern did his best to protect and reassure them, succeeding, at least
at first, to the extent that the Chinese banking community held a
 banquet – which he declined to attend – to praise the ‘saviour and
defender from the arbitrariness of the Chinese authorities’.12

For a time the city became busier than ever:

lively coloured groups of men buying, selling and shouting their
wares, the bright streamers of Chinese cloth, the strings of pearls,
the earrings and bracelets gave an air of endless festivity; while on
another side buyers were feeling live sheep to see whether they were
fat or not, the butcher was cutting great pieces of mutton from the
hanging carcasses and everywhere these sons of the plain were
laughing and joking. The Mongolian women in their huge black
coiffures and heavy silver caps like saucers on their heads [. . .] a
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skinny, quick black Tibetan [. . .] and everywhere Buriats in their
long red coats and small red caps embroidered with gold helped the
Tartars in black overcoats and black velvet caps on the back of their
heads to weave the pattern of this Oriental human tapestry. [. . .]
Occasionally one saw the soldiers of Baron Ungern rushing about in
long blue coats; Mongols and Tibetans in red coats with yellow
epaulettes bearing the swastika of the Living Buddha; and Chinese
soldiers from their detachment in the Mongolian army.13

Ungern was keenly aware of the polyglot nature of his new domain,
and established a multilingual group of scribes, nearly a dozen in all,
who worked to translate his pronouncements into four languages:
Mongolian, Chinese, Tibetan and Manchurian. By this stage he spoke
reasonable Mongolian, and pidgin Chinese, but conducted most of his
personal business in Russian. The first few weeks of his rule were, in
some ways, surprisingly constructive, going far beyond anything he
had done at Dauria. He bucked his normal reactionary and archaic
tendencies, and attempted to modernise the city. The retired British
army official who had originally helped set up the power station,
Major S. T. Dockray, greatly approved of the reopening of the electric
station, allowing ‘splendid great arc lights’ to illuminate the city for
the first time, which, for a people who had been quite literally shocked
by the Bogd’s car battery, must have seemed almost miraculous.
Dockray himself agreed with Ungern to repair the wireless station
built by the Chinese.

Having no tolerance for what he saw as idleness, Ungern ordered
his men to ‘clean and disinfect the city which had probably not felt the
broom since the days of Genghis Khan’. In early March we find him
writing letters demanding that expert engineers be sent to the city as
soon as possible and he tried to put the city back to work, reopening
the mines previously run by Mongolore, a Russian mining company,
and even a textile factory, which was kept busy producing uniforms
and flags. At the same time he began a series of construction projects,
ranging from new river bridges to veterinary laboratories, hospitals
and schools. His actions seem to have been motivated primarily by a
desire to win Mongolian popular support and most of the projects
never saw completion, not least because within a couple of months the
staff required to run them had often either died or fled.
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Maintaining his principled dislike for bureaucracy and codified law,
he made no effort to establish a regular police force, judiciary or any
kind of formal legal system. Instead, law and order were maintained
through on-the-spot penalties. Although not quite as ferociously harsh
as the discipline he imposed on his army, Ungern’s idea of justice
remained arbitrary and sadistic. Minor offenders were punished by
banishment to the rooftops for up to a month at a time, where they
lived precarious, bird-like existences, relying on food passed up by
their friends. It was a version of the familiar tree punishment, only
longer and less lethal. Discipline for the Baron, as ever, was all about
display, and the unfortunate roof-dwellers served as an example for
others, as did the corpses strung up at gates. Merchants protested that
the bodies hung above their doors drove away business.�
Terrifying potential thieves was only a small part of Ungern’s plan
to purify Mongolia. Before monarchy and order could be restored
in full, the impure elements had to be cleansed from Mongolian soci-
ety. To Ungern, the defeat of the Chinese had been merely the first
stage in this. The Chinese garrison had, in truth, exhibited no dis-
cernible trace of communism, though undoubtedly there were a few
soldiers who were vaguely sympathetic to the cause. In Chinese the
occupiers had been called ge-ming, in Mongolian gamin, both mean-
ing ‘revolutionary’ soldiers, but this was a misnomer. Since the revolu-
tion of 1911 in China, any soldier associated with the central
nationalist government, as opposed to the ‘counter-revolutionary’
forces of some provincial warlords, had been known thus.14 The 1911
revolution in China had no Bolshevik involvement at all, and the
Chinese Communist Party hadn’t even been founded then, but Ungern
understood Chinese politics only in the context of his own country’s
civil war, and the wider struggle against revolution. He claimed that
the dead Chinese soldiers were Bolsheviks, corrupted by the insidious
evil of foreign agitators, who had to be purged root and branch.
‘Bolshevik passports’ were said to have been found on the bodies of
dead Chinese officers.

The arrival of the Whites also brought about the release of the many
Mongolians and Russians who had been prisoners of the Chinese, one
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of Ungern’s most popular achievements. The prison dungeons were
soon refilled; revolutionaries, traitors and Bolshevik infiltrators were
everywhere, and they had to be dealt with. A Bureau of Political
Intelligence was duly established and soon set to the grim business of
the political purge. The whole operation was run by Colonel Sipailov,
the spasming psychopath who had been with Ungern since 1918.
It was the same kind of work he had done as part of the White
counter-intelligence network in Chita, but now he was completely
unsupervised. Ungern gave him free rein to conduct his operations,
and turned a blind eye to the resultant excesses. Unlike Ungern, he was
sexually sadistic, personally greedy and derived great pleasure from
the suffering of his victims. As with Ungern, other Whites blamed his
cruelty partly on Mongolian influence, claiming that he had studied
under Mongolian executioners. He was an alcoholic, and was often
half-drunk while doing his work. Ungern had whipped him for it
before, but some Russian observers thought that Sipailov must have a
special hold over him to get away with such behaviour.

With the logic of the witch-hunt, victims were tortured to reveal
other sympathisers and gave up random names in desperation, so
 providing the torturers with new victims. The process was observed
nervously by other foreigners; an American commentator noted
that one victim had surrendered twenty-eight names before being
‘cut in pieces’ himself. They concentrated on the Russian refugees
in the city, who were most likely to have been infected with the
virus of  revolution, but Mongolians suspected of collaborating with-
revolutionaries were butchered as well. There were genuine revolu-
tionary sympathisers in Urga, and there had been attempts to organise
a soviet. Knowing what awaited them, many of the would-be commu-
nists attempted to volunteer for Ungern’s forces, but were found
out and executed. A few escaped; one Buriat revolutionary, Ajushi,
managed to get a job as a supplier of hay to Ungern’s army, used
his credentials to get to revolutionary-held territory in northern
Mongolia and ended up returning to Urga with the Russians months
later.

White terror had been common enough elsewhere in Russia, but the
persecutions in Urga exceeded most of the others in viciousness and
scope, especially given the small size of the Russian population in the
city. With Ungern and Sipailov supervising, and no foreign observers
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or political masters to restrain it, the Bureau of Political Intelligence
operated effectively without limits. The similarity to the Bolshevik
political police, the Cheka, was noted by the more moderate Whites in
the city. Sipailov’s power was made greater by the lack of reliable
 intelligence. Urga’s isolation and the chaos of the last few years meant
that rumour, slander and guesswork were all that Ungern’s ‘counter-
intelligence’ efforts had to go on. New arrivals were constantly
 coming in from Siberia, or returning from China, and any one of
them, to Ungern’s mind, could be a potential Red infiltrator. Even
 having the same family name as a known Bolshevik could be enough
to condemn somebody.

In addition there was the division between Ungern’s soldiers, among
the most reactionary of the Whites, and the ordinary Russians in the
city, who were mostly kolchakovec, refugees unaffiliated with any
White faction, or stranded pre-revolutionary expatriates. Many there-
fore had moderate socialist or radical connections in their past histo-
ries, more fuel for political paranoia. People were targeted for the
pettiest reasons. One intellectual and philanthropist, a man named
Cybiktarov, was beheaded in a Maimaichen courtyard because of a
leftist speech he had given three years beforehand. Father Parnjakov,
the Orthodox priest whose baptism of a Jewish baby had saved it from
the Cossacks, was one of the first victims. The charge was that he had
a son who was associated with the Bolsheviks in Irkutsk.

The most powerful motivation was greed. Ungern had declared that
after a political execution, a third of the deceased’s property should go
to the informer on whose word he had been convicted and the rest to
the government. As a result Sipailov’s depredations rapidly lost even a
trace of political motivation, and became blatant murder. A typical,
but unusually well-recorded, case was that of a successful young
Dane named Olufsen, who was working for Andersen and Meyer, a
Chinese-based Danish-American import–export company. He had
wisely also exported his Russian Jewish wife from the city before
Ungern’s arrival, but stayed behind himself to dispose of the firm’s
property. He was ‘one of those people who, if they think a fellow is a
cad, positively have to go straight up to him and tell him so to his
face with due emphasis. [. . .] He found himself obliged to rout round
the town until he got hold of Ungern and could hiss the truth in
his face.’15
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Sipailov became convinced that Olufsen had some hidden treasure,
and so claimed that he wanted to buy the firm’s herds, thus inducing
Olufsen

to go by car to the place where the herd was, in order to have the
beasts valued. [. . .] When they were well outside Urga, the chauf-
feur announced that there was something wrong with the back
wheel. He got out and called to Olufsen to come and help him.
Olufsen got out and was standing forward [sic] when the car [. . .]
suddenly began to move forward at the same time that the chauffeur
threw a running noose, fastened to the car, around Olufsen’s neck.
While he was slowly dragged along the ground Olufsen was inter-
rogated about the hiding-place of the treasure, and since he had no
information to give, he was dragged to death in a barbarous way by
these white bandits.16

In total somewhere between two hundred and fifty and three  hundred
people were murdered by the Bureau, around 10 per cent of the expa-
triate community. The survivors were seized by fear, and most of those
who could flee the city did so, even if they had previously sympathised
with the Whites. Anybody in possession of money or property stood
a good chance of having it requisitioned by Ungern’s men, and proba-
bly being killed to prevent them complaining. Word spread fast, and
the exodus of foreigners from Urga caused thousands living elsewhere
in Mongolia to do likewise. Ungern soon put measures in place to
 prevent anyone recruited into the army from ‘deserting’, but civilians,
at least at first, were free to leave. Nearly thirteen hundred took the
railway to Mukden in Manchuria, and over fifteen thousand eventu -
ally made their way to China or the Far Eastern Republic. Few ever
returned to Mongolia.

Even Ungern was sometimes troubled by Sipailov’s excesses. He
would hasten his pace when passing the interrogation centre from
where tortured screams emanated constantly, and never visited
the dungeons in which the suspects were held. He later admitted that
he knew about Sipailov’s ‘executions, murders, and confiscations’17

as well as his drunkenness – he had beaten Sipailov for drunkenness
before, in fact – but he was unwilling to acknowledge Sipailov’s  sexual
sadism, which he considered only ‘false rumour’. Corruption
and murder were within the possible scope of a purifying army, but to
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the Baron sex was beyond the pale. Even those sympathetic to Ungern
found it hard to understand how he could tolerate Sipailov. There
were widespread rumours that Sipailov had found a Transbaikalian
shaman who, like the legendary and canny court soothsayer, had told
Ungern that he would die shortly after Sipailov did. The truth was
simpler; Ungern needed Sipailov in the same way as he did the Bogd
Khan. He was a useful tool, especially since he brought in, despite his
own corruption, considerable sums of money from those he targeted.

Ungern did take a more personal interest in certain political killings,
especially of anybody who might threaten his position as leader. He
probably had General Evtina, an ageing and popular officer who had
arrived in Mongolia a few months beforehand, disposed of by the reli-
able Dr Klingenberg under the guise of treatment. Fear of poisoning
was common in Urga; perhaps inspired by the Bogd’s own record,
both Sipailov and Ungern are widely presumed to have used it against
political enemies. There was a certain amount of score-settling, too, as
in the execution of one old colonel who had criticised Ungern’s reign
in Dauria.

His own methods of detecting revolutionaries were more direct than
the Bureau’s. Bolshevik scout parties were becoming increasingly com-
mon, and he liked to deal with them personally. He claimed to be able
to discern commissars by sight, a kind of mystic vision which allowed
him to see the traces of evil. Perhaps he believed Keyserling’s claim
that he had ‘peculiar clairvoyant gifts’. After the capture of six Red
soldiers,

the Baron stopped and glared sharply at them for several minutes.
[. . .] Afterwards he turned away from them, sat down on the
doorstep of the Chinese house and for a long time was buried in
thought. Then he rose, walked over to them and, with an evident
show of decisiveness in his movements, touched all the prisoners on
the shoulder with his tashur [bamboo cane] and said, ‘You to the left
and you to the right!’ [sending] four on the right and two on the left.18

He identified the two as commissars, and passports were found marking
them as such. ‘Beat them to death with sticks,’ he ordered. The others
were ‘peasants mobilised by the Bolsheviki’ and were enlisted into his
army. His perceptions were rarely so accurate. To most witnesses,
Ungern’s screening process was a random absurdity, life and death
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 hanging on what resembled a medieval priest witch-sniffing for evil, yet
the techniques he employed to screen out those undeserving of life
would be taken to far greater extremes a couple of months later.

Ungern often interrogated people personally to determine their sym-
pathies. N.M. Ribo, an émigré doctor working with other White
forces, was interrogated by Ungern personally. Throughout their dia-
logue Ungern fixed him with his ‘inflamed stare’ as if ‘he wished to
glare directly at my soul’.

‘Is it true that you are a committed socialist?’
‘No, Your Excellency, it is a lie.’
‘Then you can confirm it?’
‘Some of my fellow countrymen, the Orenburg Cossacks who have
known me for a long time, serve in your division. They know that I
was in the Ural mountains after returning from the front, and what
my attitude is to extreme parties and to Bolshevism. The fact that I
was the personal doctor of Ataman Dutova and the head physician
of the staff of General Bakicha after he was interned in Chinese
Turkestan also shows my political views well enough. I arrived in
Urga on the official sanction of General Bakicha, and I accompanied
the aged and sick General Komarovsky, who is well known to you,
and can inform you of the character of my political beliefs.’19

This impressive listing of Ribo’s anti-revolutionary credentials was not
quite enough for Ungern, however, who went on to ask accusingly
why he had tried to intervene to prevent the executions of two other
Russians, ‘known socialists whom I had ordered to be finished off’.
Ribo knew his life hung on the answer, but decided to be direct,  firmly
answering that, having known the accused in Urga before Ungern’s
conquest, he was ‘confident that both of them were enemies of
Bolshevism and sincerely loved Russia’ and so it was natural for him
to protest their arrest. He was reluctantly accepted as a genuine White
– for the moment – but Ungern shrieked at him in his shrill voice, ‘I
shall not suffer any criminal criticism or propagation in my armies!
Remember this and know, my eyes and ears are everywhere!’

Ungern used terror not only in Urga, but in order to bring White
groups into line elsewhere in Mongolia. The other White groups, in
Ungern’s opinion, were doomed unless they had a single leader, and
harsh measures were justified in order to unify them. He ordered, by
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his own estimate, the execution of one or two hundred people, send-
ing out executioners and death warrants for any leader he perceived as
disloyal, potentially revolutionary, or a challenge to his own power.
The threat of execution hung over every other White in Mongolia. The
machine guns and artillery he sent them from his stocks in Urga can
hardly have been adequate consolation.�
Despite Ungern’s paranoia and Sipailov’s greed, there were real revo-
lutionaries in Mongolia. In 1919, with the abolition of autonomy,
 several groups had formed which espoused socialist views mixed with
nationalism. They comprised mostly young officials and army officers,
intellectuals by the standards of Mongolia at the time, with a smatter-
ing of foreign education and a vague ideology. They had established
contact with the Bolsheviks in 1920, talking up their strength in an
effort to secure aid against the Chinese – claiming, for instance, that
they had thousands of members and hundreds of rifles, when the real
numbers of both were in the dozens – and had formally organised the
Mongolian People’s Party on broadly Leninist principles.

Sensibly, most had left the city long before Ungern arrived, not least
because the Chinese liked them no better than the Whites did. The few
that remained went into hiding, while their colleagues embarked on
their own mission of liberation – with the help of the Soviets. Two
of their leaders, both in their twenties and from poor backgrounds
who were to become Soviet-era heroes in Mongolia, were Damdin
Suhbaatar and Khorloogiin Choibalsan. Suhbaatar (the name means
‘axe hero’) was a young, passionate former officer, who had served
against the Chinese in border skirmishes in 1917. Choibalsan was a
former Buddhist novice who had managed to get himself sent to
Russia for formal education, but had been recalled by the Mongolian
government after the outbreak of the Russian revolution.

In mid-1920 they both travelled to Irkutsk, where they joined
 representatives of many other ethnic minorities seeking Soviet help in
their struggle for freedom. Unsurprisingly, both of them became
more doctrinally Marxist-Leninist, but their quest for aid was at first
largely futile. They lived on the margins of the new order, constantly
trying to raise awareness of Mongolia’s plight. While some Soviet
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authorities, particularly in the Comintern, remained enthralled by the
romance of igniting revolution in far-flung states, central foreign  policy
was more pragmatic. Still nervous about the risk of conflict with China,
and struggling hard to maintain the pieces of the former Russian
Empire they had left, they saw Mongolia as a step too far. Marxist
 doctrine held that the oriental nations were centuries behind Europe
in their development. Rustic, underdeveloped and monk-ridden, the
country was considered a long way from ready for the proletarian
 revolution.

All that changed with Ungern’s arrival. The risk of Mongolia
becoming a permanent base for further White incursions into Soviet
territory, combined with the brutal reputation Ungern had acquired
in Siberia, prompted a shift in policy. Although the Red Army was
clearly on the brink of total victory in Russia, with the few remaining
Whites contained in the Maritime Province in the Far East, the threat
of counter-revolution still haunted many of the Bolshevik leadership.
There remained an eagerness to work with the Chinese if possible –
and, indeed, the Peking government was making cautious overtures
to Moscow for help against Ungern – but Mongolia had become a
clear strategic objective. The Red Army began to be readied as soon
as the first false reports of Ungern’s capture of Urga were received in
Moscow in November 1919. The Fifth Red Army was ordered to
 prepare the 104th Brigade on the border in order eventually to ‘cross
the Mongolian border and attack the detachment of Baron Ungern
with the aim of smashing and destroying it’,20 though the terrible
 condition of the Trans-Siberian Railway and food shortages through-
out the region left the Red Army in no position to launch an immedi-
ate offensive. Things were made worse in February 1921 when, in
preparation for the Russian attack on Poland, all available resources
were shifted from the Eastern to the Western Front. For the moment,
there could be no invasion – but the Mongolian revolutionaries looked
like a playable alternative.

For Suhbaatar and Choibalsan, who had spent months writing
importuning letters requesting ‘mercy on the suffering of our people’,
all this meant that the Soviet government was finally coming through
with arms and money. Ungern’s taking of Urga clinched the deal,
and they returned to Mongolia and began to gather the nucleus of a
revolutionary army. Their first unit, formed on 17 February, consisted
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of twenty horsemen riding under two yellow-and-red banners. The red
was for communism, the yellow for Buddhism. The Mongolian
People’s Party was not so revolutionary as to give up the faith, or the
Bogd. For all their Marxist education, the leaders were almost cer-
tainly still believers themselves. They claimed that the Bogd had been
forced to become Ungern’s puppet, and that they, not the White forces,
were the true warriors of the faith and liberators of Mongolia. Still
undermanned and mostly unarmed, they relied on a paltry supply of
Russian weapons and captured guns from dead Chinese.

After fighting a series of skirmishes and recruiting more men, they
decided to target Kiatkha, a trading city on the northern border, con-
veniently near their lines of supply from the Soviets. The Chinese gar-
rison there, some two and a half thousand soldiers, was partly made
up of men who had fled from Urga, had no winter clothing and little
ammunition, and were completely demoralised. They had carried out
a bloody purge of Russians and Mongols over the winter, killing
 several dozen as revenge for Ungern’s actions, and the locals were keen
to see them go. With only a few hundred men, the Mongol revolu-
tionaries successfully took the city on 18 March, a military success on
a par with Ungern’s capture of Urga.

Renaming the city Altan Bulag (Golden Spring) to symbolise the
rebirth of Mongolian hopes, a rival government to the Urga-based
regime was rapidly established. Although they controlled only a small
part of Mongolia, eighteen hundred square miles or so, stories of their
success soon spread through the whole country. They had achieved less
than Ungern had against the Chinese, but they had done so using only
Mongolians, and without Ungern’s excesses. While they still claimed
that they were setting out to liberate the Bogd Khan, the Bogd began
to issue encyclicals against them, describing them as criminals,
Bolsheviks, bearers of ‘a disease worse than the plague’, and revolu-
tionaries who would tear down the very foundations of Mongolian life.
They represented a direct challenge to Ungern’s rule, and they spread
the word of White atrocities wherever they could.�
For the moment, Ungern had other worries. What the Mongolians
 valued most about their new state was their independence from China.
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Revered though the Bogd was, it was the sight of the routed and
shamed Chinese, hated both as usurers and looters, that really solidi-
fied the popularity of the new regime. Ungern, however, was deeply
concerned about keeping up relations with the Chinese. Although the
Chinese in the country were scattered and defeated, there was still the
risk of another expeditionary force. With the Bolsheviks in control of
most of Siberia, the main line of trade and supply ran from Peking to
Urga. The only other possible route was through eastern Mongolia
to the territories still held by the Whites and Japanese in the Maritime
Province on the edge of the Pacific, but the route was dangerous and
bandit-ridden, and it was unlikely that the beleaguered Whites there
could spare men or supplies.

A central government still existed, at least nominally, in Peking, but
Ungern had no great interest in dealing with it. Centralised power had
more or less collapsed, and a series of provincial leaders were vying for
control. The key figure in northern China was Zhang Zuolin, the ‘Old
Marshal’ of the north. A veteran of the Qing armies and an ethnic
Manchu, he had begun building a power base in the north as early as
1904, when he had used his troops to aid the Japanese in the war
against Russia. Now in moderately firm control of most of Manchuria,
he continued to receive orders from the ‘central’ government, which he
ignored. He was exactly the kind of figure who had risen in the past,
after a period of chaos, to found a new dynasty.

Right now, in the swirl of alliances, Zhang was temporarily against
the Anfu clique who had sent Little Xu to Mongolia. He also con-
trolled the main line of possible supply for the White forces in
Mongolia, coming from the Russian exiles in Manchuria and arms
dealers in Peking and other parts of China. His men were thoroughly
bribable and most of the rural areas of Manchuria were barely
policed, so his approval was not absolutely necessary for supplies to
get through, but it was helpful. Beyond the practical reasons for but-
tering up Zhang lay a deeper-rooted ideological sympathy on Ungern’s
part. Zhang was anti-republican, pro-Japanese and supported the
restoration of the imperial family – so long as it remained under his
thumb. For Ungern, the collapse of the old Qing empire had been a
calamity, part of the wave of ‘revolutionary death’ which had swept
over Asia and Europe. The Qing had preserved the Mongolians in
their isolated purity, they had ‘covered themselves with undying glo-
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ry’, and, most importantly of all, they had been a divinely appointed
monarchy. The new Chinese Republic, on the other hand, was nothing
but a pack of revolutionaries.

Ungern tried to make diplomatic contact with Zhang through a
White Russian agent, Andrei Pogodaiev, who was living in Manchuli,
Zhang’s headquarters. Before a proper relationship could be estab-
lished there was the small obstacle of the Chinese forces that Ungern
had just routed and massacred. Pogodaiev somewhat stretched the
truth when he wrote to Zhang, claiming that the Chinese garrison in
Urga had been penetrated by ‘about 200 Russian communists, after
which it was not difficult and did not take them long to corrupt the
Chinese Garrison with the assiduous help of their Chinese adherents’.21

This demonic communist influence caused ‘robbery and murder’ until
Ungern’s intervention meant that the ‘rioters were driven out of the
precincts of Urga’ with the aid of loyal Chinese troops. Although actu-
al fighting against the communists was years away in China, most of
the new warlords were paranoid about the possibility of Bolshevik
infiltration, and this picture of insidious corruption may have struck a
chord with the Marshal. Pogodaiev threw in a little appeal to his
regional pride, claiming that the uncorrupted Chinese troops had been
‘[mostly] of North China origin’. Ungern also opened another corre-
spondence with a Chinese general attached to Zhang’s forces, Lu
Zhang-Ku. They had known each other since 1918 and, according to
Ungern, his memories of these years were ‘always associated with your
encouragement and sympathy’, and he seems to have helped Ungern
get in touch with Zhang, or at least those closer to him.

Zhang responded to Ungern’s communications with cautious enthusi-
asm. He had no particular wish to expand his territory into Mongolia,
and while he sent no aid himself, he permitted supplies and a small num-
ber of men to reach Urga. Replying to him in late March, Ungern felt he
could ‘rejoice in the knowledge of your continued favour and good will
to in regard to myself’ and that ‘it is still more gratifying to me because
of the heartfelt affection, which animates me towards you, and because
I appreciate your partiality and the ample trust which Your Excellency
is placing with me’.22 The Peking government had finally got round to
calling a conference on what to do about Mongolia in April, and had
ordered Zhang to move against Ungern, but he was in no evident hurry
to do so. It was widely rumoured that he had met with representatives
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of both the Japanese and Semenov at Mukden in March, where there
had been mutual agreement to recognise Zhang’s control over
Manchuria and the Whites’ over Mongolia. For now, a stand-off suited
both sides perfectly well. �
It was at this point that one of the most entertaining, but also one of
the most frustrating, witnesses of Ungern’s regime arrived in
Mongolia. Ferdinand Antoni Ossendowski was a Polish geologist,
writer and nationalist. He was forty-five, but he looked older, grey-
haired and slightly stooped, with a soft voice and gentle manners.
Educated in St Petersburg, he had travelled throughout Asia as a
young man, and published numerous travel and scientific writings. He
was interested in Eastern religion and Theosophy, moved in spiritual-
ist and occult circles and was a friend of the Christian mystic, anti-
Semite and Romanov adviser Father John of Kronstadt. His later
books would show an obsession with religion, superstition, and the
occult, but particularly with ‘the gloomy shadows of the East’.

He had also been involved in revolutionary activities. He was part
of a left-leaning group that tried to seize power in Manchuria during
the revolutions of 1905 – something he wisely failed to mention to the
Baron – and had been imprisoned and sentenced to death for protest-
ing against the brutal Russian repression in Poland after the 1905 rev-
olution. His sentence commuted, he managed to leave prison in 1907
on a wolf’s ticket, a kind of parole for dissidents which consigned
them to a shadowy existence, forbidden to reside in many areas or to
obtain regular employment. Out of work and poverty stricken, he
wrote In Human Dust, a widely praised account of his time in jail, and
joined the Russian literati. It was a career that would support him all
his life; by his death he had published over seventy books and his over-
seas sales were the second highest of any Polish author.

When the First World War broke out he was a surprisingly strong
supporter of the Russian cause, writing anti-German propaganda nov-
els and brochures. His time with Ungern was to produce his greatest
success, a book called Beasts, Men, and Gods. Published in 1922, only
a year after he left Mongolia, it went through ten editions in its first
year. It is a minor classic of a popular twenties form, the Russian
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 émigré escape story. Like most of the genre, it begins in media res.
After briefly telling us that he was ‘suddenly caught up in the whirling
storm of mad revolution raging all over Russia’ the third paragraph
begins: ‘One morning, when I had gone out to see a friend, I suddenly
received the news that twenty Red soldiers had surrounded my house
to arrest me and that I must escape.’23 He fails to mention why they
had come; since 1917 he had been a prominent figure in Kolchak’s
government, acting, at various times, as emissary to the American
intervention force, an intelligence officer, and as an assistant to the
Polish corps.

After fleeing from Russia he eventually arrived in Mongolia, where-
upon he was ordered to the Baron’s ger. He entered fearfully, forewarned
by both the prophecy of a shaman that ‘death from the White Man will
stand behind you’ and the more down-to-earth fears of fellow White
 officers.

At the entrance, my eyes were struck with the sight of a pool of
blood that had not yet had time to drain down into the ground – an
ominous greeting that seemed to carry the very voice of one just
gone before me. I knocked.

‘Come in!’ was the answer in a high tenor. As I passed the thresh-
old, a figure in a red silk Mongolian coat rushed at me with the
spring of a tiger, grabbed and shook my hand as though in flight
across my path and then fell prone on the bed at the side of the tent.

‘Tell me who you are! Hereabouts are many spies and agitators,’
he cried out in a hysterical voice, as he fixed his eyes upon me. In
one moment I perceived his appearance and psychology. A small
head on wide shoulders; blond hair in disorder; a reddish bristling
moustache; a skinny, exhausted face, like those on the old Byzantine
ikons. Then everything else faded from view save a big, protruding
forehead overhanging steely sharp eyes. Those eyes were fixed upon
me like those of an animal from a cage.24

His life was spared, while a colonel summoned to Ungern’s presence
alongside him was executed after ‘secret Bolshevik codes’ were,
according to Ungern, found in the lining of his coat. He seems to
have been one of the very few people with whom Ungern established
some kind of genuine friendship. For all his expressed contempt for
the intelligentsia, Ungern occasionally took to older, better educated
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men with whom he could discuss serious issues of philosophy,
 mysticism and history. They talked about grimmer things, too; accord-
ing to another Polish émigré in Mongolia, Ossendowski, with his
training in chemistry, offered to teach Ungern’s men how to make
 poison gas. Ungern jokingly referred to him as ‘the professor’, and
he in turn painted Ungern as a kind of romantic hero, passionate and
intense but also deeply flawed, who cries, ‘I am not simply a man, I
am a leader of great forces and have in my head so much care, sorrow,
and woe!’25 He omitted Ungern’s anti-Semitism from his account
entirely, instead having him say, totally implausibly, that ‘my agents
[. . .] are all Jews, very skilled and very bold men, friends of mine
all.’26

Ossendowski was a tremendous storyteller in every sense. Beasts,
Men, and Gods is thrilling, from his account of hiding from the
Bolsheviks in the woods, accompanied by a jovial axe murderer, to
gunfights on the Seybi river, avalanches in Tibet and finally his arrival
in Mongolia.

Unfortunately, chunks of it seem to be outright fiction. Sven Hedin,
the famous explorer of Asia, wrote a short book, Ossendowski und
die Wahrheit [Ossendowski and the Truth], in which he proved that
the entire section dealing with Ossendowski’s travels in Tibet was a
fabrication. Another writer more tactfully commented that he hoped
Ossendowski would ‘forgive him if I say that [upon meeting him in
Mongolia] I cannot remember a single word about his attempts to get
into Tibet, about which he has written so colourfully and in such
detail in his book’.27

He was also prone to mixing up Mongolian legends and Western
fantasies. Most prominently, the last few chapters of Beasts, Men, and
Gods describe a hidden kingdom beneath the earth, ruled by ‘the King
of all the World’, who secretly ‘was in contact with the thoughts of all
the men who influence the lot and life of all humankind; with Kings,
Czars, Khans, warlike leaders, High Priests, scientists and other strong
men’.28 Ossendowski portrayed this as genuine Mongolian legend,
and it did, indeed, seem to have traces of the myths of Shambhala.
Unfortunately, it was also a virtual word-for-word precis of the mysti-
cal fantasies of the French occultist Saint-Yves d’Alveydre, in his self-
published book of 1886 Mission de l’Inde. Confronted about this
later, Ossendowski denied it indignantly, claiming never to have read
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the book, but the similarities are so close – with the exception of a few
minor changes in spelling – that his protests seem ridiculous.�
According to Ossendowski, Ungern was a devout Buddhist, who had
devoted his life to ‘war or the study and learning of Buddhism’.29 He
gives us some of Ungern’s best mystical speeches but, sadly, his desire
to tell a good story and his own occult leanings cast doubt on much of
what he says. It was undoubtedly true that Ungern was deeply curious
about Buddhism, in a half-superstitious, half-philosophical way. He
asked Pershin one day, ‘I hear you have studied Buddhism and are
friends with the lamas; could you tell me something interesting about
it? I am very much interested in it, and want to know . . .’ He trailed
off, but Pershin assumed, probably rightly, that he was talking about
the more esoteric practices of Buddhism, and told him that ‘I know
very little about the occult part of Buddhism. Really, I am interested
only in the ethnography of the religion.’30 His offer to show Ungern
more temples and introduce him to some Buddhist philosophers was
never taken up.

Despite this interest, Ungern maintained that he was ‘a believer in
God and the Gospels, and practised prayer’.31 There is no record of
him attending church, but he certainly prayed, though those around
him were often uncertain to which deity or deities. He sometimes led
the ecumenical evening prayer sessions of the Asian Cavalry Division.
He seemed to feel that modern Christianity was a long way from the
divine principles which had originally driven it. When addressing his
Russian troops he unhesitatingly employed Christian references, but
when talking to lamas and philosophers he was equally willing
to engage in discussion of Buddhist principles. He was a believer in
protective charms, divinations, the efficiency of alternative medicine
and, possibly, reincarnation, but considered it perfectly feasible to
hold all those beliefs and still think of oneself as Christian, if some
way outside the mainstream.

So, what did Ungern actually believe? Was he a Christian or a
Buddhist? He would, I think, have dismissed the question as irrelevant;
he saw the two – indeed, he seems to have seen all religions – as essen-
tially compatible. Surprisingly tolerant in some ways, doctrine and
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creed didn’t matter to him. This was a common enough trend in
 esoteric Western circles, where all religions were often seen as fragments
of a greater truth. Ungern believed in this ultimate truth, and what
 mattered for him was where a person stood in the great battle of
ordered good versus revolutionary evil. To be ‘called to struggle for the
truth and the Gospels’ was the same as fighting for the truth of
Buddhism; he could combine the roles of Christian crusader and
Buddhist wrathful protector without difficulty. Although it seldom
arose, he was similarly tolerant of Islam, since many of the Mongolian-
descended ethnic groups were Muslim. His religious points of reference
were always ecumenical, and very similar to the language of other
Russian occultists: ‘Heaven’, ‘the Divine’, and particularly ‘truth’.

As we saw earlier, such universalising language was common in the
Western esoteric tradition in the early twentieth century. The next step
of Ungern’s thought was more unusual. Socialism was blasphemous
not only because it went against divinely ordained order, but because
it was a false religion. Communism was, according to Ungern, ‘a kind
of religion. It is not obligatory for a religion to have a god. If you are
familiar with Eastern religions, they present the rules of how to order
your life and the state. Ordering your life based on Lenin is also a reli-
gion.’ The issue of true and false religion was far more important than
nationality; people did not go to war for their ‘tormented homeland’ –
you can almost hear the sneer in his voice there – but for religion, the
only thing that ‘made war possible!’ To us this might sound like a crit-
icism of religion, but for Ungern, still as enthusiastic about the vital
qualities of war as ever after seven grim years of slaughter, it simply
meant that religion was an essential part of a serious life.

All this said, his knowledge of both Christianity and Buddhism was
rudimentary. He had never formally abandoned his family’s Lutheran
faith, but his thinking was clearly far more Orthodox, drawing upon
traditions of hierarchy, stability and monarchy that were deeply root-
ed in Russian religion. Although he constantly made reference to ‘the
Scriptures’, he barely knew the Bible at all, with the exception of the
great, awful images of Revelation and portions of the Old Testament
prophets. When he was asked for the specifics of a supposedly biblical
prophecy to which he attributed such authority, his response was that
it was ‘somewhere in the Scriptures’ and that although he had looked,
he had been unable to locate it. Perhaps he found it easier to believe in
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their truth if he only engaged them at second hand, like a fundamen-
talist churchgoer who never reads the Bible in full. He maintained that
all his cruelty and terror in no way ‘contradicted the doctrine of the
Gospel’. �
He certainly doesn’t seem ever to have attained any deep understand-
ing of Buddhism. It was the surface trappings that appealed to him:
ritual, order, ceremony. Most of all he valued its purity, the preserva-
tion of the old and correct order of things. This applied not only to
Buddhism but to all the beliefs and practices of Asia. The restoration
of divine monarchy would come not from the ‘rotten West, which is
under the influence of mad revolution and the decline of morality in all
its manifestations, both physical and spiritual’,32 but from the ‘yellow
Eastern culture, which was formed three thousand years ago and has
been kept inviolable’.33 It was ‘impossible to aspire for the restoration
of European Monarchs, owing to the deterioration of public mind and
science which has driven the nations out of their minds’. The East
would rise, and replace the irretrievably corrupt West, from which ‘no
deliverance could be expected’34 and which brought ‘corruption to
mankind’. There was no ‘Yellow Peril’, but instead, in Ungern’s mind,
a deadly ‘white peril’. He considered ‘the yellow race more vital and
more capable of state-building, and the victory of the yellow over the
white both desirable and inevitable’.35 He had taken the old Russian
and German fears of Asia and reversed them, seeing in the ‘Yellow
Peril’ the triumph of righteousness rather than a wave of barbarians.

All this was, apparently, predicted in the Bible. Ungern was uncer-
tain exactly where, but he assured anyone who would listen that,
according to biblical prophecy, ‘The yellow race will move against the
white, both in ships and in fiery chariots. The yellow race will gather
together and fight the white; eventually the yellow will be the masters.’
This was probably a confused memory of Ezekiel, which is full of
 foreign armies descending in ‘chariots, wagons and wheels’ to punish
the faithless and also features the famous ‘chariots of fire’ which bore
Ezekiel to heaven, and which have fascinated wacky biblical theorists
from William Blake to UFO cultists ever since. Ungern also drew upon
Buddhist prophecies to bolster his assertions, saying, according to
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Ossendowski, that ‘in the Buddhistic and ancient Christian books we
read stern predictions about the time when the war between the good
and evil spirits must begin. Then there must come the unknown
“Curse” which will conquer the world, blot out culture, kill morality
and destroy all the people.’36

Russia existed half-way between the pure East and the corrupt West. It
was still redeemable, but its ‘future, crushed morally, mentally and eco-
nomically, is terrible and can not be imagined’. However, Russia could
‘rise unanimously against the revolutionary spirit’ which ‘cannot be
expected of the Western Powers now’. The monarchy could be restored,
but only ‘on the condition that the Russian people would regain their
common sense, otherwise they would be subjugated to acknowledge
such necessity’.37 Ungern, and others like him, would whip the country
into shape, but first it had to undergo a cleansing period to rid itself of
corrupt Western influence, particularly that of the Jews.

Against Asia’s preservation of the truth stood the lie of Jewish
Bolshevism. ‘Eastern culture’ had been founded three thousand
years ago; so had Judaism and the International, in ancient Babylon.
The Communist Party was ‘a secret Jewish party which arose 3000
years ago for the capture of authority in all countries, and its purpose
now is being carried out’.38 This was the climax of a long war. Hidden
 oriental wisdom contrasted with hidden Jewish evil. Knowledge of
their true purposes was another hidden secret, ‘known only by a few
people’, while ‘all the Jewish states have followed their plan’. The
Jewish hand could be seen in more than just revolution, however. Like
many anti-Semites, Ungern believed the Jews were sufficiently cunning
as to be simultaneously behind both capitalism and revolutionary
socialism. As he outlined in a letter to a friend in Peking, the West was
fundamentally corrupted by Jewish capitalists, an ‘omnipotent,
though very often undetected, enemy’. The Western Powers cared

for only one thing – to protect their capital and property against the
usurpation of the revolutionary forces by simple methods, not
attributing to those methods any moral value. The conclusion is one
– the revolution will triumph, the culture of the highest product will
fall under the assault of the rough, greedy and ignorant mob,
 possessed by the madness of revolution and extermination, leading
to international Judaism.39
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Judaism, socialism, capitalism – all were fundamentally corrupt.
The plan was simple. The first stage had already been accomplished;

the restoration of the Bogd Khan and the creation of a new Mongolian
state. This state, especially when reunified with Inner Mongolia,
would provide ‘military and moral defence against the rotten West,
which is under the influence of mad revolution and the decline of
morality in all its manifestations, both physical and spiritual’. Now
the other tribes of central Asia, those ‘of the Mongol root’, could be
united under the banner of Ungern’s state. As he wrote, ‘The next
stage in the revolutionary movement in Asia, the movement carried on
under the watchword of “Asia for the Asians”, means the formation
of the Central Mongolian Kingdom which must unite all the
Mongolian tribes.’40

The Tibetans, the Kirghiz and the ‘Chinese Mohammedans’ – the
Uighur of Xinjiang, then Chinese Turkestan – would, Ungern pre-
sumed, all join this alliance, along with the various Mongol and
Turkic-descended peoples of the former Russian Empire:

Into this State must come the Chinese, Mongols, Tibetans, Afghans,
the Mongol tribes of Turkestan, Tartars, Buriats, Kirghiz and
Kalmucks. This State must be strong, physically and morally, and
must erect a barrier against revolution and carefully preserve its
own spirit, philosophy and individual policy. If humanity, mad and
corrupted, continues to threaten the Divine Spirit in mankind, to
spread blood and to obstruct moral development, the Asiatic State
must terminate this movement decisively and establish a permanent,
firm peace.41

An essential part of this was the restoration of the Qing dynasty, so
bringing about a resurgent monarchist China. Like the old Russian
union, the new empire needed a central core, and ‘the salvation of the
world should start from China’.42 After that, Japan and the other
Asian countries would naturally join this happy yellow union, and the
full power of the yellow race could be brought to bear against the
degenerate whites.

There were a few holes in this plan. The most obvious was that
Ungern had only the vaguest idea how each stage was to be carried
out. He had conquered Mongolia through sheer energy and despera-
tion, but had no clear idea what to do next. His first step towards
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broadening his pan-Asian alliance was to send letters to a swathe of
prominent regional figures and hope for a favourable response. The
targets included Buriat and Altai leaders, Chinese warlords and politi-
cians, the Dalai Lama and the deposed Qing boy-emperor Pu Yi. They
were strange communications, a mixture of lecture and sycophancy,
with an easy assumption that the recipient shared Ungern’s views
about monarchy, revolution, the Apocalypse and Judaism. They
 mirrored, ironically enough, the naive enthusiasm of the International
Comintern, which fired off a similar series of letters to a different set
of foreign parties and figures. Few of Ungern’s letters ever reached
their intended recipients, most of their carriers taking the opportunity
to desert if they were not intercepted by the Bolsheviks, and those that
did were disregarded. In any event, he received no replies.

He placed a heavy burden upon his agents in China and Manchuria,
asking them to ‘address your activities to Tibet, Chinese Turkestan,
and in the first place in Sin-tsan. You must find influential persons in
the mentioned regions to whom you can address yourselves personal-
ly.’43 His agents, who were living an impoverished existence on the
edges of the White refugee community, did not manage to spin the web
of influence Ungern was hoping for. Yet he remained optimistic about
his prospects and continued to canvass support for his crusade from
visiting foreigners; understandably reluctant to upset him, their
response was more often diplomatic than truthful.

The next problem was Ungern’s splendid ignorance of the region’s
politics. He was familiar only with Mongolia and Manchuria, had
never ventured further south than Peking, and his grasp of reality
about the rest of Asia was tenuous in the extreme. His vision of China,
and especially of the popularity of the Qing dynasty, was a mixture of
wishful thinking, projection and fantasy. The Han Chinese had no
love for their former rulers, who had not only been corrupt, incompe-
tent and arrogant, but had compounded these typical failings of
Chinese government by being foreign as well. Ungern maintained a
naive faith that, like the Russians, the Chinese people had been led
astray by revolutionaries, and that they remained essentially monar-
chist. Most of the other groups he was so keen to bring together
 wanted nothing more than autonomy; the Tibetans and the Uighur,
in particular, were pushing hard to keep their independence from
China. Ungern, however, believed that the ‘majority of the peoples of
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Northern China and Manchuria are monarchists, and that the western
Mohammedans [the Uighur] will not lag behind in the business of the
restoration of the rightful heir to the Chinese throne’. Equally, a resur-
gent China, free from Japanese control, was Japan’s worst nightmare.
When he talked with people about his plans, they ‘considered it incon-
venient to object to the optimistic hopes of the Baron’.44

But it was precisely Ungern’s ignorance of the realities of most of Asia
which let him dream of creating an ideal empire there. There is a tremen-
dous sense of fantasy about his plans. They smack of the oriental dreams
of European mystics; the preservation of hidden secrets and pure king-
doms. It was also the ultimate exertion of his own sense of will; he could
be, if not emperor of China, at least a kingmaker on a grand scale. The
pan-Mongolian movement had been distasteful to him because it looked
to establish an essentially modern idea of a state, because of the obvious
corruption of those involved, and because it was all too clearly a plan to
create a Japanese puppet. Nevertheless, it provided the kernel of his
own scheme, though Ungern’s proposed state would not be a modern
country but a revived empire, a re-creation of the legacy of Genghis
Khan. It was also a mirror image of the most cosmopolitan dreams of
imperial Russia. A  single overarching kingdom could take in a multitude
of peoples,  languages and religions, united by one monarchy and a belief
in ‘truth and honour’. Having lost his place in one empire, he could
regain it in another. He would be a preserver of the things that had been
good and righteous about the old imperial Russia; a carrier of the truth
from one race to the next, like the hidden masters of occult tradition.

As ever with Ungern, such ambitions unnervingly portend some-
thing much worse. One of the elements of Ungern’s plan that is most
striking with hindsight is how close it was to the Japanese blueprint
for expansion into Asia during the 1930s and 40s. The kick-starting of
conquest from the north-east of China, the restoration of the Qing
dynasty – albeit by the installation of the hapless puppet Pu Yi as
‘emperor’ of Manchukuo – the unity of pure and uncorrupted Asian
peoples against the degeneration of the West, the attempt to instil
 worshipful respect of a dynasty that linked heaven and earth; all this
would come to fruition under the Greater Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere.
As Ungern did, the Japanese tried to reach out to the Tibetans
and Uighur, sending secret agents to propose treaties guaranteeing
independence in return for support against the Chinese.
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There was clearly a measure of disgust with his own side here, too.
The rest of the White movement had repeatedly proven weak, cow-
ardly, corrupt, demoralised. Perhaps the separation from Semenov had
stung more than he admitted. Not just the Whites, but all Russia had
proved unworthy. They were more redeemable than decadent Europe,
but they had turned away from the truth none the less. He would
never see his yellow empire built, but he would bring his fevered vision
back into Russia. Soon, as they had been seven hundred years earlier,
the Mongols would be the scourge of God to punish a sinful people.
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eight

A Hundred and Thirty Days

I was nosing around a small Mongolian town, looking for traces of
Ungern, when I came across a man who knew about a battlefield. A
detachment of Ungern’s men had destroyed a group of Mongolian
 soldiers there eighty years ago, riding over a hill with the sun at their
backs and charging down on a blinded enemy. His grandfather had
told him about it. To reach it entailed a bumpy ride over the grass-
lands, and a nervous one, because our car had broken down the
evening before. Nobody had stopped to help, which surprised me. My
driver explained that this was how roadside bandits got people
 nowadays, fake breakdowns in the night, preying on the Mongolian
instinct to aid unlucky travellers. He was full of bandit stories, as were
the Mongolian tabloids; highway robbery was on the rise again that
year. There were a lot of places where people could just disappear out
in the steppe.

On the way to the battle site, our guide reconsidered. It might not
have been Ungern’s men who did the killing there, he thought.
Perhaps it was them who were killed, ambushed by revolutionary
 soldiers or just angry locals. Or maybe the revolutionaries ambushed
the Chinese. Or the Russians ambushed the Chinese. It was a long
time ago, and it was hard to tell, but there had definitely been blood-
shed; that was part of the landscape now, and you didn’t forget it. You
didn’t graze your herds there, either. Unlucky, grass fertilised by the
dead. There was nothing much to the site itself when we arrived; just
a low hill and a natural ditch where the soldiers, whoever they were,
had been killed. It was probably an illusion, but the grass seemed
brighter and greener there.



There were dozens of incidents like that over Mongolia during the
spring of 1921, miniature battles that left the faintest mark on the
 collective memory. Here and there were clusters of Chinese soldiers
who had escaped from the collapse of their garrisons, desperate to
make their way back home. Bands of Russians were everywhere,
either trying to join Ungern’s forces or looking to escape to exile in
China. The revolutionaries in the north were gradually expanding
their territory, calling upon their fellow Mongolians to join them in
throwing out the Russians. Various local leaders had mobilised their
men, and plenty of Mongolians were practising simple banditry with-
out any ideological excuse. All of them were living off the locals.
There were no supplies coming into Mongolia from abroad, nor any
large stores of food, so every army was accompanied by stolen herds,
meals on the hoof. The Whites were among the worst of the pillagers.
They were all over the country and, although the main groups had
 tentatively accepted Ungern’s leadership after his seizure of Urga,
many still operated autonomously. By now many of them had aban-
doned any hopes of a return to Russia, and were taking whatever
 valuables they could in order to fund a new life abroad.

Chinese merchants and Russian businesses, the main sources of
wealth in the country, were particularly vulnerable to looting, though
after a while it must have been hard to find one that hadn’t already
been targeted. The monasteries were the greatest potential treasure-
houses, but, while some were pillaged, many were protected by
Mongolian reverence and White caution. All sides practised gunpoint
conscription, and it was a lucky young Mongolian who wasn’t drafted
into one army or another. Some escaped their abductors only to be cap-
tured by others, and found themselves fighting for yesterday’s  enemies.

Ungern needed men and arms as desperately as anyone else. Mongolia
was hardly an industrial powerhouse, and Ungern’s army was still badly
under-equipped, especially with heavy weaponry. Fortunately, the
Chinese leadership had been so desperate to flee that they had left behind
the entire war chest for their expedition; over nine million Mexican
 dollars. The army was also able to scavenge four thousand rifles, but
ammunition remained a worry. His letters fret about calibre, manufac-
ture, quality.

The Mongolian banner system provided a quick and easy way to
mobilise more men for the planned army. The Bogd ordered the
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 conscription of a thousand men from each of three different districts.
Ungern, meanwhile, wrote an ultimatum to the Russian Buriats in
Mongolia, a major force among his men, ordering them to ‘join the
army within three days; those who don’t come will be arrested’.1

Ungern had roughly four thousand local soldiers under his command,
about two-thirds of them Khalkha Mongols and the rest mostly
Buriats, with a smattering of other Mongol-descended groups. Their
leaders were also Mongols, mainly nobles, and several of them were
veterans of the skirmishes in Inner Mongolia against the Chinese. In
Urga, he also had about fifteen hundred foreign troops. Elsewhere in
the country, around three thousand Russian soldiers were now nomi-
nally attached to Ungern’s forces.

By April it had become evident that the only way for Ungern to
 sustain his new army was by wholesale plunder and seizure of assets.
Ungern had a deep-rooted distrust of trade and merchants; they were
too close to Jewish-capitalist ideals. Better than Jewish-revolutionary,
but only just. There were to be no fripperies in a society at war, and
trade should be directed purely towards military goals. He fixed the
prices of goods in Urga, a move which would have been welcomed by
ordinary Mongolians except that he set them so low that businesses
were forced to operate at horrendous losses. Unsurprisingly, the flow
of Chinese imports into Urga soon slowed to a trickle. White com-
mentators noticed the bizarre similarity between Ungern’s ideas and
those of his communist opponents; collectivisation, terror, torture and
the sustaining vision of a utopia, monarchist or proletarian, seemed to
drive them both.

Baron Witte, the finance minister, was ordered to find three million
taels of silver in order to support Ungern’s military plans. The Chinese
banks had their treasuries plundered, yielding an enormous sum of
money, and every business that could be stripped, was. Russian enter-
prises were no less vulnerable. One of the murders that most shocked
the Russian expatriate community was that of the head of the
Mongolore mining company, the popular and friendly Dr Gay, along
with his wife, mother-in-law and three small children. The usual
excuses were given, and Ungern later claimed, without the slightest
justification, that Gay was an ‘adventurer’. The truth was simply that
Ungern wanted the company’s assets. Within a month he accumulated
an enormous pile of currency: Soviet and old tsarist roubles, Mexican
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dollars, credit notes. In those days of spiralling inflation, it was hard
to judge exactly how much any of it was worth; the value of the gold
and silver pillaged from the Chinese was far more certain.�
Mongolian humour runs along predictable lines. The central figure is
usually a sly guest, one of the class of professional itinerants living off
the country’s code of hospitality, like the old Yiddish jokes about
schnorrer. He either successfully cheats a mean host, or his cheating
leads to disaster.2 They’re very, very tedious, but they highlight one of
the great Mongolian social dilemmas: a guest overstaying his welcome.
This was the problem facing the Mongolian government in April and
May 1921. The stresses of supplying Ungern were beginning to tell;
after the revolutionary seizure of Kiatkha and the final driving out of
the Chinese Ungern’s appeal as a liberator was seriously eroded, and
there were increasing conflicts between his men and the Mongolian
officials. Ungern later spoke bitterly about their pettiness and corrup-
tion – though that was his opinion of all bureaucrats. The turning point
came when Mongolian officials began to ask openly, ‘Until when will
the Russians live off us?’

The crowds had lost their old affection for him. If his depredations
had been limited to the Chinese and Russians, his popularity among
ordinary Mongolians might only have risen. Increasingly, though, he
ordered the seizure of livestock and goods from locals, taking, accord-
ing to one ridiculously precise tally, 4,635 camels, 40,174 horses,
26,407 head of cattle and 100,729 sheep and goats. By any standards
these so-called ‘requisitions’ represented a small fortune; for the
Mongolians it was seized from, it was their entire living. If Ungern was
a god, his demands for sacrifice were distinctly out of proportion to
the protection he was giving.

The areas around Urga and other White-held settlements became
more and more desolate as the Mongolian herders retreated further
into the steppe to avoid the attentions of Ungern’s men. Families were
devastated not only by the loss of their animals, but by the drafting
of the young men who did the heavy work necessary for survival.
Young Mongolians who had arrived in Urga on pilgrimage, or to try
to sell furs, or to gawp at the Bogd Khan’s coronation, were drafted;
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any who tried to flee were hanged, their bodies left on display as an
example to others.

Most of all, the army needed feeding. Pay was optional, as it had
been for the last four years, but food was not, and the lack of it was
increasingly telling upon the soldier’s morale. Thinking it over later,
Ungern reflected, ‘To be fed is necessary . . . it is difficult to express
. . . if only I could just have put on a cap and vanished!’3 It was a
problem facing any army that stayed too long in one place, when,
according to Ungern, ‘the signs of corruption would inevitably set in –
drunkenness, robberies . . .’ Ungern also knew the solution. In the
north, the Bolsheviks and their Mongolian allies had violated the ter-
ritory of Mongolia itself. It was time to take the fight to them. War
would lift the spirits of the army, for ‘a soldier at work cannot be
demoralised’.4

It was an odd choice, for there were other ways out. In the
Transbaikal, facing the complete collapse of his forces, Semenov was
already planning his final evacuation to Manchuria, which was fast
becoming virtually a White colony. Harbin was crawling with White
refugees, and from the Chinese ports a man with money – and Ungern
had plenty of that now – could make his way anywhere in the world.
Even in China there was no shortage of opportunities for a man with
a taste for killing; warlords needed lieutenants, gangsters needed
bodyguards. The civil war had not yet taken on the clear outline of
nationalists against communists – and Ungern anyway still branded
most of the Chinese leaders as ‘revolutionaries’ for overthrowing the
Qing – but there were leaders out there who shared at least some of
Ungern’s worldview. It was rumoured that Zhang Zuolin, with whom
he had been corresponding, even offered him a job as commander of
his cavalry.

So why head north? There was no rational way to believe that
invading Russia again would prove anything but disastrous. Ungern’s
total force was less than half the size of the Soviet forces along the
Mongolian border alone, and a minnow compared to the shark-like
reserve forces in the Far Eastern Republic. He had devoted minimal
resources to intelligence, believing it to be a military irrelevance, but
he must have had some inkling of the disparity between the two sides.

His strategy was not quite so insane as it must have appeared
to many around him. At least at first, Ungern had no plan to try to
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conquer Russia with the handful of men at his disposal. He was
 convinced that he could ‘destroy any Soviet division’ on its own,5 but
knew that his supplies were not sufficient to sustain a long war. Instead,
he would strike a blow at the Bolsheviks which would ‘strengthen his
position in Urga’ and improve his reputation. After this grand raid, and
the elimination of revolutionary forces in Mongolia, he could return to
Urga and begin the work of building the grand Asian empire he envis-
aged, or, if things went right, liberate the Transbaikal and transform it
into a renewed centre of counter-revolutionary resistance, reinforced by
White and Japanese forces from the eastern provinces. There were twice
as many soldiers on the other side, true, but hadn’t he beaten the
Chinese when fighting against similar odds? If he could lure the Soviet
forces deeper into Mongolia, then surround and destroy them, it would
be a blow to Soviet prestige in the region and a great boon to his own.�
It may be that Ungern had other reasons for striking against Russia,
motives tied up with his ever-present obsession with prophecy.
According to Ossendowski, he had an exact sense of his own doom.
He went to fortune-tellers and oracles, looking for guidance on what
to do next. At the ‘old Shrine of Prophecies [. . .] a small building,
blackened with age and resembling a tower with a plain round roof’,
he consulted two monks and said, ‘Cast the dice for the number of my
days!’ The priests rolled the dice and ‘the Baron looked and reckoned
with them the sum before he spoke “One hundred thirty! Again one
hundred thirty!”’ Later he went with Ossendowski to an audience
with the Bogd Khan and was told, ‘You will not die, but you will be
incarnated in the highest form of being. Remember that, Incarnated
God of War, Khan of grateful Mongolia.’6

The most ominous prophecy, though, was given in consultation
with a Buriat fortune-teller in the ger of Ungern’s Buriat friend
Djambolon. Ossendowski was with him again, and turns it into a long
and dramatic set piece. He describes the fortune-teller as

a little woman of middle years, who squatted down eastern style
before the brazier, bowed low and began to stare at Baron Ungern.
Her face was white, narrower and thinner than that of a Mongol
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woman. Her eyes were black and sharp. Her dress resembled that
of a gypsy woman. Afterwards I learned that she was a famous
 fortune-teller and prophet among the Buriats, the daughter of a
gypsy woman and a Buriat. She drew a small bag very slowly from
her girdle, took from it some small bird bones and a handful of dry
grass. She began whispering at intervals unintelligible words, as she
threw occasional handfuls of the grass into the fire, which gradual-
ly filled the tent with a soft fragrance. I felt a distinct palpitation
of my heart and a swimming in my head. After the fortune-teller
had burned all her grass, she placed the bird bones on the charcoal
and turned them over again and again with a small pair of bronze
 pincers. As the bones blackened, she began to examine them and
then suddenly her face took on an expression of fear and pain.
She nervously tore off the kerchief which bound her head and, con-
tracted with convulsions, began snapping out short, sharp phrases.

‘I see . . . I see the God of War . . . His life runs out . . . horribly
. . . After it a shadow . . . black like the night . . . Shadow . . . One
hundred thirty steps remain . . . Beyond darkness . . . Northing . . .
I see nothing . . . the God of War has disappeared.’

Baron Ungern dropped his head. The woman fell over on her
back with her arms stretched out. She had fainted, but it seemed to
me that I noticed once a bright pupil of one of her eyes showing
from under the closed lashes. Two Buriats carried out the lifeless
form, after which a long silence reigned in the yurta of the Buriat
Prince. Baron Ungern finally got up and began to walk around the
brazier, whispering to himself. Afterwards he stopped and began
speaking rapidly:

‘I shall die! I shall die! . . . but no matter, no matter . . . the cause
has been launched and will not die . . . I know the roads this cause
will travel. The tribes of Jenghiz Khan’s successors are awakened.
Nobody will extinguish the fire in the heart of the Mongols! In Asia
there will be a great State from the Pacific and Indian Oceans to the
shores of the Volga. The wise religion of Buddha shall run to the
north and the west. It will be the victory of the spirit. A conqueror
and leader will appear stronger and more stalwart than Jenghiz
Khan and Ugadai. He will be more clever and more merciful than
Sultan Baber and he will keep power in his hands until the happy
day when, from his subterranean capital, shall emerge the King of
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the World. Why, why shall I not be in the first ranks of the warriors
of Buddhism! Why has Karma decided so? But so it must be! And
Russia must first wash herself from the insult of revolution, purify-
ing herself with blood and death; and all people accepting
Communism must perish with their families in order that all their
offspring may be rooted out!’

The Baron raised his hand above his head and shook it, as though
he was giving his orders and bequests to some invisible person.

Day was dawning.
‘My time has come!’ said the General. ‘In a little while I shall

leave Urga.’
He quickly and firmly shook hands with us and said:
‘Good-bye for all time! I shall die a horrible death but the world

has never seen such a terror and such a sea of blood as it shall now
see . . .’

The door of the yurta slammed shut and he was gone. I never saw
him again.’7

Ossendowski, meanwhile, managed to get himself assigned to a
dubious ‘diplomatic mission’ to Japan, taking him conveniently out of
the upcoming war. As ever with Ossendowski, it’s hard to know how
seriously to take his account of Ungern. Ungern was certainly obsessed
with his own fate, and convinced that biblical prophecy sanctioned his
expedition; it would be entirely in character for him to consult with
Mongolian oracles, as he did with the fortune-tellers who travelled
with him. Elsewhere, though, he seems confident in his mission, not
overshadowed by doom. It’s possible that the Mongolians played
Ungern’s own superstitions against him. Eager to see the city rid of his
men, it would have been relatively simple – and with some precedent
– to influence the oracles to push him in a certain direction.�
Whether motivated by oracles or logistics, the army began to move
north. It was still the same ragtag mixture of nationalities – sixteen in
total, according to Ungern – but bolstered with substantial contin-
gents both of Mongolians and of former Chinese prisoners-of-war.
Supplies were drawn by cart or carried by columns of camels, a
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favourite Mongolian beast of burden. Before they rode out, Ungern
issued a proclamation to the whole army, sending it by horse messen-
ger to each White group. The Urga presses ran off hundreds of copies,
and it was distributed not only in Mongolia, but among Whites else-
where in Asia. It was the first such order he had made, but it was titled
Order No. 15 for both political and superstitious reasons. It gave the
impression of previous orders, and so of a more sizeable and organised
force than actually existed. His fortune-tellers had also advised him
that fifteen was his lucky number; the Bogd Khan had been crowned
on the fifteenth day of the lunar month, after all.

It had a long, strangely academic opening, describing how

Russia was formed gradually out of various elements, few in number,
which were welded together by unity in faith, by racial relationship,
and, later, by similarity in government. So long as she was untouched
by the principles of revolutionary thought, which are inapplicable
to her owing to her composition and her character, Russia remained
a powerful, indissoluble empire. The revolutionary storm in the
West profoundly undermined the mechanism of the State by detach-
ing the intellectuals from the mainstream of national ideas and
 aspirations. Led by the intelligentsia, both politico-social and liberal-
bureau cratic, the people – though in the depths of their hearts they
remained loyal to Tsar, Faith and Fatherland – started straying from
the narrow path laid down by the whole development of national
thought and life.8

The opening text was not composed directly by Ungern, but written
by Ossendowski. This was reflected in the historical-analytical lan-
guage of the passage, some way removed from Ungern’s own style.
The ideas, however, were Ungern’s, albeit tempered somewhat by
Ossendowski’s more moderate views. There was the appeal to the
unity of nation and empire, the locating of the source of degeneration
and chaos – the ‘revolutionary storm’ – in the West, and the disdain
for the intelligentsia. The view of the ordinary Russian people was
pure Ungern; their hearts remained pure, but they had been corrupted
by revolutionary influence.

The Order went on to explain how ‘revolutionary thought flattered
the vanity of the mob, but it did not teach the people the first princi-
ples of freedom or construction’. Peasants, as Ungern had stressed
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before, were not capable of doing anything without higher leadership.
It echoed, too, a statement in the Russian edition of the ‘Protocols of
the Elders of Zion’ that ‘the crowd is a barbarian, and acts as such on
every occasion. As soon as the mob has secured freedom it speedily
turns it into anarchy, in itself the height of barbarism.’ It continued,
‘First the year 1905, and afterwards 1916–1917, witnessed the
 criminal, horrible harvest of the seed sown by the revolutionaries. [. . .]
Three months of revolutionary licence sufficed to destroy what many
centuries had achieved.’ The emphasis on 1905 was straight from
Ungern, remembering his wrecked home and ruined estates;
Ossendowski, after all, had been involved in revolutionary activity
himself at the time. It also reasserted Ungern’s place among the most
reactionary White faction for whom 1905 had been the beginning of
the end, rather than an aborted opportunity for reform. Tradition and
unity, preserved over generations, had been destroyed by the black
forces of revolution.

There was still hope, though. ‘The people feel the need of a man
whose name is familiar to them, whom they can love and respect. Only
one such man exists; the man who is by right lord of the Russian earth,
THE EMPEROR OF ALL THE RUSSIAS, MICHAEL ALEXAN-
DEROVICH.’ The capitals give the pronouncement a cranky edge,
like a letter written in green ink. Prince Michael had been missing,
 presumed dead for three years, and most of the Russian people didn’t
give a damn about him, but that no more dissuaded Ungern than the
lack of support for the Qing among the ordinary Chinese had.
Monarchy was the only right way to order the people, and they ought
to long for it. If they didn’t, they had been corrupted and would have
to be punished.

The next few passages dealt with matters of logistics, organisation and
movement, detailing how the various White groups should coordi nate
their assault. They outlined a tightly controlled partisan war, striking at
the railways and using ‘Poles and foreigners who have  suffered from
the Bolsheviks’ to replace Bolshevik leadership, rather than  trusting to
local authority. Most of them were composed by Ungern’s chief of staff.
The most important of them was the fourth statement, that ‘I recognise
the authority of Ataman Semenov.’ Asked about this, Ungern com-
mented that ‘he did not consider himself Semenov’s  subordinate, but
recognised Semenov only in order to favourably influence the armies’.
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Mixed in with the instructions to other White units was a typically
obsessive interest in the maintenance of discipline. The order regretful-
ly stated that ‘because of the distances involved, I am deprived of the
opportunity to administer punishment in person’ and so order had to
be upheld instead by each individual commander. ‘Future generations
would bless or damn their names’, depending on how well they per-
formed. Everyone must ‘submit implicitly to discipline without which,
as before, everything will collapse’.

So far, the Order could have been issued by many White comman-
ders; there was nothing particularly unusual in it. The next passages,
however, were entirely Ungern’s:

9. Commissars, Communists, and Jews, together with their fami-
lies, must be exterminated. Their property must be confiscated.

10. In the course of the struggle against the criminals who have
destroyed and profaned Russia, it must be remembered that, on
account of the complete depravation of morals and the absolute
licentiousness, intellectual and physical, which now prevail in
Russia, it is not possible to retain our old standard of values. ‘Truth
and mercy’ are no longer admissible. Henceforth there can only be
‘truth and merciless hardness’. The evil which has fallen upon the
land, with the object of destroying the divine principle in the human
soul, must be extirpated root and branch. Fury against the heads of
the revolution, its devoted followers, must know no boundaries.

This was the ultimate expression of Ungern’s belief in the counter-
 revolutionary struggle as essentially a metaphysical one. Evil, as rep-
resented by Judaeo-communism, threatened everything. To oppose
these evils, ‘mercy’ had to be replaced with ‘hardness’. This was
Nietzschean language, showing some of the same contempt for the
old Christian values of softness and mercy. For Nietzsche, though,
hardness was attained by discarding the old religious falsehoods and
finding a new sense of values, a personal integrity. In Ungern’s thought,
the new moral values were still drawn from an ultimate divine author-
ity, the ‘truth’ that, for Ungern, represented divine revelation. The
old values were not false; they were just no longer admissible in a
time of such struggle. Facing a merciless enemy, it was necessary to
be merciless in return. Ungern had praised war for scouring away
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weakness; now, souls fired and hard, he and his followers could
become the scourge of God. Only when Judaism and communism
were removed would ‘Peace – the greatest gift of Heaven’ be restored
to earth.

The same principles would be preached a generation later, in anoth-
er order given before an invasion of Russia:

In the battle against Bolshevism, the adherence of the enemy to the
principles of humanity or international law is not to be relied upon.
[. . .] The originators of barbaric, Asiatic methods of warfare are the
political commissars. So immediate and unhesitatingly severe mea-
sures must be undertaken against them. They are therefore [. . .] as
a matter of routine to be dispatched by firearms.9

Hitler’s infamous Commissar Order, however, did not include the
dramatic prophecy of Ungern’s peroration:

The Holy Prophet Daniel foretold of the cruel time when the cor-
rupt and the unclean would be defeated and the days of peace
would come: ‘And at that time shall Michael stand up, the great
prince which standeth for the children of thy people: and there shall
be a time of trouble, such as never was since there was a nation even
to that same time: and at that time thy people shall be delivered,
every one that shall be found written in the book. Many shall
be purified, and made white, and tried; but the wicked shall do
wickedly: and none of the wicked shall understand; but the wise
shall understand. And from the time that the daily sacrifice shall be
taken away, and the abomination that maketh desolate set up, there
shall be a thousand two hundred and ninety days. Blessed is he that
waiteth, and cometh to the thousand three hundred and five and
thirty days.’

This was a direct quotation from the opening and closing verses of
the twelfth chapter of Daniel, a famously strange and ambiguous
prophecy. It was often strongly associated with the purported wrong-
doing of the Jews, whose refusal to recognise Christ was taken to
be the sign that ‘none of the wicked shall understand’, and used to jus-
tify anti-Semitism. There is a sense of mystery about the prophecy,
too, a suggestion of hidden wisdom and secrets revealed only to the
initiate, which appealed to Ungern’s esoteric sensibilities. His own
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interpretation of the text was that the abomination of desolation
referred to was the Bolshevik decree of 20 January, 1918, which had
closed the churches and thus removed the ‘daily sacrifice’ of commu-
nion. One thousand two hundred and ninety days had passed from
then to the beginning of his attack on the Bolsheviks. Actually, it was
one thousand two hundred and sixteen, but it was close enough, and
figures were never Ungern’s strong suit. Some kind of blessed relief,
then, would come forty-five days after the struggle began. A month
and a half was hardly a long time to endure.�
The Order was not a success. The kolchakovec saw it, reasonably
enough, as ‘the product of someone [. . .] suffering from megalomania
and a thirst for human blood’.10 Over-long and complicated, it con-
fused even Ungern’s most loyal supporters. Few people shared
Ungern’s wild, prophecy-seeking optimism as his men rode out from
Urga on 21 May. Most expected only to inflict a local defeat to the
Red Army, perhaps to liberate part of the Transbaikal and inspire
 further resistance. Many of the Russians, particularly those recruited
in the last few months, knew the expedition was doomed and
remained with the army only for fear of execution as a deserter. For
a large number of the soldiers, particularly the Chinese, it was just
another assignment in an essentially meaningless martial career, in
which all that mattered was survival and loot. There was not much
promise of either in this campaign.

Ungern’s main force moved towards Kiatkha, the city the
Mongolian revolutionaries had seized in March. Kiatkha itself was a
border town, a sprawling mess that was essentially one city with its
twin on the Russian side of the border, Troitskosavsk. The Kiatkha
river supposedly separated the two, but it was a mere trickle. The
Russian town was in Buriat territory anyway, and they were close to
their cousins across the border. Although Russian Orthodox churches
stood on one side and Buddhist temples on the other, both towns
shared the same architecture: low-slung wooden Siberian cabins and
tea-trading warehouses. It had been wealthy in the past, when it had
been the only funnel for trade between the Manchurian and Russian
empires; the magnificent Church of the Resurrection, built by Russian
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merchants close to the border, had been the second-richest in the
empire, with altar doors of solid silver. By now, these had been long-
ago stripped, melted down for funds by one side or another, as had the
rest of the town’s riches. Like Urga, it had a Chinese section known as
Maimaichen, walled and isolated. A trading centre for two hundred
years, a place where Chinese and Russian and Mongol could mix and
do deals, it was a fitting target for Ungern’s Russian-Mongol army.

They were facing a similar mix of Russian and Mongolian soldiers,
assembled around Kiatkha in the last couple of months. The core was
the 35th Division of the Fifth Red Army, experienced fighters tough-
ened, like so many of Ungern’s men, by seven years of continuous fight-
ing. They were under the command of the Latvian soldier Konstantin
Neumann, a skilful veteran of both the Imperial and Red armies, with
a small auxiliary cavalry force led by Konstantin Rokossovskii, later
one of the great generals of the Second World War. They had been in
the most tumultuous battles of the civil war, taking on the vast White
armies which had come close to crushing the Bolsheviks entirely in
1919. Now, with the Whites defeated and exiled, and Soviet power
hardening across the country, this was mopping-up work for them;
bandit-crushing, not battle. Many of them were reservists, who had
been called up when the division was reactivated in March. The soon-
er this was finished, the sooner they could go home.

There were around eight thousand of them, outnumbering Ungern’s
main force by two to one, in defensive positions, with better artillery
and considerably more machine-guns. They were supplemented by
around two thousand Mongolians. The Russian soldiers had been
ordered to hang back for the moment and engage Ungern’s men only
when they actually crossed the border. This thwarted Ungern’s best
chance of success; he had hoped for a major Red incursion, which
would have given him the opportunity to use his superior knowledge
of the terrain and the mobility of his cavalry to harass, encircle and
destroy the enemy. Now the fight was on the enemy’s terms.

The battle began with an impulsive disaster. The forces of Bayar Gun,
a noted Inner Mongolian prince and anti-Chinese guerrilla fighter, were
ahead of the main body of troops, eager to clash with their treacherous
countrymen. On the morning of 1 June, they destroyed themselves in a
heroic, spontaneous charge against the fortified revolutionary positions;
Bayar Gun himself was mortally wounded and died in hospital the next
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day. Both Ribo and Alioshin recorded that the news sent Ungern into a
wild rage; he seized, beat and tied up Dr Klingenberg, presumably blam-
ing him for Bayar Gun’s death. He replaced Bayar with another
Mongolian prince, who was foolish enough to express doubts about
whether the operation could succeed. Ungern had him buried alive.

Ungern’s men called, according to their memoirs, for him to move
immediately upon the city, but he tarried. The omens were not yet
right, and the artillery and machine-guns were kept behind. (One some-
times wonders whether Ungern’s fortune-tellers weren’t deliberately
trying to sabotage his efforts.) He was confident; according to him his
army was well-fed, supplied with ammunition (two hundred bullets a
man), and ‘as strong as the army of Genghis Khan’.11 The delay gave
the Reds time to plan their attack, moving men and artillery up into
position. Around Kiatkha were low hills, covered with woods, some of
the most beautiful territory in the region, but also ideal ambush coun-
try. The heat was sweltering; Mongolia turns from freezer in the winter
to oven in the summer. In these bucolic surroundings, Ungern brought
his army against his true enemy for the first time – and was shattered.

After some skirmishing, fighting began in earnest on 11 June.
Ironically, the Red cavalry used the oldest of Mongolian tactics, engag-
ing Ungern’s forces in battle for six hours, then staging a mock retreat.
Ungern’s soldiers rushed after them only to find themselves trapped in
a ravine, whereupon they were pounded with artillery and enfiladed by
machine-gun fire from all sides. They ‘were swept from their feet like
grass before a scythe. Men and horses were piled together in bloody
heaps.’12 Two days of chaotic fighting ensued. Ungern’s army was
caught in the woods, surrounded and forced into a panicked retreat.
Their own heavy equipment, with the exception of a couple of guns,
was abandoned as they dashed back through the hills, seeking safety
beyond the river.

They could have been annihilated then, but the Red commanders
were relying on forty-year-old maps of no great accuracy, and misread
the course of the Iro river. Ungern brought the remnants of his force
together there, and drove them across. Even today many Mongolians
not only cannot swim, but are distinctly afraid of water. Back then,
when fear of vengeful water spirits was far more potent, the idea of
plunging into the raging river on horseback must have terrified Ungern’s
Mongolians. Fortunately, some of the Chinese soldiers found boats, but
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Ungern disapproved of this slow and unmanly method, which would
also mean abandoning good horses. He discouraged them in the only
way he knew; anyone who took the boat was to receive ten strokes on
the back when they reached the other side. Some troops were lost in the
river, but most made it across.�
As Ungern tried to regroup his scattered forces, the Soviets openly
entered Mongolia on 28 June. The decision to ‘liberate’ the country
had formally been made on 14 June, and confirmed by Lenin and the
Politburo two days later, but it was an inevitable consequence of the
decision to mobilise the troops and support the Mongolian revolution-
aries months beforehand. The official reason was to pursue and destroy
Ungern, ‘the common enemy of both the Russian and the Chinese
 people’, but there were other motivations. Control of Mongolia would
prevent it falling into permanent warlord-anarchy, becoming a border-
land state from which White guerrillas could raid into Soviet territory.
It would give Russia a buffer zone against Chinese chaos and Japanese
expansionism. It was part of the final chapter of the civil war, the last
stomping-out of territory controlled by the enemies of the people – but
it was also the completion of an age-old imperial dream.

There was nobody left to stand in the way of the Red Army. Ten
thousand men marched slowly across the hills to Urga, wilting in the
summer heat. They were preceded by armoured cars and reconnais-
sance planes, sending a shock wave of alarm through the country. The
Bogd Khan’s court panicked, alternately threatening the revolutionar-
ies and pleading with them to retreat. They turned to prayer and
 sorcery, invoking the wrath of Mongolia’s divine protectors against
the Red plague. The last god they had called upon, however, was
 currently hiding in the hills. There would be no more saviours from
the north.

There was only a paltry garrison left in the city, under the command
of Sipailov. It put up a token resistance, easily brushed aside by
the advancing enemy, and then fled, escaping to Manchuria. A few
messengers rode north to find Ungern. The revolutionaries and their
Russian comrades entered the capital in triumph, greeted by rapturous
crowds. Despite the imprecations of the lamas, the Reds still declared
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their commitment to Buddhism. ‘Everything, except religion, must be
subject to gradual change,’13 they stated in a letter given to the Bogd’s
court. The chief sin of the old regime, the invaders claimed, had been
its wounding of the spirit of the faith. The Bogd had only been an
unwitting tool of evil forces, and bore no blame for what had
occurred, either during the White occupation or during the calamitous
years of independence, when he had been beguiled and misguided by
wicked aristocratic advisers. He, of course, was only too eager to
embrace this version of events. He might have lost his political power,
but his life of privilege remained untouched.

Public opinion was squarely in favour of the new rulers, for the
moment. The corruption and incompetence of the old regime had been
clear to see for the last decade, and Ungern’s tyranny had permanently
discredited the White cause. His enemies could only be good. There
was the exciting possibility of real change, but with the reassuring con-
tinuity of Buddhism and the Bogd. The new state would be a people’s
republic, but the Bogd would remain the ceremonial monarch, and
Buddhism the state religion. The presence of the Russians was a worry,
but not a huge one; Mongolians were used to surviving with foreign
patronage from one or another of their great neighbours. They had 
no way of knowing that within the next two decades the monas-
teries would be burnt, the statues melted down, the lamas murdered
and the rituals proscribed, all under the auspices of their new 
comrades. �
When I visited Ulaanbaatar in 2005 I found the buildings covered with
pictures of a portly, genial-looking Russian actor in imperial dress. He
was clearly trying to act ‘mad’ but came across more as an eccentric
grandfather. Across the posters were the words ‘BARON UNGERN!
WHERE DID YOU HIDE YOUR GOLD?’ This was a reference to
what remains in Mongolia the most enduring aspect of Ungern’s le -
gend. After his defeat at Kiatkha, Ungern had retreated deep into the
Mongolian hills, eventually gathering his forces near Karakorum,
which had once been the great capital of Genghis Khan’s empire. It
had been a city of gers, like old Urga, but all that remained now were
two giant stone turtles, glumly facing the desert. The magnificent
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monastery of Erdene Zuu, one of the largest in Mongolia, was 
close by, and his beleaguered army had received food and succour
there.

Not wanting his personal treasure to fall into Soviet hands, Ungern
ordered it to be thrown into the nearby Orkhon river. Stories claim the
treasure-bearers were then disposed of, like the coffin-bearers of Genghis
Khan. This was untrue, but the exact location of his loot remains
unknown, creating a mystery that puzzles acquisitive Mongolian
 fortune-hunters to this day. This was the message behind the posters; they
reassured their readers that Ungern’s gold would not have been lost had
he invested it in Ulaanbaatar Savings and Loan.

From Erdene Zuu the army moved up to the Selenge river, huddling
in the hills to evade the Red Army. They had retreated into a particu-
larly vile part of the countryside, covered in stinking bogs and swarm-
ing with poisonous serpents. The horses proved more vulnerable than
the soldiers; snake venom left men suffering from inflammations and
fever, but it was fatal to horses. On the prompting of his fortune-
tellers, Ungern prohibited the soldiers from killing the snakes, since it
would bring bad luck. Trapped in mud, running from the enemy and
hundreds of miles from home, most of them reasoned that their luck
could hardly be any worse, and began a campaign of ‘ruthless exter-
mination’ against their reptilian enemy. At least they could kill the
snakes. Enemy planes buzzed them from the air, scouting their posi-
tions and occasionally dropping bombs by hand on the hapless troops.
They were only ancient reconnaissance aircraft, borrowed from the
Far Eastern Republic, but there was nothing the men on the ground
could do against them.

They were joined by other White forces, some of whom had success-
fully penetrated the border and terrorised the Russian inhabitants.
Dr Ribo, who had been threatened with death as a possible socialist
when he returned to Urga a couple of months beforehand, had been
travelling with Ungern’s secondary regiment, led by the notorious
‘Cutter’ Rezuhin. They had sliced over the border, taking tiny towns
and looking for communists to lynch. Upon learning in one village
that every local Bolshevik had taken off on hearing of his coming,
he was furious and ordered a randomly chosen old man to be hanged
instead. The only communist left in town was the village schoolmistress,
who was raped by the counter-intelligence officers and then shot. Ribo



observed in horror as Rezuhin did his best to imitate Ungern, torturing
and executing seemingly at random and copying Ungern’s lunatic
 disciplinary techniques. After fierce battles with the Reds, in which they
had some success, they received word of Ungern’s defeat and returned to
reinforce him, carrying with them over a hundred wounded men.

Another force of mostly Buriat Cossacks had been sent to Urianhai
in western Mongolia; they had had little luck, and on 21 July many
were beaten to death by their Mongolian comrades during the evening
prayers. Many of the Mongolian auxiliary units, in the meantime, had
surrendered to the Red Army, seeing no reason to stay with Ungern’s
doomed crusade. Around this time Ungern decided that Colonel
Kazagrandi, who was leading a group of three or four hundred Whites
elsewhere, was a ‘robber’, and dispatched another Cossack leader,
Suharev, and a few dozen men with orders to find Kazagrandi’s group,
kill him and any officers loyal to him and take command. Suharev
 disobeyed and instead, along with Kazagrandi, tried to lead the group
to China, but most of the men, along with Suharev and Kazagrandi,
were lost in fighting with the Reds or the Chinese army.

On 15 July they received word of the fall of Urga. Many men had
homes and families there; when they asked Urgen to discover the fate
of their relatives they were brutally informed that ‘a good soldier
should have no family’, because worrying about them would sap their
own courage. Ungern wrote a letter to the Bogd Khan four days after
he heard the news, addressing him in the deferential third person, and
saying that Urga’s fall made him feel ‘ashamed not only before the
Bogd Khan, but before every last simple Mongol, and it would be
 better if the ground swallows me up’.14 Deferentially, emphasising that
he ‘was only a man, and it is not given to me to know the behaviour of
a god [such as the Bogd]’, he stated that ‘thinking with a simple mind’
he could see that the Reds would ‘plunder everything and leave only
beggars behind. So they have done not only in Russia, but also in other
states. That is why it would be better, in my opinion, if the Bogd Khan
would move to Uliassutai for a while.’ Uliassutai was a region of west-
ern Mongolia not yet in Soviet hands, where Dambijantsan had previ-
ously held power. From there the Bogd could, in Ungern’s view, direct
resistance against the Red invaders and wait for Ungern to rescue him.
In the meantime, he should trust to prophecy, and remember that this
was all the fault of ‘the secret Jewish party’. As long as the Mongolian
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people ‘kept their beliefs and customs, God will take pity on them and
not allow violence and robberies by the Reds’.

The Bogd probably never received the letter, unless Ungern sent
multiple copies, since it was intercepted by the Reds. Even if he did, he
was canny enough to know that Ungern’s cause was sinking fast. The
capture of Urga by the Reds finally extinguished Ungern’s dreams of
empire. He now had no territory, few allies and was facing massively
overwhelming Soviet forces. Now, more than ever, the only thing left
to do was to run to Manchuria. Yet he resolved that he ‘could not
approach the Chinese. Though I was at war with the Chinese revolu-
tionaries, all the same I could not do it, and without the consent of
Zhang Zuolin it would be impossible. The Chinese were arresting
everyone who came across.’15 There was a certain truth in this; the
Chinese authorities were making some attempts to prosecute various
White arrivals, particularly Semenovites, for their actions in Siberia.
Given the breakdown of law and order elsewhere in China, this effort
to punish crimes committed abroad was strange. It reflected the polit-
ical clout of the White exiles in Manchuria and elsewhere, many
of whom were outraged at the misdeeds of Semenov’s men. After
the mass Russian exodus from Mongolia, reports of the atrocities
had caused Ungern’s property in Harbin and Khailar to be seized and
auctioned, with the profits being distributed among the families of his
victims. There was a serious risk of his facing trial and jail if he
returned to Manchuria, no matter how good his previous connections
among the Chinese officials.

More than that, though, becoming a skulking exile was not his vision
of his own destiny. Even in the swamps word was still filtering in of the
wider world, transmitted by messengers from the other scattered White
groups. False rumour and wild hopes were endemic among the Whites
in the Far East, beaten and despairing as they were. Ungern became
convinced that the Japanese had launched a new counter-attack on
the Far Eastern Republic, which had been so successful that they had
retaken Chita, along with Semenov’s men, and were even now pressing
further into Russian territory. He probably believed this was the ‘bless-
ing’ that would come with the ‘thousand three hundred and five
and thirty days’. The timing was about right, after all, and Ungern’s
interpretation of prophecy was always flexible. It was a sign that ‘God
will hear the tortures and sufferings of the people and break the
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head of this poisonous snake. It will happen in the third month of this
winter.’16 His path was clear; he would lead his men into Russia again,
where he could link up with the Japanese and Semenov and begin the
struggle once more. Or, as he claimed to the Bogd, ‘the Reds [in Urga],
being afraid of being cut off, will return back. The government of
Suhbaatar and others will be easily liquidated without help from the
Reds.’

Despite being beaten and pursued, he still believed he held the mili-
tary advantage. Ungern’s faith in the mobility of cavalry, who could
‘strike from any direction and at any time’,17 remained unshaken. He
was convinced that no infantry force could ever match or surround
cavalry, and envisaged himself striking into Soviet territory yet again,
terrifying and impossible to capture. ‘Cavalry is not afraid of infantry,’
he declared later, ‘even of a million infantry!’ His strategy also includ-
ed that mainstay of disastrous military expeditions from Harpers
Ferry to the Bay of Pigs: ‘The people will rise and join us!’ He still
trusted in the essential fealty of the Russian peasantry to the monarch,
and believed that with his arrival the people would rise up against the
Bolsheviks as though at the return of some prophesied king, sparking
a counter-revolutionary wave; the uncorrupted Asian heart of Russia
throwing off the decadence of the West. He based this upon the infor-
mation he received from Russian refugees, the babblings of tortured
Red prisoners, telegrams from the remaining White forces, and émigré
rumour. Russia, he declared, was ‘a powder keg’.

His men were not as optimistic about their chances, nor happy
about this plan. Ribo reported that ‘the mood in the regiment was
 suppressed and embittered. Everywhere grumbles were heard, threats
to finish with “this unbearable experience” were distributed. Everyone
who still had self-respect and the ability to protest gathered near my
hospital tent for confidential conversations.’18 Only a few close lieu-
tenants among the Russians, like Rezuhin, remained constant.
Ungern’s Mongol troops, particularly the Buriat, were still loyal, and
the soldiers were still paralysed with fear. Horsemen patrolled the
edges of the camp each night, hunting for deserters.

Punishments were as rigidly insane as ever; men were perched in the
trees overnight, flogged to death, forced to run miles in full gear. As
before, Ungern’s followers from Dauria received kinder treatment
than the kolchakovec; they were merely beaten for an offence that
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would normally warrant execution. The paranoia about revolutionary
spies continued; a young medic sent from Urga by Sipailov was burnt
alive because Sipailov included a letter noting that he had allegedly
been a Soviet public health commissioner. The few men who did
escape still had to travel hundreds of miles across country, dodging
revolutionary horsemen and vengeful Mongolians, until they arrived
at safety in Manchuria. �
According to Ungern there were ‘no signs of collapse’ in the army and,
indeed, it held together well enough as Ungern brought it across the
border, evading the Red patrols by taking the narrow paths through
the mountains. He was proud of this achievement, claiming that there
were ‘tracks everywhere in Mongolia. Nowhere is impossible to pass,
all it takes is energy’, and that he had been able to lead his men despite
‘only having ever seen the area from a steamship’ before.19 He had lost
many men, but he still had around two thousand troops; enough, he
hoped, to link up with his imagined Japanese expedition. He was
striking for Verkhne-Udinsk (modern day Ulan-Ude), the capital of the
Far Eastern Republic, but also the heartland of the Buriats. The army
roughly followed the route of the Selenge river, which flows from
the Mongolian mountains to Lake Baikal. This was the area where
the ‘true Cossacks’ lived, who, Ungern thought, would already be
chomping at the bit of Soviet oppression.

The vast Russian–Mongol border was littered with ovoos, Mongolian
cairns. Passers-by considered it brought good luck to add a stone or tie
a scarf; the oldest had been marked by thousands of cross-border
 travellers. In the borderlands were dozens of scattered villages, tiny
Russian outcrops with a couple of hundred souls at most, scrabbling
to eke out a living from the hard Siberian landscape. It was upon these
isolated communities that Ungern fell. Hearing of his coming, most of
the villagers had already fled. In any village he thought might be ‘Red’,
which was most of them, he ordered the buildings to be set alight.
There was the normal run of wholesale slaughter, directed by Ungern.
A typical instance was at Novodmitrievka, where he  murdered two
whole families, including the children. Asked why he ordered the
killing of children, he replied, ‘To leave no tails . . .’20 – the children,
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he thought, would otherwise grow up seeking revenge. The families of
commissars were ‘superfluous ballast’. In another village he locked the
villagers in a barn and ordered it to be burned, standing and chanting
prayers while he watched it blaze.

On 31 July, he came upon the 7th Special Detachment of the Red
Army, quartered near the great Buriat Buddhist monastery of Guzino
Ozero, situated on the lake of the same name. To many of Ungern’s men
this was an important sacred site, and its occupation by the Bolsheviks a
kind of sacrilege. Taking it would be a boost to morale. The enemy had
artillery, and Ungern callously sent the transports and the wounded along
the main road to attract the Red artillery fire, while the rest of the men
moved in to surround them. They rushed fiercely upon the Reds, battling
among the outlying temples of the monastery and the Buriat yurts. Many
of the Reds fought to the last. Ungern admired them. ‘Clever,’ he
remarked, ‘to shoot up to the last moment, and then to shoot yourself.’
It was probably his own ideal of death; fighting to the last moment, and
then an honourable suicide. It was ‘clever’ in another way; captured Red
officers and commissars were inevitably tortured to death. In this case
Ungern lined up the four hundred prisoners taken during the battle and,
using his magic communist-detecting powers, ran his eyes over them and
picked out a hundred as either commissars or Jews. They were killed;
their  comrades were reluctantly mobilised into Ungern’s army. The local
monks, meanwhile, attempted to steal from Ungern’s transports, upon
which he had them all flogged. Monastic sanctity, for Ungern, took sec-
ond place to all-important military discipline.

When word of Ungern’s reappearance reached the Soviet comman-
ders they were nonplussed. They had thought his force entirely
destroyed during the battles at Kiatkha; now he was raiding Russian
soil. Thousands of men were mobilised by train or horse to track and
surround Ungern’s force. In the early weeks of late July, as Ungern
came close to Verkhne-Udinsk, he found himself hemmed in by Soviet
forces. There was no final battle, no clash of good and evil, just a series
of blockings, skirmishes and retreats, and, for Ungern, the slow,
painful realisation that his plans had been based on fantasy. His forces
were harassed by Soviet regiments with armoured cars, but were able
to evade them by riding through terrain too rough for the vehicles to
follow. The worst moment came when his men saw planes in the sky,
and rode joyfully towards them, believing them to be Japanese.
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Then the bombs started falling, accompanied by rains of sharp nails,
shaken out of the planes in boxes by the Soviet aviators.

On 4 August Ungern reluctantly concluded that the people would
not rise, and that the Japanese invasion was a fiction. He began to
head back towards Mongolia, slipping between the Soviet divisions,
despite the pursuing aircraft. They could move only slowly, since both
horses and men were worn out. Most of the men who had lost their
mounts were left behind, but it still took ten days to ride the hundred
miles back to the border, a trip that cavalry would normally expect to
do in four. On the 14th he brought his exhausted, tattered force back
across the border into Mongolia. Only around five hundred of them
were left; the rest had been killed, abandoned or captured, or had
deserted. It had been roughly a year since he had first brought his army
here to find safe haven from the Bolshevik advance. Now this last bas-
tion was taken, but Ungern was not defeated yet. With Mongolia
gone, he would seek a new land of Buddhist purity – whether his men
liked it or not.
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nine

The Last Adventurer

With this final defeat, Ungern shed any trace of civilisation. He ‘rode
silently with bowed head in front of the column. [He] had lost his 
hat and most of his clothes. On his naked chest numerous Mongolian
talismans and charms hung on a bright yellow cord. He looked like 
the re incarnation of a prehistoric ape man. People were afraid to look 
at him.’1 He had been literally stripped of his German and Russian
 heritage; now only the holy warrior remained. The rest of the division
was equally battered; over a hundred were wounded and they had not
had rest or proper food in days. Even Ungern now acknowledged that
they could not confront the Red Army by themselves. Flight was the
only choice.

In the soldiers’ view there were just two rational alternatives; they
could strike out north-east, attempting to rejoin the remnants of
Semenov’s forces and the shelter of the Japanese army, or they could
head to Manchuria. Predictably, Ungern scorned such tediously rational
options and declared instead that they were going to Tibet. There were
some minor logistical problems: crossing the Gobi Desert  without food
or water supplies; the fact that the Reds held much of the territory
through which the route passed; the formidable barrier of the Tibetan
mountains in winter. There was also no guarantee of a friendly welcome
if they reached their destination. When Rezuhin  cautiously pointed out
that if they attempted to cross the desert, ‘they would be doomed from
lack of water and rations’, Ungern cynically answered that ‘the loss of
human material did not frighten him, and that his decision was final’.2

Ungern’s Tibetan soldiers had been among the most loyal and
skilled of his followers, and he seems to have had some tentative



 contact with the Dalai Lama, so the plan might not have been utterly
lunatic, but the decision to go to Tibet was nevertheless rooted not in
logic, but in Ungern’s vision of the mystical East. More importantly,
Tibet was a holy country, a place of pilgrimage for Mongolian
Buddhists, and in the West it was the ultimate land of mystery. Sealed
to foreigners and more or less completely uncharted until the British
expedition of 1904, it was a perfect blank slate on which Ungern
could project his mystical fantasies. Mongolia had failed and been
 corrupted; Tibet was his last hope that there still existed a place where
the old ‘beliefs and customs’ had been preserved.

Few of the Baron’s men shared his fantasies. Tibet was a country of
which they knew nothing apart from travellers’ tales; it was famously
inhospitable to foreigners and offered no easy prospect of escape to
the wider world. They might make a new home in Vladivostok or
Harbin, but never in Lhasa. Ungern’s decision was the final straw.
Dissent among the men turned to talk of mutiny and it soon became
clear that their predicament had but one practical solution: Ungern
had to die. �
The extent of the conspiracy to murder Ungern is unclear, but it
involved a minimum of fifteen officers, probably more, who acted
with the tacit support of most of the Russian soldiers, at least. Among
the ringleaders were several high-ranking staff officers including two
Russian colonels, Ostrovskii and Evfaritskii, and Ungern’s physician,
Dr Ribo. Several of the prime movers were, like Ribo, fellow country-
men from Orenberg who had joined Ungern en bloc in Mongolia and
so trusted each other, but others, including Makeev, Ungern’s ensign,
had been with him since Dauria. Success, fear and greed had so far
kept them on side – those who had become sick of Ungern’s cruelty or
madness had simply tried to desert – but with the mood of the division
so embittered, they now resolved to demand that the division change
direction, and to kill Ungern if he refused.

On 19 August the division camped in a wooded valley, some dis-
tance into Mongolia, near the monastery of Khalkkhanzyn Khuree.
Makeev wrote of it lyrically: ‘Among the hills, by a cold stream, in a
wide green valley, the famous Asian Cavalry Division of Baron Ungern
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lived out its last hours.’3 Ungern had planned to hold hostage some of
the Mongolian nobles still with him in order to buy safe passage
through the country, but they wisely disappeared before he could do
so, taking off into the countryside along with some of their men.
Russians, particularly those drafted in the last few months, were also
fleeing; the rigorous patrols against deserters could no longer be kept
up. Hoping to nip the rebellion in the bud, an outraged Ungern seized
Colonel Ostrovskii, and forced him to sit overnight in a tree. Ribo
found him the next morning, shaking and exhausted. Many of the
conspirators suffered similar punishments, or the threat of them,
which both steeled their desire to kill Ungern and increased their ter-
ror of the risks of failure. Rezuhin’s regiment had been separated from
the main group, and Ungern was becoming increasingly concerned
that no word from them had been received. He spent the following
day in nervous consultation with his fortune-tellers, and sent out mes-
sengers to contact Rezuhin.

In fact, the Cutter was already dead. His column had been trailing
Ungern’s, guarding the rear from the Reds. He had been approached
by some in his regiment who supported the conspiracy, but had
refused to turn against his old master. Riding before his assembled
men, he ordered his counter-intelligence unit to round up the conspir-
ators. In response, several of the soldiers opened fire on him. He fell
from the horse, wounded in the leg, and called on anyone still loyal to
him to help. No one stepped forward, though nor did anyone else
shoot at him. He hobbled over to a Chinese unit, demanding aid. A
medical attendant bound his wound, but also his hands.

A crowd of soldiers gathered. With the strange passivity that was to
persist throughout the mutiny, they did nothing other than stare at
their former tormentor, wounded and bound. Perhaps they were
afraid of reprisals from those still loyal to Rezuhin, or perhaps their
will had been so broken by his sadistic authority that its sudden
 disappearance was too much to take in. It was ‘a simple Cossack’ who
finally took action. He pushed his way through the crowd around the
fallen colonel, berating them for their disloyalty, their cowardice, their
betrayal, calling out, ‘Oh, what have you done? What have you done
to our little father-general?’ His apparent concern was either sarcasm,
or a ruse to fool loyalists. When he came close to Rezuhin he pulled
out a Mauser from his tunic and shouted, ‘You would drink our
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blood? Drink this instead!’ and emptied the pistol into Rezuhin’s head.
The mood of the crowd changed from apathy to panic, and half the
brigade was on horseback and preparing to ride away into the night,
terrified of Ungern’s vengeance, before another officer calmed the
crowd and took control. They decided to ford the Selenge and head
back towards Manchuria as quickly as possible, though not before
Rezuhin had been given a shallow grave.

Two messengers were sent to warn the conspirators in the forward
brigade to either finish off Ungern as soon as possible, or desert and
join the escape to Manchuria. The first, a Tatar, was caught and inter-
rogated by Ungern, but the second, a Cossack officer named Kalinin,
made it to Ribo’s medical tent and told the conspirators what had hap-
pened. They decided that they needed to act that evening, and adopt-
ed a plan proposed by Evfaritskii that he and four others would go to
Ungern’s tent, lure him out and shoot him. If they were successful,
they would fire four cannon shots to let the others know. Whatever
happened, they would break away from any remaining Ungern loyal-
ists and lead the group to safety.�
Evfaritskii and his companions duly made their way to Ungern’s tent
and waited in ambush outside. They called to their general, and
 levelled their guns on the opening of the tent. Much to their surprise,
however, the head that poked out was Colonel Ostrovskii’s. Ungern
had forced him to move to his tent earlier that day, probably sensing
the mood of the division and fearing that there might be an attempt on
his life. Ungern emerged from a tent nearby, where he had been con-
sulting his fortune-tellers. The assassins turned and fired, but he
dropped to the ground with razor-sharp reflexes before taking cover in
a thicket. Things became confused and chaotic. The assassins contin-
ued to fire randomly into the bushes while Ungern crawled around in
the scrub like a hunted animal, unsure in the dark who was stalking
him and believing that the camp was under attack from the Reds. The
fortune-tellers, who presumably knew what was coming, disappeared
from the scene.

Meanwhile, Ungern’s soldiers were huddled together in small groups,
wet, filthy and hungry. They had gathered wood from the forest to start
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small fires. Their only food for the last two weeks had been whatever
they could seize from the locals during days of desperate riding through
the hills, Red soldiers hot on their trail, which had left them mentally
and physically exhausted. Even so, many could not sleep, still gripped
by fear. It was hard to know which was the greater terror; the Bolsheviks
or Ungern’s random sadism. At least the Bolsheviks took prisoners.
When they heard the shots they gathered in confusion and panic, not
knowing what was happening. Whatever was going on, it was bound to
be bad.

The conspirators seized command, rallying the other soldiers around
them. They rounded up Ungern’s two chief executioners, Burdokovskii
and Veselovskii. Accounts are confused, but it seems they were led off
on the pretext that they had been summoned by Ostrovskii, the chief of
staff, before being summarily executed with their former comrades’
swords. They must have guessed their fate when Burdokovskii shouted
to Ribo, ‘Doctor, where are you taking us?’ and heard in reply, ‘To the
place where you have sent so many others!’ Still, the Teapot managed
a final moment of defiance, sneering, ‘Me? How dare you!’ before his
head was cut clean from his shoulders by way of reply. Veselovskii
was indignant when arrested: ‘Only “the grandfather” has the power
to arrest me!’ he protested.4 Makeev dealt with Veselovskii himself,
remembering how afterwards he ‘glared with hatred, watching the
blood spurt from his head, and wiped the blade on the grass’. The
remaining men began to move through the hills, but found the night-
going too rough, and so stopped and waited for dawn.

Meanwhile, Ungern had found his horse but lost his division. He
rode back, looking for his men, still thinking, he said later, that the
camp was under attack by the Bolsheviks. When they ‘were not in the
same place’ it began to dawn on him that something was afoot. Seeing
the chief of the artillery, Dmitriev, he asked, ‘Who ordered the regi-
ment to move?’ Told it was ‘an order from your staff’, he asked who
the messenger was, but Dmitriev claimed not to know. Ungern cursed
him as ‘an old fool’, ordered the artillery to stop and rode on after his
straying division.

The three hundred or so men who had been at the camp were now
strung out through the hills in three or four large groups, although with
stragglers all around. They were almost all Russians, with a smattering
of Chinese; the Mongol troops had mostly broken away and were
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 making their own way through the hills, or disappearing among the
locals. The conspirators were clustered together, like  children huddling
against a monster, when they heard the sound of hooves and the hushed
 whisper of ‘The Baron! The Baron!’ They had gathered in a low valley,
leaving a cordon of a hundred men and several machine-guns at their
rear to guard against Ungern’s approach. He had ridden round it,
unseen in the darkness, and emerged in their midst. Ribo described
how ‘the officers surrounding me hastily rushed aside, snatching out
revolvers as they ran and clicking the shutters of their carbines’.5 He
‘pulled out his old Colt, having resolved to blow my brains out rather
than undergo the tortures which we all expected if we fell into the
hands of the Baron’. Several of the officers, including Evfaritskii, were
so frightened they disappeared on horseback into the night, where all
but two of them were captured or killed by the Bolsheviks.

Ungern shouted in the darkness, ‘Who are you! What group!’ but
nobody answered. He called out for Burdokovskii, asking where he
had gone, and somebody replied sarcastically, ‘He has gone to see the
chief of staff . . .’ At last he recognised one of his commanders, a man
named Ochirov. ‘Where are you going?’ he screamed. ‘What have you
started? I order you to return the regiments back to the camp!’
Ochirov answered firmly, ‘We shall not go back. We wish to go to the
East and save ourselves. We want nothing to do with Tibet.’

Weapons drawn, the conspirators faced their lone target. There
were other soldiers present, a few dozen in total, including several
machine-gunners, positioned on the hillside by the valley. The muti-
neers were now undoubtedly in charge, and few, if any, of the men had
any sympathy left for Ungern, but yet they did nothing. Ungern was
only one man but, despite their previous murderous intentions, his
presence was still overwhelming. Everyone save Ungern was paralysed
by fear. Ungern began to harangue the troops in his high-pitched
voice, riding from group to group as they stood silent and frozen. By
his own account he told them that ‘to go east was impossible, that
there would be a famine, that they must go to the west’. According to
others, his language was apocalyptic, drawing upon the texts he knew
best. ‘Alternating threats with terrible curses, he told them that they
would gnaw each other’s bones in famine, and that tomorrow the
Reds would exterminate them one by one. The answer was all the
same; obstinate, terrible silence.’6 Nobody moved.
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Ungern’s adjutant, Makeev, was the first to act, the spell conjured
up by his own fear, the Baron’s curses and the night-time darkness
 broken only after Ungern’s mare accidentally nudged him. He saw him
suddenly illuminated as the moon broke through the clouds. ‘It was
terrible. His mad eyes were shining, shining [. . .] the Baron sat on the
saddle without a cushion, his horse beat its hoof upon the ground.’7

He drew his Mauser and fired at his master, but missed. The crack of
the shot snapped the others back into the world and they opened up
with everything they had, including the machine-guns. Somehow,
no bullet so much as grazed him. Perhaps no one could quite bring
himself to shoot straight at the man who had alternately led and
 terrorised them all for the last three years, or perhaps Ungern’s superb
instinct for survival saved him again. He saw ‘bullets all around me.
Then I realised what business was afoot.’

Ungern spurred on his faithful white mare, who ‘with one bound
flew up on to the top of the hill and carried [him] away from the
 pursuing fire of the machine-guns’. As he left his soldiers shaking in
the dark, he gave one final cry: ‘Bastards!’ Then he continued into the
night, looking for his Mongol soldiers, who had been acting as
 outriders for the main force. They, at least, would be true to him. He
got lost in the darkness, for they lit no fires, but found them in the new
dawn, just a few miles from the main camp. Greeting their leader,
Sundui Gun, the only Mongolian prince remaining in the division, he
told them that ‘the army had gone bad’. The prince replied – and we
can imagine Ungern shaking his head in weary agreement – ‘Russians,
in general, are all bad people.’8�
The Mongolians would prove no more faithful to Ungern than the
Russians. The next day, Sundui Gun asked Ungern for a match to light
his pipe. Ungern reached into his pockets and Sundui grabbed him by
the elbows as other Mongols tackled him from behind. Binding his
hands, they sat him on the luggage train. Ungern had no idea why they
turned against him; perhaps they had been in on the plot from the
start, or perhaps they had spontaneously decided to make a deal with
the Reds; by now, after all, many of their former comrades had turned
themselves over to the Bolsheviks and even started fighting for them.
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Mongols who switched sides had been treated with more mercy, for
the moment, than Ungern ever showed deserters.

What happened next was the source of many legends. According to
several of Ungern’s Russian officers, who claimed to have got the story
from two other officers who had been attached to Sundai Gun’s
Mongolians, he was simply abandoned, left on the steppe. Most
claimed that he had been given a tent, from which his Mongols had
departed ‘with respectful bows’. The Russians considered it unlikely
that the superstitious Mongols would simply have handed over a god
incarnate to the Reds for fear of divine vengeance. Taking imaginary
revenge on his tormentor twenty years later, Alioshin pictured him,
after being wounded by Makeev and falling from the saddle, being
 discovered by the Mongolian soldiers, and then tied up and left to be
tormented by ants and the sun. He hoped that ‘he fell into delirium
again and again, and it felt to him as though he was being burnt alive
in a haystack, as he had ordered to do to so many people’.9 There
was a touch of wistfulness in the less-gruesome Russian accounts;
abandonment on the steppe gave Ungern a final grandeur, as the sim-
ple Mongolians bent to their Russian superior, terrible even in defeat.
Alioshin believed that even the Red Mongolian cavalry, upon discov-
ering him and hearing his name, ran away in terror.

The truth was less dignified, though less sadistic than Alioshin’s. The
Mongolian soldiers continued to ride and, according to him, Ungern
‘noticed that they were going the wrong way, and told the Mongols
that they could come across the Reds’.10 If his rantings at his Russian
troops were anything to go by, his tone was probably less calm that he
claimed. They took no notice, nor did they attempt to fight back when
they were rushed by Red cavalry, ‘like lava, with shouts of “Hurrah!”
and calls to throw their weapons down’. It may have been simple
exhaustion, or they may have been looking to surrender from the start.
Sundui Gun certainly claimed credit for it afterwards, but by that stage
it was obviously sensible for him to curry favour with the Soviets.
Among the Mongolians, an even less dignified version of his capture
spread; he had been tackled, it was claimed, bodily off his horse in a
 flying leap by Sundui Gun, who was well known for his wrestling skills.
The story arose at the height of Russian oppression, when it must have
given the Mongolians some pleasure to think of a Russian leader, even
a White one, brought low by a Mongol hero.
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The Reds milled around, inspecting their new captives and their bag-
gage. One of them found Ungern sitting despondently, his arms bound.
Every Red soldier knew his name, had spent the last few months read-
ing or hearing about his mythical cruelty and ferocity, and had been
told that his capture was of the utmost importance. But this beaten,
unshaven man in a Mongolian robe hardly resembled the bogeyman of
legend. ‘And who are you?’ asked the soldier, expecting the name of a
minor White, or a fellow Bolshevik, captured by the local reactionaries.
Perhaps Ungern could have brought himself a chance to escape by
lying, but he was not going to deny his own  heritage or rank. ‘I am
Baron Ungern von Sternberg, commander of the Asian Cavalry
Division,’ he replied. Amazed and disbelieving, the soldier called to the
others, and soon the whole group was jostling for a glimpse of the cap-
tive before he was marched off to the army  commander.�
Ungern had sought a heroic death in battle, but he had made contin-
gency plans in case of capture. An ampoule of poison was always
attached to a button of his robe, and he had planned to commit  suicide
as soon as he was taken. After ‘a minute in captivity, he put his hand
into the bosom of his robe where he kept poison, but it had gone’.11 It
had been shaken out at some point during his mad night ride. He tried
to commit suicide twice on the journey back to Russia, but was frus-
trated by his guards on both occasions.

In Moscow, the Soviet leadership received news of his capture glee-
fully. Trotskii announced it in a typically gloating, sarcastic speech at
the Moscow Soviet a week later, on 30 August. Denigrating émigré
newspapers, he spoke of

a report concerning Siberia, which the White-Guard press fills with
endless revolts and coups d’etat, although complete calm reigns
there. This is what the Paris paper has to say: ‘A Havas [a well-
known news agency] telegram from Tokyo reports the capture of
Chita by Baron Ungern and the fall of Soviet power in Irkutsk.’
News, as you see, of high importance! Baron Ungern was a major
card in the intervention in the Far East. He invaded Mongolia and
threatened the Far Eastern Republic. Now they tell us that he has
taken Chita and overthrown Soviet power in Irkutsk.



I must admit that in this report, unlike the others, there really is a
grain of truth. Baron Ungern is now indeed west of Chita. I have recent
official dispatches from our Siberian command which, while confirm-
ing in this respect the telegram from Tokyo, on the other hand correct
what it says to a very substantial degree. I will allow myself to read out
one of these dispatches: “On August 22, at 12 o’clock, Shchetinkin’s
combined force (then follows a list of units) captured General Ungern
with his bodyguard of 90 Mongols, led by a Mongol prince. General
Ungern was brought to headquarters at 10 o’clock on August 23 and
interrogated. General Ungern readily answered all questions, on the
grounds that it was all up with him anyway. There is no fresh infor-
mation about some small, scattered units of General Ungern’s force.”
Thus, Baron Ungern was taken prisoner and taken under escort west-
ward of Chita. His army has been destroyed. Consequently, this card,
too, of the intervention in the Far East has been covered.12

As Trotskii said, Ungern had become more or less reconciled to his
captivity. He knew that there was no hope left, and that his death was
a few weeks away at best. He began to regard his interrogators, who
included the Red commanders who had defeated him, as military
equals, complimenting them on the Red Army, which he had once
thought to be a ‘degenerative rabble’. Meeting them in battle had
changed his opinion, however, and he now found them to be ‘very
well-organised, operating under very strict rules’. Military discipline,
even on the side of evil, was to be respected. They, in turn, questioned
him over his war decisions, the routes he had taken, the order and
strength of his army. When they asked him about his disciplinary
methods, he ‘spoke easily about executions, murders, punishments of
every kind and degree’.13 He insisted that everything he did had been
intended as punishment, not torture.

A Soviet report wrote that he was

very tall, very thin, and when he speaks it is very direct. His head is
not big, but his forehead is high. He has an overgrown light red
beard, grey eyes, on his forehead is a scar, received in duels on 
the East, light sparse hair. He is dressed in a shabby yellow-
red Mongolian gown with a very loose belt, the Cross of St 
George around his neck, and a Mongolian decoration on his 
shoulder.14
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He was sent to the major Siberian city of Novonikolaevsk for trial.
It still had its embarrassingly imperial name, ‘New Nikolasville’, but
in a couple of years it would become Novosibirsk. The journey took
him back along his old fighting route on the Trans-Siberian; he stared
out at stations he had spilled his men’s blood to capture and hold,
now firmly in the grasp of Red power.

Ungern was treated well; certainly better than the prisoners he had
taken. He was a high-profile item, the first major White leader to be
captured alive since Admiral Kolchak. The Bolsheviks had been ner-
vous around the time of Kolchak’s capture, and had disposed of him
straightaway; Ungern could be dealt with at greater leisure. Along the
way he was displayed to selected journalists; crowds came to gawp at
the train bearing him. Interrogations continued at each stop: What
was his family background? Was he psychologically healthy? Had he
had help from any other enemies of the revolution? He gave the same
clear, peaceful answers; there were endless repetitions of favourite
phrases. ‘Hanging, shooting, flogging.’ ‘About the children – one
should not leave a tail behind.’ ‘The rule of the rod.’ Unlike a later
generation of murderers, he made no attempt to make excuses or deny
his actions. There was no hiding behind soldier’s oaths or higher
orders; for Ungern his atrocities had been divinely sanctioned.

The Soviet journalist Vladimir Zazubrin interviewed him, finding
him ‘sitting in a low soft armchair, one leg thrown over the other. He
smokes cigarettes, kindly given to him by his enemies,’ which he
reached for with ‘a thin dry skeletal hand’. He had a ‘mild, guilty
smile’, and seemed to be ‘a tiger turned into a lamb’, but ‘his claws,
though receded, were still sharp’. When the train stopped in Irkutsk,
his captors took him on a brief tour of Soviet achievement, showing
him ‘a number of offices where their bureaucratic machine ran at full
speed’. He sniffed ostentatiously and sneered, ‘It smells strongly of
garlic. Why do you employ so many Jews?’15 He looked curiously at
everything, like a man who knew these sights would be among his last.�
As Ungern’s train chugged slowly towards his trial, the beaten and
weary men of his division made their way towards Manchuria. The
 former conspirators took control of the troops, abolishing corporal
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punishments. They outdistanced the Reds and crossed the Selenge,
pausing to regroup on a large island in the centre of the river. There
they held a short ‘trial’ and shot eleven of Ungern’s enforcers.
Ironically, discipline collapsed almost immediately; without the con-
stant fear of Ungern’s whip there was nothing holding the division
together. Dozens of men, particularly the Cossacks, deserted, riding
back north to surrender to the Red Army. The division began to
implode, fighting over food and water. After appeals to their better
nature – ‘Shame upon shame! In these times when everyone should
think as one, friend to friend, you turn traitor?’16 – corporal punish-
ment was reinstated, providing a modicum of discipline.

Some few men chose to stay behind and continue the futile struggle
against the Bolsheviks; the core of persistent survivors, after skirmish-
es with Red cavalry and Mongolian bandits, finally made their way to
Manchuria. There were only six hundred of them left. They were
helped by a secret order of the Bogd Khan that they should be given
food, supplies and directions. Locals warned them of the approach
of the Red forces and showed them which paths to take through the
hills. On 6 October they arrived at Khailar in Manchuria, where they
were able to use Ungern’s old contacts to negotiate the surrender of
their weapons to the Chinese army in return for food, money and
transport to the last bastion of White resistance in Vladivostok. Taken
there by train, the Asian Cavalry Division finally disintegrated, its
members making their separate ways among the great White diaspora.
The other White groups in Mongolia either did the same, often after
killing their leaders, fell victim to the Red Army, or were wiped out by
former Mongolian allies who decided their best chance lay with the
revolution. �
Ungern’s train arrived in Novonikolaevsk on the first day of
September, whereupon he was taken for yet more interrogation and
examination. His captors concluded that he ‘was by no means psy-
chologically healthy’ and, rather crushingly, that he ‘certainly did not
have the capacity to run a whole country’.17 He was ‘pathologically
impulsive’, and the only rule he could imagine was a totalitarian mili-
tary order. He had been ‘infected by mysticism’.18
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His trial was held two weeks later, on 15 September, 1921. There
was never any question as to the verdict; Lenin had sent a telegram
with clear directions: the tribunal should proceed with all due speed,
and pronounce a sentence of death by shooting if the evidence against
him was valid, ‘of which, apparently, there can be no doubt’. The
London Times was so confident that it jumped the gun, reporting his
execution on 13 September, two days before the trial started, and the
New York Times four days beforehand – both of them apparently
working off a Soviet news bulletin.

The Soviet authorities had no time for legal niceties. Unlike later
show trials, this was no drawn-out, months-long affair but a brief dis-
play of revolutionary triumph over aristocratic decadence. There was,
however, a considerable element of display in bringing him such a long
distance from his point of capture, unlike other White leaders, such as
Kolchak, who had been shot more or less on the spot. The trial of
Ungern, a freakish sadist, would provide a splendid example of the hor-
rors of the old regime. Appropriately enough for a staged trial, it took
place in the Sovnoska Garden Theatre, in the centre of the city. The
crowds were eager to see Ungern, gawping at him like a freak at the
fair, jostling for places in the overcrowded theatre and grumbling when
they couldn’t get in. According to the official report, several thousand
people were present. In a dramatic touch, Ungern’s yellow coat was
hung above the stage. From beginning to end, the trial lasted five hours
and twenty minutes. Witnesses were deemed unnecessary, since Ungern
freely admitted his guilt. There were five judges, all stalwart members
of the communist hierarchy, and led by the old Bolshevik Oparin. One
had been a renowned partisan leader in Siberia, fighting the
Semenovites. The prosecutor, Eme’lian Iaroslavskii, was a Siberian Jew,
which must have given Ungern a certain resigned satisfaction.

Ungern faced the tribunal and the crowd with cold resignation, sit-
ting on a bench on the theatre’s proscenium, eyes downcast much of
the time, and his hands wrapped in the sleeves of his new robe. The
onlookers wondered if this stiff, odd man could really have been such
a horror, but occasionally he would look up and there would be a
glimpse of something fierce in him, like ‘a fire covered with ashes’.
Many of his answers were melancholy. Iaroslavskii, trying to set a final
stamp on the White movement, asked him, ‘Do you consider the end
of your campaign to be the last of all the adventures of the past few
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years and do you not believe that it was the last attempt to bring about
the ideas which you profess?’ Ungern replied, ‘Yes, the last. I suppose
I am the last.’

Proceedings opened with Ungern being asked which political party
he belonged to. ‘None,’ he replied.19 There were three charges: trea-
son, in collusion with Japan; attempting to overthrow the revolution
and restore the Romanovs; and perpetuating terror and atrocities. The
meat of the trial was over in seconds, when he was asked, ‘Do you
admit the crimes you have committed?’ ‘Yes, but there is one point. I
had no connection with the Japanese.’ With a typical Soviet interest in
class background, Iaroslavskii proceeded to question him about his
family. Ungern perked up at this point, and gave proud answers.
Seventy-two of his family had died serving Russia! They had been
around for a thousand years! Moving on to his crimes, Iaroslavskii
asked, ‘Do you often beat people?’ Ungern dryly answered, ‘Not
enough – but it happened.’

His atrocities were related for the court, focusing particularly on the
murder of Jews and commissars. His time in Russia and his attempt to
rouse the people there naturally interested them more than his
Mongolian activities. Determined to demonstrate the decadent nature
of the aristocracy, Iaroslavskii dwelt at some length on his drunken
beating of an aide-de-camp, using it as an example of typical upper-
class violence against the lower orders. Ungern made no real effort to
defend himself, except that he protested that he had never ordered vio-
lence against women. Occasionally he tried to claim that his punish-
ments had been administered only to soldiers, not civilians. When the
prosecution produced evidence, he admitted that it had occurred in at
least one instance. His memory failed him at several points; he could
not remember the name of the priest he had ordered killed in Urga,
and thought that it was because he, not his son, had been involved in
revolutionary activities.

As befitted a future leader of the League of Militant Atheists,
Iaroslavskii zeroed in on religion. ‘Why, if you are a Christian, and you
believe Christianity was the basis for your actions, did you do so many
cruel things, including killing children?’ ‘Because they were all sinners.’
Ungern was given little chance to expound upon his odder beliefs, apart
from some brief, incredulous questioning as to whether he really
believed that communism had been founded three thousand years ago
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by the Jews in Babylon. All of Ungern’s horrors, Iaroslavskii pro-
nounced, ‘were done in the name of God and religion!’ Ungern also gave
his unrepentantly reactionary views on the stupidity and laziness of the
working classes, and the need to stomp down hard on them, allowing
Iaroslavskii to conclude that the sentence ‘should be a verdict against all
noblemen who try to lift a hand against the authority of workers and
peasants!’ The judgment ‘would be a judgement on an entire social class
[. . .] which cannot give up its power and wants to keep it for ever, even
if were to mean the extermination of half of humanity!’

Ungern’s defender, Bogoliubov, a former tsarist barrister, seems to
have made at least a token effort to mount a defence for his obviously
doomed client. He argued, reasonably enough, that there was no
 evidence that Ungern had actually co-operated with the Japanese, and
that his psychological disorder meant that he had not been responsible
for his actions as such. Rather than being executed, he should be put
in solitary confinement, where he would have time to reflect upon his
crimes. Ungern was in no mood to co-operate. Asked by Bogoliubov if
a history of mental illness ran in his family, he bluntly lied, ‘No.’

The final verdict was unsurprising. He was guilty on all charges, and
the only possible punishment was execution. The court accepted that
Ungern was mentally ill, but saw it as no excuse. Oparin’s final judg-
ment stated that, ‘for such a one as Ungern, execution, an instant
death, will be the most easy end of its tortures. It will be similar to the
compassion we show to a sick animal in finishing it off. In this respect,
Baron Ungern will accept our mercy with pleasure.’ Ungern received
the news stoically; he can have expected nothing else. Finally, Oparin
turned to the man he had just sentenced to death:

‘Citizen Ungern, you may have the last word.’
‘I have nothing to say.’
Sentence was passed at a quarter past five, and the execution was

carried out the same evening. It was a cleaner death than most of those
Ungern had overseen himself; just him and the firing squad. He faced
them with stoic courage. Before the shooting he posed for two final
photographs with his executioners. In one, he stands straight and
tall, as though he were on parade. In the other, his hands seem to be
folded together in prayer. When he learnt of his death, the Bogd Khan
ordered prayers for his soul to be read throughout Mongolia. They
were undoubtedly needed.
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Various legends arose around his last moments, spread among the
Whites as they brooded in exile. Pieces of his Cross of St George were
supposed to have splintered as the bullets hit, striking his execution-
ers. ‘When told he could buy freedom by singing the first verse of the
“International”, he asked his judge first to sing the Russian National
Anthem!’20 He was so fearsome that he had been executed in secret,
shot in the back of the head by the local Cheka commander. Or he had
escaped death altogether, breaking out of prison and vanishing into
the forests to continue his war against Bolshevik evil.

Even in death, Ungern disappeared into myth.
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Epilogue

In the Zanabazar Art Museum in Ulaanbaatar, named after the first
Bogd Gegen, there is a remarkable picture. Drawn in the simple,
colourful style of Mongolian popular art, it seems at first to be a hell
scroll like those in the temples. Monasteries and monks perish in flame.
Men kneel for execution. Women throw themselves in rivers, or have
babies torn from their arms. Lamas are decapitated. Horsemen drag
victims by their hair. This is no fantasy, but a depiction of Mongolian
life in the late twenties and early thirties. It is a kind of parody of two
famous paintings showing pre-revolutionary life, grand canvases full
of everyday Mongolian vignettes, trading, bartering, lovemaking,
laughing. In this picture, though, everything good and human about
ordinary life has been replaced with nightmare.

Nearby, in an undistinguished building just off Suhbaatar Square,
there is a collection of skulls on a table. Each skull has a single bullet
hole in the crown. They were dug up after the collapse of commu-
nism; there are thousands upon thousands of others scattered in
graves around the country. Their new home is the Memorial Museum
for the Victims of Political Repression. It has six rooms, in which
it makes a heroic attempt to commemorate somewhere between
one and two hundred thousand victims. The Bogd Khan’s court
had been thoroughly self-serving when they spoke of the revolution-
aries as a poison, a plague, the enemies of religion, destroyers of the
faith. In the event, they were also right. Organised Buddhism was
almost completely eradicated in Mongolia, but this was only part of a
series of terrible purges directed from Moscow. For all the chaos and
horror he had brought, the Soviets, operating on a scale he could



never manage, made Ungern look like an amateur piker when it came
to mass murder.

From a Mongolian point of view, Soviet rule was at first not so bad.
Certainly it was not an auspicious sign when the Soviet Union ripped
away a chunk of western Mongolia – the same part claimed by the
tsarist regime in 1911 – and declared it a new, ‘independent’ republic,
Tanna Tuva. Tuva’s only notable achievement was the production of
extremely beautiful stamps during the 1930s, and it was subsequently
absorbed outright into the Soviet Union. To the Mongols it was all too
reminiscent of the chipping away at Mongolian territory by the
Chinese. Although the country was nominally governed by the
Mongolian People’s Revolutionary Party, everyone knew who held the
ultimate authority. However, until the mid-1920s, the actual Russian
population in the country remained relatively small. Only a few hun-
dred Russian soldiers and officers were sent to train the new
Mongolian army, and life continued much as it had in the past. There
was little persecution at first, either of political or religious figures.
Western travellers could still witness prayers and dances, the gods
were still appeased, and new novices even joined the ranks of the
monasteries, despite official discouragement. One of the first leaders
declared, after Lenin’s death, that there had been ‘two great geniuses
on earth – Buddha and Lenin’.1 There was the normal spurt of ideal-
ism among the early communists, with attempts made to improve lit-
eracy, reduce the horrendous child mortality rate and introduce
foreign culture to Mongolia.2

The Bogd Khan was allowed to live out his life in peace, still nomi-
nally the head of state. He, and many of the other nobles and officials
who had worked with Ungern, initially suffered no persecution.
Notable exceptions included Togtokh and Dambijantsan, both of
whom refused to co-operate with the new regime and were killed in
skirmishes in 1922. Their widespread popularity made them far too
dangerous to be allowed to live. Dambijantsan’s death, like Ungern’s,
rapidly acquired the characteristics of legend: shot by a Mongol
betrayer who infiltrated his camp and then, according to the stories,
ripped out his heart and displayed it to his followers.

After the Bogd died in 1924, the Party declared that he was not
returning. Ironically, they did so by turning to Buddhist tradition and
visions, stating that
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as there is a tradition that after the Eighth Incarnation he will not be
reincarnated again, but will be reborn as the Great General
Hanamand in the realm of Shambhala, there is no question of
installing his Ninth Incarnation. Nevertheless, many of his unen-
lightened disciples, with their fleshy eyes and stupid understanding,
are unwilling to grasp this, so it is decreed that the Central
Committee to be newly elected shall take charge of reporting this
and clearing it with the Dalai Lama.3

Later in the twenties, there was a systematic campaign to smear the
Bogd’s memory and turn people against Buddhism. However, until the
beginning of 1930, the temples still controlled large amounts of land
and livestock, although the number of lamas had decreased by a third.
Party congresses had resolved that the nature of religion was ‘reac-
tionary’ and the lamas ‘parasitic’, but anti-religious measures were cau-
tious and restricted in scope. As Stalinist oppression got into full swing
in Russia, Mongolia, Russia’s only satellite state, began to imitate it.
Unlike Russia, where persecution of Orthodoxy was secondary to
purging the party itself, in Mongolia Buddhism was one of the main
targets. ‘The most aggressive methods’ had to be applied in the ‘strug-
gle against religion’.4

First to suffer, though, was the traditionally nomadic Mongol way
of life. Under the tsars, Russian nomadic groups had managed to
evade the gaze of the state but there was no hiding from the Soviets.
As among the nomadic tribes of Siberia, the Mongolians were forced
off the steppe and into more ‘progressive’ collective farms, regulated
and controlled. Rich herdsmen were condemned as nodargan, the
Mongolian equivalent of the Russian kulak, and particularly persecut-
ed. Collectivisation destroyed a third of Mongolian livestock, since the
new collective farms were disastrously badly handled. Many nomads
slaughtered their herds to eat the meat rather than handing them over
to collective authority. Alongside the forced confiscation of private
herds went the seizure of the property and livestock of the temples.
Not everything was confiscated; young Mongolians were encouraged
to treat the religion of their fathers with contempt, which no teenager
ever needs great encouragement to do, and were formed, like the Red
Guards into China and Tibet just over a generation later, into an ‘Anti-
Religious Brigade’. They smashed statues, vandalised frescoes and
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burnt paintings, banners and masks. The Mongolians fought back as
best they could. The easiest form of resistance for a nomadic people
was flight; over thirty thousand people crossed the border into China.

The most direct forms of resistance were directly inspired by
prophecy. Belief in Shambhala, in some foreign saviour, had not lost
its power since Ungern’s time. Rumours and prophecies began to
 circulate that a great Buddhist army was coming, led by the Panchen
Lama of Tibet, the second most important figure in Tibetan
Buddhism. The then Panchen Lama, Thubten Choekyi Nyima, was
working with the Chinese nationalists at the time, having fled Tibet
after quarrelling with the Dalai Lama. The nationalists had given
him a guard of soldiers, which sparked the original rumour. It was an
obvious retelling of the Shambhala myth, fastened on to a convenient
theological-political figure of the time. As before, political grievances
and anger at foreign repression were transformed by prophecy into
sacred war.

In early 1932 the rebellion erupted. The partisans fought for the
Buddhist cause with a cruelty that would have made Ungern proud.
It is hard to know how plausible accounts of the revolution are, since
most were derived from torture-tainted interrogations, but revolution-
aries confessed to ripping the hearts from captured enemy soldiers and
carving holy swastikas into their chests. Certainly anyone associated
with the regime was in danger, and the revolutionaries murdered both
communist cadres and their families. Symbols of Russian power were
burnt; co-operative farms in particular were a favourite target. Many
of the fighters were Buriats. They had fled collectivisation in the Soviet
Union en masse, only to find the situation no better among their
Mongol kin. They had had enough of running, and were determined
to fight. The rebels had almost no modern weaponry; many fought
with bows, arrows and swords. There was no holy army coming to aid
them. They were crushed by the Red one, with the help of Russian air
power and a special detachment of the NKVD, the Soviet secret police.
By October the rebellion was over. Although hundreds were shot, the
rebels were treated with greater leniency than usual, since the Soviets
blamed Japanese pan-Mongolian agitation for the revolt.

There would be no mercy in 1936, though. Then the Mongolian
purges began, carried out with a thoroughgoing brutality by Marshal
Choibalsan. He had accompanied Suhbaatar on his visit to Russia and
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was now one of Stalin’s most toadying lackeys. He bent with the
winds from Moscow; as the Soviet party was purged, so was the
Mongolian. After the execution of the previous Mongolian prime min-
ister, Genden, who had tried to stand up to Stalin, Choibalsan became
the unquestioned leader of the People’s Revolutionary Party in 1935.
A fat, vulgar man, he switched from wearing traditional Mongolian
dress to a Russian army uniform, lined with medals in traditional
 tinpot-dictatorial style.

Now the killing began in earnest. Any old grievance could be used
as an excuse for political murder, including having worked with
Ungern. Sundui, who had captured Ungern, was executed, despite
his protests that he had intended to hand over the Baron. Thousands
upon thousands were killed. The Buriats, particularly hated by
the Russians for having fled from the collective paradise of the Soviet
Union, were targeted with a special intensity, as were the monks,
 sixteen and a half thousand of whom were shot in one year, and tens
of thousands more forcibly laicised. Bizarre conspiracies were invent-
ed; monks were accused of sending secret telegrams to Japanese con-
spirators, or of flying private aeroplanes to meet German fascists. By
the end almost nothing remained of the country’s religion. A report to
Moscow in 1938 stated, ‘The top ecclesiastics have been eliminated.
By 29 July, out of 771 temples and monasteries, 615 have become ash
heaps. Today only 26 are functioning. Out of a total of 85,000 lamas,
only 17,338 remain. Those who were not arrested have decided to
turn lay.’5 Religion and learning had been closely linked, so
Mongolia’s system of education was also devastated. There was more
in it for the Russians than mere ideological satisfaction; the
Mongolian temples contained the accumulated wealth of centuries,
and trucks loaded with gold and silver, produced from melted-down
statues, rolled across the borders.

Similar happenings in Tibet following the Chinese invasion of 1950
shocked the world, but Mongolia never caught the attention of the
West. It was too early in the century, and too far away, and a large pro-
portion of the Western intelligentsia was still in thrall to utopian lies.
Tibet did not truly become a cause, after all, until communism was
cracked and failing all over the world, and the cult of Mao had almost
entirely disappeared in the West. The massacres in Tibet had initially
taken place as a result of an outside agency; in Mongolia, while the
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Russians had been the instigators, young Mongolians themselves had
enthusiastically participated in the destruction of their own culture,
foreshadowing the later barbarities of student mobs in the Cultural
Revolution in China and Tibet. Most crucially, though, many Tibetans
escaped to form the large and vigorous exile community in India. In
Mongolia, nobody made it out.

Part of this is simply victim chic; the invasion of Tibet and the
 persecution of Tibetan Buddhism naturally garners sympathy. It is the
perfect cause: intriguingly exotic and appealingly distant, with a con-
venient and clearly defined villain in the Chinese and a highly visible
and likeable spokesman in the Dalai Lama. Tibet has also has a long
history as a land of mystery, concealed by mountains and sealed from
Western intrusion, a reputation enhanced in the 1920s by books such
as James Hilton’s Lost Horizon and the subsequent popularisation of
Tibet as a utopian Shangri-La. In the light of this reputation, the
Chinese invasion of 1950 was akin to a violation of Eden. In the 1930s
communist idealism still formed a sufficiently protective veneer for
the very few stories that did emerge from Mongolia to be ignored or
dismissed. As with the Chinese and the Whites, Mongolia had been
devastated by those who claimed to be her protectors.�
Neither China nor Japan had given up on its ambition to rule
Mongolia, despite the Russian occupation. The 1920s saw a series of
skirmishes along the Mongolian border, mostly minor but including
a fierce clash between the Chinese and Russian armies in November
1929 around Semenov’s former base at Manchuli. White exiles, serving
with the Chinese military, instigated many of them, and raiding parties
of Russian exiles struck into Soviet territory, terrorising and looting
villages, just as they had done under Ungern eight years before. When
the Soviets struck in force, the White and Chinese forces collapsed in
days, leaving the humiliated Chinese to sue for peace.

Although their intervention in the Russian Civil War had been a mis -
timed waste of men and resources, Japan’s ambitions in the region were
far from thwarted. Their influence and military strength in Manchuria
only grew until, after openly invading in 1931, in 1932 they established
a new state, Manchukuo, under the former boy-emperor of China, Pu
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Yi. It was the fulfilment of one of Ungern’s imperial dreams, the restora-
tion of the Qing and the beginnings of a new nomad empire, even if
the Great Manchu Empire was never more than a Japanese puppet.

Alongside Manchukuo, the Japanese carved the territory of
Mengjiang, or the Mongol Border Territory, out of Inner Mongolia. It
was officially a new country, but received even less international
recognition than Manchukuo. The Japanese attempted to draw upon
pan-Mongolian ideas to bolster support for Mengjiang, and to attract
Mongol volunteers for the army, but the attempt was crippled by the
fact that the population of the new state, after the settlements of the
last sixty years, was now three-quarters Han Chinese. The nominal
head of state was Demchugdongrub, a Chahar prince who claimed,
like most Mongolian leaders, descent from Genghis. He was a politi-
cal opportunist, siding first with the government in Peking, then with
Zhang Zuolin and his son, then with the Japanese before ending
up, like his much better-known counterpart Henry Pu Yi, the ‘Last
Emperor’ of China, ‘rehabilitated’ by the communists and working in
a museum. For the moment, though, he and his Japanese handlers
envisaged his accession to the throne of a Greater Mongolia seized
back from the Soviets, using the same motley combination of forces –
Buriats, Inner Mongolians, Chinese, exiled White Russians – that had
made up Ungern’s army. �
After a particularly bloody skirmish around Lake Khasan, near
Vladivostok, in 1938, with three thousand dead on the Japanese side
and about half that for the Russians, the two armies clashed in open,
large-scale battle in 1939. The ostensible cause of the fighting was
whether the border lay on the Khalkin river, as the Japanese claimed, or
just past the village of Nomonhan, ten miles east, as the Soviets argued.
Strategically, it made only a marginal difference – in the event of an
invasion, the Soviet placement would save the Russians from having
to strike over the river – but there were much wider implications.

Among the Japanese high command, the impending battle was seen as
an opportunity to test the strength of the Soviet Union. Opinion was still
divided as to whether imperial expansion should eventually be directed
north, into Siberia, or south, against the Dutch and British. For the
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Soviets, it was a chance to stem Japanese expansion and secure their
eastern borders. Neither side wanted an open war and so the battle
remained, in theory, a ‘border conflict’. To the sixteen thousand men
who died, it made little difference. Fighting started when Mongolian
cavalry wandered across the border to graze their horses, followed by a
series of small conflicts until both sides began to build up their armies
properly. The Soviets were commanded by an up-and-coming young
lieutenant-general, Georgy Zhukov, soon to be one of the greatest com-
manders of the Second World War.

After months of stalemate the Japanese pushed forward in July,
throwing a pontoon bridge across the river and taking the Baintsagan
Heights, a strategic hill position on the other side of the river. Zhukov
responded with a three-pronged tank attack, striking the Japanese from
all sides. The encircled Japanese had neither experience of fighting
armour nor the equipment to do so, and resorted to desperate massed
attacks, hurling satchel charges against the oncoming tanks. The
Soviets suffered more casualties, but they had more men, and soon the
Japanese had lost both the Baintsagan Heights and their one bridge
across the river. The battle was a long way from both sides’ main bases,
and supplies became crucial. Here the difference between the military-
industrial might of the Soviets and the essentially nineteenth-century
logistics of the Japanese became clear, as the Russians used a fleet of
sixteen hundred trucks to keep their men in food and ammunition
while the Japanese remained dependent on mules and foot porters.
Typhus and dysentery swept the Japanese army as a result of tainted
water and lack of food, leaving many men incapacitated.

By August, Zhukov was following up his initial success with a
massed assault across the river. Using the tactics that he would perfect
against the Germans, he co-ordinated air strikes, artillery bombard-
ment and tank assaults. Foreshadowing the American tactics that
would be developed against the Japanese later in the war, Soviet flame-
thrower tanks burnt out Japanese strongpoints, while two hundred
bombers wreaked havoc from high in the sky, above the range of
the Japanese fighters. A hundred thousand Russians and Mongolians
decisively crushed the sixty thousand Japanese, forty-five thousand of
whom died, many committing suicide when surrounded. One of the
battalion commanders sacrificed himself in a single-handed charge
against a tank, while another took his own life in a more traditional
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fashion, disembowelling himself as the Soviets moved on his position.
A further three thousand were taken prisoner, of whom only two hun-
dred ever returned to Japan; the others either committed suicide or
 settled in the Soviet Union or Mongolia, fearful and shamed.6

Tokyo’s ambitions towards Mongolia and Siberia were in ruins, and
the Japanese high command acquired a new respect for the power of
the Red Army – leading them to turn away from plans to strike the
Soviet Union in conjunction with Germany, and to look to a fresh
enemy instead, the United States. While they never entirely gave up
hope of occupying Soviet territory – they ran training schools for the
children of exiled Whites in China at the height of the war, looking to
train them as translators and guides for the planned invasion of the
Soviet Union – the wartime truce between the two countries held. The
Mongolians went on to provide both men and materials for the
Soviets during the war.7 Their most crucial role, though, was as a
jumping-off point for the stunning Soviet invasion of Manchuria
in 1945, just after Hiroshima, when the whole of the territory was
conquered in barely two weeks.�
Many of Ungern’s former comrades ended up working for the
Japanese. This was one of the most viable options for those who,  fac-
ing a bleak exile from their homeland, wished to remain in Asia.
Others eked out an existence in China, or migrated overseas to start
new lives. Pershin fled to China, where he scraped a living as a trans-
lator and tutor, and died in poverty in 1936. Alioshin settled in
London and published his memoirs during the Second World War.
Makeev served as a bodyguard in Shanghai, while Ribo emigrated to
the US, continued to work as a doctor and lived until the 1970s.
Sipailov fled to China, where he was arrested for the murder of the
young Dane, Olufsen. Somehow he engineered his release, and was
last heard of in 1932 when, greedy as ever, he led sixteen other exiled
Russians in a secret expedition from Manchuria into Mongolia to
search for Ungern’s gold. Rousted by an NKVD officer and his
Mongolian cavalry, he was arrested and handed over to the Japanese.

Of all Ungern’s old comrades, it was the flamboyant Ataman
Semenov who had the most dramatic post-war career. After fleeing
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Chita with the Japanese, he wandered around Korea and Japan for a
few months before ending up in Shanghai. After a Bolshevik assassi-
nation attempt, he decided China was too dangerous and headed for
the United States, intending to make his way to France. In the US he
decided to apply for political asylum and found himself caught up in a
legal imbroglio concerning his conduct in Siberia. The opposition to
his application was led by General W. S. Graves, the former head of
the American forces, who loathed him. Numerous witnesses testified
to the atrocities committed by Semenov’s forces. Accused of presiding
over robbery, banditry, bigamy, murder, torture, rape and pillage, he
ended up in jail in New York. After his bail was raised by White
organisations he was almost lynched by a crowd of three thousand
Russians, mostly Jews who blamed him for White anti-Semitism.
Eventually he fled the country and returned to Japan, and from there
to Manchuria.

In Manchuria he became the godfather of the more reactionary
Whites, working with Japanese intelligence and Chinese and Russian
gangsters, and overseeing the Cossack overseas union. By the outbreak
of the Second World War he was working for the Japanese directly,
 living in ‘a ninety-thousand yen villa which contains offices, residential
quarters, an air raid shelter, and a small arsenal, including stores of
ammunition. The residence is carefully guarded by Japanese secret
agents.’8 He grew very fat in the face, and extremely ugly. To his  credit,
he opposed the growing Russian Fascist Union, calling instead, as he
always had, for the restoration of a ‘semi-democratic monarchy’.
However, when the captured Soviet general Andrei Vlasov formed
his Russian Liberation Army, a group of former Russian POWs who
fought (reluctantly) for the Nazis, Semenov was quick to declare his
friendship. The enemy of the Bolsheviks was still his ally, however
unpleasant the company kept.

In 1945, as the Red Army ripped through Manchuria, Semenov
planned to flee to China, but the speed of the Soviet advance caught
him unprepared. According to White legend, he offered a formal
 dinner to his captors at his villa, at the end of which the Soviet com-
mander rose, toasted their host, and then placed him under arrest. He
was taken back to Russian soil for the first time in twenty-two years
and, in a highly publicised trial, sentenced to death as an ‘enemy of the
Soviet people’ and ‘active accomplice of the Japanese aggressors’. He
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was hanged on 30 August, 1946. In the thorough Stalinist manner, his
son had already been murdered, and his daughters sent to the Gulag.
Like Ungern, the Soviets left no tail.

Ossendowski’s career was also dramatic. After escaping to Japan he
moved to America and published his memoir of his escape from the
Bolsheviks and his time with Ungern, Beasts, Men, and Gods. A mas-
sive bestseller, the proceeds set him up for life, but he continued to
travel and write, maintaining a consistently anti-Soviet line. He
returned to his native Poland in 1923 and, when the Nazis invaded,
served heroically, despite his age, in the Polish underground. He died
of natural causes in January 1945. It was rumoured that just before
the end he was visited by a great-nephew of Ungern’s who was serving
in the Wehrmacht. His death was well timed – he was already on an
NKVD list as an enemy of the people.�
Ungern’s legacy emerged in odd ways in the West. In the murky world
of post-war rightist occultism he was remembered as a precursor
 figure of the weirder fringes of Nazism. They were right, but only in -
directly. Ungern’s mixture of esoteric beliefs and anti-Semitism shared
some common roots with the Thule Society and other minor occult
groups involved in the early days of the Nazi Party, and the eccentric
obsessions of Himmler and others sprang from the same sources. His
particular brand of eliminationist anti-Semitism, transferred to
Germany by his former White comrades, and especially by the Baltic
Germans, was also a major influence on the German right in the
1920s. As ever with Ungern, he foreshadowed a worse madness. He
was even the subject of a trashy novel published in Germany in 1938,
I Order! The Struggle and Tragedy of Baron Ungern-Sternberg,9

which portrayed him as a heroic precursor of the Führer, struggling
against Judaism, communism and betrayal within his own ranks.
Meanwhile, he remains, along with Ossendowski’s fantasies of hidden
underground realms, a minor part of the mythology of the modern
extreme right, still given to occult conspiracies.

Ungern did better in literature, where the bizarre nature of his  legend
attracted Russian and Western writers alike. He turns up in everything
from serious philosophical novels to comic books. (My own favourite
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Ungern cameo is in Corto Maltese in Siberia, a graphic novel by the
Italian writer Hugo Pratt.) The surrealist modern Russian writer Victor
Pelevin includes him in several books, most notably in Buddha’s Little
Finger, which contains a brilliant, haunting scene in which Ungern and
his companions are gathered around a campfire, seemingly together but
separated by aeons of space-time. He crops up in other places; the
Spanish thriller writer Arturo Pérez-Reverte squeezes a reference to him
into several of his books, and an entire (and rather mediocre) comput-
er game, Iron Storm, featured an Ungern avatar as the villain.

Many of these depictions draw on the most popular and enduring
book about Ungern, Ossendowski’s Beasts, Men, and Gods. Ossendowski
wrote one of Ungern’s better epitaphs, towards the end of that book:

In the Mongol yurtas and at the fires of Buriat, Mongol, Djungar,
Kirkhiz, Kalmuck and Tibetan shepherds still speak the legend born
of this son of crusaders and privateers:

From the north a white warrior came and called on the Mongols
to break their chains of slavery, which fell upon our freed soil. This
white warrior was the incarnated Jenghiz Khan and he predicted the
coming of the greatest of all Mongols who will spread the fair faith
of Buddha and the glory and the power of the offspring of Jenghiz,
Ugadai and Kublai Khan. So it shall be!10

Quite how Ossendowski could have known this, given that he left
Mongolia before Ungern’s death, he never revealed. New York was
clearly very well connected to the Mongolian campfire grapevine. It
was typical hyperbolic Ossendowski – but he had tapped into some-
thing real nevertheless. As the revolt showed in the 1930s, the hope of
a foreign messiah remained vibrant for a decade or more after Ungern’s
death. There were rumours of the return of the Bogd Khan, the
Panchen Lama and other messianic figures recorded as recently as the
early 1960s, although they never reached the same pitch of apocalyptic
intensity.

And in a typically perverse way, Ungern did, indeed, prove to be
Mongolia’s saviour. Even after being driven out, the Chinese never
gave up their ambitions towards Mongolia. The Republic of China, on
Taiwan, despite nominally recognising Mongolia in 1946, soon
changed its tune and refused to acknowledge Mongolia as a separate
country until 2002, drawing it as part of China on official maps. They
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maintained the post of provincial governor of Mongolia for eighty
years after the territory was lost, which must have been one of the
great sinecures of all time. Taiwan still nominally claims both
Mongolia and the formerly Soviet territory of Tuva, and has not yet
established any diplomatic relations with the country. The post-war
communist government in Beijing, meanwhile, reluctantly acquiesced
in their Soviet patrons’ takeover of Mongolia, although Mao’s private
rhetoric inevitably included Mongolia in his listing of Chinese terri -
tory,11 and the Sino-Soviet split ended all diplomatic relations between
the two nations, which were not renewed until 1997. Tellingly, the
Chinese state firewall continues to block many internet sites related to
Mongolian culture and identity, even those related chiefly to Mongols
in Russia.12

Without Ungern, the Chinese would have remained in Mongolia,
the Soviets would never have taken over the country, and it would
have remained a part of Chinese territory. From the point of view of
anybody in Mongolia in the 1930s, Chinese oppression, however
petty and  brutal, would have been infinitely superior to the Soviet
 version. In the long run, though, Mongolia would have gone through
exactly the same collectivisation, cultural destruction and mass homi-
cide, only twenty years delayed. Both Inner Mongolia and Tibet,
respectively inherited and invaded by the Chinese communists, suf-
fered terribly in the 1950s. In Inner Mongolia, Mao first promised
independence and then betrayed and brutally murdered Mongol lead-
ers, including fighters against the Japanese, when he came to power.
And finally, with the fall of the USSR, Mongolia experienced a
new freedom. It kept its own culture and its own religion, however
damaged by seventy years of Russian occupation. The People’s
Republic would have flooded Mongolia with Han  settlers, as hap-
pened in the other non-Chinese provinces of the new communist
empire, leaving the Mongolians a minority in their own lands, cultur-
ally and economically marginalised.13

As it was, after the collapse of communism, Mongolian traditions
returned. It was a formidable task. An entire world of belief had been
wiped out in a single generation, leaving only oral tradition and a
few determined individuals to help rebuild it. The old world was
just about within living memory, but reconstructing it, lacking the
 religious ceremonies, buildings and lineages of the pre-communist era,
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was never going to be easy. Scraps survived – boxes of artefacts, books
of herbal medicine – but their uses had been lost.

Although everything was stripped away from them, right down to
their own Mongolian names, the people still strive to remember their
past. Family names traditionally had Buddhist connotations, so under
communism they were banned, and only a personal name permitted.
By the 1990s most families had forgotten their original names, so
chose new ones from a list of possible Buddhist alternatives, or else
named themselves after their professions; Mongolia’s only astronaut,
for example, rejoices in the name of Kosmos.

Yet even under the worst of communist oppression, Mongolian
 religion survived. The oldest Mongolian I met was a 102-year-old
woman, lost in a blissful religious senility, who spent her days turning
a prayer wheel. She had kept the faith throughout the years of perse-
cution; she, and many others, had hidden holy books, preserved
 statues in caves in the hills, and maintained in secret the worship of the
gods. Veneration of popular figures of the Bogd Khan era survived,
including of the Bogd himself, despite all the vilification heaped on
him by communist propaganda. Worship continued in less obvious
ways. For instance, even in the 1970s people in Ulaanbaatar ‘remem-
bered a certain freshwater spring where the Bogd’s wife, the Ekh
Dagina, used to go to worship. A visit to this spring, which officially
could be described as “medicinal”, could also be privately interpreted
as a commemoration of the Eke Dagini.’14 The vagaries and sins of the
real person could be forgotten this way, as they became increasingly
depersonalised, remembered instead as incarnations of gods or as local
spirits.

I wondered whether the same process had transformed folk memory
of Ungern. Personally, I thought there was little chance that any trace
of such worship had survived, until I attended a dinner at a friend’s
home in Ulaanbaatar. My friend was a product of bizarre regional
 politics himself, an ethnic Tibetan who had been brought to Japan as
a teenager in the 1950s as part of a programme set up by former mem-
bers of the Japanese government guilty about their involvement with
Tibet during the war, and wanting to do something for the country.
Now he worked to strengthen Japanese–Mongolian relations, and was
in the country buttering up various Mongolian  university deans. I was
sitting next to his translator, a charming  multilingual Mongolian
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woman in her thirties, chatting in slightly broken English and occa-
sionally very broken Russian. I mentioned that I was working on a
book about Baron Ungern, and she said words I almost didn’t believe
at first. ‘Oh, Baron Ungern? In my family, he is a god.’

I asked her for details. Her grandfather had been a prominent lama
at the time of the Bogd Khan government, and he had spent time with
Ungern – enough to ensure he was persecuted in the 1930s, and even-
tually shot. Before he died, however, he had given her grandmother a
box containing pieces of Ungern’s clothing and hair, which was sup-
posed to have magical powers. Buried in a piece of barren land near
Karakorum, where Ungern had regrouped his forces after his first
defeat by the Soviets, it had caused the land to spring up green and fer-
tile, good for grazing. The family had worshipped Ungern himself as a
personal protector, naming him in prayers even when she was a child
in the 1970s.

In at least one family, then, Ungern was more than just a man. Two
generations had preserved his memory; there must have been others,
scraps of tradition, that remembered him in the same way. It would
have pleased him to be known as a protector of Buddhism, deified
among those bloody-handed gods.
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Notes

introduction

1 Technically, the Whites – never a formal movement – were only one
 faction among many opposed to the Bolsheviks, and tended to represent
the most reactionary of their opponents, but the term was often used to
cover all anti-Bolshevik opposition.

2 Transliteration from Mongolian and Tibetan is not standardised, and
spellings, especially of pre-modern figures, are extremely varied; when a
name, such as Genghis, has a familiar Western form, I have therefore
 preferred to use that.

3 The Bolshevik revolutionary Nikolai Bukharin applied a similar 
description to Stalin in the 1930s, describing him as ‘Genghis Khan 
with the telephone’.

4 The Lama Temple, damaged in the Cultural Revolution, stripped of
monks and now with bright electric lights, is a very different experience
nowadays. It feels like a tamed, Sinified, acceptable version of Lamaism;
noticeably, the more gory or sexually explicit statues are now covered up.

5 Vladimir Pozner, Bloody Baron: The Story of Ungern-Sternberg, trans.
Warre Bradley Wells (London, 1938), p. 7.

6 My first Chinese girlfriend’s family exemplified this. Her grandmother
had a mincing and useless walk thanks to her feet being bound as a child,
and her mother was four inches shorter than she should have been,
thanks to malnutrition suffered as a child during the famines caused by
Mao’s Great Leap Forward.

one – a son of crusaders and privateers

1 Ferdinand Ossendowski, Beasts, Men, and Gods (New York, 1922), 
p. 248.



2 The long-term success of which is dubious, given that the Estonians
took the first opportunity to break away from Russia after the 1917
 revolution. After being snapped up by Stalin again in 1940 (in an
 agreement concluded in, literally, about five minutes just before lunch) most
of the population welcomed the ‘liberators’ of the Wehrmacht with much
enthusiasm. The Germans were the happiest; they had been  evacuated by
Hitler just before the Soviet takeover and were restored as soon as the
Wehrmacht rolled in again. Even the Baltic peasantry initially preferred 
the Nazis to the Soviets, not least because the Germans gave them an
opportunity to express bloodily their long-standing anti-Semitism. The
Nazis handled the situation with their typical lack of grace, looking to 
banish the Slavic population and ‘turn the Baltic into a German lake’. 
The Germans were driven out again in 1945, part of the great forced 
exodus from the newly Russian territories.

3 Isaiah Berlin, Against the Current (London, 1980), p. 258.
4 Sovetskaya Sibir (Novonikolaevsk), no. 200 (560), 17 September, 1921.
5 A simple practical experiment to demonstrate this: go to a typical

Wiccan coven and see how long it is before somebody tells you how they
were initiated into the Craft by their grandmother, who was part of an
ancient line of witches.

6 Eesti Ajalooarhiiv [Estonian National Archives], f. 860, n. 1, s. 1672,
leht [list], 1.

7 Rossiiskii Gosudarstvennyi Arkhiv Voenno-Morskogo Flota [State
Archive of the Russian Navy] (RGAVMF), f. 432, op. 1, d. 2162, 11.

8 The combination of word elements to express compound ideas.
9 Pozner, Bloody Baron, p. 58.

10 RGAVMF, f. 432, op. 5, d. 8586, p. 1.
11 RGAVMF, f. 432, op. 1, d. 2162.

two – the ends of the world

1 Pozner, Bloody Baron, p. 43.
2 This was only slightly higher than the percentage of manor houses

destroyed across Russia – about 15 per cent. What was unusual in
Estonia was how far the destruction extended into towns and cities,
where German-owned businesses were singled out by rioters.

3 Ossendowski, Beasts, Men, and Gods, p. 245.
4 Ossendowski, Beasts, Men, and Gods, p. 241.
5 Gosudarstvennyi arkhiv Rossiiskoi Federatsii [State Archive of 

the Russian Federation] (GARF), f. 5431, op. 1, d. 40, 11. 
1–3 (b).
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6 Though there’s still plenty of room for right-wing esotericism, as
Nicholas Goodrick-Clarke demonstrates in his examination of post-war
Nazi occultism, Black Sun (New York, 2003). Even the relatively cuddly
world of English paganism occasionally has some nasty racist overtones,
with its emphasis on ‘native’ religion.

7 George Orwell, ‘W. B. Yeats’ (first published in Horizon, London, 1943).
8 Cited in Maria Carlson, No Religion But Truth (Princeton, 1993), p. 4.
9 This interest in the occult has revived in post-Soviet Russia. Even 

popular booksellers – the Russian equivalents of W. H. Smith – 
commonly carry a substantial ‘esoteric’ selection.

10 Hermann Keyserling, Reise durch die Zeit [A Journey through Time],
vol. II (Vaduz, 1948), p. 53, n. 1.

11 Helena Blavatsky, The Secret Doctrine (Pasadena, 1988), vol. II, pp.
106, 470.

12 Available in The World War I Document Archive: The Willy–Nicky
Letters, at http://www.lib.byu.edu/~rdh/wwi/, accessed 6 March 2007,
originally published New York, 1920.

13 John Keegan, A History of Warfare (New York, 1993).
14 Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi voennyi arkhiv [Russian State Military

Archive] (RGVA), f. 39454, op. 1, d. 9, 1. 53 (b).
15 Especially important, given that conscription was one of the dreads of the

ordinary Russian peasant. The chances of ever making it back to home and
family were so low that funerals were held when the draftee left the village.

16 Willard Sunderland, ‘Baron Ungern, Toxic Cosmopolitan’, Ab Imperio,
Spring 2006.

17 Think of two recent Hollywood epics, for instance, The Last Samurai
and The Return of the King, both of which featured spectacular cavalry
charges against hopeless odds. The Rohirrim in Return, Anglo-Saxons of
the steppe, even wore the white horsetails of Mongols and Huns.

18 Ossendowski, Beasts, Men, and Gods, pp. 240, 245.
19 Ossendowski, Beasts, Men, and Gods, p. 246.
20 Dmitri Alioshin, Asian Odyssey (London, 1941).
21 N. Khisight, ‘Baron Ungern’s Mongolian Connection’, Journal of the

Institute of Social Sciences, National University of Mongolia, no. 188
(14), 2002.

three – suspended between heaven and hell

1 Pozner, Bloody Baron, p. 82.
2 A. V. Burdukov, V staroi i novoi Mongolii: vospominaniia, pis’ma [Old

and New Mongolia: Memoirs, Letters] (Moscow, 1969), pp. 100–102.
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3 ‘Living Buddha’ is a general term for any reincarnating lama – trulku in
Tibetan – of which there were some 250 in Mongolia in 1911. Western trav-
ellers often used it simply to refer to the most senior of them. Throughout I
refer to him as the ‘Bogd Khan’, or ‘Holy King’, his most commonly used
title in Mongolia, although technically the epithet applied only during the
period during which he held secular, as well as religious, power.

4 Within Mongolia there are at least fifteen different Mongol groups, of
which the Khalkha make up around 85 per cent of the population.
‘Mongolian’ in this volume usually means Khalkha and other small
Mongol groups within the borders of Mongolia, while I use ‘Mongol’
with respect to the wider ethnic and cultural group.

5 At least, if the behaviour of their modern counterparts is anything to go
by. Most temples, particularly in China, now cover up the more luridly
sexual scenes, such as the yab-yum, or ‘divine coupling’.

6 Alcoholism is even more common in modern Mongolia than it was a
 century ago, with rates among men reaching 50 per cent or higher. Foreign
businesses generally employ Chinese immigrant workers, because too many
of the Mongolians will vanish after the first month to drink their pay.

7 Kam’s is one of those head-swapping stories that so often crop up in
Hindu and Buddhist mythology. In this case Erlik, a pious monk, was
meditating in a cave, an hour away from enlightenment, when two
 bandits entered to behead a stolen ox. Not men to miss an opportunity,
they beheaded Erlik too. His body promptly grabbed the ox-head, put it
on and slaughtered the bandits.

8 Rudolf Strasser, The Mongolian Horde (New York, 1930), p. 174.
9 The reverse process is taking place today as the Chinese attempt to 

legitimise their claims to Inner and Outer Mongolia by appropriating 
the image of Genghis Khan. At a convivial dinner in Inner Mongolia in
2003 I asked a couple of the diners about a portrait of Genghis and 
was told, ‘Genghis Khan! Yes, he is a great Chinese hero!’ There was
nodding and general approval round the table, and some toasting of
Genghis’s spirit. We were in Inner Mongolia, but every one of the diners
save me were Han Chinese, for all their downing of Mongolian spirits
and singing of sentimental songs about the steppe, bows and the deep
love between a man and his horse. One of them, a local Communist
Party boss, grasped my arm  sincerely. ‘Genghis was born in Mongolia,’
he said, ‘but he was Chinese. He loved China, like we love China.’
Genghis loved the Chinese so much that he killed around ten million of
them, and seriously considered  burning every city in northern China to
the ground to create a vast  grassland for his horses.

10 Peter Perdue, China Marches West (London, 2005), pp. 283, 185.
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11 The idea of Mongolian cruelty crops up frequently elsewhere; the mute
Mongolian human-skinner in Haruki Murakami’s novel The Wind-Up
Bird Chronicle (New York, 1997), for instance, or Lenin’s cold cruelty
being attributed to his ‘Mongol blood’ – he was a quarter Kalmyk.

12 A remarkable number of Mongols seem to have ended up on the
Western Front, though surely many of them were other central Asians,
misidentified. Eric Newby, imprisoned in Italy, remarked on his guards
that ‘they were Mongols, apostates from the Russian Army, dressed in
German uniform, hideously cruel descendants of Genghis Khan’s wild
horsemen who, in Italy, had already established a similar reputation to
that enjoyed by the Goums, the Moroccans in the Free French army’ (A
Traveller’s Life, London, 1982, p. 130). Central Asian and Mongolian
soldiers were also widely blamed by other Russian soldiers for the rapes
committed by the Red Army in 1945, in supposed contrast to the heroic
– and ethnically Russian – front-line soldiers.

13 Glenn Gray, The Warriors: Reflections on Men at War (Lincoln, NE,
1959), p. 98.

14 C. W. Campbell, Travels in Mongolia (London, 1902), p. 9.
15 Hideo Tasuki, A Japanese Agent in Tibet (London, 1990).
16 University Bibliotheca, Oslo, Ethnographical Museum, manuscript

38416, quoted in Alice Sárközi, Political Prophecies in Mongolia in the
17th–20th Centuries (Wiesbaden, 1992), p. 120.

17 Ossendowski, Beasts, Men, and Gods, p. 293.
18 Caroline Humphrey, ‘Remembering an “Enemy”’, in Rubie S. Watson

(ed.), Memory, History and Opposition Under State Socialism (Santa Fe,
1994), p. 31.

19 Ossendowski, Beasts, Men, and Gods, p. 291.
20 Ladislaus Forbath and Joseph Geleta, The New Mongolia (London,

1936), p. 261.
21 Karl Gustav Vrangel, The Memoirs of Count Vrangel: The Last

Commander-in-Chief of the Russian National Army, trans. Sophie
Goulston (London, 1929), p. 7.

22 Quoted in Baabar, History of Mongolia (Ulaanbaatar, 1999), p. 144,
originally from Aleksei Kuropatkin, What’s to be Done with Mongolia
and Manchuria (1913).

23 Quoted in Perdue, China Marches West, p. 493.
24 Ripping out the heart of an enemy, however, is a scene occasionally

depicted in Mongolian Buddhist art and literature, and there were
 numerous reports of it from foreign travellers, but always second-hand.
It certainly became one of the standard Russian tropes of writing about
the Mongols, but may have been actually performed on occasion.
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25 GARF, f. 9427, op. 1, d. 392, p. 48.
26 Almost all shape-shifters in primal mythologies turn into either bears 

or snakes, which suggests all manner of wonderful but incredibly 
speculative connections; the bear cult so strikingly preserved in the 
Swiss caves, the temptation in Eden, the immortal snakes in Babylonian
mythology, the bear-heraldry of King Arthur (whose name in itself means
‘bear’), dragons, etc. It crops up in odd places; there is a strong 
suggestion in Beowulf that the hero can transform himself into the ‘bee-
wolf’; the bear – picked up by Tolkien and used for Beorn in The Hobbit.
I suspect that bears are so striking because they seem so human, and
snakes because they are so alien.

27 Something which neither community likes to discuss nowadays, but
which is strikingly preserved in images found in many northern Indian
temples of an elephant, symbolising Hinduism, crushing a deer, 
symbolising Buddhism, beneath its foot. Conversely, Mongolian and
Tibetan gods are sometimes depicted crushing an elephant.

28 Quoted from the temple’s notice to visitors.
29 Which makes it strange that Roerich doesn’t mention Ungern at any point

in his books. Perhaps he found the similarity between Ungern’s mystical
beliefs and his own disturbing, given that he was a leftist  pacifist.

30 Sárközi, Political Prophecies, p. 131.

four – things fall apart

1 Quoted from http://www.firstworldwar.com/source/tannenberg_
hindenburg.htm.

2 S. L. Kuzmin (comp.), Baron Ungern v dokumentakh i memuarakh
[Baron Ungern in Documents and Memoirs] (Moscow, 2004), p. 10.

3 Kuzmin, Baron Ungern, p. 293.
4 Bernhard von der Marwitz, Stirb und Werde [Dying and Becoming]

(Breslau, 1931), p. 82.
5 Kuzmin, Baron Ungern, p. 10.
6 If there had been no revolution, presumably this violent generation

would have been bled off into the frontiers of empire, as were so many
of the young French and British men traumatised by war.

7 Mayne Reid was a Irish-American cavalry officer and writer of American
adventure stories, largely forgotten in the West but persistently popular in
Russia. Exactly what ‘a Mayne Reid’ hero denotes is well summarised by
Jess Nevins in the Encyclopaedia of Fantastic Victoriana (New York,
2005): ‘gallant, skillful at arms, far more at ease around men than
around women, has lots of time for trappers and soldiers but little for the
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upper classes or intellectuals, and is much happier hunting and killing
than thinking’.

8 Vrangel, Memoirs of Count Vrangel, p. 4.
9 Kuzmin, Baron Ungern, p. 64. Literally, Ungern shouted, ‘Whose muzzle

do I have to beat?’
10 Colonel John Ward, With the Die-Hards in Siberia (London, 1920), 

p. 238.
11 Vrangel, Memoirs of Count Vrangel, p. 6.
12 GARF, f. 9427, op. 1, d. 392.
13 Vejas Gabriel Liulevicius, War Land on the Eastern Front (Cambridge,

2000), p. 238.
14 Sovetskaya Sibir, no. 200 (560), 17 September, 1921, s. 4.
15 Confusingly known as the October Revolution since it took place on 25

October under the old Julian calendar, but in November according to
the modern Gregorian version adopted after the revolution.

16 Peter Fleming, One’s Company (London, 1931), p. 21.

five – carrion country

1 V. A. Kislitsin, V ogne grazhdanskoi voiny [In the Fire of the Civil War]
(Harbin, 1936), p. 101.

2 Alioshin, Asian Odyssey, p. 17.
3 General Vrangel, Ungern’s old commander, also acquired this sobriquet

in the Crimea, but it was more common to refer to him by his full name
rather than just his title. One of the most popular Red Army songs began
mockingly: ‘White Army, Black Baron, prepare for us a Tsarist throne
. . .’ Probably referring to Vrangel, it was sung about Ungern as well.

4 US Senate Committee on Education and Labor, Deportation of Gregorie
Semenoff: Hearings Relative to the Deporting of Undesirable Aliens
(Washington, DC, 1922), pp. 21–2.

5 Alioshin, Asian Odyssey, p. 14.
6 Kuzmin, Baron Ungern, p. 274.
7 Alioshin, Asian Odyssey, p. 14.
8 Kuzmin, Baron Ungern, pp. 72–3.
9 Special Delegation of the Far Eastern Republic, Letters Captured from

Baron Ungern in Mongolia (Washington, DC, 1921), p. 4.
10 Norman Cohn, Warrant for Genocide (Harmondsworth, 1970).
11 Ossendowski, Beasts, Men, and Gods, pp. 313–14.
12 In the whole of the nineteenth century there was only one Jewish officer

in the Russian army, Captain Herzl Yankl Tsam, and he was made a
captain only after forty-one years’ service.
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13 GARF, f. 9427, op. 1, d. 392, p. 38.
14 Sovetskaya Sibir, no. 201 (561), 18 September, 1921, s. 4.
15 Kislitsin, V ogne grazhdanskoi voiny, p. 101.
16 Grigori Semenov, O Sebe [About Myself] (Harbin, 1938), p. 119.
17 Quoted in Leonid Ieuzefovich, Samoderzhets pustyni: fenomen sud’by

barona RF. Ungern-Shternberga [Autocrat of the Desert: The
Phenomenon of Baron R. F. Ungern-Sternberg] (Moscow, 1993).

18 Pozner, Bloody Baron, p. 39.
19 RGVA, f. 16, op. 1, d. 37, p. 298.
20 Kuzmin, Baron Ungern, p. 71.
21 Deportation of Gregorie Semenoff, pp. 100–101.
22 Kuzmin, Baron Ungern, p. 69.
23 Kuzmin, Baron Ungern, p. 70.
24 GARF, f. 9427, op. 1, d. 392, p. 60.
25 GARF, f. 9427, op. 1, d. 392, p. 59.
26 Sovetskaya Sibir, no. 202 (562), 20 September, 1921, s. 2.
27 GARF, f. 9427, op. 1, d. 392, p. 59.
28 Quoted in Daniel Field, Rebels in the Name of the Tsar (Boston, 1976),

p. 2.
29 Jamie Bisher, White Terror (London, 2005), p. 185.
30 Pan-Asiatic ideas of the period in Japan lacked much of the aggressive

and extreme right-wing tone of the movement in the 1930s and 40s.
Instead, they often envisaged bringing liberal, anti-imperialist thought to
the rest of Asia, envisaging a federation rather than an empire, albeit one
in which the Japanese would be the clear leaders, treating other Asians
in a paternalistic fashion.

31 Kislitsin, V ogne grazhdanskoi voiny, p. 102.
32 Ossendowski, Beasts, Men, and Gods, p. 246.
33 Kuzmin, Baron Ungern, p. 70. Immersed as I had become in Ungern’s

world while researching his life, this reference to Pankhurst came as a
 jarring reminder that alongside Ungern’s Siberia of feudalism and
 constant war there existed another world, a relatively peaceful one in
which the modern struggle for women’s rights was taking place.

34 Konstantin Leontiev, the ultra-conservative Russian writer who
 influenced Ungern, was not unique among Russian writers and explorers
in his liking for virile Asian men.

35 Pozner, Bloody Baron, p. 42.
36 Quoted in Bisher, White Terror, p. 128.
37 Alioshin, Asian Odyssey, pp. 18–19.
38 Quoted in Evgenii Belov, Baron Ungern fon Shternberg: biografiia,

 ideologiia, voennye pokhody 1920–1921 [Baron Ungern von Sternberg:
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Biography, Ideology, Military Campaigns 1920–1921] (Moscow, 2003),
p. 28.

39 Ossendowski, Beasts, Men, and Gods, pp. 233–4.
40 Alioshin, Asian Odyssey, p. 19.
41 RGVA, f. 16, op. 3, d. 222, p. 14.
42 Ossendowski, Beasts, Men, and Gods, p. 247.
43 GARF, f. 9427, op. 1, d. 392, p. 47.
44 The widespread notion that Ungern believed himself to be Genghis’s

direct reincarnation seems to have stemmed from a passage in
Ossendowski, Beasts, Men, and Gods, where Ungern reportedly told the
Mongolians that ‘[Genghis’s] soul still lives and calls upon the Mongols
to become anew a powerful people and reunite again into one great Mid-
Asiatic State all the Asian kingdoms he had ruled’ (p. 253). Even here,
there is no direct claim to Genghis’s soul, only his imperial inheritance.

45 Pozner, Bloody Baron, p. 43.
46 GARF, f. 9427, op. 1, d. 392, p. 56.
47 Sovetskaya Sibir, no. 200 (560), 17 September, 1921, s. 4.

six – ragged crusade

1 Pozner, Bloody Baron, p. 40.
2 The formula, commonly used in Mongolia and explained to me by the

president’s nephew, was very exact. One Mongolian is worth two
Japanese is worth four Koreans is worth eight Chinese. Notice that the
Mongolians are just about the only people in Asia who actually like the
Japanese – and even then they rank them as distinctively inferior to
 themselves. I wasn’t told where the English fitted in.

3 ‘Big Xu’ to Xu Shuzheng’s ‘Little Xu’. China has always been short on
surnames. A much older statesman, but often confused with Little Xu in
Western accounts.

4 Bisher, White Terror, p. 269.
5 If you come across a ruined monastery in Mongolia, it’s just as likely to

have been burnt by the Chinese in the 1600s as by the Russians in the
1930s.

6 Kuzmin, Baron Ungern, p. 90.
7 Kuzmin, Baron Ungern, p. 75.
8 Sárközi, Political Prophecies, p. 110.
9 Visiting friends in the countryside near Ulaanbaatar in 2004, I was 

told that the area was suffering from dangerous overcrowding; it 
was now possible, with a good eye, for a man to see his neighbour’s
camp.
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10 Led by Sir Francis Younghusband, a famous British explorer who, although
a far better man, shared some interests with Ungern, such as his concern for
martial virtues and his deep, eclectic interest in Eastern mysticism.

11 Peter Fleming, Bayonets to Lhasa (London, 1962), p. 302.
12 Kuzmin, Baron Ungern, p. 206.
13 At the victory parade after the end of the Second World War, Stalin was

due to ride a white horse in triumph, but it threw him on a practice run
and Zhukov was given the honour instead.

14 Kuzmin, Baron Ungern, p. 82.
15 US National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), MID report

no. 212 (RH165, file 2657-I–158/3), 30 March, 1921.
16 A. S. Makeev, Bog voiny [God of War] (Shanghai, 1934), p. 23.
17 Alioshin presumably means ‘to heal’ here. Horrible as this is, this

type of punishment was not unique to Ungern. Cyclical flogging,
where the flesh was allowed to heal and was then scourged again,
was common in convict-era Australia, where sentences of five 
hundred or a thousand lashes were sometimes carried out over months
at a time.

18 Alioshin, Asian Odyssey, p. 188.
19 Alioshin, Asian Odyssey, p. 223.
20 Kuzmin, Baron Ungern, p. 430.
21 Ossendowski, Beasts, Men, and Gods, p. 219.
22 Alioshin, Asian Odyssey, p. 168.
23 N. M. Ribo, ‘The Story of Baron Ungern Told by His Staff Physician’,

Hoover Institution, Stanford University, CSUZXX697-A, p. 4.
24 Alioshin, Asian Odyssey, p. 222.
25 Ossendowski, Beasts, Men, and Gods, p. 251.
26 GARF, f. 9427, op. 1. d. 392, pp. 35–46.
27 Letters Captured from Baron Ungern in Mongolia, p. 8.
28 Omar Bartov, Hitler’s Army: Soldiers, Nazis and War in the Third Reich

(New York, 1992), p. 126.
29 Sovetskaya Sibir, no. 197 (557), 14 September, 1921, s. 1.
30 Ribo, ‘The Story of Baron Ungern’, p. 6.
31 The Chinese mountain gods, it must be said, were a little less ferocious

than the Mongolian savdags, being more petty and bureaucratic than
vengeful. I was once involved in building a temple on the minor holy
mountain of Taibaishan. Half-way through the process the Daoist 
leaders declared that the building needed to be widened, because the
three gods of the mountain required five bays. We asked why, and it 
was explained that the gods didn’t get on, and so needed an empty 
space between them, or they would fight and bring disharmony. 
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When we asked why a fairly small mountain needed three gods anyway,
we were told, ‘Each god will only work eight hours on, sixteen hours
off.’ Divinity clearly remains a unionised business.

32 Captain R. B. Otter-Barry and Perry Ayscough, With the Russians in
Mongolia (London, 1914), p. 105.

33 Theodore White and Annalee Jacoby, Thunder Out of China (New
York, 1946), p. 187.

34 National State Archives of Mongolia, a. 5, g. 7, n. 288.
35 D. P. Pershin, Baron Ungern, Urga i Altan-Bulak (Stanford, 1933),

 quoted in Kuzmin, Baron Ungern, p. 370.
36 NARA, MID Report no. 212 (RG59), 30 March, 1921.
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42 Sovetskaya Sibir, no. 201 (561), 18 September, 1921, s. 3.
43 The Jewish matrilineal tradition is sometimes – very probably

 mistakenly – held to have arisen as a result of rape, ordained by the
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 heartbreakingly humane response to an evil practice.

44 Ribo, ‘The Story of Baron Ungern’, p. 1.
45 Surreally, they were betrayed by a Korean doctor who was accompanying

the mummified body of his three-year-old daughter, a typhus victim, out of
the city. The Jews had given him letters to take with him, but he was caught
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46 Letters Captured from Baron Ungern in Mongolia, p. 6.
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seven – lord of the steppe
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deprived of news, believe that the revolutionary tide that had swept
away the Romanovs, Habsburgs and Hohenzollerns must inevitably
have taken the others with it?
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